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This thesis argues that although the need for Amy Reform is

often revealed by wartime disaster, the content and purpose of that

Reform Is determined by a more complicated process than simply

•learning the lessons' of a previous defeat.

To examine that process, the first section of the thesis recounts

the shortcomings of the late Victorian Army - the exclusive focus on

structural reform, the neglect of modem weapons in tactical thought

and the complacency derived from continual success in mail colonial

wars. The second section analyses the reaction of the Army, Govern¬

ment, and Opposition to the reverses in South Africa and maintains

that their spokesmen were highly selective in interpreting these events.

The third section reviews the post-war structural reforms and claims

that economic and imperial considerations were a3 important in reform

as the requirements of Continental strategy. The fourth and fifth

sections describe the social origins of the officers and the rank-and-

file in the dwardian Amy and argue that there was little interest,

especially at Governmental level, in altering the traditional patterns

of social recruitment. Finally, the sixth section claims that the

essence of post-v/ar reform was the perfection of basic military skills

by the Front-Line Forces, which enabled them to exploit, in attack and

defence, the advantages of recent developments in modem weaponry.
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Detbodoloalcal Note.

As outlined in the nummary, this study covers several different

aspects of Airy Reform, including tine structural organisation of the

Regular Army, its social recruitment and its reaction to technological

development. Although failings in these aspects had jointly con¬

tributed towards the military shortcomings of the Amy in the South

African War, this analysis does not presume that they formed an

integrated pattern. It recognises that the differences between them

were still significant, since the spokesmen, the scope for action and

the need for political commitment vailed from topic to topic. It

also notes that whereas some issues remained within the remit of the

Amy Council and the General Staff, others extended beyond the confines

and the responsibility of these institutions. This thesis therefore,

has not been arranged to parallel the development of Amy Reform with

the evolution of any particular military institution in the Mwardian

period. Instead it centres upon various themes and discusses them in

sections, allotting a separate pagination to each section.

The basis for this thesis has been the private and published

writings of the military and civilian authorities on itfwardian Amy

Reform. "inee some of these individuals were or became well-known

public figures, their biographical details are not incorporated in text.

On the other hand, those reformers who were prominent in the wdwardian

period but have since faded into obscurity, are described and a list

appears in Appendix It Dramatis Personae..
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Abbreviations

These are the main abbreviations used in the notes and references

which supplement the text#

B.K.Add.Mas. British Museum Additional Manuscripts

C. and Cd. Command Papers

Cab. Cabinet Papers

C.I.D. Committee of Imperial Defence

D.N.B. Dictionary of National Biography

I.W.H. Imperial War Museum

N.A.M. National Army Museum

N.L.S. National Library of Scotland

Parl.Deb, Parliamentary Debates

P.R.O. Public Record Office

Scottish Record Office

w.o. War Office
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X.
Chapter I

Hie Failure of the Late Victorian Army to Reform itself.

"Few professions - and the army, I think, least of all - are capable

of reforming themselves".

Sir G. b'olsaley, 'England as a Military Power in 1854 and in 1878',

Nineteenth Century. 7ol.Ill, No.XXI (Mar.,1878), p.441.

This chapter analyses the argument that an Array is an

inherently conservative body by virtue of its structural organisation.

It indicates that in the late Victorian Army ideas were more important

than structure arid that a citadel mentality stifled deform. It

asserts that the Reformers were not the hapless victims of structural

rigidity, but a group whose ideas were offensive to the majority of

officers, who lacked unison and persistence, and who suffered from

the stigma of careerism, Finally, it claims that even when the

Reformers achieved office, they failed to improve the efficiency of

the Army, not because of failings in themselves or in their powers,

but because their ideas were outmoded and irrelevant to the require¬

ments of Army Reform in the altered circumstances of the modern

battle.
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2.
In March, 1878, Sir Garnet olseley wrote "that great

reforms are seldom effected in an army except after great reverses.

Iiis argument presumed that the structural organisation of an Army

lessened the likelihood of internal 'deform, and that external pressure

by public opinion and Government action, usually evoked by a wartime

disaster, was the only method of securing reform. In his opinion, the

hierarchical organisation of an Army with its clear-cut command struc¬

ture and premium on the maintenance of discipline, predisposed the

profession towards a 'natural conservatism'. fbwever, this assertion

raises rather than answers several questions. In the first place,

what (Joes it mean to claim that the late Victorian Army was naturally

conservative? Secondly, what were the characteristics, views and

difficulties of the minority of reforming officers? Finally, why was

the Army after four years under an apparent Reformer as Commander-in-

Chief, still unprepared for war in 1899?

To account for the Amy's lack of reforming aeal, holaeley under¬

lined several institutional factors which were peculiar to the Army*

I think it will be found that the older men grow, the less
they are disposed to changes in the institution or profession
they have belonged to for most of their lives. This is
peculiarly the case in an arty where the young school with
advanced ideas are held very much in check by habits of dis¬
cipline and by their own inward respect for their military
superiors, and have consequently a greater difficulty than is,,
experienced in other professions in making their views known. *

Thi3 explanation, however, is not wholly convincing. Although dis¬

cipline, deference to seniority, and a concomitant curtailment of

1. Sir G. olseley, 'England as a Military Power in 1854 and in 1878',
Nineteenth Century. Vol.III, No.XII (Kar.,1878), p.441. See also
H.O. Amold-Forster, 'A Civilian's Answer to Sir Garnet Aolseley',
nineteenth Century. Vol.IX, No.LII (June,1831), p.914.

2. Sir G.Wolseley, op.cit.. p.441.
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discussion were not ideal conditions in which to propagate

Reform, these factors were only the obstacles to the dissemination of

new ideas. What Wolsaley described was the communications channel

or support mechanism for the dominant idea3 in the Army."5* Admittedly,

without a General Staff to collect military information! monitor

changes in foreign armies; and present authoritative argrsnents in

support of innovation, the mechanism itself had a built-in resistance

to change. There was no institutionalised body with a recognised

remit to promote military efficiency. As a regult, discipline may

have made parrots of the Victorian officers.^* nevertheless, what

dinroed the prospects of Reform was not the means of communication so

much as the views corraunicated* - view3 which were held by the over-

5
whelming number of officers both senior and junior.y*

The first view which inhibited Reform was the Army's belief, un¬

diminished by the Parliamentary control of finance, in its personal

fealty to the Crown. The importance of this belief has been recog¬

nised as an obstacle in the development of civil-military relations,

and as a powerful factor in reinforcing military traditionalism and

resistance to technological change.^* What requires to be added is

that this continual effort to depoliticise the Army, to raise it

above and beyond the political realm, was in itself a consciously

3. For a description of a similar mechanism in the modern Army, see
Lord Ismay, "empire (London,I960), p.209.

4* "Discipline is apt to make parrots of us all; we have much less
individuality titan the members of civil professions." Sir G.
Wolseley, 'Long end Short Service', Nineteenth Century.Vol.IX.
no.XLIX (Mar.,1881), p.560.

5. The views which will be presented comprise only the general reaction
and not the detailed objections of the Army towards Reform, since
the author was unable to consult the Duke of Cambridge Mss., in the
Royal Archives, Windsor Castle.

6. B.J.Bond, *Ihe Late Victorian Army', ilia tory To-day. Vol.11 (Sept.,
196l),p.617s W.S.!faner. The British Apy: Civil-.mjitary ReJaUpns
(London,1970). pp.36-39; and R.Janowitz, The Dppfegslonal
(Hew York,1964),p.22.
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political effort. * It presumed, not merely that civilian

politicians might mismanage the Army, but also that their purposes

and interests might be antithetical to those held by the Army. Indeed,

the Army felt that its raison d'etre transcended the vagaries of party

politics, and carried s superior constitutional status. What galled

in these circumstances was the very real dependence of the Army on

Parliament and this only intensified the emotional frustration. For

the Army to admit that it required Reform, would have implied an

inability to fulfil onerous and prized responsibilities, and revealed

a weakness, liable to exploitation by unsympathetic and ignorant

politicians.

The desire to remain apart from the political realm was but¬

tressed by the fear that Army Reform would damage the social status

and life style of the officer corps. The social criteria of the

Victorian officer were the breeding and manners of a gentleman, and

the life style was one of comradeship and leisure, with boundless
g

opportunities for sporting and social entertainment. * What the

officers feared in this respect was that the Army might be steadily

professionalised through encroachments on the position of the

Commander-in-Chief and Reforms emanating from the Liberal Secretaries

of State. A critic in the Fortnightly Review argued that "the amy

is gradually becoming less aristocratic, and more in harmony with

7. Oueen Victoria to W.E.Gladstone, 6.7.1671 quoted in G.E.Ruekle(ed.)#
The Letters of .ueen Vlctoria.^econd series,Vol.II (London,1926),
p.1A1.

6. "Hitherto our army has been a pleasant home for idle men; generation
after generation of officers have been attracted to it by the ease
and pleasure it secured to the .English gentleman - enjoyment that
was only heightened by the opposite extremes of privation and hard
work which an occasional campaign afforded." Sir G.Wolseley,
'Long and Short Service', Nineteenth Century. Vol.IX, No.XLIX
(Mar.,1681), p.562.
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democratic institutions", "and few in the Army-would not have

found this prospect alarming. The writer, however, failed to apprec¬

iate that any meaningful d eroc r&tieation in the Army would require a

radical revision of officer attitudes. For this, there were few, if

any supporters within the Army. Indeed, the failure to grasp this

point was no more clearly highlighted than in the reviewer's citation

of Lord Wolseley as the standard bearer of democratic reform. Nothing

could have been further from the truth. Wolseley may have had respect

for merit, especially his own, but he had no regard for democracy

which he equated with mob rule."^" His recognition that aristocratic

connections would inhibit a Conservative Government from Reform, only

meant that he had to co-operate with the Liberals to advance Reform

and his own career."^"* But this did not make him in any way sympathetic

to the priorities of Gladstonian Liberalism or to democratic procedures.

He remained convinced that the Army was a career for which only gentle-
12

men were fit, albeit diligent and capable gentlemen. *

Along with the social impediments to Reform, there was a further

obstacle in regimental esprit de corps. This factor proved a barrier

to Reform because of its presumed fragility. The majority of officers

believed that it was liable to disintegrate with almost any change in

the recruitment, training and organisation of the regiments. This

contention -was difficult to dispute (not that many in the Army tried),

since the important cohesive force of esprit de corps was singularly

9. 'The Army and Democracy', 'fortnightly Review. Vol.XXXIX, No.CCXXX
(March,1806), p.339.

10. Lord Wolseley to Lady Wolseley, 1.10.84. Wolseley Kss., W/P 13/22,
and Lord Wolseley to Lord Werayss, 1.11.1906. Wemyaa Mss.,Reel 17.

11. Lord Wolseley to Lady Wolseley,18,4.80. Wolseley Mss.,w/P 9/18.
12. General Viscount Wolseley, 'The Standing Army of Great Britain',

Harpers New fontiily ' atTazine. European edition, Vol.LXXX (Feb.,
1890), p.346.
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intangible. What was misplaced at the time was not the

emphasis on the importance of esprit de corps, but the emphasis on its

supposed fragility. In practice, regimental spirit proved remarkably

pliable and resilient. It survived the introduction of short service,

linked battalions, the loss of numbers and facings and the territorial

localisation of regiments. Friction erupted at first, especially

with the loss of historic facings and numbers, but this was much less

persistent, and the changes were much less deleterious, than those
13

feared by the Army recalcitrants. * Nevertheless the recalcitrants,

led by the Duke of Cambridge, sincerely feared that Army Reform would

impair
the old Regimental system of our glorious Army. It lias
stood many shocks, arc' has done its duty nobly by the
Crown and by the Country. It i3 worth saving.

It would appear therefore, that the late Victorian Army was a

perfect example of what Alfred Vagts has described as a militarist

rather than a military Army: an Army more concerned with its customs,
15

status and prestige than with its own efficiency." This conclusion,

however, should be placed in its historical perspective. In the first

place, the Victorian Ar.ny existed in a society wholly indifferent to

its ethos and efficiency. If the officers developed a citadel men¬

tality and feared lest Reform weaken their status and prestige, then

this was largely a defensive reaction to changes in the society

around them. Secondly, the Duke of Cambridge and the majority of

officers saw no contradiction between the traditions and interests

which they upheld, and the maintenance of military efficiency. On the

13» 3.J,Bond, The Introduction and Operation of "hort "ervice and
Localisation in the British Arr-y. 106S-1892. unpublished I'.A.
thesis (University of London,1962), pp.145 and 200.

14. Duke of Cambridge to Queen Victoria, 2.7.12.80 quoted in W.Verner,
"he Military Life of M. Duke of Cambridge (2 Vols.,Lon.,1905),
Vol.11, p.217.

15. A.Vagts, The History of militarism (London,1937), p»13.
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contrary, an the heirs of the Veilingtonlan Army, they believed

that these traditions and interests were vital to its effectiveness.

War was an uncertain business: what had succeeded in the past was

the only touchstone for success in the future. Finally, it wa3 true

that not all the traditions and forms of regimental esprit de corps

were inimical to the development of military efficiency. "dome

regiments, for example, took a positive pride in their musketry

talents. For the Rifle regiments and the JJOth Foot, their skill

with a rifle was as much a part of their esprit de corps as their

history and traditions. It was after a disappointing performance in

the First Boer Far (1881) that tha JSOzh Foot resolved to improve their

musketry, and in 1395, they entered the War with a musketry standard

averaging "marksmen"."^*
Nevertheless, the fears for the status, prestige and traditions

of the array generally inhibited efficiency and ensured that tho

officers who championed Reform like Sir Garnet Wolseley and his "Fdng"

remained a small and isolated group. The majority of officers, who

resented the liberal Reforms, put a premium not only on obedience and

loyalty to the Duke, but also on conformity, on a solid wall against

the enemy. Any deviant was suspect. Indeed, when the critics

labelled Wolseley a Radical, it revealed more about the critics than
17

about the criticised. A distortion of this magnitude could only

emanate from a horse Guards riven by doubts and apprehension - the

products of a citadel mentality. It wa3 true that Wolseley was an

16. Col.J.K. Funlop, The Development of the British Army 1899-1914
(Lon.,1933), p.37.

17. In fact Lord Wolseley detested Radicalism, denigrated democracy
and abhorred Gladstone. See Lord h'olseley to lady Vsolseley,
20.3.80. Wolseley Mas., W/P 9/15.
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opportunist end that,

His great fault is that he is so very ambitious, and
that he has only a certain number of officers in whom
he has any real confidence.-*-®*

Yet, the fear of a 'Wolseley Ring* had more shadow than substance.

As a group it proved much lass compact and much less loyal than either

Wolseley hoped or his critics feared. Indeed the apprehension expres¬

sed within the Horse Guards only reflected the feelings evoked by the

Reforms of Caidwell and Chillers. For the Duke of Cambridge, the

endorsement of these measures by .junior officers was at best

impertinent, at worst disloyal.

Even so, Reform from within was not simply stifled by the

choleric reaction in the clubs, regimental mess conformity, and the
19

incubus on Reform in the Horse Guards. The Reformers also suffered

from the very features which distinguished them as, "the young school

with advanced ideas'". In the first place, they were young and promo¬

tion conscious. For advancement, they depended upon the Duke's
20

consent and at time3 this muted their reforming zeal. * Secondly,

they were a group distinguished by experience in small colonial wars.

Wolseley first gathered his Ring to fight in the Ashanti War, and this

fund of war experience was invaluable for the Reformers. It gained

them public acclaim, opportunities for faster promotion, and the

experience of war upon which they based ao many of their proposals.

On the other hand, the Reformers had to spend a considerable period

18. Duke of Cambridge to .wen Victoria 12.10.82 quoted in G.Buckle
(ed.), op.cit.. Second Series, Vol.11, p.347.

19. "The Duke of Cambridge alone is a fatal obstacle to reaJ improve¬
ment. He is & terrible incubus on the Amy." Sir G.Chesney to
Blackwood, 18.12.75. Blackwood I'ss.,N.L.P., K3432V,

20. Sir H.Brackenbury to Blackwood, 11.10.90. Blackwood Mas., N.L.S.
MS4403.
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of time either preparing for war or fighting in war, which

impaired the momentum and occasionally, the unison of the campaign

for Reform.^*
The third obstacle to the process of internal Reform was the

peculiar deployment of the British Amy. Although the Army Reformers,

like their counterparts in the German Army, tended to coxe from the
22

less wealthy and only marginally wealthy backgrounds, "they were not

concentrated in Britain as they were in Germany. The reason was

India. It acted as a syphon for the officer of modest means, a

country in which he could enjoy the sport and social life of the home

officer at much less cost. oiaoley commented upon the gulf between

the home and Indian Armies:

The great bulk of the young men who then usually went to
India were socially not of a high order. Of course,
though very poor, many were sons of old officers of good
families, whose poverty compelled their sons to serve in
India, if serve they would in the Army. But the great
bulk of those I met at Chatham, and afterwards in India
and Burmah, at that time, struck me, I remember, as 2q
wanting In good breeding, and all seemed badly educated."

The consequences of this syphon were twofold. First, a large pool of

potential discontent was removed from the regimental messes in Britain.

Secondly, what Reform movement remained was totally divorced from its

21. For example, Wolseley was abroad either fighting or administering
local government in West Africa,Aug,l873 - Kar.1874; Natal, Mar.-
Nov.1875; Cyprus,June 1878 - June 1879; Zululand,June 1879 - June
1880; ifeypt, July - Oct.1682; and the Sudan,Aug.1884 - July 1885.

22. W.Gorlits, Hie German General Staff (!London,1953)»P*56. Men like
Wolseley,Hamley,Mac!)ougall and Brackanbury were not wealthy and one
incentive for writing articles on Army Reform was the immediate
financial return. Sir G.Wolseley to R.Wolseley,3.6.73. Wolselay
Nss.,163/4/21; Sir G.Cheaney to Blackwood,8,1.72. Blackwood fas.,
N.L.S., m4287; and Sir H.Br&ckenbury to Blackwood,27.11.74.
Blackwood Mss.,N.L.S. MS4315.

23. Field Marshal Viscount Wolseley, The ^tory of a "oldier's Life
(2 Vols.,Lon.,1903),Vol.1,p.K>.
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counterpart in India. With differing 'war experiences' and

strategic priorities, their proposals, which were a reflection of

these contexts, were radically different in content. Army Fieform

therefore, had little opportunity to flourish within the Army commanded

by the Duke of Cambridge.

Even the appointment of Lord '.olseley as Commander-in-Chief on

19 August 1895, failed to inaugurate a period of Army Reform. To

account for this failure, so clearly exposed by the defeats at Storm-

berg, Magersfontein and Colenoo in December 1899, Lord olseley pre¬

ferred two explanations. In private, he blamed the control of the Army

by ignorant and parsimonious politicians in general, and by the incum-
pi

bent Secretary of State, Lord Lnnsdowne, in particular. In public,

he disparaged the Order in Council of 21st ?iove,-nber 1895 as an instru¬

ment which had rendered the Commander-in-Chief a 'fifth wheel on the

coach'. The Order in Council had modified the powers of the Commander-

in-Chief and charged him with 'general supervision' of the military

departments and the preparation and maintenance of schemes of offensive

and defensive operations. The heads of the military departments wore

held directly responsible to the Secretary of State, although they were

required to confer with the Commander-in-Chief before consulting with

24. "It is no wonder we never achieve much in war and have to struggle
through obstacles created by the folly and war ignorance of
civilian ministers and War Office clerics. "Lord Wolseley to Sir J.
Ardagh, 23.9.99. Ardagh Mas., P.R.0.30/40/3} see also, Lord
Wolseley to Sir E.T.Hutton, 5.6.1902, Button Mas•,B.M.Add.Mae.
50085 ff.93. For personal criticisms of Lord Lanadowne, 3uch as,
"I am working hard, but it is difficult to lead my little man of
small mind and undecided views. Fie does so look like a cross
between a French dancing master and a Jewess." Lord olseley to
Lady olaeley,4.7.99. Wolseley 'as., W/P 28/35. Bee also Lord
Wolseley to Lady Wolseley, 14.7.98, 6.10.98, 9.11.98, 13.7.99,
6.9,99. Wolseley Mas., W/P 27/49, 96, 104 and W/P 28/40, 50.
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him. Wolseley considered that this had eroded the respon¬

sibility of the Cormrander-in-Chief for discipline and military training,
25

and thereby had undermined the effectiveness of the Amor. * Neverthe¬

less, the contemporaries of lord Wolseley suggested an additional

reason for his failure in the decline of his mental faculties. Lord

'•olseley, who had assumed office in his middle sixties, suffered an

acute illness in 1397, and thereafter suffered periodic lapses of

memory. The deterioration of his health and increasingly infrequent

visits to the War Office, enabled critics to argue that the man and not
A/

the office had failed the Array. *

Whether any or all of these reasons explained the degree of fric¬

tion within the War Office, this did exist and undoubtedly imped®! the

path of pro-War Reform. Yet, given that extraneous factors may have

thwarted the realisation of Reform, what concept of Reform did the Refor¬

mers possess and was it relevant to the problems which they encountered

in South Africa? At bottom the main concern of the Commander-in-Chief

was the ability of the existing Army structure, as fashioned by Cardwell

and Childere, to fulfil the strategic requirements of the Amy. Outlined

by "tanhope in his Memoranda of 1888 and 1891, these requirements in¬

cluded the support of the Civil Power; the maintenance of overseas

garrisons; the ability to despatch an expeditionary force; and the

25. Lord olseley to Lord Salisbury, Nov.,1900. Cab.,37/53/78 and
Memorandum by Field ' arahal Viscount olseley. addressed to the

"arquls of .Salisbury, relative to the working of the Order in
Council of 21 lbv.1895. Cd.512 (1901). XXXIX.

26. Sir R.Buller to Sir H.Campbell-Banneman, 5.1.99. Campbell-
Bannerman Mas., B.M.Add.Kss. 41,212 ff.230; lord G.Hamilton,
Parliamentary Heminiscencea and Reflections (2 Vols., London,
1902), Vol.11, pp. 293-294; and Brodrick to Lord Roberts,
20.12.00. Roberts Mas., N.A.W.R13/13.
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provision for borne defence.

For the maintenance of foreign garrisons, the Cornroarder-in-Chief

demanded an equality between the linked battalions at l*ome and abroad -

the main aim of the Cardwell system. Successive Governments had

eroded this standard by stationing 1 temporary* battalions abroad during

the years of Imperial expansion, without the expensive creation of extra

battalions on the permanent home cstablialiment to supply and feed them.

As a result, in 1396, the 65 battalions at home languished as "squeezed

lemons" labouring to support, at the expense of their own efficiency,
28

the 76 battalions abroad. * When coupled with the constant shortage

of recruits, this problem thwarted two objectives of the Cardwell

system, namely short service enlistment for six years or less, and a

29
large annual contribution to the Reserve. Lord Wolseley in his first

Memorandum as Commander-in-Chief, asserted that the augmentation of the

home Army by at least 11 Battalions of Infantry and 15 companies of

Garrison Artillery, was the principal requirement of Army Reform. The

aim was to restore the Cardwellian balance and re-establish the status

of the home battalions as viable military cadres, capable of expansion
10.

by Reservists "into an efficient fighting machine".

The realisation of parity in battalions, however, would not have

2?. Lord Wolseley to Permanent Undersecretary of State for bar,22.2.96.
W.O.33/56,para.3.

28. Lord Wolseley to Permanent Under-Secretary,22.2.96. W.O.33/56,para. 10.
29. The terms of service were extended to 7 years in the Colours and 5

years in the Reserve or 8 years in the Colours (if abroad in the
seventh year) and 4 years in the Reserve. This reduced the size of
the Reserve and offered the soldier a term of Colours service too
long for a swift readaptatdon to civilian work and too short to
qualify for a pension.

30. Lord Wolseley to Permanent Under-Secretary,30.10.96.W.0.32/6357,
para.4. As .olseley also wanted to reinforce the Cape, he suggested
that the War Office should raise another 4 battalions, 1 battery
Iforae Artillery, and 1 regiment Cavalry. Wolseley to Permanent
Under-Secretary, 22.2.96, <.0.33/56, Appendix I and IV.
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eased the inability of the War Office to mobilise an

expeditionary force without the Reserve. As the latter was only liable

to recall in the event of a national emergency and the effective peace¬

time strength of the home battalions was considerably below their war¬

time requirements, the War Office faced a mobilisation dilemma for minor
31

wars. * Previously, parts of the Reserve or Volunteers from it iiad

been raised for the colonial wars despite the fear that tils would

jeopardise their chances in civilian employment and in turn discourage
32.

recruits. Lord if olseley nevertheless, dismissed the idea that the

home battalions would ever be fit for foreign service without the

Reserve. He suggested that the Reserve should undertake a period of

training for this contingency and that a portion of first-year

Reservists should be held liable for recall in the event of war. On

the other hand, to lessen the dependence upon the Reserve, he requested

an increase in the peacetime establishments of the additional battalions
33

which he had sought in his first memorandum. However, the desire to

augment the size and number of the peacetime establishments raised

doubts about the ability of the recruiting market to meet the extra

demands throughout the period 1391-93 the annual intake barely covered

31. On 1 July,1397 the average peace strength of home battalions was
742 men of whom 266 men were under 20 years of age and therefore
ineligible for overseas service. As such, each battalion
required 591 Reservists to mobilise at the war strength of 1,067
men. See Sir A.Haliburton, A "'hort Reply to Lory* Service (Iondon,
1398), p.32 and Memorandum on Army Organisation. 23.7.97. .0.33/82.

32. Report of the uonrrittee appointed by the Secretary of State for
War to consider the teres and coalitions of service in the army.

C.6582 (1892), XIX, Appendix XXVIII.
33. lord Wolseley, Reply to Lord Lanadowne's Memorandum of 5.11.97.

13.11.97. W.0.32/6357, paras, a and f.
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the wastage and discharge to the Reserve. In the opinion

of the Coirruinder-in-Chief, this problem was of minor importance: he

consistently claimed that a sufficient number of recruits could easily
35

be secured by the re-adjustment of the monetary inducements.

Apart f rom the maintenance of the Indian garrison and the ability

to despatch an expeditionary force, the Amy's main requirement was

home defence. Stanhope had postulated that a force of two Regular

Amy Corps and one Corps of Regular and Militia troops should be assig¬

ned to meet a possible French Invasion, which the V,?ar Office intuitively

feared would number 150,OCX) Regular Troops. The "War Office had toped

to maintain tills Amy in a proportion of 4 Artillery guns per 1,000

bayonets, but this standard had been reduced in eighteen-nineties to

meet the demands of the peacetime economy, Whereas the Army should

have included 64 batteries, on a basis of 6 guns per battery, it could

only muster 54 batteries in 1096 and 52 batteries in 1897, Lord

Wolseley argued that either the British standard of 4 guns per 1,000

bayonets should be realised or, preferably, this should be raised to

match the Continental standard of 4,5 to 5 guns per 1,000 bayonets

34, Years Recruits Transfer Discharges Deaths,desex*- TOTAL LOSS
to the tions and

Reserve other
wastage,

1891-98 270,477 130,320 92,273 42,305 264,898

average 33 •810 1V90 u'534 5'288 33.112
Sir T.Kelly-Kenny to Lord Roberts, 18.11.02. Roberts Mas., P.R.Q.,
W,0.105/43.

35. Lord Wolseley to Permanent Under-Secretary, 22.2.96.
W.O.33/56, para.29.
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(i»e, 79 batteries). Although Lord Lansdowne endorsed the

former target, he rejected the related demand of Lord Wolseley to up¬

grade the Stanhope criteria and allot three wholly Regular Army Corps

to home defence. The Secretary of State doubted that there was any

strategic justification for this expensive stipulation and dismissed

the unsubstantiated case which both Commanders-in-Chief had proferred
37

since June 1888. On home defence therefore, aa on the other

requirements, Lord V.'olselcy largely equated Army Reform with Army

Increases he believed that the Army had already been reformed; that

the structure was basically sound; and that the home battalions would

become efficient if only the necessary increases were sanctioned.

The South African War, however, did not only reveal that these

proposals lacked scale and perspective, but al3o that they obscured the

substance of military efficiency. The demands of the War, especially

the manpower requirements, far exceeded anything contemplated by either

civilian or military spokesmen at the ar Office. Although the

mobilisation process was a success and the turnout of the Reserve a

gratification for the defenders of the Cardv/ell system, the Arry struc¬

ture proved wholly inadequate for a war of this magnitude. As none of

the spokesmen had conceived of the Army's participation in a major war,

(there were sufficient problems in the mobilisation for a minor one),

there was no forethought on the means of expansion required in such a

36. Lord olseley to Permanent Under-Secretary, 22.2.96. W.0.33/56,para.
22 and Lord Wolseley to Permanent Unrier-Cecretary,3.11.97. W.0.32/
6357,para.l6. Lord Lansdowne also hoped to raise the number of
batteries to a scale of 5 guns per 1,000 bayonets but he excluded
officers,engineers,departmental corps and artillery in his defini¬
tion of 1,000 bayonets and thereby only aimed at raising 64
batteries. Lord Lansdowne. Outlines of Army Proposals.15.12.97.
Cab.37/45/43 and Reply to Commander-in-Chief'3 'ernorandum 3.11.97.
5.13..97. W.0.32/6357,para.g,

37. Lord Lansdownc, Reply to Cocmander-ln-Chief'3 femorandvari 3.11,97.
5.11.97. W.0.32/6357,para.b. See also Lord Wolseley to Permanent
Under-r,ecretary,3.11.97.W.0.32/6357,para.5,and Lord Wolseley.Reply
to lord Lansdowne'3 'emorandum 5.11.97,13.11.97. .0.32/6357,para.b.
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conflict. This was the obvious oversight in the Wolselcy

proposals, but a more serious error was the exclusive focus on the

stricture of the Army to the neglect of Keforno in the training and

tactics of the Arty, Training was the nub of military efficiency,

and the cruel exposure of deficiencies in houth Africa testified to

the Inadequacies of pre-War preparation. Admittedly, under the drier

in Council of 21st November. 1195. olsele;. only had powers of general

supervision over military training, and he had correctly argued that

the malfunctioning of toe Any structure had impaired the ability of

some home battalions to engage in realistic training, Nevertheless,

lord 'fOlseley had presumed that if the Cardwell stricture could be

realised, then the efficiency of the Army was virtually assured, *

To establish this structure, he had focussed on tie: provision of

sufficient men and facilities for training, rather than reconsider

how and for what purpose they were being trained.

In sun it is difficult to accept the complacent apologia that

Reform was inhibited by the stricture of the Army prior to 1G95, and

by extraneous factors during olseley's tenure of office as Conranden-

In-Chief. Originally, it wa3 the citadel mentality rather than toe

structure of too Amy which stifled Reform: toe Army of the Duke of

Cambridge felt threatened by Reform and feared for its status, prestige

and traditions. Secondly, the internal movement for Reform lacked

effectiveness not merely because its ideas were unpalatable, but also

because it lacked cohesion and persistence, and above all, incurred

the stigma of career!sm. Thirdly, the notion that failings in the man

or toe office foiled pre-War Reform while Wolseley wa3 Commander-in-

Chief, fails to measure too potential relevance of his proposals, These

38. Lord olseley to Permanent Under-Secretary, 30,10,96, W,0,32/6357,
para.4.
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conclusions highlight the general stagnation of the Army

Reform debate. Both conservatives and reformers contested, through¬

out the eighties and nineties, the ideas and priorities which had

shaped the Reform programme as established in 1881. Admittedly, that

programme had never been fully completed, and the condition of the

home battalions continually caused concern. Nevertheless, the exclusive

interest on these topics failed to prepare the Army for its future role

on battlefields dominated by smokeless magazine rifles.
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Chapter 2.

The Failure of the Campaign for Army Reform

"The War Office is the best criticised department in the public

service; our misfortune is that the criticism is, as a rule,

purely destructive."

Lord LensdovvTie, ■Address to the Primrose League, Kdinburgh',

The Times. 10.12.97, p.10.

This chapter comments upon the proposals and presentation of

Army Reform during the climax of the campaign in 1897-98. It

notes that, although the Reformers exerted considerable pressure,

the Secretary of State was able to defuse the situation. It claims

that the shared assumptions of the War Office and its critics and the

common focus upon structural Army Reform, enabled the Secretary of

State to debase the concept of Army Reform and placate the Reformers

with quantitative increments. It also asserts that the debate was

inherently unreal and did not relate to the training deficiencies

revealed in the South African ar.
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If the Boer War testified to the inadequacy of the War

Office preparations, it also highlighted the failure of the c&mpaign

for Array Reform. The Reform agitation persisted throughout the

eighties and nineties with a culmination in 1Q97 on the public

announcement of the Commander-in-Chief that:

Our Amy machinery i3 overstrained and is out of gear...
no longer able to meat effectively the demands now w-ade
upon it.^-*

Thereupon, the Arty Reformers intensified their campaign in Parliament,

letters to the press and direct appeals to the Cabinet, but with little

avail. They explained their failure by the lack of sustained public

interest in the d^ill and technical details of Reform. Indeed,

without manifest public concern, only liable to be stimulated by a

2
military reverse, they asserted that the Government would not act. *

This argument was substantially correct, but its correctness does

not reveal the reasons which underlined the Government"s reluctance

to embark on further Reform. An analysis of these reasons may not

merely reveal the inadequacy of the pro-War Government perspectives,

but al3o the reaction of a Department in peacetime to the

personalities, proposals and presentation of Reform.

The Reformers consisted of three distinct groups - a small

clique of civilian writers; a number of officers who served in

India; and a large proportion of the Service ?<erebers in the Mouse

of Commons. The civilian group included Henry pencer Wilkinson,

a journalist and military historian; Sir Charles Gilke, M.P., a

1. Viscount Wolsaley on receiving the Freedom of the City of Glasgow
23.9.97. The Times. 24.9.97, p.4.

2. H.O. Amold-Forater, The 'War Office. The Army and The Rrapire
(Lon.,1900), p.3. and Sir G.Chesney to Lord Roberts, S.10.91.
Roberts Mas., N.A.M., h/14/293.
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specialist on matters related to Imperial Defence; and

K.O. Arnold-Forster, M.P., an enthusiast on the technical details

of naval and military organisation. These writers kept abreast of

military developments in Britain and Europe; attended manoeuvres,

military exercises and gunnery displays; and provided the literary

and intellectual leadership for the campaign. For military endorse¬

ment and information, they relied upon tho officer corps in India.

This faction, who supported Lord Roberts in his rivalry with

Vi3Count Wolseley, followed hi3 personal support of the civilian

Reformers in opposition to the ideas advanced by the Comraandar-in-

Chief. Finally, for support in Parliament and in attempts to

influence the Cabinet, the Reformers depended upon the backing of the

Service Members. A large proportion of these Members had always dis¬

liked the Card-well system and they usually proferred vocal support

for any proposal to mitigate its effects.

There was a variable degree of cohesion among these bodies and

even within the leading group it was initially difficult to reach an^
agreed consensus. In autumn 1093, Vilkinson urged that they should

draft a letter of cotrmon principles on Imperial Defence but it took

until 4 February 1894 to agree upon a suitable text.'** The letter

which they sent on 12 February to Lord Salisbury, the Duke of Devon¬

shire, Gladstone, Balfour and Chamberlain, reflected their basic

priorities. In the first place, it underlined their belief in a

3. See Appendix IIs June Hilary Background of tire Service ."embers
of Parliament.

4. On this occasion the Reformers were aided by Sir George Cheaney who
died in 1095. For an explanation of the differences wittdn the
group, sea Dilke to Amold-Forster, 25.1.94 and Dilke to ilkinson,
28.1.94. Wilkinson Mas.,13/9.
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bi-nartisan approach to an issue of national importance which

transcended party political differences. Secondly, it implied that

Imperial Defence was too complicated an issue to be left to the

existing departments in the War Office and the Admiralty. The

writers correctly feared that each institution managed its own

affairs for its own purposes, and neither desired nor sought a co¬

ordinated approach. As such, they recommended the amalgamation of

the departments under a single political head vho would act on the
5

advice of separate chiefs of staff. Although the idea failed to

capture support, it indicated the belief of the writers that Imperial

Defence was a topic embracing both departments, albeit one based upon

the primacy of the Navy, this qualification, to which Wilkinson had

converted his colleagues, emphasised the supplementary role of the Array

in relation to the henlor Service. In the opinion of the group, the

functions of the Army included the maintenance of overseas garrisons;

home defence (against invasion by a coup de main rather than the

150,000 massed invasion which the War Office feared, and which the

Reformers dismissed as incredible in view of Britain's naval power);

the policing of the Ajnpire in colonial warfare; counter attack in a

major war once the command of the sea was secured; and resistance en

masse in the extreme case of naval disaster.^*
The critics however, did not believe that the Army under its

existing organisation, could fulfil these requirements. Indeed, they

argued that the Amy system as fashioned by Cardwell and Childers,

5. The letter is reproduced in S.Gwynn and G.M.Tucknell, ihe Life J21
Rt.Hon..".ir Charles .Pilke (2 Vols., London,1917),Vol.11,pp.417-419.

6. Dilke was converted to Wilkinson's emphasis on naval primacy
during their joint compilation of Imperial. Defence in 1691. For
their view on the functions of the Army, see Sir C.W. Dilke and
S» Wilkinson, Imperial Defence (London,1892), p.138.
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directly impeded the possibility of fulfilment and under-

7
mined the efficiency of the home battalions. They agreed with

Viscount olscley that the recent extension of the iempire had severely

strained the system but utterly rejected his belief that the injection

of more money and the enlistment of more men would rectify the problem.

On the contrary, they maintained that the breakdown of 1&97 was the

logical product of a system which had failed to meet the priorities

of Imperial Defence and insisted that the seals of the breakdown

should be a cause of national concern, * In their opinion, with the

64| battalions at home feeding 76| battalions abroad, the home

battalions were merely depots, the officers reduced to training instruc¬

tors and the recruiting undermined by the reliance upon 'specials'

(i.e. recruits who failed to measure 5ft, 3|ins. in height and/or 33

inches round the chest). The Brigade of Guards was also in a state

of disarray with the unprecedented peacetime despatch of battalions to

Gibraltar, a station devoid of training facilities. The Cavalry lan¬

guished with one horse for every two men and sometimes only one effec¬

tive horse for every three men. The Artillery was oven more enfeebled

with a shortage of batteries, a large proportion of unfit men and a
o

lower ratio of guns per one thousand sabres than In any foreign Army.

Finally, the Auxiliary Forces stagnated in a wholly inadequate con¬

dition. The unorganised Volunteer battalions varied in merit,

were short of officers and lacked a sufficient well-trained field

artillery. The Militia existed without field artillery and

7. Fir c.v. Pilke and S. Wilkinson, on.cit.. pp.140-113.
8. "The present system, being in its essence illogical, contrary to the

teaching of experience, and organised in defiance of human nature,
cannot succeed." H.O.Arnold-Forster, Army Letters 1897-98 (Ion.,
1898), p.71.

9» H.O. Amold-Forster, Let.ers op.cib., pp.lft-60.
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cavalry, and regained, on the calculation of Amold-Forster,

93,163 men short of the 134,746 man Establishment.

The Reformers ascribed the cause of the breakdown to the basic

features of the Cardwell system. In the first place, they vigorously

denounced "the so-called Short Service ystem by which men are enlisted

for a longer tar? of service than in any other Army in the world".^"-
Sy the 1890s, the term of enlistment was seven years with the dolours,

or eight years if the soldier was abroad in his seventh year,

followed by fivo or four years respectively in the Reserve. For

the private soldier, this was an unfortunate compromise between a

genuine 3hort-t@rm enlistment and a full military career with pension

rights. In effect, the eighteen-year-old recruit left the Colours

at the age of twenty four without a trad© and with the liability of

Reserve service as a deterrent to prospective employers. To ensure

that a substantial proportion did enter the Reserve, (as distd.net from

serving on to a pension), a proportion of the soldier's pay was with¬

held during Mo period of active service and offered after termination

on seven years, as £21 deferred pay. The cities considered that this

rule was both unjust to the serving soldier, and an unnecessary temp¬

tation (in teres of probable squandering) to the prospective

Reservist. They maintained that the interests of the private soldier

would be improved by a change in the present terms of enlistment and
IP

the abolition of deferred pay. *

Another feature which aroused the ire of the Reformers was Use

system of double battalions. The basis of the arrangement was that

10. On the Volunteers, see Sir C.'>•>'.DUke.Army Reform (Ion.,1898),p.2?
and the "illtla.H.0.Amold-roreter.I otters op.cit.. pp.57-60.

11. H.O.Amold-Torster.Memorandum with regard to the condition of tha
Army and the existing military system. 16.^.97. Balfour
Add.Mss.49,722, ff.20.

12. Sir C.W.Dllke and S• ilkinson.op.cit..p•143 and H.Q.Arnold-Forster,
Lettera op.cit. .pp.72-78 and 9^-99.'
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the battalions at home should train and supply drafts for

the battalions abroad, which presumed a parity between the battalions

at home and abroad. In an emergency when the two battalions of a

regiment were despatched abroad, the system provided for the raising

of the regimental depot to a level which would sufficiently feed

both battalions. However, this provision had not been followed and

so the system had become increasingly over-strained. For the Re¬

formers, this vindicated their criticisms that the existing regimental

depots lacked any function and that the double battalions *?ere, "a

patent and obvious absurdity". Indeed, they asserted that it was

Inherently illogical for a battalion to perform the functions of a

depots whereas the latter was a storage centre for material and a

place for the reception and training of recruits, the former was and
13

should always remain a fighting unit. They regarded the attempt

of the Cardwell system to combine these functions as abortive and as

a principal factor in the emasculation of the home Army. They also

criticised the process of territorial localisation in which the regi¬

ments were quartered in counties or districts in order to evoke local

attachments with the community and the auxiliary forces in the area.

The aim had some success in the populous areas where local recruit¬

ment could sustain a particular regiment but little in the depopulated

regions like the Highlands. Also with the constant transfer of

battalions from barracks to barracks, some battalions -were only

infrequently quartered in their own district.1^* In short, the

13. H.O. Amold-Forster.r■emorandum op.cit.. Balfour Mss.,B.:'.Add.:'ss.
49,7"? ff.23,32-33 and H.O. Arnold-Forater.Letters op.cit..pp.86-98.

14. Fir C.W.Dilke.op.cit.. p.67; H.O.Arnolrt-Porster.L.etiers op.cit..
p.100 and Memorandum op.cit.. Balfour Mss.,B.f.Add.Kss.49,722 ff.33;
and Lord oberts, A ffote on the Report of lord vantage's Committee
and Sir A.Hallburton's Dissent. 4.5.92. ilkinson Fas..13/14.
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Reformers urged that the localised double battalions should be

replaced by a restoration of their predecessors - the large depots

and traditional numbered battalions.

Finally, the Reformers condemned the main achievement of the

Cardwell system - the Army Reserve. In their opinion, the absence

of a prescribed period of training meant that the Reserve would always

remain an unknown quantity in military skills, physical fitness and
15

general discipline, until the outbreak of a major war. The need

to rely upon the enthusiasm of individual Reservists alarmed the

critics, rot only because it was a reflection of War Office neglect,

but also because the fighting efficiency of the home Army depended

upon the Reserve. They recurrently complained that the wartime role

of the Reserve differed from that of foreign Reserves - it was not

Intended to supplement the peacetime army but to substitute for the
16

ineffectives and shortages in the home battalions. * Moreover,

as the home battalions substantially depended upon the Reserve, they

were liable to exhaust it quickly in a major war while finding it
17

Impossible to mobilise for a minor war without the Reserve. In

other words, the degree of dependence upon on unknown quantity dis¬

turbed the Reformers, who also felt that it obscured the debilitation

15. Lord Roberta. National Prosperity and its Affect on the Army,
included in Lord Roberts to Wilkinson, 31.12.91. Wilkinson Mas.,
13/14? h.O.Arnold-;'©rster, Femorandum op.clt.. Balfour Fss. ,?-.F.
Add.Fss.49,722,ff.22 and 31} and Maj.-Gen.F.S.Russell M.P., 'The
War Office and its Sham Army', Nineteenth Century.Vbl.XLIII.
No.CCLI (Jan., 1898),p.ll.

16. Sir C. .Filke arid 3•*.ilkinson.op.clt..p.149} fir C.V.'.Dilke.op.clt.
pp.56-57} H.O.Amold-Forster.Letters op.clt..pp.106-108 and Memor¬
andum op.cit.. Balfour Mas• ,P.M.Add.f'ss.49,722,ff.21-22.

17. Arnold-Forster estimated that each battalion would require between
500 to 600 Reservists to complete its War Strength of 1,067 men.
H.Q.Arnold-Forater.temorandum op.cit..Balfour Fss.,B.M.Add.Fss.
49,722, ff.22.
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of the home Array and posed a restraint on the ability of the

Army to fulfil its requirements in large and small scale warfare.

To remedy these deficiencies, the critics advocated the complete

removal of the Cardwell system. In the first place, they adopted

the proposal, previously advanced by Lord Roberts, of replacing the

present terns of service by two separate terms of enlistment for the
18

home and overseas Armies. * For the home Array only, they recommended

a period of three years service in the Colours, followed by nine years

in the Reservej whereas for the overseas Army, they favoured a twelve

years period of enlistment with the option of either three years in

the Reserve or an additional nine years service with pension rights.

The arguments to favour of concomitant s'lort and long terns of ser¬

vice were their attractiveness and elasticity for potential recruits,
19

and their ability to provide seasoned soldiers for Indian service.

The Reformers insisted that sufficient recruits would be obtained if

the new terns of enlistment were buttressed by other inducements - the

abolition of deferred pay and grocery stoppages; improvement of can¬

teen and barrack facilities; increased employment by the Government

of discharged soldiers; and the introduction of differential rates of

16. Lt.-Gen.Cir F.S.Roberts,'Free Trade in the Army*.Nineteenth Century.
Vol.XV,No.LmVTII (June,1084),pp.1055-1074. Roberts thought that
the terms of service under which the Guards enlisted were more

suitable to the varied requirements of the Army than those intro¬
duced in 1670. Sir F.S.Roberts to the Duke of Cambridge,25.12.S3
and Sir F.S.Roberts to the B'arquis of Carting ton, 1.1.84. Roberts
Fss.,N.A.M.,H/163. What he insisted upon was separate terms of
enlistment rather than separate armies and he successfully con¬
verted the civilian reformers on this issue. S.Wilkinson to
Roberts,20.5.92. Roberts Mas., N.A.M. R/87/3.

19. K.O.Arnold-Korster, Rerrorandum op.cit.. Balfour Mea., B.M.Add.
I'ss.49,722 ff .35-36. "he consider the essential point to be not
a separation into two armies, but the recognition of the
necessity of long service for the troops abroad." Sir C«W»Dilke
ani S. ilkinson, op.cit., p.156.
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payment for boys and efficient soldiers. * By these measures

they endorsed what Lord Roberts described as ant-

organisation suited to the military requirements of our
empire, viz., a short service for home defence with its
consequent reserve, and a long service for our Indian
and colonial garrisons.

The second proposal Included the unlinkirg of battalions, the

restoration of the old regimental numbers and the feeding of overseas

battalions by large depots. The intention was to end a purported

erosion of regimental esprit de corps caused initially by the removal

of the historic numbers and later by the over-3trained condition of
22

the home battalions. " * 'Che recommended measures were the establish¬

ment of large depots to train and supply drafts for the overseas Army,

and the maintenance in the United Kingdom of viable military cadres

capable of mobilisation without excessive dependence upon the deserve.

A third proposal insisted upon remedies for the existing deficiencies

in men and material, in particular, the shortage of horses in the

Cavalry* and the lack of guns, horses and men in uhe Artillery: in

Dilke's opinion, the failure to provide these requirements in peace had

impaired military training and compelled the mobilisation process to
23

depend upon improvisation. Indeed, the Reformers also claimed that

fundamental impediments inhibited the Array* s ability to train effec¬

tively for ar, notably the aboerrce of administrative decentralisation

20. Sir F.S.Roberts to the Duke of Cambridge,19.12.84. Roberts Mas.,
N, A.M. ,1^163. H.O.Arnold-'-'orster.Memorandum op.cit.. Balfour has.,
B.M.Add.K3s•49»722 ff.40.

21. Lt,Gen.Sir F.S.Roberts,'Free Trade in the Army*.Dineteenth Century.
Vol.XV,No.LXXmiI (Jane 188(0,p.1065.

22. See tire speeches by Arnold-Forster. Parliamentary Debates.Fourth
Ser.,Vol.41, 19.6.96, col.1477 and Vol.54, 25.2.98, cols.75-76,
and on tire need to combine large depots with long service,Sir H.
Rawlinson to Roberts,5.11.97. Roberts Kss.,N.A,M.,r/61/H*

23. Sir C.W.Dilke,op.cit.. pp.61-64.
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and toe dispersion of the home Aray on a rationale other

than that of military efficiency. In consequence, they demanded a

devolution of administrative responsibility to an intermediate level

between the War Office and the 141 battalions; and the replacement

of territorial localisation by a quartering of the home Army in which

the divisions and corps could be trained as such, and their commanders
PL

become proficient in their management." *

In their presentation of these proposals, the Ariry Reformers

tried to exert pressure on the Government by three methods - Parlia¬

mentary debates, direct appeals to the Cabinet and campaigns in the

press. The debates and appeals, which relied upon the support of toe

Service Members, were the least, successful approach. After the

Service Members with other back bench Conservatives had precipitated

the fall of the Liberal Government over the cordite vote (21 June,

1895), they returned to the subsequent Parliament with an enhanced
25

opinion of their own influence. However, this influence on

Service matters and Army Reform was more apparent than real. On the

one hand, the Service Members enjoyed the caustic criticisms which

Dilke and Arnold-Forster hurled at both front benches; used the

literary talents of these civilians to express their own fulminatlons

over the crisis in the home Army; and wholly agreed that the break¬

down had been caused by the malfunctioning of the Cardwell system,

the erosion of regimental spirit, and the malevolent influence of War
26

Office 'clerks'. * On too other hand, these Members had little to

24. Sir C.W.Pilke and S.Wilkinson.op.clt..pp.155-156 and 157.160.

25. Lt.-Gen.3ir H.Havelock-Allen,M.P.thought that the opinion of the
Service Members "was of such weight and importance that it could
not be disregarded by any Government however strong".Pari.Deb..
Fourth Ser.,Vol.51,23.7.97,cols.942-943. For an account of the
tactics U3ed over the cordite vote,see Sir A.S.T.Grlffith-
Boscawen.Fourteen Years in Parliament (bondon,1907),pp.72-73.

26* Service Members Committee to Lord Lansdowne,20.1.98 quoted in
H»0*Arnold-For3ter.Letters op.cit*.pp.187-191.
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offer in terra of a united agreement upon Reform. Some

27
believed that the Cardwell system could be made to work; others

supported the proposals of Pilke and Arnold-Forster; but the over¬

whelming number had neither s tidied the finer points of Army Organisa¬

tion nor had an interest in problems outside those of their own par-

28
ticular regiment or military arm. * In 3hort, there was little scope

for a positive and coherent campaign in favour of Proxy Reform within

Parliament. Even when the civilian Reformers simply criticised the

malaise in the home Army, the Service Members tended to provide vocal

rather than voting support. They were reluctant to vote against the

Government and shuddered at the prospect of sharing a lobby vA th the

Radicals and Irish Members, who gladly supported any division against
29

the Army Estimates. At bottom the Service Members were only an

irritant for the Conservative Government, one which it occasionally

felt compelled to appease,but one which it rarely, if ever, had

cause to fear.

The Array Reformers had greater success in the press campaign

initiated by Arnold-Forster. The well-timed campaign from November

1897 to January 1898 coincided with the discussion of the Army

Estimates inside the Cabinet and followed upon the public admission

27. For example, Sir H.Havelock-Allen and Cast.J.Sinclair.Pari.Deb..
Fourth Ser.,Vol.51, 23.7.97, cols.943-944 and Vol.54,25.2.98,cols.
91-92.

28. "It is the barrack-yard alone that is represented among the
militaries in the House of Commons ..." Sir H.Campbell-Bannerman

to Sir A.Haliburton,6.1.98 quoted in J.B.Atlay.Lord 'Hallburton
(Lon.,1909),p.212. The civilian reformers also recognised this
problem, "I appreciate keenly the difficulty of getting the
service members to appreciate a sound system," Wilkinson to
Dilke,20.3.00. Dilke Mss.,B.M.Add.Mss.43,9l6 ff.198.

29. When Dilke dividend the House over the present system of enlistment,
the Service Members voted 33 to 10 against the motion which was
defeated by 197 to 63 votes. Pari.Deb..Fourth Ser.,Vol.45,
8.12.97, cols.1625-1628.
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by Viscount Wblseley that the home Army was no longer able to

fulfil its requirements. In six letters to The limes. Arnold-Porster

did not add anything to his previous pronouncements on Army Reform
30.

but in the circumstances, made a greater impact. For a rare and

passing moment, the Army Reformers managed to arouse public and

Parliamentary interest. The questions subsequently raised in the

Cabinet by members unacquainted with Army administration, coupled

with the answers which the Secretary of State felt bound to provide

to the criticisms of Arnold-Forster, and his proferred resignation,
31

testified to the unease which the Campaign had evoked. *

Lord Lansdowns, however, was able to respond to this campaign on

several levels. In the first place, he reaffirmed the Departmental

belief that the principles of the Cardwell system were inherently

sound: that the enlistment terms of moderate length with the Colours

were necessary to provide a Reserve; that the double battalions

enabled the battalion at home to perform the twin functions of a depot

and military cadre; and that the territorial organisation allowed the
32.

regiments to fin! some 50 per cent of their recruits locally.

Secondly, the Department emphasised that the Army of 1897 was a sub¬

stantial improvement upon the Army of 1870. As Lord Lansiowne noted,

the Establishment was 30,000 stronger, the battalions were larger and a

30. Arnold-Forster's letters on The Condition of the Aray were publish©!
in The Times on 11.11.97, 16.11.97, 18.U.97, 20.11.V?, 23.11.97,
30.11.9?Ta"rt 3.1.98.

31. Lord Lanadowne.Mr.Amold-Forster's Letters to The Times.December 1897
and January 189^.13.1.98. Cab.37/46/4: Lord Lansdowne. linked Batta¬
lions versus depots.2$.1.98. Cab.37/46/11, lord aliebury to Dueen
Victoria 18.12.97. Cab.41/24/24; lord Lansdowne to Lord Salisbury
and Lord Salisbury to Lord Lansdowne,2.2.98 quoted in Lord Newton,
Lord Lansdowne.A oloyraphy (Lon.,1929),pp.l49-151.

32. lord Lansdowne, Outline of Army Proposals, 2.12.97. Cnb.37/45/42,
p.l.
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78,000 Reserve now existed. Although this comparison was

hardly relevant, the War Office spokesmen felt that the contemporary

critics had found support among those who yearned for the system dis¬

continued in 1370, They felt that they were essentially fighting the

same battle which they had fought for the pa3t generation despite the
33

more sophisticated presentation.

To counter the present campaign, the Department offered three

main criticisms. First it claimed that depots, although half as

expensive as feeding battalions, would neither provide the same quality

of drafts, nor be able to relieve the foreign battalions nor partici¬

pate in the home garrison. Above all, they would be more depressing

in morale than the present borne battalions and would erode the basis

of the territorial organisation, Secondly, the Department character¬

ised long service soldiers as liable to deteriorate in quality during

the latter period of their service and a3 duty bound to receive a

pension (I.e. increase the Estimates by £2,000,000 p,a,)« Thirdly,

it condemned the short service Army as younger and more dependent upon

the Reserve than the present force, and as an Amy deprived of the

advantage of sliort tour3 of service in India,"^*
However, the recently retired Permanent Under-Secretary of State,

Sir Arthur Haliburton, was even more critical of the Amy Reformers,

In answering Amold-Forster in The Times, he only acknowledged the

33. box-d Lansdowne, Outline of Arpy Proposals. 2.12,97, Cab.37/45/42
p.2 and Fir A.flaliburton, A Short Reply to hom Service (Ian.,1898),
p,49. One of the critics reposted that,"such comparisons are per¬
fectly irrelevant and meaningless, for no one wishes to exchange
the bar Office meddle of 1897 for the War Office middle of 1870,"
P.O.Arnold-Forster, Letters cp.clt,, p.138.

34. The issues of depots, long service and short service enlistment,
are covered in Lord Lansdowne, 'Address to the Primrose league,
Edinburgh', The limes. 10.12.97, p.lOj Sir A.Haliburton.op.cit,.
p,82j and lord Lanadowne, The Short Service System. 24.2.97.
Cab.37/44/32.
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need for two reforms - a limited liability upon Reservists

to serve in small wars, and an increase in the number of battalions

and batteries to realise a parity between the battalions at home and

abroad, and augment the proportion of guns to sabres. Indeed, he

ascribed the improvements in the Army since 1870 to the Cardweil

system and simply adduced in the contemporary shortcomings a failure
35

to develop fully We original proposals. * - Furthermore, he insisted

that the ar Office was the true custodian of Army Reforn and that

the advocates of change in 1897 were little different from the

opponents of change in 1870. He feared that any revision in the

terms of service would be a retrograde victory for those who had

opposed Vie system from its inception, in pert because it coincided

with the abolition of purchase and in part because it sacrificed the

home battalions for the Reserve and for the battalions abroad. *

lord Lansdowne presented a less rigid defence of the Cardweil

system. As a newcomer to the War -Office, he had not manned the barri¬

cades for over a generation in the defence of the Cardweil principles.

Also when he became Secretary of State his relations with Viscount

Wolseley, the foremost military advocate of the existing aysten, were

far less cordial than those which he had already established with Lord
37

Roberts, an enthusiastic Reformer. * Indeed, he cited Lord Roberts and.

Sir Charles Pilke as 'high military authorities' in the Army Proposals

35. Sir A.Kaliburton'o letters were published in The Times on 3.12.97,
6.12.97, 9.12.97 and 11.1.98 and are collected in Sir A.Haliburton,
A Short Reply to long Service (Ion.,1898 ,especially pp.57-61 ami
63-44.

36. Sir A. laliburton.op.cit. „p.9Q and Sir A.fIallburton. einorandum on
Amy Organ.l3ation.23.7.97. <.0.33/82.

37. The friendship with i-ord itoberts was established while Lord Lanedowne
•was Governor General in India (1883-93) and lasted into the Boer War,
when Lord Itoberts fiercely criticised the press attacks on the
Secretary of State. Lord Roberts to Wilkinson,23,1.00. Wilkinson
Fss.,13/14 and Lord Roberts to I<ord tansdowne,25.10.00. Roberts
Mss.,N.A.M., R/117/1/51.
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which he submitted to the Cabinet. The present difficulty

in his opinion, was a reflection of more than a failure to give the

system a fair trial, it was al30 an indication that imperfections

existed within the system. Lord Lansdowne publicly admitted that

the system

seems to me to be wanting in elasticity and to be too
easily disorganised 'whenever the exigencies of the
service require the simultaneous absence of both
battalions,39.

Upon this premise, he endorsed the vdsh of Sir A.KaLiburton and

Viscount holseley to augment the s3.se and number of the battalions;

increase the proportion of guns to sabres; and introduce a limited

liability upon some Reservists for service in small colonial wars.

However, he also hoped to raise the additional battalions in groups of

four to offset the aforesaid lack of elasticity, undertake an experi¬

ment in three year enlistments and ameliorate the conditions of service

for efficient soldiers. In particular, lord Lansdowne proposed a

number of improvements - the abolition of grocery stoppages, differen¬

tial payments betwae;n boys and efficient soldiers, the promise of pre¬

ference in Government employment for discharged soldiers, opportunities

to learn a trade in the Colours and the reduction of deferred pay -

which were in complete agreement with the suggestion of the War Office

critics.^* In short, he offered concessions in detail and in minor

structural changes and pressed for substantial increases in men and

material in order to preserve the essence of the Cardwell system,

3$. Lord Lansdowne, 'Outline of Army Proposals. 2.12.97. Cab.37/45/A2,
P.17.

39. Lord Lansdowne, 'Address to the rrirsro3e League, Edinburgh', The
Times 10.12.97, p.20.

40. Lord Lansdowne, Outline of .-my Proposals. 2.12.97. Cab.37/45/42,
pp.13-17.
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Ry this approach, Lord Lansdowne was able to use and

control the debate. After the presentation of uncompromising

positions by Arnold-Forster and Sir Arthur Maliburton, the Secretary

of State appeared as the conciliatory figure, untrammelled by Departs

mental dogma and yet unwilling to cast aside a functioning system for

an unpredictable alternative. Also, he was able to use the deform

agitation and the 'public' expectations as a bargaining lever within

the Cabinet.^* As a result, he secured the Army's largest Establish¬

ment and its greatest increase in peacetime: an achievement which

mellowed the Service Hesters and prompted Sir Charles Hike to with¬

draw his ritual amendment to the Army Estimates. Nevertheless,

what this success indicated was the inherent strength of the Depart¬

ment when assumptions were shared in eormon by the War Office and its

critics. On this occasion there was a consensus on the existence of

a crisis, its structural aspect arid its repercussions among the home

battalion®. In turn, this enabled Lord Lansdowne to present his

proposals so that they 'effectively Halted the scope of the debate.

He focussed upon increased numbers and better conditions of service

as the necessary means for the correction oA the malfunctioning

structure. Thereby he postponed consideration of the purposes and

priorities of tire Army system and offered immediate satisfaction in

tangible material improvements. This both placated the transitory

enthusiasm for Army Reform and crowned its gradual debasement as a

concent: Any Reform was reduced from a concern with the purposes

41. In support of his Artillery proposals, the Secretary of State
claimed that, "public opinion is, apparently, unanimous in
demanding a large augmentation of the Force." Lord LansJowne,
notq on "rpposals made by the Chancellor of the Exchequer,
26.1.98. Cab.37/46/13.
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of the Organisation to the realisation of numerical increments

/J?
and minor qualitative improvements. *

Although the Array Reformers had previously rejected this con-
I o

cept of Reform and continued to doubt its long tem practicability,

they acquiesced on this occasion because like the War Office, they

were preoccupied with structural Army Reform - i.e. the provision of

men and units in the proportion and location required by the estab¬

lished purposes of the Array organisation. hs such, even without a

revision of the purposes end the organisation itself, the provision

of more men and units was a substantial consolation for those who

accented a gradual and evolutionary approach to Reform, Rut, while

it was necessary to correct the structure and provide sufficient men

to engage in realistic training, what was even more critical was the

manner in which these men were being trained for war. The failure to

perceive this did not reveal the sophistry of the pre-war debate so

much as its inherent complacency. Both the civilian Reformers and

the Departmental spokesmen regarded military training a3 a purely-

professional concern, and they had every confidence in the profession

after its record of success in small colonial warfare. They

engaged in an unreal debate on Army Reform because of the complacency

42. The Under-hocretary of State outlined the Departmental priorities
in its attitude towards Reform. "Vie are still in deep water about
our Amy Scheme but the Cabinet - not without a struggle - have
capitulated on the main question of an increased force ttiough I
fear they may not give the necessary pay." Brodrick to Curaon,
26.12.97. Curaon Hss.,Eur.F.UJ/lOA.

43. 3eo speech by Dilke on 25 February 1893. Parl.Deb.. Fourth Ser.
Vol.54,col.71.
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founded upon a series of military triumphs over the

past thirty years.

44. "I em tempted to add one small argument which is perhaps
worth your consideration - namely, that since 1^70 this
country has engaged in a number of military operations in
different parts of the world, and that we hive succeeded
in getting through not only without disgrace, but with con¬
siderable credit to the forces concerned." Lord Lansdowne,
•Address to the Primrose i-eague, Sdinburgh*, The Times
10.12.97, p.10.
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Chapter 3

The Influence of -all Colonial Carfare on the Failure

of the /rn.Y to reform military training and tactics.

"A prolonged period passed amid the conditions peculiar to those small

wars that Mr. Kipling has hapnily termed 'the wars of peace' is cal¬

culated to end in a dangerous narrowing of the intellectual vision."

Major G.F.lllison, Considerations Influencing the ^election of

Officers for Command and the taff. July 1900, Fillson ""os.

This chapter examines the influence of small colonial warfare on

the tactics adopted by the late Victorian Army. It recognises that

these campaigns bequeathed the advantages of resourceful leadership,

practice in logistical supply, accelerated promotion and battlefield

experience. On the other hand, it claims that the High Command,

which had beer conspicuously successful in this warfare, failed to

see beyond the tactical ba3is of their own success, i.e. crushing

attacks on ill-equipped opponents. Furthermore, the chapter asserts

that the Improvements in -weapon technology - the introduction of

smokeless powder and long range magazine rifles - increased the powers

of the defensive and diminished the likelihood that bold offensives

would succeed in the future. However, the senior officers always

dismissed this argument since it conflicted with their traditional

faith in the moral effects of a vigorous offensive.
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In the period 1856-1899 there were only two years (1869

and 1883) in which the British Army was not engaged in small colonial

warfare."'"* The campaigns afforded the Army an unrivalled experience

in war and enabled members of the hj_gh Command to display considerable

fighting ability and personal courage. Indeed, the record of

triumphs, albeit against foes of varying degrees of military com¬

petence, indicated considerable proficiency in the preparation,

logistics and tactics for war at thi3 level. Sir Gamet Wolseley

claimed that this varied experience and frequent practice ensured
2.

that the British officer was "the best in the world". Subsequent
have

commentators, however,/asserted that fighting against inferior

opponents impaired the Army by contributing to its over-confidence
3

and faulty tactics. Whatever the validity of these interpretations,

they underlined the connection between sustained experience in colonial

warfare and the tactics and training of the pre- .ar Army. To assess

this connection it is necessary to examine the peculiar demands of

this warfare, the relevance of them to military training and their

value in a period of rapidly changing technology.

The general term "small colonial wars" conceals the variety of

the late Victorian campaigns and the demands which this variety made

upon the Army. In the first place, the Amy confronted a host of

different opponents and a diversity of tactical formations. r"Qme

1. B.J.Bond (ed.).Victorian '.'ilitaiy Campaigns (London, 1967),
Appendix I, pp.309-311.

2. General Viscount olseley, \ the Standing 'rmy of Great Britain',
Warpers New loathly "agazine. European edition, Vol.LXxx (Feb.,
1890), p.346.

3. L.S.Amery, The Times History of the ' ar in "outh Africa (7 Vols.,
London, 1900-1909). Vol.11, p.26 and Fa.1.C.F.Zlll3on. op.clt..
July 1900, rULison I*ss.



forces like those of 'rabi pasha in Egypt (1882), and those in

Tonkin and in the Indian Mitiny, by virtue of their European training,

fought in the form and organisation of a regular army. Others,

like the Afghans, had the organisation but not the armaments of a

regular army, The Eulug possessed their own organisation and were

capable of performing precise battlefield manoeuvres, but they

lacked sophisticated weanon3. The loero,conversely, were a determined

and well armed foe but one devoid of military organisation. In short,

the range of opponent was enormous and the Army had to adapt in turn

to the shock tactics of the trlbe3 in ast and West Africa; the

guerilla campaigns of the Peoria; the hill fighting on the North-

West Frontier; and the use of irregular cavalry by the Poors, Arabs

and Tartars. Furthermore, while some campaigns were waged against

habitual foes on familiar terrain, others took place in partially

explored territory against an enemy of unknown strength, weapons and

fighting qualities. As such, the campaigns required a high degree

of resourcefulness and adaptability, and where possible, a knowledge

of previous encounters. Frequently, these wars placed the applica¬

tion of textbook rules at a discount and the officers in command had

to Improvise or hazard disaster."**

Another feature of these campaigns was the tendency for nature to

prove as formidable an adversary as the military opponent. With a

liability to lose more men through sickness and disease than in armed

combat, the recurrent aim of the Army was to avoid desultory or

1. The best study of these wars is Col.C.E.Callwall, Email, ars:
Their i rinciples and Practice. 3rd edition (London, 1906), pp.29-
56. On the need for generals to improvise, see Gen.Viscount
Wol3eley, 'The Amy' in T.H.Ward (ed.)t The itelgn of ueen Victoria
(2 Vols., ion., 1887), Vol.1, p.189.
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prolonged warfare# In at least two campaigns, the Abyssinian

ar (1867-8) and the Ashanti War (1873), the generals had to conclude

their campaigns as quickly as possible lest the spring rains block

their retreat# Whether or not time was a restraint, a line of communi¬

cations was essential to provide supplies, reinforcements and inforraa-

tion; protect escape routes; and remove the sick and the wounded, *

Indeed, officers paid minute attention to the details dictated by

natural and climatic factors. Sir Garnet Wolseley constantly cam¬

paigned for a loose fitting khaki coloured uniform, a more vailed
6

service diet, and a greater care for the sick and the wounded, "

And Sir Herbert Kitchener epitomised the general interest in transport

and supply by ordering the construction of 230 miles of railway prior

to his advance on Qmdurman. * In short, the British officers became

proficient in anticipating their logistical requirements and without

this facility, the South African War might have proved even more

g
calamitous, *

5, Only in the inarches of Sir Donald Stewart from Kandahar to Haider
Kel and Sir F,S,Roberts from Kabul to Kandahar (1884) did British
Commanders dispense with their lines of communication, B,J,Bond,
•Colonial 'Wars and Primitive Expeditions 1856-99', in Brig#P.Young
and Lt.-Col,J#P.Lawford, Hie History of the British Army (Lon,,
1970), p.179.

6, Gen,Viscount Wolseley,»The Army1, op.clt.. p,189 and The Standing
Airy of Great Britaln.op.cit,. p.334.

7, Earl of Cromer, Wodern Lfeypt (2 Vole,, Ion ,,1908), Vol.11,p,lQ7*
8, "One is too apt to forget the far more serious failure there might

have been ... The any in South Africa was suitably clothed, it was
excellently fed; at a distance of many hundreds of miles from bases
on the coast, themselves many thousands of miles from Bngland, it
was kept supplied with food, with ammunition, with remounts and re¬
inforcements; its strategical mobility was ensured by admirable
railway and wagon transport," L.S.Amery, op.clt.. Vol.11,p,27.



The Amy also found in these wars that the only possible

approach was to assume a strategic offensive. The reasons were three¬

fold, First, a vigorous assault was essential to dissuade waverers in
the

the disaffected population from swelling/ranks of the enemy, feoondly,

the Army had to overcome its natural position of strategic inferiority.

Burdened by an organisation, lines of co munication and elaborate

technology, and faced by an opponent possessing powers of sudden dis¬

persion and concentration, the Army always sought open battle. Only

in combat could the superior armament, discipline, acknowledged chain

of responsibility and esprit de corps give a real advantage to a

regular army. Thirdly, the aim of this arry was not simply to beat

the enemy, but to beat him thoroughly, V- ith positions in colonial

warfare relatively unimportant, the infliction of the largestpossible

number of casualties was required to foreshorten the war and prevent

a recrudescence of hostile activity. To achieve this objective, the

Amy had to eschew both Artillery preparations and frontal attacks

lest the enemy withdraw, without substantial loss, along an urv-

threatened line of retreat, dhe favourite tactic was to combine a

frontal and flank attack and to follow it up with a determined pur¬

suit of the enemy. In this warfare, a passive defence was wholly

inapposite: the attack or at least an active defence with prominent

counter attacks, was the only strategic posture. The aim was to

underiinei the enemy's will to resist, (a wider concept than defeating

the opponent in arms), and to dominate him .-.4th what Colonel Callwell
o

termed, "the moral force of civilisation", *

Tactically, the peculiar circumstances of colonial warfare forced

the Army to adopt some formations which were no longer of value in

9, Col.C.E.Callwell, oo.cit,. pp,75-76, 85, 91, 151-171*



Continental combat. ithin this category was the use of 'the

square' in offensive and defensive situations. A less rigid concept

than implied by its name, it simply described a formation showing

front to flanks and rear as well as to the proper front. It some¬

times had only three sides, was an elastic arrangement in jungle and

hill warfare, but was usually rigid when confronted by a fanatical
%

attack. If 'peculiar to small wars', the square was invaluable for

an Army burdened with impedimenta, facing a mobile and numerically

superior opponent or an opponent, in an unknown position, who could

attack from any quarter. Secondly, the Army had to ensure where

possible that it had a decisive advantage in armaments. To obtain

this objective and conserve ammunition, the Army required strict fire

discipline and often relied upon volley firing. Thirdly, when the
an

enemy launched / uninhibited attack, substituting shock action for fire

action, the regular force had frequently to reply in kind with bayonet

charges and Cavalry attacks with the arme blanche. Finally, although

the Artillery had to avoid preparatory fire, it could seek engagement

at close quarters and thereby maximise its advantage over irregular

warriors.^* Tactics, therefore, which had become less and less

useful in regular warfare, were still applicable and at times

imperative in small colonial wars.

Finally, the succession of small colonial campaigns provided a

number of indirect benefits for the Army. In terms of career advance¬

ment, they accelerated promotion within a profession whose normal

criterion was seniority. Wolseley'3 dictum for ambitious young

officers was to do their best to get killed in battle as it was only

ID. Col.C.E.Callwell, on.cit.. pp.256-258, 389-393, 401, 429-430 and
L.S. Amery, op.cit.. Vol.11, p.32.



by a cormended war service and brevet promotion that they could

leapfrog the barrier of age,"^"* Furthermore, the sensation of

being under fire provided both officers and rank-and-file with a

training in courage and physical endurance which peace manoeuvres

could not supply. Thirdly, the Army retained, by virtue of its

colonial garrisons east of Kalta, a unique body of seasoned soldiers.

An ever-present menace, unrivalled facilities for practical training,

and complete establishments enabled this part of the Arty to remain
12

on a war footing, * The hill warfare, required in the defence of

the North- est Frontier, also offered a challenge in which individual

skill with a rifle, open order formations and the careful use of

cover were at a premium. Admittedly, these tactics never penetrated

the confines of pre— ar Aldershot, but the diversity of experience

was invaluable in facilitating the eventual adaptation of the Any

to the conditions of warfare in South Africa.^""

Although some, of the factors which arose in small expeditions

were as important in larger campaigns, they were not in themselves

sufficient to ensure the success of the latter. Indeed, the South

African ar posed not merely larger problems of administration and

strategy, but also more complex problems, markedly different from

those experienced in previous 'wars. In particular, there was a

11, Sir G.'olseley to Lady olseley,27,12,34, Wolseley Nss., /P 13/38
and Gen.^ir N,G,Lyttelton.: jghty Years: soldiering politics and
games (Lon.,1927),p,142,

12, "The beardless regiments of Aldershot or the Curragh can no more
compare with the masses of strong men, horse, foot and artillery,
soldiers of whom no conscript arqy has seen the like, who hold
India and Agypt," Col.G.F.R.Henderson.The Acience of ar (Ion.,
1905), p.405.

13, Lord Roberts to ilkinson,l6.7,9S, Wilkinson Has.,13/14, and
L.F.Amery.on.cit,. Vol.II, p.32.
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fundamental difficulty in administration. Whereas in small

wars the scope for generalship and improvisation was considerable,

in larger wars the general had to be supplemented by an efficient

and numerous staff. However, only thirty-two graduates emerged

from the Staff College per annum and they failed to fill even the

peacetime appointments. As regimental officers without a p.s.c.

(passed Staff College) had to supplement the staff, the staff work

suffered from a lack of uniformity."^* Thi3 shortage of permanent

staff - except at Aldcrshot - also ensured that officers failed to

become familiar with their staffs and continued to rely upon

15
improvisation and their own past experience. * Throughout the Boer

War the Army suffered from, oven-centralisation with Lord Roberts as

culpable as any of the commanders: the staff work remained an

embarrassment, and perhaps a casualty of small colonial warfare.^*
The difficulty in adjusting command and staff work from armies

of 20,000 to armies of 250,003 was not eased by the dearth of large-

scale peacetime manoeuvres. Prior to the Army Corps Fanoeuvres of

autumn 1G9&, there had been no manoeuvres on that scale for twenty-3ix

years. The introduction of- cavalry rides, staff tours and divisional

14. Col.G.F.R.Hendqrson, op.cit.. p.397.
15. B.J.Bond, Tie Victorian Ar'y.and the ,taff College 1354-1914 (Lon.,

1972),p.177; R.Kruger, Goodbye Polly Gray (lon,1959),p.370; Col.
0. F . 11.! I enderson .oo.cit.. p.400; L.S.Amery.op.cit.. Vol.11,p.3S;
and Lord Kitchener to Sir G.S.Clarke,5.7.05. Kitchener Kss.,P.R.O.
30/57/34.

16. "Staff work in the British Army in 1900 was in its infancy ...

upon me as DAAG (1) fell press censorship, civil employment of
towns occupied, requisitioning policy, charge of prisoners and all
such-like work, in addition to providing guides for all marching
columns, native messengers ... and the enlistment,maintenance and
payment of all native scouts. Having no staff except one inter¬
preter, I found that ray day's work averaged about seventeen or
eighteen hours..." Sir G.Aston, e-~ori.es of a i nrine (Ton.,
1919), p.20$.
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manoeuvres in the eighteen-nineties was an improvement on the

previous void, but the restrictions in space and in numbers limited
17

their value. It was only with the 'lanoeuvres Act of 1898 and the

purchase of 41,000 acres at Salisbury Plain that the Array was able to

assemble two Army Corps for the purposes of peacetime training.

Ironically, the value of these manoeuvres was promptly undermined by

a drought which made the streams and rivers the objectives of each

day's exercise. As such, the climatic and natural factors reduced

the line of advance, re-roved the need for extended reconnaissance and

curtailed each engagement in order that the troops might reach their
] 3

nightly camp site. * In brief, the lack of frequent largfc seals

manoeuvres gave the home Array no opportunity to compensate for the

limitations inherent in snail colonial warfare.

A second asrect of the Couth African War was its dominance by

modem armaments. For the first time the Array had to confront fire

from a smokeless magazine rifle. This wa3 a small calibre, long range,

flat trajectory weapon, able to fire between twenty and thirty shots
19

per minute. 7 Introduced into the British Array in 1895, the Lee

Enfield rifle possessed a substantial improvement over its

17. Lt.-Col.C.Holmes Wilson,'The Salisbury Manoeuvres - with the
Artillery of an Array Corps' f United Cervice Fiagazine.Mew Series,
Vol.XVIII,No.840 (Nov.,l89Q),p.l^S. The reality of these events
was not improved by the appearance of the troops. In the Aldershot
exercise of 1893,"to distinguish the opponents, one side used to
wear full-dress headdress. Guardsmen and Fusiliers were to be seen

skirmishing and endeavouring to hide themselves In red coats and
huge busbies..." Maj.-Gen.Fir S.G.May.Changes and Chances of a
oldier's Life (Ion.,1925),p.172.

18. Lt.-Col.C.Holmes Wilson.op.clt.. pp.189-192.
19. Capt.'W.H. James, "Wodern Wsapofl® and their influence on Tactics and

Organisation',(lecture delivered 17.5.99).Journal of .toval United
Cervices Institution.Vol.XLIII.Nb.262 (Dec.,1899),p.1290. hereas
the British Lee Enfield had a .303 inch calibre and carried a

magiJSine of ten bullets, it loaded singly; the German Mauser used
by the Boers, had a .275 inch calibre, was lighter in weight and
loaded by a clip containing 6 cartridges.
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predecessors in a smokeless propell&nt. Its powder cordite",

based on the discoveries c£ If red Nobel, increased the velocity of the
2o

bullet from 1,800 feet per second to over 2,000 feet per second. *

It also realised the potential power of the magazine rifle by enabling

riflemen to sustain their rapid, aimed fire without black powder
21

obscuring their field of vision. * The other innovations in armament

technology - quick-firing artillery guns, high angled field howitzers

and maxim machine guns - although not nearly so Important in the South

African ar, were either recently in service or under discussion at

the end of the century. They indicated enormous developments in fire

power, especially in its range and rapidity, and these should have

inaugurated a period of wholesale reform in the tactics and training

of the Army.

A few middle-ranking officers accepted that Reform should follow

in the wake of technological change. They emphasised that smokeless

powder had greatly increased the tactical power of the defensive,

which could novj sustain a rapid aimed fire without the problem of

smoke; retain the advantage of cover; and shoot without fear of

betraying their position. Conversely, the offensive faced more for¬

midable problems. It lost the covering value of a 3moke cloud and

confronted flat trajectory bullets with an increased range of pene-

22
tration: at Omduraan the Guards claimed effective fire at 2,700 yards. *

20. Col.H.C.B.Rogers.Weapons of the British loldier (Lon.,1960),p.245.
Cordite was a compound of 5*# nitro glycerine,37% gun cotton and
5$ mineral jelly. First approved in 1891, it was virtually smoke¬
less because its products were gaseous.

21. Capt.G. :.Ben3on,'c'mokeless Powder and its Probable effect upon the
Tactics of the Future1..Aidershot i jlitary Pociet?/-.Paper XL.V
(23.3.93),p.3.

22. Brevet Lt.-Col. lmslie,•The Possible Effect on Tactics of Recent
Improverrents in eapon3'.Aldershot Military ociety.Paper LXXII
(6.2.99),p.14; Capt.G.E.Benson.op.cit..pp.3-4: and Capt.W.H.James,
'Magazine Rifles,their latest developments and ffects'.Journal of
Royal United Gervlce Institution.Vol.XXXVI,no.175(Sept.,1892),

* * p.936 and op.cit.. 1899 lecture, pp.1290-1291.
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Consequently, in the British approach, where supports and

reserves fed the front line to a depth of 1,600 yards, the supports
23

and reserves were now liable to suffer from defensive fire. Indeed,

because of this fire, daylight frontal attacks over open ground had

become hazardous; the supports and reserves had to seek cover; and

the front line had to revive an extended order formation. This

increased fire power also posed substantial problems for the other

amis. It would restrict the ability of the Cavalry to undertake

effective reconnaissance, and render the mass frontal attack on un¬

broken infantry a redundant exercise. Furthermore, it would inhibit

the Artillery in their desire to support the Infantry attack in the

open, and place a premium upon effective preparatory fire from

covered positions. The officers, who foresaw this enhanced role for

the defensive, argued that practice in individual marksmanship and

entrenchments would maximise the defensive advantage. They asserted

that the only counter was either wide and sudden flanking movements

or the use of shrapnell shell and high angled lyddite projectiles to
2i

search out covered positions and demoralise entrenched defender's.

Basically, they favoured employing the new technology to overcome the

defensive advantages of smokeless powder: but, until it was suffic¬

iently developed, they recommended a more cautious and extended

attack.

These tactical proposals were neither original nor even wholly

23, As indeed they did suffer in the Natal campaign of 1899. -'ee Maj.-
Gen.J.F.C.Fuller, The Army in Vy Time (Lon.,1935),p.8l,

24, Col.W.W.Knollys, 'The .effect of Smokeless Powder on the Wars of the
Future', United Service ' agazine. New Series, Vol,IV, No,755 (Oct.,
1891),pp.'70-73; Caot.G.E.Benson, op.clt.. p,13; Brevet Lt,-Col.
Elmslie, op.clt.. p.5; Capt.W.H .'James, op.cit. .1892.p.1937 and
oo.cit,.1899,pp.1293-1297.'
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heretical. In colonial campaigns, the local commanders had

frequently adopted an active defensive formation 1b withstand an

enemy attack prior to launching their own assault. Fears had

previously been expressed for the viability of massed Cavalry charges

with the arme blanche, and the Artillery drill books had formerly
25

emphasised the value of seeking fire from covered positions. * Even

the Commander-in-Chief agreed that the various arms occasionally neg¬

lected precautionary measures. In his Report on the 1898 Manoeuvres.

Viscount Vv'olseley criticised the proclivity for premature extensions

and the failure to use cover for concealment in the line of attack.

He also stressed that battalions had frequently exposed themselves to

Artillery fire, and that their lines were so close together that
26

bullets from the same shrapnell would have struck both formations.

Aspects of the Reform proposals therefore, had been periodically

followed in practice, counselled previously in theory and endorsed in

contemporary criticisms by the Commander-in-Chief.

.hat the senior officers did not accept, however, was the con¬

tention that military circumstances had radically changed in the 1890s.

Tactical options and alternatives had always been available but they

insisted that technological change had not altered the validity of

basic military principles. In particular, after years of success in

colonial warfare, they insisted that the moral effects of the offensive

were immutablej to disregard the emphasis on the attack would

25. On Cavalry Reform,Sir H.K.Havelock.Three Main Military Questions of
the Fay (Lon.,1867),and Lt.-Col.G.T.Penison.Modern Cavalry (Lon..
1867); and on the Artillery, see the comments by Maj.-Gen.G.H.
Marshall,R.A., Commanding R.A.Aldershot, on the lecture of Brevet
Lt.-Col.Hlmslie.op.cit.. p.l6.

26. Field Marshal Viscount Wolseley, Report on Manoeuvres. August and
September 1898. 27.10.98, W.O.iibrary, pp.VII and IX.
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emasculate the Arny and jeopardise its likelihood of military
27

triumph# * Consequently, the senior officers both dismissed the

breech loading experience in foreign wars and the theories of their

interested subordinates. As Colonel G.F.R. Henderson wearily cora-

rrcnted upon the ore-War Coamandt

Men, especially in practical matters, are always
inclined to remember what they have seen rather than
what they hear, end to give more weight to their own
3tale experience, gained under obsolete conditions than
to the impressions of others.

In short, the Command condemned any proposal which might mitigate

the zeal of the Army for the offensive. Viscount Wolseley utterly

deprecated the use of ehtrenchnents as liable to depress the attacking
29

spirit of the defending forces. Major-General J.Keith F'raser, the

Inspector-General of Cavalry, maintained that the absence of smoke

would increase the value of the arme blanche by heightening the moral
30effect of Cavalry charges upon shaken Infantry. And, the Commander

of the Royal Artillery Widershot, Major-General G.H, Marshall, insisted

that technological change had not altered the principles of Artillery

employment, that the quest for cover was pernicious in service, and

27. "A strong attack, strongly developed from the first with supports,
provided that they are kept at an adequate distance from the firing
line, 3eems to me likely to win the day," and "it is just as im¬
perative for the attack to close -with the defence now as it was in
the days of Julius Caesar," Comments by 11.-Col.l.'iunter and Maj.
A. .Pollock on the lecture by Capt. .H.James, on.cit.. 1899,
pp.1301-1302.

28. Col,G.R.F.Henderson, op.eit.. p.418.
29. "Defensive tactics carried on behind entrenched positions have a

very dangerous tendency to unfit soldiers for all rapid offensive
action." Viscount Molseley, 'An Inglish View of the American
Civil arq 'brth American Review. No.CCCXCIV,Article IV (Dept.,
1889), p.283.

30. Lt.-Gen.J.Keith Fraser comments on lectures of Capt.G.E.Benson,
on.cit.. p.l6 and of Capt.. .H.James, on.cit.. 1892, p.943.
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that:

the best protection from the enemy's fire, is to over¬
whelm him with your own.31*

For the process of Army Reform, this clash of opinion underlined

the Importance of ideas in an Army, as distinct from its hierarchical

structure. The seniority of the superior hierarchy was important,

but the crucial factor was the role of this hierarchy in forming the

ideas and values of the service. Their belief that technological

change would not alter military tactics reflected several important

presumptions about the nature of war. First it indicated their

faith in the human factor as the vital arbiter of military success.

A product of a heroic chivalrous concept of warfare and successive

victories against numerically superior foe3, this idea implied that

if the human element was proven and tested in physical endurance and

discipline, then all other factors were merely secondary. Above all,

it underpinned the pre- ar fallacy that if both sides were armed with

modern weapons then the attacker, if he had the better men, was bound
32

to triumph. * Secondly, the failure to apprehend the significance of

technological change emphasised the belief of the Army that its

previous experience was the soundest guide for future combat. This

was a sensitive point because it reflected upon the personal service

of many of the generals, and on the traditions and regimental esprit

de corps founded upon past success. hen the critics argued that

modem technology had rendered the lessons of past campaigns redun¬

dant, General Sir Redvers Ruller replied:

31. Maj.-Gen.G.H.Marshall comments on lecture of Brevet Lt.-Col.Glmslie,
op.cit..p.l6. Fee also Kaj.-Gen.Slr C.E.Callwell and Maj.-Gen.Sir
J.Headlarn, The History of the Royal Artillery (2 Vols.,Lon.,1925),
Vol.1,pp.250 and 257.

32. See the comments by Maj.-Gen.3ir H.3rackenbury,Lt.-Col.£.Hunter
and Kaj.A.Pollock on the lecture of Capt. ■/.11.James.op.cit. ,1899,
pp.1307,1300 and 1302.
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But the thing that strikes me most in this lecture i3
the fact that there is nothing new under the sun, and
when improvements are made in military arms and tactics
they almost always follow along the same lines.33.

The third assumption, which related to the previous two, was the

belief that war was essentially a physical, moral, and practical

activity, but one which allowed little scope for theoretical specula¬

tion. After years of improvisation in colonial warfare, the Army

could not accept that a mere theory or 'fad' of the moment could
34.

undermine the priorities which had served it so well in the past.

However, it would be wrong to suggest that Reform floundered

simply on account of the ideas of the senior officers. In the first

place, Reform did not divide a senescent High Command from a body of

Young Turks in the middle ranks! rather, it divided an insignificant

minority of interested Reformers from the overwhelming majority of

their fellow officers in all ranks. Moreover, the characteristics of

this majority was not a fervent reactionary zeal (the idea of the Army

embarking unon Reform wa3 too incongruous to prompt such a reaction),

but simply a widespread feeling of complacency and self-satisfaction

with the existing peacetime routine. An interest in Arny Reform was

out of character in the pre-, ar Amy and if displayed in the regimental

mess, would be derided as "bad form". For the majority of officers,

33« Sir R.Buller comments on lecture of Brevet Lt.Col.: Imslie, op.clt..
pp.18-19.

34. "Neglecting all study of military history and military theory, the
only operations it took cognizance of were the primitive expeditions
against troublesome savages, or the marches to relieve garrisons
cut off by some sudden outbreak of rebellion, which it dignified by
the name of wars. As tests of energy, endurance and physical
courage, these expeditions were undoubtedly useful. Of the
principles and methods of serious warfare between tactically equal
forces they taupht nothing." L.S.Arrery, on.cit.« Vol.Ill, p.550.
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sport was the abiding concern:

It was a delightful life, mostly duck shooting and
hunting in the winter, and tennis and cricket in the
summer.35*

In soldiering, the maintenance of routine in drill, inspections, and

on the parade ground was all important, and this largely devolved

upon the energies of the non-comnissioned officer. Only three weeks

in the year were devoted to field training with the exercises regularly

finishing before the dinner hour. The critical event of the year

wa3 the annual inspection of the battalion in barracks. * In short,

since snort, routine and social entertainment, especially for those

stationed in the vicinity of London, were the predominant concerns of

the officer corps, an interest in professional matters conflicted

with the mores of regimental life.

•hat military training then did the unreforrr.ed Army offer Its

rank-and-file? In the first place, only two months per annum could be

spared for training. For the rest of the year the soldier persevered

in the cliores of drill, parade and guard duty, the maintenance of his

equipment and the barracks, and the range of sundry tasks attached to
37

service for the regiment and its officers. Apart from the three

weeks field training in which entrenchments were avoided and exercise?

performed while erect or occasionally kneeling and the score of days

devoted to route marching, the soldier practised his musketry by

firing 200 rounds of ammunition at a fixed target. Although 3ome

35. ra.i«-Gen.J.F.C."uller.op.clt.. p.62.
36. "There was an unwritten rule that all field days at Aldershot

should end before the sacred dinner-hour,and I have seen an
attack pushed at a rate which verged on absurdity where there was
a doubt whether the battle would be over in time for a certain
train to London". Sir G.Aston.op.cit..p.110; T'-aj.-Gen.J.F.C.Fuller,
op.cit..pp.63-68: Capt.w....Caimes.An A bsenWinded ,ar (Lon.,
1900;,pp.31 and 62.

37. L.S.Amery, op.cit.. Vol.11,p.33*
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battalions achieved a high level of proficiency on this allowance,

the standards were essentially static and volley firing remained
38#the core of musketry training. In the Artillery, no less anach¬

ronistic for large scale warfare was the enthusiasm sustained for

fighting by battery sections, fhis was,the traditional wnglish method

and the battery Majors resented any incursion upon their prerogatives.

As the lieutenant-Colonels, who were posted to command the brigades,

sympathised with the Majors' point of view to the degree of pvertly

neglecting brigade practice, the pre- ar training of Field Artillery
39

in larger formations remained decidedly weak. Also the tactical

ideas of the arm focussed exclusively upon supporting the Infantry

attack in the open and discarding any protection 3»ve that of its own

fire power. Finally, the Cavalry devoted itself to drill and the

practice of fighting formations, in particular knee to knee charges

with the arme blanche. This involved the sacrifice of more mundane

tasks like scouting, reconnaissance and the unthinkable role of dis¬

mounted action, but the Cavalry never doubted its capacity to make a

40.
decisive breakthrough on the modern battlefield.

The Army in sum failed to appreciate that changes in technology

might require changes in tactics and training. Instead it clung to

a number of values which the senior officers could relate to their

experience in small colonial warfare. The unswerving faith in the

moral effect of the offensive; the dominant role of the human element;

38, Ma j.-Gen.J.F.C.Fuller,ojjjCit,, pp.67-70 and Capt,v.L.Cairnes,
p.86.

39. Kaj,-Gen.Sir C.F.Cnllwell and 'aj.-Gen,"ir J.Headlam.op.cit..
Vol.I,pp,254-255.

AO. f'aj.-Gen,J.Keith Fraser comments on lecture of Capt,w,H.James,
op,cit..l89g.p.9A3: Cant.'..h.Calrncs. The Army from within (Lon.,
1900} p.97-99; Viscount Wolseley.Report on Manoeuvres in August
and 'eptember 1898.^7.10,98. A'.0.Library,p.VII,
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the usefulness of previous military experience; and the

inherent value of improvisation - all were traditional values and

all could be related to immediate military experience. In other

words, the Amy used its success in small colonial wars to buttress

its heroic, chivalrous concept of war. Technology in this context

was merely a tool, and the Army could not accept that this tool, even

in the hands of capable marksmen, might radically restrict or impinge

upon its performance. The consequences of this neglect were the

disasters of Black Week and their revelation of how technology had

altered the whole character of modern wars

Few people have seen two battles in succession in such
startling contrast as Qmdurman and Colen3o. In the
first, 50,000 fanatics streamed across the open regards-
less of cover to certain death, while at Colenso I never
saw a Boer all day till the battle was over and it was
our men who were the victims.

41. Oen.Sir N.G.Iyttelton.op.cit..p.21£
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Chanter 4

The Army's Reaction to Adverse Civilian Comment during the
"outh African ar in view of its own "elf-Image and

Concept of Array deform

"I hope we shall be able to satisfy the public in their desire for

'Awy Reform'. It will not be an easy matter, and I doubt much if

any of those who cry out the loudest would be able to define what

they really think 3hould be done."

Lord ;Roberts to Brodrick, 9.11.00. Hobert3 Has., N.A.".,R/117/3/72•

This chapter examines the reaction of the Array to its critics

during the outh African ar. It notes that the /.rray had entered

the .ar with a high self-esteem, which suffered a severe blow in the

reverses of Black Week. The chapter claims that the Army was

aware of its own shortcomings and took initiatives on heforrn which

did not owe anything to civilian advice. On the other hand, it

indicates that the Army bitterly resented the criticism in the press,

and wanted to placate the civilian writers. However the chapter

concludes that the concept of .reform which was adopted by Lord rioberts,

was too precise and limited and technical to interest civilians, and

that the Army had to await the emergence of otter issues to distract

the attention of the press.



Commentators on Boer : 'ar Army Reform have persistently

ignored the Army. By focusing upon the motivation which the

military defeats and public outcry provided for the Government

Reforms, they have Ignored the impact -which the defeats and outcry

had upon the Amy and its attitude towards Reform.. Admittedly, the

contribution of the Army to the V.'ar and post- 'ar Reforms was not sub¬

stantial: in a sixty-eight year old Commander-in-Chief, who had spent

all hi3 military life in India and lacked any knowledge of the ".'ar

Office, the Army possessed an unpromising fountainhead for programmes

of administrative reform. further, St. John Brodrick and Arnold-

"orster were Secretaries of Gtate for V.'ar, who had devised their own

structural Army Reforms and only sought the endorsement and not the

advice of their military chiefs. Nevertheless, Lord Roberts and his

colleagues did more than rubber stamp Government policy. As the

Government stressed throughout 1900, it could only reform, the Army when

the Var was "over" and the victor of Faardeberg had returned to lend

his public support. The Government also used some of the ideas which

Lord Roberts had previously espoused on Army Reform, while on training

and technological reform, it had to rely upon military experience..

In short, the enthusiasm of the Army for its own Reform was important;

and, as the issue had been promoted in a largely hostile press, any

reaction to the press campaign might have had an influence on the

reforming zeal of the officer corps. This reaction therefore, ought

to be analysed in light of the Army's self image, its impression of

the outh African War and its evaluation of the civilian comment.

The self-image of the pre- 'ar Army rested upon four components -

an adherence to a gentlemanly code of conduct; a passionate loyalty

to Crown and Country; a maintenance of regimental esprit de corps;

and a degree of self-fulfilment and glory in martial endeavour. These



priorities reflected the legacy of a heroic, chivalrous concept

of warfare founded upon the code of an officer gentleman, and the

regimental traditions of personal service to the monarch. The Army

maintained these traditions by upholding the etiquette, social

interests and the sporting pursuits of county society;"* and, by the

belief, undiminished by the Parliamentary control of finance, that it

was first and foremost a servant of the Crown. Ho reaver, the Arcy

presumed that its raison d'etre transcended any calling in civilian

life: and, in juxtaposition with its gentlemanly disdain for monetary-

pursuits, the Army found in it3 national purpose a corresponding dis¬

dain for the vagaries of party politics. The majority of officers

were contemptuous of the politicians who pandered to 'the mob', and

Lord olseley summarised their sentiments in a letter to the dueen:

The foolish public prefer believing the tradesman who has
become politic!an to the gentleman who wears Your Majesty' s
uniform.1'•

Esprit de corps based upon the customs, traditions and history of

the regiments, was the third element in the Army's self-esteem. For

the officer corps, this motive force which unified and rallied them in

moments of danger, was not only an invaluable asset, but wa3 also more

1. An indication of the code's importance was the bullying of 'unaccep¬
table' officers. In the reflective calm of retirement,Lord volseley
condoned this behaviour, in -which he himself had participated as a
subaltern, because it helped to preserve the Amy as a gentleman's
profession. Field Fershal Lord olseley.The ' tor/ of a Soldier' s
life (2 7ols.,Iond.,1903)»Vol.I,p*226, ~ee also Pari.Feb..Fourth
3er.,Vol.41,19.6.96,cols.1482-1483; lord oberts to Brodrick,
3.8.02. Roberts Mss.,N.A.K.,Vl22/4/3lQ»Lord Poberts to Lord
Kitchener,21.1.03. Roberts I"ss.,N.A.I'.,2/122/5/406,and lord
Roberts to Mrs.Wallace,28.9.06. Roberts I*bs.,N.A.M.,1^122/9/874.

2. Lord ol3eley to iueen Victoria,22.3.35 in G.E.Buckle(ed,). The
tiers of ucen Victoria.Second series,Vol.III,(Ion., 1928),p.^32.

See also Sir G.Chesney to Blackwood,22.7.87. Blackwood i ss.,N.L.S.,
FS 4497 and Lord .'olseley to Sir J.Ardagh, 19.7.92. Ardagh i ss,,
P.R.0.30/40/2.
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laudable than the mercenary and self-centred interests of

civilian commerce. ">en Viscount 'olseley, who creamed companies

from different battalions to compose his expeditionary forces, had
3

to pay lip service to the importance of regimental esprit de corps.

The final aspect of the Army's self—esteem was a desire for

active service and a glorification of wartime action. Officers did

not court war for its own sake: all evinced a detestation of it.

Few who had participated in the myriad of small colonial wars, had

not lost friends or acquaintances in them. Yet, nineteenth century-

warfare still posed human challenges, especially challenges of

physical strength, courage and endiranee; and the officers who over¬

came these challenges like ~ir Redvcrs Fuller, V.C., gained an endur¬

ing respect inside and outside the Army. For Lord olseley, moreover,

and others may have agreed, War was more than the supreme test of the

military profession, it was also a therapeutic event which could purge

society of its decadent elements.^*
On account of these internal standards, solidarity and sense of

puxqjose, the Army had a high self esteem: yet it was neither a wholly

confident nor an assured esteem,. The Royal Navy remained the Senior

Service and consistently received Government priority in its increases

3. Fir G.Wol3eley,'Long Service and Chart Service'.Nineteenth Century.
Vol.IX, No.XLIX (Kar.,l881),p.572 and Wolseley to Duke of
Cambridge,3.9.83 quoted in W.'/erner.op.cit..Vol.11.p.67.

4. "I feel that a country living under our present form of government
and who36 better classes that is the rich as well as the old county
families live as the Prince of 'ales and all his abominable set of
men and women do, can only be saved from annihilation by such
periodical upheaval as a greet war." lord Wolseley to Lady
V-olseley, 10.9.94. .olseley Mss.,w/P 23/61.
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of military expenditure. * Indeed Amy officers recurrently

bemoaned the neglect of their interests and the parsimonious
£

attitude of their political masters. * However, this anguish only

acknowledged that the status of the Army in the outside world was not

equal to its ov.n pretensions: it did not imply that these pretensions

were ill founded or based on out-moded concepts. ithin the regi¬

mental mess, the internal standards and priorities of the Array were

much more important than outside opinion. Only at ar Office level

were there frequent contacts with other professions, which, for the
n

senior officers, tended to support and reinforce their self-esteem, *

Finally, the record of consistent success in the small colonial wars

apparently testified to the Army's professional competence: hence, it

entered upon the South African V ar as a proud, insulated and relatively

self-confident institution.

For the Army therefore, the events of Black Week were more than

tactical reverses: they were a grave blow to its self respect. The

officers, however, did not require civilian criticism to pinpoint the

blame. In a letter to lord Lansdowne Immediately after Duller'3

5. After the 1888 invasion 3care, the Navy received a £21.5 million
loan whereas the Army Intimates were raised from £16.7 million to
£17.3 million. For an examination of the Navy's tendency to benefit
from the periodic invasion scares, see H.R.l'oon. The Invasion of the
United Kingdom; iitblic Controversy and Official Planning 1888-1918.
unpublished Ph.D.thesis (Univ.of london,1968),especially ch.l.

6. fir Q.Chesney to Lord .Roberts,18.10.91, 23.10.91 and H.3»92.
Roberts Kss. ,N.A.K. ,IJ/U/293,295 and 298j and Sir R. Duller to
Tremayne,3•11.99. Duller Fss.,P.R.O., W.O./132/6.

7. Lord Wolseley was appalled that he,' left the IV.0.with a pension
some £200 or more less than the Session Clerk did who leaves as

Fermancnt Under Secretary." Lord Wolseley to Lady . olseley,
1.12.00. olseley Fss., W/P.24/80,
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disaster at Colcnso, Lord Alberts commented:

Buller'3 reverse make3 it clear that both our strategy and
tactics are at fault. e have had terrible losses without
one single success, and unless some radical change is made
at once, our Army will be frittered away and we shall have
to make an ignominious peace.*

The completeness of the British disasters at "tomberg, Hagers-

fontein and Colenso facilitated the outburst of military criticiam,

but equally important, was the appointment of Lord Roberts as the new

Commander-irv-Chief in the field. for once, the personal factionalism

vjlthin the Artsy - the bitter division of officers into supporters of

WoIseley and Roberts respectively - had an advantage; it enabled
Q

changes to be undertaken without any regard for offended sensibilities.

The changes which Lord Roberts introduced covered the tactical

deployment of Infantry, Artillery bor.bar&n ents, horserrastership, and

the organisation of transport. Although the reforms were a reflection

of the author's Indian experience rather than any new developments in

military tactics - they 3till introduced important innovations,

8. Lord .ioberts to Lord Landsdowne, 15.12.99. Roberts Kss.fN.A.K.,
H/117/l. He and many other officers were very critical of Buller's
generalship. See Lord Roberts to Lord Kitchener, 27.3*02.
Kitchener M3s.,P.R.Q.30/57/2Q; ir I.Hamilton to ilkinson,8.3.00.
ilkinson '"33.,13/33; Capt,C.L.Callwell to Blackwood,7.3.00. Black¬

wood L!ss.,N.L.S.,WS 4698; and Gen.3ir.N.G.Lyttelton.op.cit..on.211-212.
9* I-ord Roberts was quite prepared to criticise the pre-war and war¬

time policies of olseley. "The whole truth is that neither he nor
anyone at the War Office had the slightest idea of the fighting
power of the .l3oers." Lord fioberts to Lord Kitchener, 16.3.01.
kitchener I'ss., P. R.0.30/57/20.

This was important for Reform, inasmuch as Buller had been
Adjutant-General in the period 1.10.90 - 30.9.97 and had had res¬
ponsibility for the Brill Book of 1396 and the priorities in
training and tactics which it had postulated. Although these
priorities had failed in Gouth Africa, Buller was wholly unrepentant,
"I think that as regards drill we went into the war very fairly
equipped; I saw nothing to make me think our drill book was wrong.'
(1.15,498) rinutea of evidence taken before the icpyal Cor.T&aslon on
the -ar in Gouth Africa. Vol.IT.Cd.1791 (1904).XLII.
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particularly in the methods of Infantry attack. In his confiden¬

tial Circular emorandum :b,5. Roberts stressed the need for careful

reconnaissance} the avoidance of direct attacks in column formation;

and the adoption of extended formations with troops if necessary, 6 to

8 paces apart. This change involved a delegation of responsibility

onto Battalion and Company Commanders, precise communication on the

field, and an emphasis on the value of taking cover. These pre¬

cautionary tactics were more suitable to battle zones swept by smoke¬

less magazine rifles and were to form the core of the post-war reform

in tactics and Infantry training. To increase the effectiveness of

the Artillery, Lord Roberts ordered it to eschew positions which were

'within Infantry range and urged continuous rather than sporadic bombard¬

ments. He exhorted cavalrymen to march where possible,^* and re¬

organised the transport by removing it from Regimental command and

placing it entirely under the Amy Service Corps.In sum, lord

Roberts introduced a series of tactical reforms which were the har¬

bingers of future changes in peacetime training, within days of his

arrival in Capetown and without any reliance upon civilian advice.

These reforms, however, failed to placate the press. Although
12

Lord Roberts incurred little personal criticism, * he could not

conceal the shortcomings of several of his subordinates. The succes¬

sion of ambuscades, the small but humiliating number of surrenders,

and the failure to 'mop up' the remaining Boers, once their cities

10. The reforms for the Infantry,Artillery and Cavalry are in Circular
: e~orandurn No.5.Rotes for Guidance in "outh African arfar3.26.1.00.
Roberts Mss.,K.A.M.,P/111/1/36.

11. Lord Roberts to Lord Lansdowne,15-17.1.00. Roberts Mas.,N.A.M.,
IV117/1/11.

12. In fact Lord Roberts returned to a hero's welcome,a Knight of the
Carter, an u^arldom and a grant of 2100,000. R.Kruger.on.cit..
pp.363-369.
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had fallen, were sources of acute disquiet. Both Conservative

and Liberal writers began to fulminate upon the military incompetence,

with the former especially critical al ter their support for the War
13

and desire for an early triumph. The Times reproached Army

officers for the systematic neglect of the most elementary principles

of their profession", and the I'orninm Post maintained, "that our Army

was planned for any other purpose but that of war".^" In the

Liberal columns, the military Correspondent of the '.estminster

Gazette. Captain W.B. Caimes, rigorously exposed the social structure

of the officer corps, while H.H. I'unro ("Baki") lampooned the conduct
15of the war. After Campbell-Barmerman's speech on "methods of bar¬

barism", the Liberal writers also became increasingly critical of the

farm burning and concentration camps of the guerilla campaign.

Indeed, throughout the War, the civilian commentators unfolded an

extensive range of criticisms: officer incompetence, the lack of staff,

inadequate marksmanship, the shortage of ;<>unted Infantry, anachron¬

istic Artillery weapons, maladministration of the hospital service, the

lack of strategic planning, the absence of a 'General Staff, and the

need for a comprehensive Reform of the whole Service.

13. Two exceptions were the pectator and United Gervice Magazine.
See A British Field Officer, The Army and The j'ress in 1900 (ion.,
1901),p.26 and United Cervices I agazine, Vol.XXII (Dec.,1900),
p.310.

14. Quoted In A British Field Officer, on.clt.. pp.24-25.
15. Both writers published collections of their articles. Capt.tf.E.

Cairnes, An Absent-Minded 'ar (Lond«.190Q). Social ^dfe in the
British Army (Ion..i900) and The Army from Within (ion..1901):
H.H.Kunro and F.C.Gould, The Westminster Alice (Lon..l903).
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The details of these criticisms did not especially alarm

the officers in South Africa. They knew that the V.'ar had been a

disappointment and they might have agreed or disagreed with particular

points in particular articles. Indeed some officers, who had written

on Army Reform prior to the War, saw their fears realised in practice

and wanted to resume their writing upon them.^°* However, what these

officers and the majority of their colleagues detested was the vitupera¬

tive and generalised presentation of many of the criticisms in the

press. They resented the sweeping remarks on "the stupidity" of the

British officer, and the derisory comments on their codes of social

behaviour. Indeed the critics, although vague on positive suggestions

for Army Reform, had heavily emphasised the personal failings of the

officers and attributed them directly or indirectly to the life 3tyle

of the home Army - the same life style of a gentleman which formed a

17
corner stone of the Army's self-esteem. * lord Kitchener aptly

summarised the .Army's reaction:

It makes the army feel disgusted that the press at home should
show delight in running down their work, and criticising from ^
a comfortable aro-chair or railway carriage what is being done. *

16. "This want of troops on a war footing at home was the basis of an
article of mine which you published two years ago',,Capt.C.E.Ca21well
to Blackwood,27.12.99. See also Callwell to Blackwood,25.6.00.
Blackwood Mss.,N.L.S«, K3 4685 and 4698.

17. See the editorials in The Times .20.4.00 and 25.7.00; Capt.W'.E.Caimea,
The Absent-' inded ar(Ion. .1900).pp.23-24.27.30: and Leo Amery argued
that:

many 0£« our generais> who had risen simply by seniority were
nothing more than rather aged regimental officers, with brains
and will power atrophied by a long life spent in unmilitaiy
routine and in the unintelligent execution of orders,incapable
alike of devising a plan or carrying it into execution.

L.S.Aroery.op.cit..Vol.II.p.37.

18. lord Kitchener to Brodrick,6.12.01. Kitchener Fas.,P.E.0.30/57/22.
See also A British Field ^ffleer.op.cit..pp.23-26: Capt.C.A.Collwell
to Blackwood, 17.12.00. Blackwood Mas. ,N.L.S. ,?S 4698; and the com¬
ments of lord Roberts on hi® proof reading of Amery's Vol.11,ch.I,
"I am inclined to think that your strictures on the British officer
err on the side of severity." Lord Roberts to Amery,12.7.01.
Roberts Mas., N. A.M. ,fi/122/1/02.
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On account of this disgust, the Army reinforced it3

19
citadel mentality towards the press. The senior officers had to

ensure that these critical articles, which were readily available on

pQ
the veld, did not impair regimental morale. * As the officer corps

had a lov; estimation of journalism and a high self-esteem built upon

insulated internal standards, this effort to maintain morale was

generally successful. Even the self-opinionated subaltern, J.F.C.

Fuller, who had castigated his brother officers for their lack of

professional interests on arrival in South .Africa, was a convert v/ithin

fifteen months, to the traditional view that sports and games were an

invaluable peacetime means of inculcating military virtues. As he

explained to his father, a factor in this volte face was;

the fashion at home to find nothing bad enough to say
about the British officer.''I*

The Army closed its ranks and maintained a surly contempt for the value

of civilian comment. Lord Roberts felt that the critics had failed to

appreciate the difficulties of war in South Africa: the size of the

country; the maintenance of a line of communications by rail over 1,000
22.

miles in length; and the inherent problems of guerilla warfare."

19. Lord Roberta to Sir E.Buller,21.1.00. Roberts Kss.,N.A.N.,fi/lH/V22;
Lord Kitchener to Lord Roberts,9.10.01. Roberts Mss.,N.A.M.,1-/33/41;
and Sir I.Hamilton to Lord Kitchener,17.3.04.Kitchener I'ss.,P.E.O.
30/57/37.

20. "The Absent-Minded War...(is)everywhere,even up here in Lyndeberg."
Capt.G.E.Cailwe11 to Blackwood,17.2.00. Blackwood Mss.,N.L.S.,MS 4696.

21. Compare J.F.C.Fuller's original thoughts on British officers,who,"go
into the Army...simply to amuse themselves,to hunt,stoot and have a
jolly good time and to the devil with anything else which contains
an atom of work. The whole thing is of course a farce. It is no more
a profession than shooting pheasant and hunting foxes..." with, "Our
English games and sports creat/e_/ a quick eye and what is more
essential to an officer than this. I have noticed it myself that
the best snortsmen make the best officers..•" J.F.C.Fuller to his
father,6.2.00 and 7.5.01. Fuller Mss.,IV/3/26 and IV/3/59,Univer¬
sity of London,King's Coll.,Centre for Military Archives.

22. Lord Roberts to the High Commissioner Capetown, 13.1.00. Roberts
Mss., N. A.M. ,B/111/6/1701 and Roberts to Wilkinson, 28.9.00.
Wilkinson Mss.,13/14.
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The officers who had served with lord Lansdowne in India,

resented the attempt to make him a scapegoat} others contrasted the

volume of wartime advice with the public indifference in times of

peace; and some saw financial reward as the only motive for the
23

literary attacks on the Arrry. Finally, the senior officers found

.little of substance in the plethora of Reform proposals: these they
, t ... Oi

discarded as hasty, nescient and lacking in definite purpose." *

In spite of this self-esteem, initiatives on Reform and contempt

for civilian comment, the military leadership or at least the Commander-

in-Chief , resolved to answer the clamour for Army Reform in the national

pre33. However, unlike the Secretary of State who hoped to use this

protest as a justification for increased .estimates, Lord lioberts sought
?5 ...to pacify it with his own concept of Aray Reform - the embodiment in

the drill books, training and instructional courses of the peacetime

Army, of the reforms and changes, which he had already introduced in

South Africa. He refused to make any concessions to the substance of

the external criticism and, on the charge of officer incompetence,

reaffirmed that at all levels the human factor had proved itself in the

South /African h'ar.^*

23. Lord Roberts to V.'iMnson, 23.1.00. ilkin3on Mss.,13/14; Sir J.Ardagh
to sir J.Gowan,4.11.00, Ardagh Kss.,P.R.0.30/40/3; Sir J.Ardagh. Amy
Reform.Nov..1900. Ardagh Kee.,P.R.0.30/40/13? and A British Field
Qfflcer.on.clt.,p.6.

24. "host of the suggestions appear to be the work of amateurs who have
no thorough knowledge and no definite aim in view." Sir J.Ardagh,
Army Reform, fov., 1900. Ardagh >*ss ., P. Fi. G.30/40/13•

25. Compare,lord Roberts to Brodrick,9.11.00. Roberts Hss.,N.A.".,
R/117/3/72 with Brodrick to Kitchener,9.11.00. Kitchener $ss.,P.R.O.
30/57/22; Brodrick to Curzon, 9.2.00. Curzon Fss.,2ur.F 111/10A,
ff.132; and Brodrick to i-ord Roberts,21.12.00. Roberts Mss.,N.A.M.
py13/15.

26. Lord Roberts to Amery,12.7.01. Roberts **ss.,N.A.P.lV122/!/&?••
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Tie ther or not these sentiments were accurate, Lord

Roberts correctly implied that the priority in Army Reform was the

improved professional training of the existing officers and man, and

that the quest for a different source of recruitment was a secondary

concern. The latter was not an unimportant issue; Lord Roberts was

an old campaigner for improved and altered conditions of service, and
27

in the ar Office, saw the realisation of some of his proposals, *

However the issue was speculative; one thesis favoured an improvement

of material benefits, living conditions and career structure as a means

to improve the recruiting intake; another feared that the number who

who were attracted to Army life was limited and hence that expensive

improvements might merely tap the same potential at a higher cost.

The issue on either hypothesis was a long term consideration; the

immediate requirement was to profit from the wartime experiences in the

revision of peacetime training.

For Lord Roberts, therefore, Army Reform was a limited concept of

pragmatic adaptation to the circumstances of the modern battlefield.

With closed formations at an end, he maintained that future training

should promote the development of the private soldier'3 ability to

think and act for himself, and the readiness of the junior officer to

accept an ever-increasing amount of responsibility. The Infantry, he

thought, should improve its snap shooting at short ranges; the Cavalry

rely more on dismounted action than the arme blanche; and the ArtLllery

frame their future tactics upon long range, quick-firing weapons with
28

a heavier shell,'"'"'* These ideas were not self-evident relevations from

27, Brodrlck.Pay and Terms of ervice in the Army.4,1.02, Cab,37/60/2,
Lord Roberts to Rrodrick,23.1,02 quoted in Brodrlck.Reconstruction
of the Army.l5»12.04. Cab.37/69/27.

28, Lord Roberta to Brodrlck,9.11«00. Roberts Mss,,N.A.M.,R/117/3/72,
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the Roer War; indeed, contrary to the popular opinion at the

time, there were not any self-evident lessons in the ' ar - only a

number of experiences which received highly personal interpretations.

Lord Roberts did not forget his forty years of soldiering in India and

the tactical and training assumptions which he had based upon them:

he used these assumptions to interpret the military experiences of the
29

South African War. Furthermore, because Lord Roberts initiated his

Reforms while the War was in progress, he viewed the process of reform

as gradual and evolutionary, with the development on each issue dic-
30

tated by the availability of specialist advice. *

Nevertheless the Commander-in-Chief doubted that this gradual
31

piecemeal approach to Army Reform would placate "the public", *

Although he neither defined this public nor indicated a perception of

its wishes, lord Roberts sought Reform both as a goal in itself, and as

a means of pacifying his civilian critics. In thi3 quest he faced a

nurrtoer of obstacles. First, the ar lasted until 31 fay 1902, a

year and five months after his return and approximately two years and

five months after the press and war-weary public had expected it to

finish. There were no further defeats to compare with Black Reek, but

29. "I have no objection to you publishing extracts from speeches I have
made from time to time on ' Musketry Training and Artillery Practice' j
I trust they will be found instructive. They will at any rate show
that my experiences in South Africa have not caused me to modify but
have rather confirmed the opinions I have expressed for the last 17
years on this mo3t important part of a soldier's training." Lord
Roberts to "ditor of United Service ?'agaziine,13.1.02. iipberts Msa.,
N.A.M. ,3/122/3/217.

30. lord Roberts to Lord Lansdowne,25.10.00. Roberts Mss.,N.A.M.,
R/117/3/51| Roberts to Brodrick,10.11.00. Roberts Mss.,N.A.M.,
R/117/3/76; and Roberts to ilkinson,3Q.9.01. Wilkinson Mss<,, 13/14.

31. lord Roberts to 3rodrick,9.11.00. Roberts Mss.,N.A.M.,3/117/3/72.
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doubts arose over the callousness of Kitchener's campaign} the

expense of a ar which by winter 1901 was costing £l| million per 'week;

and the efficiency of the block-houses and weekly bags of captives.

candalous revelations continued to occur even after the cessation of

hostilities, and these plagued the ar Office and impaired the con-

32fidence of the public. * In short, disillusion with the duration and

character of the -,ar left a deeper impression than the Reforms which

lord Roberts had begun to introduce at home.

The second problem was that the issues on which the Commander-in-

Chief sought Reform were highly technical and specialised and in them¬

selves excited little outside interest. In a letter to G.I .Forrest,

he catalogued the Reforms which he had commenced during his first year

as Commander-in-Chief, and -which had received scant recognition outside

the :ar Office. They included experiments on rifles, new horse and

field artillery guns, lighter ambulance and store wagons, cubicles in

barracks and traction engines; changes in Kounted Infantry organisa¬

tion, military uniforms and in Artillery and Infantry drills; and

committees to inquire into instructional courses at Sandhurst and

Woolwich, canteen arrangements aid the curtailment of unnecessary

33
regimental expenses. These were important Reforms for the Regular

Army, and in the long term were intended to upgrade its status as a

career, (particularly the construction of barrack cubicles anl the

limitation of mess expenses): in the 3hort tern however, they failed

32. Especially over the shortcomings of the Remounts Department,Brodrick
to lord Roberts, 11.6.02. Roberts Kss.,N.A.M.,^13/212.

33. Lord Roberts to G.W.Forrest, 19.1.02. Roberts Mss.,N.A.M. ,R/122/)/225.
The critics however, doubted that anything had changed, "In the
War Office there is nothing but chaos. B.is in despair and Lord R.
is quite happy, hatching little jobs and beaming on everyone."
Capt.W.E.Cairnes to loTd Hosebery,4.10.01. Rosebery Kss., Box 76.
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to placate the denands for Reform. The Army could not even

display its new found skills before the autumn manoeuvres of 1903 -

an unfortunate time as they coincided with the publication of the

Report of the Royal Commission on the South African War and the

sharp, if brief, wave of criticism which it evoked.

Indeed, the recurrent problem for Lord Roberts, in securing out¬

side acknowledgment for his Reforms, wa3 the 'spillover' effect from

criticism on other Army problems. Apart from the War, the issue

which came increasingly to the fore wa3 the sagacity or lack of it in

the presumptions which underpinned the structural Army Reforms of

St. John Brodrick. The issue was especially distracting because it

persisted throughout the period 1901-03 with the wave of scepticism

growing, when it became increasingly apparent that the post-war

arrangement of battalions, based upon a peacetime routh African

garrison of 12 battalions, was unlikely ever to be realised. Scep¬

ticism on this issue and the doubts cast on the -ar Office Administ¬

ration tended to obscure the substance of the Regular Army Reforms.

The critics on these specific issues continued to exhort the War Office
Ql

to 'learn the lessons of the War' and undertake 'Army Reform'.

In short, the attempt of lord Roberts to turn the criticism of

the press into approbation proved utterly abortive. The fact that

he tried and tried so persistently for three years, was indicative of

the Army's loss of confidence during the War. In spite of a self

image based on internal criteria, a citadel mentality erected to thole

the wartime criticism anrj an initiative on the path of Reform which

34. For example Amery, although he acknowledged an improvement in
military training as revealed in the autumn manoeuvres of 1903,
only devoted one page to them in a 200 page criticism of the
Reforms undertaken by the Brodrick Administration. L.5.Amery,
The Problem of the Army (Lon.,1903),p.46.
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preceded the advice of civilian pundits, the Army stall felt

aggrieved by the aspersions cast on its Louth African performance.

Although lord Roberts aimed to placate this criticism, the call for

Array Reform, periodically recurred since his concept of Reform was so

precise and limited and technical. His forlorn replies to civilian
35

critics in which he catalogued his Reforms for the regular Army,

failed to assuage those for whom the duration of the ar or the short¬

comings of the Brodrick proposals or the administration at the War

Office or the lack of any means to expand the Army in time of war were

the principal points at issue.J * In other 'words Lord Roberts failed to

understand the broader, ever-changing concept of Army Reform which was

held outside the War Office. Ironically thi3 abortive attempt to

placate the press proved largely unnecessary, since the interest of the

latter in Army 'Reform rapidly waned once the War had ended, and other

controversies arose over the education Act and Tariff Reform.

35. lord Roberts to trachey,13.4«03. Roberts Kss.,N.A.M.,1^122/5/444
or Strachey ^ss.,Beaverbrook Library, Box 12, Folder 3/21.

36. Once he had read the Retort of the Royal Commission on the "outh
African ar. Lord iioberts acknowledged, "that the Public will not
be satisfied until far more drastic reforms have been made than
have as yet been attempted." Lord Roberts to Brodrick,30.S.03«
Roberts Ifss.,N.A.K,,R/122/6/5U.
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Chapter 5

The Concept of rray eforr. which was held by the

Unionist Government during the ^outh African V.'ar.

"Let us admit it fairly, as a business people should, we have had no

end of a lesson; it will do us no end of good".

H.Kipling, ' The Lesson', The Times, 29.7.01, p.6.

Chapter 5 examines the main features of the Array Reform, which was

introduced in March 1901. It argues that the aims were limited in

part by the assumptions of the Reformers, and in part by the attempt

to introduce Reform while the ar was in progress. At bottom, it

maintains that Army Reform was not a tidy, self-regulating process in

which wartime lessons were applied in subsequent reforms, but a process

clouded by 3hort term problems, erroneous opportunism, and a desire to

protect the reputations of the Reformers. It makes exhaustive use of

a correspondence between St.John Brodrick, the Secretary of State for

ar, and his best man Lord Curzon, which has been neglected by

historians in this field and is collected in the Curzon Mss. (India

Office),
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Commentators have accepted in all its catalytic simplicity

the truism, 'that the Boer War made manifest the need for Army Reform'•

It was true that in the pro-War period, colossal indifference had

thwarted the issue of Army Reform, and it was also true that the War,

or at least the defeats of Black Week and Spion Kop had shocked the

British Government. They had exposed weaknesses in the functioning

of the Regular Army, and had provoked the call 'to learn the lessons

of the ar', and undertake Array Reform. However, there were not any

self-evident lessons in the War. On the contrary the process of

Reform was a reflection of personal, and to some extent institutional

perceptions of the deficiencies to be overcome and the goals to be

sought. To clarify these perceptions and goals, it is necessary to

underline the salient features of the Reforms; relate them to the

War and their wider context; and thereby examine the Government's

concept of Army Reform.

The primary feature of the Government proposals was the deter¬

mination to uphold the strategic role and structural organisation of

the pro-War Army. In December 1888 and June 1891, hdward Dtanhope

had specified the strategic requirements of the Army: they included

the effective support of the Civil Power in the United Kingdom; the

maintenance of overseas garrisons; the ability, "after providing for

these requirements to be able to mobilise rapidly for home defence two

1. Historians have cither catalogued the military failings in '*0uth
Africa as a straightforward explanation for the reforms which
followed, see C.Bamett.Britain and her Army (Ion,,1970) pp.341-346;
or have simply stated the causal factor in all its catalytic simp¬
licity, see A.J.Anthory Korrls, 'Haldane's Army Reforms 1906-08 -
The Deception of the Radicals', 'listory.Vol.56.no.186 (Feb.,1971),
p.17 and A.V.Tucker,'The Issue of Army Reform and the Unionist
Government 1903-05'.Historical Journal.Vol.9 (1966),p.9; or have
added the oblique point that the Government embarked on Reform
under public pressure, see V.Hamer.The British Amy: A Ptudy in
Civil-Military Relations (Ion.,1970),pp.174-175.
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Any Corps of Regular troops, and one partly composed of Regulars

and partly of Militia"; and finally, the ability to send two Army

Corps, a Cavalry Division and Lines of Coirraunlc ations abroad in time
2

of emergency. * When St.Jahn "rodrick announced hi3 Reforms in

Parliament on 8 ?!arch 1901, he reaffirmed these priorities and

intimated that he merely intended to augment the allotted numbers.

Ke also confirmed that it was the intention of the Cabinet to raise

and maintain these numbers through the existing structure or 'system*

of the Army. In other words, he confirmed the retention of the system

fashioned by Edward Cardwell and completed by H.O. Childers in 1881,

of double battalions, short service in the Colours, and the
3

territorial localisation of regiments.

The system had received its first complete examination in the

mobilisation and departure of the expeditionary force to South Africa

in 1899. On 29 September, the Cabinet authorised the despatch of a

field force, totalling 47,081 all ranks (one Army Corps, Cavalry

Division and forces for lines of communication) to Join the Garrison

and reinforcements already in South Africa (22,486 officers and men).

The process involved the mobilisation of eight Cavalry regiments, fif¬

teen batteries of Field Artillery and thirty-two battalions of Infantry.

As the battalions were under War Establishment and 28% of those serving

were either under age or unfit for foreign service, the Government

called out the First Class Array Reserve - 98% regained the Colours, and

in a field force, which comprised only men over 2D years of age,

2. Gee, Viscount Vlolseley to Permanent Under-Secretary of State for
War, 22.2.96. W,0.33/56, Appendix II.

3. Parl.Deb..Fourth Ger.,Vol.88, 8.3.01, cols,1057-1063.
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?6,000 served with the Colours and 21,000 were Reservists.*'*
To compensate for the home dislocation the Government embodied thirty-

three battalions of Militia to form, -with the immature 3oldiers, pro¬

visional battalions for home defence. The War Office successfully

prepared and equipped the expeditionary force, and the process of

mobilisation was completed by naval transportation over a 6,000 mile

journey. The cause of the difficulties was neither the mobilisation

nor the response of the Reserves, but the trebling of the manpower

requirements by the early months of 1900: this created demands beyond

the capacity of the system and denuded the United Kingdom of an

5
organised field army for home defence.

For the front bench Parliamentarians and the military and

civilian authorities at the War Office, who had defended the Cardwell

system for two decades, the initial achievements of the process were

a source of profound satisfaction. The efficacy of the mobilisation

arrangements and the turnout of the Reserves not only vindicated the

cause of the Department, but also, in the opinion of its spokesmen,

routed the arguments of the War Office critics.^* hen these critics -

the civilian spokesmen of the Service Members and the host of 'instant'

4. icrort of His ■ ajesty's Commissioners appointed to inquire into the
Military preparations and other matters connected with the ar in
South Africa, hereafter referred to as the Llgin Report. Cd.l?89
(1904); XL, P.3.

5. Llgin Report, op.cit,. pp.34,40-41»
6. "But I peg alorvr cheerily much elated with the success of short

service and all our machinery, and the diminution of Forster & Co."
Sir R.Knox to Sir H.Campbell-Bannerman,2.12.99« Campbell-Bannerman
Mas., B.M.Add.Mss.41,221, ff.266. See also the speeches by '/iscount
WolseGLey at the lord Mayor's Banquet, The Times.10.11.99.P.7i and by
G.Myndham and Sir H.Campbell-Hannerraan, Pari.Deb.. Fourth Ser,,
V'ol.77, 20.10.99, cols.409,421-422.
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experts who appeared in the columns of the wartime press -

reiterated their attacks, the Government held firm to the tenet that
n

whatever else had failed, the 'system' had not been found wanting.

Although it accepted the need to learn 1 the lessons of the War' and

undertake Arrqy Reform, the Government liad a different concept of

Reform from that of its critics. In the introduction of his Reforms,

Brodrick imnediately eschewed, in the manner of the Departmental

spokesmen before him, the main alternative to the Cardwell system -

a separate Indian Ariry or a separate term of enlistment for the Indian
g

Army. * He vrns confident that the mechanics of the present system

were sound; that the implementation of the alternative would prove

costly and unworkable; and above all, that the reforming zeal of his

back bench critics Mould extend only to speeches, and not to voting
9

against the Government in time of l/ar. *

The main innovation of the Brodrick Reforms was the proposal to

create six districts in the United Kingdom in each of which an Army

Corps could muster, train and manoeuvre in its entirety. 3y

7. For the resurgence of wartime criticism, see H.G.Arnold-Forster to
Lord Rosebery, 24.1.00. fiosebery F3s»,Box 76; Editorial, The Times.
12.2.00, p.9; arid the speeches by Acland-Hood and Arnold-Forster
in Pari.Deb.. Fourth Per., Vol.78, 31.1.00, cols.190 and 345.

In reply to one of the 'instant1 experts, Lord Curzon who had
written, "Our disasters are so unbroken, our generals so uniformly
incompetent, our inability to make any headway so consistent as to
engender serious suspicions that our system must be rotten at the
core." Curzon to Brodrick, 8.1.00. f'idleton Mas., B.H.Add.Mas.50373,
ff.274, Brodrick testily remarked, "Purely Buller's defeats do not
prove our system rotten. We have put half as many again of men and
horses into the field as we ever proposed to keep for foreign
service and could have done it weeks earlier if the soldiers had
asked." Brodrick to Curzon, 9.2.00. Curzon 'Ass.,Eur.F.111/10A,ff .131.

3. Pari.Deb.. Fourth Ser., Vol.88, 8.3.01, Cols.1058-1059.
9. The critics confirmed this in public and private statements. See

H.O.Amold-Forster to Lord Rosebery, 24.1.00. Rosebery ;'ss., Box 76
and Acland-Hood and "aj.Rasch in Pari.Deb.f Fourth Ser., Vol.78,
31.00 and 2.2.00, cols. 192 and 518.
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concentrating troops in the complete proportion of arras, officers

and staff, and the appropriate stores and barracks within each

district, the aim was to secure some esprit do corps and greater effic¬

iency in the Array Corps. The two important stipulations were the

appointment for peace command, of only those officers whom the military

authorities had certified as fit to command in war, and the delegation

to the corps commanders of a large amount of authority previously

exercised in Pall Fall. The first condition accepted the possibility

of supersession by younger and more active commanders over their senior

colleagues, and the second sought to restore greater initiative and

responsibility to the officers who would have to exercise these facul¬

ties in combst. The overall intention was to erase the image of the

Array Corps as a paper force, whose primary function was not effective¬

ness in battle, but administrative convenience for the l/ar Office.^*
The emphasis on the improvement of Command and training reflected

the opinion in the Cabinet that it was this aspect, rather than the

organisational structure, which had failed in the War. Indeed, the

failures in battle appeared worse when contrasted with the Array's

pre-.,ar enthusiasm for a 'show of force' in South Africa. Prior to

the War, Viscount Wolseley had repeatedly urged the despatch of

reinforcements to Natal on the assertion that this would have deterred

10. Throughout the South African War, the Array functioned in Divisions
and in smaller units but never in Array Corps. Brodrick claimed
that this scheme was his own and owed nothing to military advice,
"lord Hoberts is back in great nelrlts, full of zeal and work.
He is invaluable as a critic; he originates nothing. All the
schemes for next year are mine..." rirodrlck to Curzon,U.1.01.
Curzon i'ss•, Eur.F.111/10B,ff .241-212. This claim is corroborated
by an earlier letter to Lord Roberts, in which he requested the
latter's approval of o Dcheme for the re-arrangement of Commanda
in the United Kingdom. Brodrick to Lord .ioberts,21.12.00.
Roberts Fas., N. A.M. ,rV'l3/l6.
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the Doers. hen the Cabinet resolved on intervention,

their military advisers envinced nothing but confidence in the ability
12

of the Army to rout the opposition. * The Ministers, who echoed

these sentiments in public, felt bitterly misled after the news of

Stormberg, Magersfontein and Colenso, with their feelings aggravated

by the inability to express them in public. In reply to criticisms

that he had failed to ackno'wledge War Office responsibility for the

short-comings of the Army, Arthur Balfour summarised the dilemma:

I do not think these blunders were due to War Office
maladministration, and until I see reason to think so,
nothing will induce me to say so. The chief blunders
have been made in my private opinion, by our Generals
in the field - but I do not of course, think it
desirable to make such a statement in public.

The aim of the Government, therefore, was to improve the capab¬

ilities of the itegular Array, Brodrick endorsed the training

proposals of Lord iioberts and proposed to act upon his own perception

of the related 'lesson1 of the V.'ar: namely, that the country ought

to maintain a larger and better organised expeditionary force, and an

improved residual organisation for home defence. In the first place,

11. Viscount blseley to Lord Lansdowne,18.8.99 and 24.8.99. Cab.37/50/
52 and 56. fee also Lord Wolseley to Lady blseley,19.9.99.
Wolseley Msa.,W'/P,28/53.

12. For the confidence throughout the Army, see Lord Wolseley to Lady
Wolseley,29.9.99. Wolseley Msa. ,W/P,28/61} Bir H.Drackenbury to
Blackwood,23.10.99, and Capt.C.E.Callwell to Blackwood,13.7.99
and 16.7.99. Blackwood Fss.,N.L.S.,MS 4685, ff.154,265-266 and 267.
The Government spokesmen reflected this optimism, "I believe the
Amy is more efficient than at any time since V/aterloo", G.Vyndham
to his mother, 6.10.99 quoted in J.W.McKail and G. yndham, Life arxi
Letters of George . yndhaa (2 Vols.,Lon.,1924),Vol.1,p.361. "

13. A.J.Balfour to a friend, 24.1.00. Balfour "ss.,B.M.Add.Mss.49,853,
ff.189. Brodrick agreed that, "really our Generals and not W.O.are
to blame in this war," Brodrick to Curzon 22.12.99. Gee also
Brodrick to Curaon, 3.1.00 and 12.1.00. Curzon Fas.,Eur.F.111/10A,
ff.113,115-116 and 121.
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he insisted that the expeditionary force 3hould be increased

from two to three Arrry Corps - a total of 120,000 men. To man this

force, he required an additional eighteen battalions to be made avail¬

able for hone service, which night be provided by the raising of 5

more Indian battalions} the acceptance of responsibility for several

coaling stations by the Admiralty} the raising of 8 garrison battalions

of men with more than 14 years service} and the maintenance on a peace¬

time basis of only 12 battalions in "outh Africa. The Secretary of

state maintained that the realisation of these postulates would both

augment the home Army and improve its training. With a revised basis

in the parity of battalions at home and abroad, his aim was to ease

the strained pre-''ar structure in which the home battalions had lan¬

guished a3 'squeezed lemons', training and supplying drafts for an

excess number of battalions abroad. For home defence, "rodrick con¬

ceived an increased role for the auxiliary forces and, by extra

monetary inducements, sought a Reserve of 50,000 men for the Militia;

a target of 35,OCX) Imperial Yeomen} and another 40,000 Volunteers."^*
Overall, he aimed to enrol an extra 126,500 men for the various forma

of military service at a cost of an additional £2,000,000 on the

Estimates.^*
The desire to augment the home Army reflected an issue which had

bedevilled the ar Office in the early months of 1900: namely, the

provision for home defence while an increased expeditionary force

14. "But the scheme must be complete, and to obtain support, it
must include a larger recognition than heretofore of
auxiliary forces." Rrodrick to Lord Roberts, 21.12.00. Roberta
Mas., N.A.M.,R/13/15.

15. Pari.Dab.. Fourth Ser.,Vol.88, 8.3.01, cols.1052-1089.
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remained abroad. The dilemma over home defence was purely

intuitive: the 'Jar Office never examined the logistical problems

of an invasion - rather, it simply presumed that the risks to national

security increased in direct proportion to the increase in the number

of British troops abroad.1^' In the aftermath of Black Week, Viscount

olseley submitted a Memorandum, Troops to meet possible rench Attack.

in which he emphasised the need to recreate the 'tanhope standard of
17

three Army Corps for home defence. Although the Cabinet was

desperately attempting to endorse every military request, it modified

these proposals and only sanctioned an increase of the Infantry by

15 battalions from 109,000 men (1 February 1900), to 139,000 men;

the creation of 43 Artillery batteries for the two Army Corps; the

provision of 15 Cavalry regiments for three Brigades, corps and divis¬

ional work; and the increase of the Auxiliary Forces from 328,000 men

(1 February 1900) to at least 378,000. Despite introducing these

measures as expedients, the Government decided to retain the 15 battalions

and cadres of the 43 batteries as part of the permanent military estab-

lishment, " * In short, the Cabinet endorsed the desire of the War Office

to replenish depleted units, and the Reforms of the following year merely

continued this policy,

16. Dee the statement by 0. ,'yndham, Pari.Feb.. Fourth Bar.,Vol.78,
12.2.00, col.1259; and H.R.Moon, op.clt.. pp.131-182.

17» Troops to meet possible French Attack . 29.12.99, Cab.37/53/105 and
related memoranda - Lord I^nsdowne. Notes on the Commander-in-Chief' s

^cmorandum of 29 December, 17.1,00; Kinuta of Defence Comrdttee.
20.1.00; and lord lansdowne, Army Proposals. 8.2.00. Cab.37/52/4.
5 and 14.

18. Dtatement by G. .yndh&m, Pari.::eb..Fourth Ser.,Vol.78, 12.2.00, cols.
1261-1275.
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Complementary with the Departmental fears on the

•sufficiency* of the Armed Forces, were the personal forebodings of

St. Abhn Drodrick. While Under Secretary of State at the Foreign

Office, he held grave reservations over the scale and composition of

the original expeditionary force. He deprecated the despatch of one

Army Corps; the initial lack of Cavalry; and the failure to re-arm

19the Artillery over two and a half years prior to the ar. * For

St. John Brodrick, the main lesson of the South African 'War was the

inadequacy of the Stanhope criteria: in future, the country would have

to maintain a force, which could be despatched at any moment, of three

Army Corps with proper Cavalry divisions. He dreaded a repetition of
PQ

the expedient measures which had b?!en adopted in February 1900# " * and

insisted that the larger structure should be sustained on a permanent

basis. To establish these revised criteria, Brodrick intended to

capitalise upon the transitory wave of public interest in Army deform

and use it as a justification for augmenting the Army Estimates to
21

£30,030,000 - a 50% increment on their pre- 'ar total."" *

A final aspect of the Brodrick Reforms was the resolution of the

author not to sacrifice his Scheme for any want of voluntary recruits.

The elaboration of his proposals in wartime meant that many of the

19. Brodrick to Curzon,3.11.99, 3.1.00 and 9.2.00. Qrzon Maa.,Eur.F.
111/lOA, ff.102,116,131-132.

20. "I look on the Scheme as Patchwork." Brodrick to Curzon,16.2.00.
Curzon Jss.,3ur.F.lll/10A, ff.135.

21. "I have been waiting since 1887 for such a wave of public opinion
as would enable us to propose a really big scheme." Brodrick to
Curzon, 9.2.00. Curzon Mss.,£ur.F.lll/10A,ff.l32. See also Brodrick
to Lord Roberts,21.12.00. Roberts Mse.,N. A.?*. ,1^13/15 and Brodrick
to Lord Kitchener, 9.11.00. Kitchener Uss.,P.R.0.30/57/22.
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requirements were based on conjecture: there was uncertainty

whether the additional battalions or the extra recruits would be

secured in the post-war circumstances. As such, the outline of the

organisation in March 1901 merely provided a framework of 'necessary'

objectives for which resources would have to be found. Indeed, the

"ecretary of State indicated that the traditional methods of voluntary

recruitment would only be considered so long as they provided the

required resources:

r-y adhesion to the voluntary system is strictly limited
by our ability to obtain under it a force with which our
military authorities can satisfy the Government that they
have sufficient force to resist invasion.

The threat of compulsory service was the only apparent change in

Government policy which Brodrick introduced. Throughout the early

months of 1900 when the invasion scare was at its peak and the home

defence forces were in disarray, the Unionist Ministers had strongly

resisted the pressure in press and Parliament for some measure of

compulsory service. Lord Lansdowne had rejected the proposal to en¬

force the Militia Ballot as unpopular, and as liable to produce a force

that could not be sent abroad. He had also thought that it would produce

a surfeit of raw recruits without the appropriate cadres and non-commis¬

sioned officers, and that quota enlistments for the I'ilitda would under-
23

mine the territorial organisation. Although the new Secretary and

Under-Secretary of State for War favoured compulsory service for home

defence, and, to the consternation of the Opposition,stated their
pi

preferences in Parliament, they failed to alter Cabinet policy.

The threats of St. John Brodrick remained more apparent than real because

F&rl.Ueb. i Fourth 5er.,Vol.88, 8.3.01, col.1060.
23. Pari.Deb.. Fourth Ger., Vol.78, 20.2.00, cols. 527-529.
24. For Lord Stanley's statement, see Pari.Feb.. Fourth Ser.,Vol.94,

14/5/01, col.98. Brodrick's enthusiasm for compulsory service is
expressed in Brodrick to Curzon, 3.H.99 and 9.2.00. Curzon Kes.,
3ur.F.lll/lX)A, ff.103 and 132.
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other Ministers never overcame their intuitive fears for the

political and economic consequences of compulsory service, and their
25

doubts on its utility in military terms.

These features of the Fredrick proposals - the retention of the

Csrdwe11 system, extension of the Aray Corps organisation, nurrErical

increase of the peacetime establishment, and abortive attempt to

introduce conscription - comprised a distinctive approach to Army

Reform. In the first place, as the wartime reserves had occasioned

the need for Reform, the main priority was to remedy the immediate

shortcomings. The Secretary of State had to satisfy the requests of

the Cormanderv-in-Chief in the field, and replenish the gaps which had

appeared with the demrture of so many troops to Couth Africa. He

intended that some of these short-term expedients should serve as

permanent improvements; others would only result in severe disloca-
26

tion once the War was over. * To embark upon Army Reform in these

circumstances meant that the Secretary of State had to gamble on the

outcome of the War; the subsequent deployment of battalions; the post¬

war level of recruiting; and the value of formulating Reforms while

advisers were 6,000 miles away. Above all, he had to risk making

erroneous deductions from the short-term problems encountered in the

South African W&r. For Brodrick, however, this risk was hardly

apparent; he Justified all his Reforms upon the assertion that the

inadequacies exposed in the present campaign should never be allowed to

recur,

25. "Cabinet put aside Compulsion, but had to consider it fully."
Brodrick to Curzon,15.2.01 see also, Brodrick to Curzon,22.3.01.
Curzon Mss.,Eur.F.111/108,ff.248 and 294.

26. Brodrick to Curzon, 13.2,02. Curzon Mss.,Eur.F.lll/'10Bfff#304.
See also the Parliamentary statement of Brodrick.Pari.Deb..
Fourth Ser.,Vol.104,4.3.02,col.383.
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A second aspect of this approach was the sense of opportunity

and emphasis on timing. Brodrick calculated that, whatever the risks

in reforming the Amy while the V'ar was in progress, this was the

occasion to begin the process: indeed risks of a different but still

damaging nature attended delay. hat underlined this feeling was

Brodrick's axiom that Amy Reform implied increased istiraates: as such,

failure to capitalise upon the immediate wave of public interest and

clamour for Reform would hazard post-war apathy and fiscal retrenchment.

However, there was a converse possibility that Ratimates, bloated in

time of war, might be partially reduced on the return of peace - the

more likely, if the Reforms undertaken reflected an excessive regard

for the exigencies of the moment rather than a re-appraisal of the

priorities and role of the Army. In other words, it was unlikely that

well-timed measures and increased Estimates would last, unless com¬

plemented by a degree of internal coherence which would command fairly
27

general support in normal circumstances, " Admittedly, Brodrick

believed in the coherence of his proposals, but, as few agreed with him

by autumn 19Q3, be bequeathed to his successors the problem of fending

off the post-war demands for retrenchment.

This pre-occupation with short term problems and blatant opportunism

indicated that the perceptions and goals of the Reformers, were not

merely occasioned by the ar but were al3o fundamentally conditioned by

it. Although the War had produced a volume of concere about the Army

which had not existed for thirty years, it remained paradoxically, the

least apposite moment for embarking upon Reform, The contemporary

27. There would always be an unappeasable rump in Parliament,especially
the iiadicals who called for the 'status quo ante bellurn' in the
Estimates. However, Haldane was able to secure Cabinet and Parlia¬
mentary support for his Estimates at £27,459,000 (1908-09) in com¬
parison with the pre-war total of £20,29o,000 (1898-99). See A, J,
Anthony Morris, oo.cit.. pp.17-34.
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hostilities and their repercussions at home restricted the

perspective of the Reformers, since the events in South Africa

served as an invaluable benchmark - 'the lessons of the -ar' were

the .Justification for each and every proposal suggested by Minister

and critic alike. The War also hampered the ability of the Reformers

to put forward detailed proposals: this factor, above all others,

devalued the substance of the Brodrick Reforms. Indeed the endeavour

to reform the Army while the nr was in progress, maximised the impon¬

derables for the Reformers; minimised the likelihood of Cabinet self-

criticism in public; and increased the possibility of abortive

measures and a peacetime reaction.

The third characteristic of the approach was the reluctance to

entertain any radical rethink of the existing priorities and structure

of the Army. 'ihat assured this reluctance was the appointment of a

Secretary of State who had been closely identified prior to the ar

28
with the Departmental defence of the Cardwell system. * He had

argued and continued to argue that the Cardwell system had met the

requirements of the Army; that the war had vindicated it; and that
29

problems had only bean caused by the unexpected scale of hostilities.

The Cabinet attributed these problems (unjustly) to faulty intelligence,

and claimed to have prevented their recurrence by the increase of the

military forces. It did not embark upon radical Reforms as this

would have acknowledged weaknesses in the pre-'ar Army, and

discredited, as negligent and culpable, the original decision to

28. /s Major Rasch remarked, rhe had been the optimist apologist for
everything the War Office has done since the year 1885, with the
exception of five years..,.*' Pari.Deb..Fourth Per.,Vol.88,6.12.00,
col.143.

29. Brodrick to "alfour, Dept.1903# Balfour Mss.,B.K.Add.i'33.49,720,
ff.221-245.
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commence hostilities. * In short, the issue of Irony Reform

became enmeshed in the acrimonious legacy of the pre-' -nr debates on

Reform} the fears of Ministers and the 'ar Office for their own

prestige} and- the differing interpretations of what the War revealed

and did not reveal about the efficiency of the Army.

The Unionist Government, therefore, did not consider the issue

of Army Reform in isolation. If it used the same terminology as the

wartime critics and professed the common desire, 'to learn the lessons

of the ar', it emphasised particular lessons to accord with its own

priorities in Army Reform. The product was not a comprehensive

revision of the Array structure, but a consolidation of the wartime

expedients; an elimination of the numerical shortages; and a re¬

arrangement of the existing and additional units. Given the absence

of change and the accent on quantitative increase, the emphasis of

the aform was to counter iismedia-te, specific inadequacies and to be

able to counter then again, if and when they recurred. The concept

of Reform did not amount to anything more, and, as it involved a

greatly increased expenditure on a number of dubious conjectures, it
31

came under a rigorous and critical scrutiny once the War had ended., *

30. Sir John Ardagh, The Director of Military Intelligence, was the
man on whom the accusations fell, and his widow recorded the
following comment by 8rodrick in 1902, "if I had admitted that
Sir John Ardagh told us the truth, people would naturally say*
•If you were told the truth, why did you not act upon it,' and
they would think it was my fault." Susan, Countess of Malmesbury,
16.1.0Q. Ardagh Mm., P.R.O. 30/40/16.

31. The failure of the Brodrlck Reforms will be explained in a sub¬
sequent chapter, this chanter has only argued that his concept of
Reform and attitude towards the issue were wholly inadequate.
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-hai?ter 6

The Indifference of the Liberal Leadership to

/iimv Reform during and after the outh african .ar.

"It Is part of the Imperialist heresy to try to make war, defence,

military policy etc., take precedence of all other questions."

Sir H,Campbell-Sannerman to Nash, 14.9.03. Campbell-Banneman Fas.,

B.M.Add.I'ss• 41,237, ff.l63.

Chapter 6 attempts to explain the Liberal Party's indifference to

Amy Reform in 1901-05 as more than a preoccupation with fiscal

economy. It argues that the Conservative Uefom3 raised the spectre

of militarism, and thereby united the Liberals in Parliament. At the

same time, the Liberals appreciated that the Army required reform and

advocated a qualitative improvement in Army recruiting. On the other

hand, they feared the inherent wastefulness of this policy in human as

well as monetary terms i.e. in the encouragement of potentially productive

artisans to waste their lives in an Anry barracks. Indeed, the dil¬

emma reflected a profound mixture of attitudes about the value of Army

service to a Liberal society, and instead of resolving the dilemma,

the party simply suppressed it and reiterated their traditional call

for retrenchment.
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The periodic calls for retrenchment in military expenditure

have rarely been examined. Soldiers have ascribed these political

demands to the negative parsimony of the Treasury; shortsighted

political optimism; and above all to the differing priorities of

the soldier and the politician. In their opinion, the exigencies

of the party struggle, the need to seek popular endorsement at the

ballot box, and the refusal to submerge partisan differences for the

national good are characteristics peculiar to the politician. But,

while these reasons may have had real degrees of validity on par¬

ticular occasions, they only indicate that the augmentation or improve¬

ment of the Array is not the constant, overriding political concern.

What they fail to indicate are any of the attitudes which politicians

may have held about the Army on these occasions. Indeed, to equate

political indifference with a preoccupation in other matters virtually

presumes that any political attitudes towards the Army, save the main¬

tenance of civilian control, aire of only peripheral importance. This

is a presumption, which may be tested by an assessment of the reaction

of the Liberal Party to the issue of Array Reform, when it was raised

during and immediately after the South African War,

An analysis of this reaction, however, cannot be divorced from con¬

sideration of the previous attitudes of the Liberal leadership towards

Any Reform, and from the fissures and rancour which the War had pre¬

cipitated within the Party, In the first place, the need for further

Any Reform had been denied by the Liberal leaders in the 1890s, For

their, the Arrry had already been reformed. The measures of Cardwell and

Childere, two previous Liberal Secretaries of State for War, had

inaugurated Short Service in the Colours, facilitated the creation of

a Reserve, and lirjfced the battalions in pairs with the home battalion

training and poviding drafts for its linked battalion abroad. By the
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1390s liberals acknowledged that the Army system still had its

nroblems, but hoped that with faith and perseverenee these might be

gradually mitigated and lessened. Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman

had made consolidation and the defence of Cardwellian principles the

main themes of hi3 term as Secretary of State for ar (1892-95).

ith the aim of moderate steady advances in military efficiency, he

stated:

I have said that in my opinion at the present time, as to
the main fabric of our Army system, the truest courage and
the best reforming wisdom lies in leaving well alone.^4
In his defence of the status quo, Campbell-Bannerman faced

criticism not from the Conservative front bench, though it Introduced

minor modifications to the Army system in 1397-93, but from the highly

critical body of Service Members. Although he had little to fear from

the Service lobby, the persistent caustic criticisms and the tendency

of Dilke and Arnold-Forster to lecture the front benches left a marked

personal resentment and a suspicion of Reform in the mind of Campbell-

Bannerman. He found immense satisfaction in the response of the

Reserve on call out and the mobilisation and transport of Britain's

largest ever expeditionary force in October 1899. This appeared to

1. Memorandum of the Secretary of State relating to the Army estimates.
1895-96. C.7658 (1895). LXII. pp.3-3.

Pari.Deb.. Fourth Ser.,/ol.31, 15.3.95, col.1158. In this chapter,
the speeches, writings and papers of Sir H.Campbell-Bannerman
provide the main source for the attitudes of the Liberal leadership
towards the Army. Having been Financial Secretary to Cardwell and
Childers and twice Secretary of State for War (1385 and 1892-95)$ he
had become by the late nineties, the party's foremost spokesman on
Amy matters. If he lacked the original thought of Sir Charles
Dilke, he had powerful compensations in his departmental experience,
War Office contacts and ability to utter statements on the Any
which did not offend the rest of his party.



vindicate the Army system and confound the reformers. Such

complacency however, was premature and was rudely shattered by the

tidings of Storaberg, ! agersfontein and Colenso. .hen Dilke reacted

to tliis news and proferred his tactical advice to Herbert Gladstone,

Campbell-Bannenran bitterly riposted:

I do not think Citizen Dilke's amendment covers the ground.
It is admirably fitted as a peg on -which to hang up for
public admiration the intimate knowledge of facts possessed
by its originator - but that is not our sole object.

On the contrary the sole object of Campbell-Bannerman and the

majority of his party in January, 1900 was to question the justifica¬

tion and preparations for the ar which had been made by the Government.

To arraign the Government oh these counts was their central purpose,

and any other issue (i.e. the efficiency of the Army) was not merely

tangential, but diversionary and liable to obscure the substance of
5

their criticism. Indeed ampbell-Banneraan adopted a fixed attitude

and held it throughout the year. In October he wrote to Sir Ralph

Knox, "I have not said a 'word, and have discouraged others from saying
6

a word in deprecation of the administration of the Bar by the . .0." *

3. Campbell-Bannerman thought that the Army system, "for which hardly
anybody sometimes load a good word to say... has completely ful¬
filled the purpose for which it was created." Pari.Deb..Fourth Ser.,
Vol.77, 20.1D.99, cols.421-422.

4. Sir H.Campbell-Bannerman to H.Gladstone,5.1.00. H.Gladstone kss.,
B.M.Add«Fias.45988, ff.66.

5. "The organisation of the ar Office, or the quality of our weapons,
may be very nice subjects for enquiry by*-and-by; the immediate
question is the conduct of the Government in working the Transval
quarrel up to the ar-pitch without adequately preparing for war,"
and, "I am all against any riding off on a mere enquiry into the
conduct of the War and the Departments." Campbell-Bannerman to
H.Gladstone, 12.1.00 and 14.1.00. H.Gladstone I"ss., B.H.Add.Mss.
45,938, ff.66 and 72.

6. Sir H.Campbell-Bannerman to Sir R.Knox, 19.10.00, Campbell-
Bannerraan Mas., B.F.Add.Fss.41,221, ff.272-276,
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However he was no more able to co-ordinate his party spokesmen

on this issue than on any of the other issues related to the Boer War.

Liberal Imperialists, for whom the origins of the .'ar were not an embar¬

rassment, found much to criticise in the efficiency of the Army. like

other critics in the press and Parliament, who had never previously

taken an interest in Army Reform, they exhorted the Government to

profit from 'the lessons of the war' and introduce reform on 'business

principles'. This was fine rhetoric,but Lord Rosebory and his suppor¬

ters never produced any authoritative statement on what reforms they
•7

would endorse or what Array they would countenance. For therr. Army

Reform remained a secondary concern, albeit a very useful tactical

concern, which enabled them to criticise the Government on one issue,

while endorsing the main Government policy - the prosecution of the Gar

to a successful conclusion. As a result Army Reform was left to the

Conservatives and it was only when they Introduced their proposals on

8 Parch 1901, that the Liberal reaction clarified.

For the Opposition, the recommended increase in the size and

expenditure of the Array and the threat of conscription, was wholly

unacceptable. In reply, Campbell-Bannerman asserted that the future

scale of military forces could not be framed upon the lessons of a 'ar,

"exceptional in the demands made upon us, exceptional in the nature of

the warfare". H© claimed that to base Britain's future military

organisation upon Array Corps was to base it upon a military fiction

unsuitable for an Array whose units had to be "interchangeable and

7« Despite their concern for military efficiency, se.e the Preface by
Lord Rosebery to H.O.Arnold-Torster, The Par Office. The Army and
The Irnpire (Lon.,1900) and R. B.Haldane, lectoral Address. Dept.
1900. Haldane I-'ss.,N.L.n#Hs.5904,ff.41, the Liberal Imperialists
admitted their lack of military expertise, see the speech by
Asquith, Pari.Deb..Fourth Ser.,Vol.94, 16.5.01, col.3l6.
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elastic". * But, above all, he attacked the threat of con¬

scription on the grounds of political right, social convenience,

strain on industrial resources and its impractical!ty for an Army

required to garrison tropical stations in times of peace. In his

opinion, a >'ill tia Ballot if random might take the uneager and leave

the enthusiastic, and if based on substitutes, would bear unfairly on

the poor; while universal compulsory service, if more feasible in

practice, was still devoid of strategic purpose. For the Liberals,

home defence was primarily the responsibility of the Navy: if it

failed, no defensive army could save the country. The Opposition

therefore, rejected the Government's Reforms and the Imperialists

solidly supported the main body of the party. What had made this

possible was the militarism which they believed was implicit in the

Government proposals. Campbell-Bannerman concluded that:

this is running counter to the whole genius and tradition of
our people. Our position in the world has been made and is
held by commerce and peace and amity; it must be maintained
in the same manner, and not by the stirring up of the military
spirit.^*
liow fundamental and widely held then were these Liberal fears of

militarism? What exactly did the Liberals have to fear? In the first

place, their main Commons spokesmen shared Campbell-Banner-man's concern.

Harcourt reiterated his appeal, and after Lord Stanley's open support

for the principle of compulsory service, Asquith decried the policy,

as alien to the genius of our people, as it is unsuited to the

8. Although it was true that an Army Corp3 had a reality in Continental
countries (where they could be localised, stereotyped, and freed
from draft finding obligations) which the:/ could never have in
Britain, Campbell-Bannerman was rather late in ascertaining this
point, having failed to raise any objection in the previous twenty
years.

9. Pari.Deb.. Fourth Ser., Vol.90, 14.3«01, cols.l60S-l6l6.
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geographical position of our Linpire". " Indeed the repugnance

of militarism was a central, if usually latent, tenet of Gladstonian

liberalism. In the opinion of Liddell Hart, the almost forgotten

source of their feeling came from Cromvellisn times^'but a much more

immediate factor was the spectre of Prussian military might. Fear

lest any similar influence might arise in Britain had been the fear

which underlay Campbell-Bannerman's dissent from the proposal of the

Partington Commission to create a Chief of the Staff. He argued

that tliis office bereft of administrative or executive duties, but

charged with the collection of information, speculation on military

matters, and the giving of advice on military policy was unnecessary

and potentially evil. It was unnecessary because Britain had no

designs on her neighbours and could tackle any Imperial dispute by

adapting to the circumstances of the locality involved. And, it was

potentially evil because if the office lacked a specific field of
12

activity, it might be tempted "to create such a field for itself." #

10. For the support of Harcourt and Asquith, see Pari.Deb..Fourth Ser.,
Vol.90, 14.3*01, col.1643 and Vol.94, 14.5.01, col.322.

11* B.Liddell Hart, History of the .'orld Gar 1914-18 (Lon.,1936),p.57.
12. Preliminary and Further deports (with Appendices) of the :royal

Commissioners appointed to inquire Into the Civil and Professional
Administration of the Naval and "illtary Departments, and the re*

latlon of those Departments to each other, and to the Treasury.
C. 5979 (1890),XIX, pp.XXIX-XXXI. "I scotched, on the Hartington
Commission, the fine project of a 'Chief of the Staff' who was to
invent 'military policies' for us. Mlitary plans yes, for each
occasion. But 'Military Policy' we do not want." Campbell-
Bannerrcan to Nash,!/*.9.03. Campbell-Bannerrran i-ss. ,B.K.Add.Mas.
41,236 ff.164^165.
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Indeed the Liberal Party highly prized the freedom from

aggressive military policy and the yoke of Continental conscription.

Yet there was an even more fundamental aspect of this fear: a belief
13.

that there was a real antagonism between the military and civil ethic.

J. . Hobson in Imperialism (first published in 1902) outlined many of

the differences and, although his thesis that militarism was the inevi¬

table consequence of the new Imperialism would have been question©! by

liberal Imperialists, his analysis of the evils of militarism would

have aroused much -wider support. .hether in the form of a greatly

increased voluntary Army or in the form of conscription, he dreaded

the effects of militarism for its political consequences, moral degrada¬

tion and inherent -wastefulness of financial and human resources.

Politically, he perceived "an absolute antagonism between the

activity of the good citizen and that of the soldier." The aim of the

latter was not to die for his country but to kill for his country: an

aim quite alien from and antagonistic to ordinary civic duties. "*

Indeed Hobson clearly captured the repugnance of Liberals for the

activity of warfare, a feeling much enhanced by the concentration

camps and farm burning of Kitchener's guerilla campaign. The majority

of Liberals were not pacifists, they accepted warfare in the last

resort, but they regretted its necessity when it arose. I'oreocver

they fortified themselves with the myth that in the pa3t they had not

had to stoop to such barbarous methods: their mpire was net a military

13. A belief shared by some soldiers,especially Lord olseley - "the
licence of democracy and socialism will be conquered by the sword,
and succeeded by cruel military despotism. Then it -will be that the
man of talk vdll give way to the man of action,and the Gladstones,
Ha rcourts, Vo rleys and all the most contemptible of Cod * s creatures
will black the boots of some successful Cavalry Colonel. A new
Cromwell will clear the country of these frothing talkers and the
soldiers will rule, ould that my lot could have been cast in such
an era." Lord .olseley to lady olseley,1.11.90. Wolseley Mss.,
w/P,19/51.

14. J. A .Hobson. Imperialism (Ion. ,1902),p.40.
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.jnpire but one maintained by trade, commerce and Christian
15

friendship# This was an important rationale not merely because

it eschewed the methods and consequences of warfare, which would

occur in far distant places, but also because it would eschew the

passions of warfare, which might erupt at home. nothing more

alarmed the Liberals in 1900 than the passions and fever evoked by the

Far which found their crescendo on Lafeking night.They abhorred

and feared such outbursts of Jingoism and saw them as the hallmarks

of a society corrupted and degraded by the stimulation of military

enthusiasm.

another fear which Hobson felt acutely was the moral degradation

associated with military, especially barrack-room, life. He quoted

from kith i-erriiagton by L.March-Phillips, a work sympathetic to the

ordinary soldier but one which admitted that the civil standards of

morality and behaviour did not aprly within the confines of an Army

barracks# Lying, theft, drunkenness, bad language were not evils but
17

norms in everyday behaviour# * Even if this was a crude caricature

15. Pari#deb.. Fourth Ser.,Vol.llB, 24.2.03, col.735.
16. "However on Saturday you will all be out, -waving Union Jacks and

cheering the GI'/s. Thank God I am in quiet country fields,where
Union Jacks are unknown." Campbell-Banneman to Knox, 19#9#03#
Campbell-Panneman ?'ss#,?.K.Add.Mss.41,221,ff.276. Harcourt hoped
that peace would, "inspire a soberer sentiment in the people of
this country, and that the time will come when the melodies of the
music halls and the Fafeking mobs will not be regarded as the tree
exponents of English statesmanship." Pari.Deb..Fourth Per.,Vol.90,
14.3.01,col.1640# See also G.F.C.Fasteraan, From the Abyss (Ion.,
1902),pp.2 and 7 and J.A.Hpbson.'Hie Psychology of Jingoism!Ion#.
1901).

hether there was a difference between the Fafeking cele¬
brations and Jingo crowds as R.Price argues in An Imperial war
and the British ox-kin-- Class (Lon.,1972),ch.IV is irrelevant to
the point that this difference was not perceived at tie time#

17. J#A# Hobson, Imperialism (Ion.,1902), p.141.
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of rank-and-file behaviour and even if the Amy had improved in

these respects, there was still considerable truth in these assertions

and they reflected the opinion of many in civilian occupations.

Certain magistrates pardoned thieves if they promised to enter the Army;

some publicans and theatre managers refused admission to soldiers in

uniform; and Captain Cairnes ascribed the decline in punishments for

drunkenness as evidence of a slackening in discipline rather than a

xs
slackening of drunkenness. * Albert Spicer M.P., a civilian without

any knowledge of the Army but prepared to reiterate the sweeping gener¬

alisations of many at the time, argued that nine out of every ten people

if told about a boy who had joined the Army, "would at once think that
19

he was a bit of a scapegrace". Indeed the ar Office acknowledged

this problem when it instituted the requirement of character refer¬

ences for all recruits in 1903. This move however, hardly weakened

the Radical critique of Army life. B«d characters were only part of

their objections; even more profoundly they condemned the fundamentals

of Army life - the sacrifice of individual liberty, the degrading dis¬

cipline, and the communal living. In their opinion these factors would

always deter an increased number of recruits with good physique, charac¬

ter and education. And, irrespective of this, they queried, were not

the slum bred majority of recruits the most suitable people for the
20

barbarities of warfare? * In short they considered that the intrinsic

military requirements of enforced discipline and barrack-room life only

18. Capt.'/y,B,Cairnes.The Army from .lthln (Lon.,1901), p.10.
19. Pari.Deb.. Fourth 3er.,Vol.67,3.3.99, col.1291.
20. Dee the speeches of H.labouchere, J.Bums and Lord Charles Beresford,

Parl.Deb.. Fourth Ser.,Vol.54,28.2.98, cols.189 and 212, and Vol.120,
26.3.03, cols.265-2?l. Campbell-Bannerman did not agree and wanted to
remove bad characters from the Army. Parl.Deb..Fourth Ber.,Vol.120,
26.3.03, col.272.
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compounded the degrading profession of training to kill one's

fellow man.

However, the Liberals most immediate fear was the wastefulness

inherent in any augmentation of the country's military forces. The

expenditure in monetary terms was only part of their fears, the more

long term fear was the wastage of human resources. They considered

that any Army recruitment from the skilled labouring classes was liable

to impair directly the nation's industrial productivity. V/hat they

dreaded was more than the loss of man hours: they feared that these

skills and the ability to use them would also be in jeopardy. In

their opinion, if lads entered the Army instead of an apprenticeship,

then their individuality, initiative and enterprise would be crushed
21

by the mechanical discipline of the Service." * Once again if this

fear was extreme and generalised, other Liberals echoed it and it did

contain a substance of truth. Post colours employment was a problem

for the Army and employers complained before the Ward Committee in 1906

that ex-soldiers, particularly from the infantry of the line, had an

22#
erect bearing and a sense of discipline, but little else. " Further¬

more, if this was a substantial problem in itself, its consideration

at the turn of the century gave it an even greater degree of signifi¬

cance. Given the rise of major industrial and commercial competitors

to Britain, these circumstances seemed to liberals, singularly.inap¬

propriate for the diversion of any more than the minimum of the
23

nation's energies into the military channel.

21. J.A.-bbson.Imperialism (Lon.,1902),p.l39.
22. .specially the evidence of Mr.Harvey (U.1HQ) ..±nuue3 of .-.vidaace

Taken before the Cor lttee on Civil nployment of Fx oldiers and
Tailors. C.2992 tl906;, XIV.

23. rail.Feb.. Fourth 3er., Vol.90, 14.3.01, oo1.1612.
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These fears of militarism would have been sufficiently

difficult to assuage in themselves, without the Liberals' complimen¬

tary belief that preparations for war were the worst possible means

for the preservation of peace. In answer to Brodrlck's Aray Reforms,

Harcourt resurrected the argument that between nations, armaments were
2L.

a cause of war and great armaments the cause of great wars.1" * I'ore

philosophically, Campbell-Bannerman added that within a country,

policy and armaments acted and reacted upon each other with a marginal

point of difference between policy governing armaments and armaments

governing policy. What he feared was not the problem of controlling

these weapons or the soldiers who would wield them or even the indus¬

trialists who would manufacture them, but rather the excitement which

they would arouse. He asserted that an increase in armaments:

may be provocative to your neighbours: and worse still
it may stimulate an ambitious and aggressive spirit
among your people.°5.

This was the real significance of the Liberal fears prompted by the

jingoism of the nineties and the activities of the mob on Fafekirig

night; the fear lest Governments in the future might be panicked as

they believed this one had, into radi and unnecessary increases of

military expenditure and commitments. They claimed that foreign

entanglements and the necessity of despatching large forces abroad

could be avoided by judicious, rational and temperate diplomacy.

The Government Reforms therefore aroused a host of Opposition

fears and suspicions. To a degree these were not new. The frequent

proposals in the Conservative press during the previous year, which

soonsored a Filitia Ballot, sweeping Army Reforms and a vast increase

24. Pari.Deb.. Fourth Oer., Vol.90, U.3.01, col.1639.*
25. Pari.Deb.. Fourth Ser., Vol.93, 13-5-02, col»1492.
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in military expenditure may have prepared the Liberal reaction.

However the speculation in the press was much lees significant than

the Government action. Brodrick's desire to increase the military

forces and expenditure and above all, his threat of conscription,

accounted for both the substance and vehemence of the Liberal response.

Their reservations were a mixture of long held prejudices and contem¬

porary fears, with the latter coloured and heightened by both the

events in South Africa and their repercussions at home. They reflected

a wide 3pan of attitudes from popular prejudices to cherished Liberal

notions about the proper and respectable methods of diplomacy. But,

in terms of value, this comprehensive body of fears and objections

only served to unite the parliamentary party in opposition to the

Government measures. It was much less useful in the formation of a

coherent Opposition policy on the issue of Arrty Reform. This was the

real dilenrna because no responsible party, which believed in the

efficacy and use of the Amy, could ignore its performances in the early

months of the War. Certain aspects of the Army required reform: the

Liberal Imperialists had acknowledged this priority; and even Campbell-

Rannerman had recognised that the efficiency of the Army might be

improved. The liberals' problem was to specify which aspects required

reform and posit proposals which would not be ruinous for the rest of

society.

In the first place, the Liberal leaders easily agreed on the broad

and general principles which determined the structure of the Array. The

primary responsibility for home defence, they allotted to the Royal

Navy: if it failed, no body of soldiers, however numerous, could ward

off the invader. Consequently, apart from their other objections they

could dismiss the strategic necessity for compulsory service. For
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Imperial, defence, they recognised that the constant priority was

to supply drafts find reliefs for the Indian and colonial garrisons.

In this role, the efficiency of the Cardwellian double battalions was

difficult to question: the flower of the British Array guarded the

North-West Frontier and the Liberal leaders never doubted the need to

preserve this system. The real problems arose with Britain's ability

to react to any Imperial emergency. The ideal requirements were a

small, mobile and efficient expeditionary force fully equipped and in

perfect training, which could be despatched across the seas at a

26
moment's notice.1"" * The dilemsna was how to realise these requirements

within the Army at home.

Some of these requirements were outwith the expertise and concern

of both the Opposition and the Government. Recommendations on training

and equipment were left to the military advisors returning from South

Africa, while the details of mobilisation and transport were the admini¬

strative concern of the War Office and the Admiralty, 'here tine

Liberals could make positive suggestions was on recruiting incentives

and the career prospects of the soldier, which were contributory factors

to the overall efficiency of an expe 'itionary force. With regard to

the regimental officers, Liberal opinion reflected a widely held public

belief that many officers had failed to devote the requisite dedica¬

tion towards their profession. Kven prior to the revelations of Akers-

Douglas Report, the incapacity of some officers in the field and the

revelations by Captain Caimas in the estminster Gazette of the indol¬

ence, expensive socialising and sporting interests of the officers at

home suggested a lack of professional zeal on the part of junior

26. For the agreement of Liberal lenders on these principles, see the
speeches of Campbell-Banner-man and Asquith, Pari.Deb.. Fourth Ser.,
Vol.90, 14.3.01, cols. 1612-1613 and Vol.94, 16.5.01, col.317.
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officers. * One remedy, which Campbell-Banneraan immediately

recommended, was increased promotions from the ranks. Apart from

placating the Radical demand for a democratised officer corps,

Campbell-Banneman saw two main benefits in this proposal; it would

increase the proportion of career orientated officers and would stim¬

ulate recruiting by providing some tangible career prospects. If

the soldier could reasonably expect promotion to positions of command

then a much improved quality of recruit might offer himself for the

Service. Indeed Campbell-Banneman rated promotion opportunities,

improved living conditions and less humiliating rules of drill and

service as more likely to attract a higher quality of recruit than
28

a mere increase in the rates of pay. *

however, there were real incongruities in the Liberal proposal to

improve the quality of Army recruits at a time when so many had been

alarmed by the spectre of militarism. The party was always able to

oppose the Government, especially when it increased the pay of recruits

in the 1902-3 Estimates, but it could not agree to persevere with any

particular measure of Army Reform. This was neither the result of

internal party divisions nor of pressure by the Radicals on the leader¬

ship for the issue was simply not that important. Rather it was the

reflection of the internal doubt3 which were held by the -Liberal

spokesmen themselves. Campbell-Bannerman, for example, agreed with

Hobson that any improvement in the quality of recruits might impinge

directly upon the skilled labour resources and productive power of the

country. He accepted that there was an inherent wastefulness in any

27. Capt.V/.E.Caimes, An Absent-Winded War (Lon.,1900), pp.20-36 and
ocial . ifc in thelTitish ,ray (Lon.Tl900). pp.19-37, 73-74.

28. ~arl. eb.. Fourth Fer., Vol.93i 13.5.01, col.1502.
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effort to attract skilled artisans into the Array. Moreover, he

argued that the Array*s existing recruiting patterns provided a real

service for the community. The Array by its provision of regular

food, exercise and discipline was helping to rehabilitate mm who
29

were recruited from among the least able of the urban poor.

Carapbell-Bannerman indeed, had held these doubts over the years, and

had written prior to the War that if the Army sought a higher quality

of recruit, thej

loss to the community would be greatly heavier than that of
the loafers and idlers whom we at present get and make men
of. Thet is a side of the question often lost sight of. •

In short, when pressed by the disasters of the War and the Government

Reforms, the Opposition had stumbled onto a real dilemma. First,

there were considerable problems in the bland call for increased promo¬

tions from the ranks. There were problems in readjusting the rates of

pay of officers which had not been raised since l8Q6j there were

problems in the control of mess expenditure; and there were problems

in the curtailment of some forms of regimental, especially cavalry,

recreation. Also there were real human difficulties: the ages of

promoted non-commissioned officers; the possibility of social

prejudices; and the difficulty of reconciling present and potential

officers to any form of sumptuary control. Although it was the pre¬

rogative of the Opposition to say that "difficulties are made to be
31

encountered and overcome", 'they could not even resolve whether these

difficulties ought to be overcome. Indeed this dilemma seemed so

^9* Pari.Deb.. Fourth Ser., Vol.119, IS.3.03, oo1.448.
30. 31r H.Campbell-Bannerman to Sir E.Knox, 2.1.99. Campbell-Bannerrnan

Hss., B.T*.Add.!"ss.41,221, ff.256.
31. Pari.neb.. Fourth Ser., Vol.93, 13.5.01, col.1503.
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intractable that rather than find a solution, the Liberals

simply suppressed it. Instead they concentrated on the unifying,

popular but singularly negative policy of demanding retrenchment on

32
the 3timates and in the size of the expeditionary force.

The demand for retrenchment therefore reflected not merely a

desire for fiscal economy and for a reduced level of military exten¬

di ture, but it also reflected the failure to resolve conflicting

attitudes towards the Army. This does not mean that throughout the

period as a whole, the Army did not remain a peripheral concern for

the party. hTien the controversies arose over ducation and Free

Trade, attendances at the Array Debates again slumped to the forty

long suffering Service T embere. Lack of knowledge about the Army

and indifference towards it were the prevailing norms amongst the

Opposition. Indeed the main crlticisn of the Government came from

its o n back benches - the Hughligans who hounded Brodrick and the

Kilitia Colonels Who thwarted Amold-Forater. Nevertheless, Liberal

interest in Army Reform flaired briefly; the efficiency of the Army

was a matter of national concern; and the Opposition did suggest a

remedy-promotion froto the ranks - which a Government could undertake

within reduced Estimates. An explanation for their failure to press

this priority whether it be a preoccupation with other issues or the

indolence of Campbell-Bannerman, cannot be complete unless some cog¬

nizance is taken of their fear of militarism and the dilersna which it

32. And, when Arnold-rorster became Secretary of State for .ar and
attempted to introduce a long and short service Army, Campbell-
Fannerman was able to campaign for a restoration pf the Cardwell
system while remaining uncommitted to any further measure of
Reform. Sir K.Canpbell-Fannerriah to Lord Haliburton, 7.4.05 and
Campbell-Bannerman to Sir R.Knox, 7.4.05. Campbell-Bannerman Ess.
F.M,Add.TAss.41,213, ff.356 and 41,221, ff.291.
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posed about whether they ought to Improve the efficiency of the

Army. Their fear was not the long teiw dread le3t a rejuvenated

Army threaten the State but rather, that any improvement in the Army

might be costly in human resources, and might also be a cause for the

eruption of the unruly passions in the civil population. Koreover,

this failure to commit themselves in Opposition had a real significance

for the future Liberal Government. It enabled Haldane to enter the

h'ar Office with considerable freedom of manoeuvre.
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ection 3

The development of structural Army liefo nr. in the

aftermath of the ■puth African War
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Chapter 7

The Economic Restraints on Array Reform

My reply was that economy and efficiency were not incompatible!

that I beli ved we could obtain a finely organised Army for less

money that at present, but that a finer Army we must have, even

if it cost more."

R.B.Haldane, An Autobionranhy (Ion.,1929), p.186.

In contrast with the historiography of the Haldane Army Reforms,

Chapter 7 surveys the gradual emergence of economic restraints upon

Army Reform in the aftermath of the Couth African War. It notes that

the fear of bloated Estimates had never wholly disappeared in wartime,

although the ambivalence in the Government ranks had been suppressed,

to promote the War and implement the Brodrick Reforms. The chapter

maintains however, that once the War had ended and the Reforms been

abandoned, financial considerations became increasingly important,

and that any scheme of Reform had to comply with the retrenchment in

the peacetime economy. For Haldane, economises were necessary to

secure Parliamentary support, underline that existing resources were

the only basis for Army Reform, and recognise that Army Reform was

only one of the many concerns of a peacetime Government, The chapter

concludes that the advocate of Reform had to justify his proposals as

a bearable peacetime proposition, and that economy was a more impor¬

tant restraint on Haldane than he subsequently acknowledged.
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Folloving his exclusion from the Coalition Cabinet in Fay 1915,

Kaldane. prepared and circulated to his former colleagues a Memorandum

of events between 1906-1915. The document was a defence of his

record as Secretary of State for War and as an Anglo-German diplomat.

It emphasised the political difficulties which he had encountered as

Secretary of State for War; noted the foresight which he had shared

with Sir Cdward Grey about a likely Franco-German conflict; and

testified to the success of his structural Army Reforms."*"* Haldane

used this document as a basis for his published Memoirs, Before the

'War (London, 1920) and An Autobiography (London, 1929).

In each of these accounts, Haldane argues that a perception of a

new strategic purpose in January 1906 underpinned the structural re¬

forms of the Regular Army - an interpretation which has been accepted
2

by biographers and historians. * Moreover, he insists that an aware¬

ness of Continental requirements led to a revision of mobilisation

planning, and determined the size and organisation of the British

Expeditionary Force. Haldane claims that:

I became aware at once that there was a new array problem.
It was, how to mobilise and concentrate at a place of assembly
to be opposite the Belgian frontier, a force calculated as
adequate... to make up for the inadequacy of the French
armies.3*

Nevertheless, the Memoirs and the Memorandum remain as belated attempts

1. R.B.Haldane, Memorandum of ever.t3 between 1906-1915.n.d. Kaldane
Mas., N.L.S., M.S.5919.

2. A recent study contrasts this interpretation with the public speeches
of Haldane, while Secretary of State for 'War. A.J.Anthony Morris,
•Haldane's Army Reforms 1906-8, The Deception of the Radicals',
History. Vol.56,No.186 (Feb.,1971), pp.17-34. See also D.Sonmer,
Haldane of Cloan (Lon.,I960),pp.170-171 and for a more modified inter¬
pretation, albeit still focussed on the strategic requirements, Faj.-
Gen.Sir F.Maurice, Haldane (2 Vols.,Lon.,1937),Vol.1,pp.171-176.

3. Viscount Haldane, Before the War (Lon.,1920), pp.30-31.
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to restore an unjustly tarnished reputation. Although this

purpose does not discredit their intrinsic value, it ca3ts doubt on

their reliability as historical sources, and requires further examina¬

tion to see whether retrospective opinion telescoped events and sinv

plified pre-war perceptions, and whether considerations of Continental

strategy, so important in war and post-war writing, were equally

important in 1906. In examining the process of Array Reform, what

ought to be measured is the priority that a "ecretary of State for War

can accord to strategic purposes,given the immediate commitments and

short term restraints which beset him as the head of a peacetime

Department.

Economy in the military budget was the primary restraint upon

those who became Secretary of State for ar in the aftermath of the

South African ar. During the War, public expenditure had reached a

peak of £205.2 million in 1902 - a 74$ increment on its peacetime level -

with military expenditure consuming £92.3 .millions.^* This volume of

expenditure included both the cost of the War and the co3t of implemen¬

ting Amy Reform in time of War. Indeed the Secretary of State had used

the incidence of public concern over the efficiency of the Army to justify

a 50m increase in normal military expenditure. Even so, the War had

remained a protracted and increasingly unpopular experience; a testi¬

mony to the need for further measures of military improvement. In

short, it had bequeathed a double legacy in the desires for military

economy and Army Reform, and ensured that the post-war reformers would

have to pay an increased regard to financial restrictions.

4. See Appendix Ills Military .xoenditure in the period 1395-1914.
The War itself cost £217 million, adding £149 million (over 20 ) to
the National Debt , see J. Ehrman, Cabinet Government and ar
(Lon., 1958), p.25.
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The concern over the level of military spending had an

early origin in the wartime Cabinet: Lord .Salisbury and Sir Michael

Hicks-Beach had feared for the consequences of wartime Army Reform
5

and had counselled delay. Despite this advice from the senior

members of the Cabinet, the majority of their colleagues had been

unvilling to begrudge the Army in its moment of trial, and had suppor¬

ted the requests of Brodrick and the Commander-in-Chief• It was only

upon the cessation of hostilities that a Unionist backbench group, the

Hughligans, had begun to challenge the level of military spending. A

contemporary reporter claimed that the main interests of the Hughligans

were not retrenchment, but the improved distribution of Army expenditure,

the need to establish the strategic primacy of the Navy, and the value

of the auxiliary forces for Home Defence.^1* However, he had mistaken

the strategic and military rationalisations in the Hughligan argument

for the core of their complaint. In the first place, the campaign

emanated from the early opposition of 'Winston Churchill to the Brodrick

proposals: an opposition founded upon retrenchment - the cause of his

father's fall in 1886. Secondly, the liughligans lacked any specialist

spokesmen on Army Reform; were unable to agree (or even formulate)

measures of Reform; and relied upon the articles of Leo Amery in

5. Bir Hicks-Beach argued, "First finish the war, then adapt your
military organisation in the leisure of peace, to the work it has to
do." 9.2.00. Cab.37/60/2. Brodrick recollected that hi3 proposals on
pay and terms of service were only sanctioned, "agst.Lord S.- by a
majority - after an appeal such (as) he never made to the Cabinet
in his life, and we all thought he would go..." Brodrick to Curzon,
15.3.03. Fidleton Mas.,3.M.Add.Mss.50074,ff.124.

6. The Annual Register (Lon.,1903), p.25.
• 7. Churchill hoped, "to lift again the tattered flag of retrenchment

and economy," Pari«"eb«. Fourth Per.,Vol.93, 13.5.01, col.1566.



8The Times for technical suggestions on Amy Organisation, *

Finally, the call for retrenchment was so evident in Parliament (if

not in the press gallery) that it divided the Hughligans from the pre-

War Army Reformers, including Fir Charles Dilke and the majority of the
9

Service Fembers. *

The effects of this campaign were cumulative rather than immediate,

since the Hughligans were few in number and lacked any positive

proposals on Army Reform, Yet, their sarcastic attacks were effective

inasmuch as they coincided with the rapidly waning enthusiasm for the

Brodrick Reforms, Throughout 1902-03, transparencies in the Army Corps

Scheme became increasingly apparent, as Brodrick failed to form three

of his six Corps because of faulty estimates in recruiting and in the

post-war deployment of battalions. Furthermore, the effusion of com¬

plaints from serving officers before the Select Committees and Royal

Commissions in 1903 augmented the wave of dissatisfaction with the -war¬

time reforms,"^* Although the Cabinet closed its ranks on appropriate

occasions and Balfour continued to support St,John Brodrick, the Prime

8, On the inability of the Hughligan3 to draft a programme of Reform,
see Fa.1,-Gen,J.S.B.Seelv.Adventure(Lon,.1930).p.97. For their reli¬
ance on Anery,see Lord Roberts to Lord Kitchener,5.3.03. Roberts
Mas,,N.A.M.,1^122/5/435, and,"I naturally found myself colloguing
with their,,though with somewhat diminishing respect for their general
outlook,,,the articles,^.provided a great part of the ammunition for
a noteworthy debate on the address at the end of February," L.fs.
Arnery, Ty Political Life (3 Vols.,Lond.,1953)»Vol.X,pp.l95 and 200,

9, Although he voted with his party in support of the Hughligan Amend¬
ment, Dilke feared that retrenchment might tempt a Government to
economise on guns,armaments and stores. He thought that these items
might require more expenditure,and believed that real savings could
only come from "revolutionary Army Reform." Pari,Feb..Fourth Ser,,
Vol.118,23.2.03, cols.543-545.

10,"Whether I like it or not,the army is being remodelled. We have to
thank the numerous officers who went before Lord lgin's Commission,
and who seamed to have no thoroughly good words to say for the
existing system." Brodrick to Lord Kitchener, 29.4.04, Kitchener
Mss.,P.R.0.30/57/22.
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Minister seized the opportunity of resignations over Tariff Reform

to seek another .Secretary of State for War. At that time, the

general disillusion with the War Office was probably more important

than concern over bloated Estimates. What the Hughligan campaign

had ensured was that future Cabinets would expect from Brodrlck's suc¬

cessor not merely plausible schemes of Array Reform, but also schemes

which excited less hostility on account of their financial harden.

H.O. Arnald-Forster, the new ecretary of State for War, accepted

that the cost of the Amy was excessive and ought to be diminished.

He considered that this was of primary Importance and thereby incurred
12

the first of several rebukes from St.John Brodrick. * Nevertheless,

the Secretary of State only proposed to seek economies whei"® they did

not impinge upon his own Reform proposals, (i.e. the creation of an

Army with concomitant short and long terms of service in which the

short service Home Army fed the Reserve while the ling service Array

garrisoned India and the colonies). He looked upon the Auxiliary

Forces and the battalions which had been raised in the War as the like¬

liest iter,3 for reduction. In particular, he hoped to reduce the

lilitia which was not liable for service abroad, cost £1,818,000 per

annum, and remained 33,767 short of its ilstablishment. He denied that

11. After the publication of the Elgin Report, Balfour wrote, "I am
extremely indignant at the injustice which has been done to the
W.O. administration 3lnce '96." Balfour to Brodrick, 8.9.03.
Balfour Mss.,3.M.Add.Fss.49,720, ff.218. Instead of dismissing
Brodrick, Balfour appointed him Secretary of State for India.
This was important for the future Cabinet squabbles over Army
Reform, since Brodrick never accepted that a change in Secretary
of State implied a change in policy.

12. "I am prepared at the proper moment to challenge very seriously
the possibility of any material reduction in regulars,"
Brodrick, Amy Estimates 1904-05. 12.2.03. Cab.37/67/88.
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the decay in the force was primarily the result of War Office

neglect, and insisted that less redeemable factors, like the decrease

in the rural population and the difficulty of officering the force in

mining districts, were more important. As a believer in Blue Water

principles, he also maintained that Home Defence was a naval res¬

ponsibility and hence that the Militia lacked any strategic purpose.

In brief, Amold-Forster hoped to rationalise this situation by absor¬

bing half of the Militia battalions into the Home Service Army while
13

disbanding the rest. To improve the Volunteers which were 105,171

short of their 346,171 Establishment; lacked sufficient officers and

an organisation; and*included a number of ineffective men, Arnold-

Forstar proposed an Establishment of 200,000 and a strength of 180,000

men. Finally, he intended to disband the 14 Infantry battalions and

the Garrison regiment, which had been raised in the War and the pre-

War period.

However, the Secretary of State immediately encountered opposition

from the representatives of the Militia within the Conservative Party.

Primarily concerned -with tradition, sentiment and their county status,

the Militia Colonels protested to Balfour that any Militia inefficiency

of the moment reflected generations of neglect by the War Office, They

demanded that a separate Department should be created for the Auxiliary

Forces to rejuvenate the "old Constitutional Force", and found sym¬

pathisers in the Army Council, who demurred at the reduction of the

13, "With regard to a portion of the Militia, facts should be recognised,
and a limited number of Batteries and Battalions be reduced or amal¬
gamated, In doing this, the War Office will only be anticipating
an inevitable result." Amold-Forster to Balfour,5• 5.04. Balfour
Kss, ,B.M.Add.f'33,49,722, ff .153-159. See also Amold-Forster,
Proposals for the Reorganisation of the Army. 19.4,04. Aroold-
Forster Mas., B.M. Add.Kss. 50300,

14. See Amold-Forster to Balfour,5.5.04, Balfour Kss.,B.M.Add.Msa.
49,722, ff.150-165; Aroold-Forster to Fir H.Vincent 10.5.04 and
Arnold-Forster, Diary, 9.6.04. Amold-Forster Hss•,B.M.Add.T'ss.,
50,336, ff.25-27,101-102.
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entire Militia, and in Sir Goorge Clarke who urged Array Reform

upon the basis of an enlarged Militia and reduced Line."^* Above

all, idle Militia had spokesmen in the Cabinet itself - Lords Cranbome

and Selborne - who effectively blocked the proposals of the Secretary

of State, After a series of Cabinet deadlocks, Balfour instructed

Arnold-Forster to make a general statement of his own views to Parlia¬

ment, but on no account to commit the Government,^* Thereupon, the

debate on Amy Reform stagnated, with proposal and counter-proposal

floundering upon two obstacles - the reluctance of Balfour to seek

another Secretary of State for War, and the refusal of Arnold-Forster

to consider the Militia and the Line as interchangeable units. He

noted in his diary:

Of course I am not going to weaken the Line Regiments
until I have got something to put in their place: so
if they don't let me have rry way about the Militia,
the Chancellor of the Exchequer will have to whistle
for his money .17•

Nevertheless the pressure for retrenchment did not slacken. In

the aftermath of the War, the utilisation of surplus clothing stocks,

the reduction of men and animals in South Africa, and the receipts from

sales of stores and animals enabled Arnold-Forster to reduce the

15, "There is, in the House and in tlx; country, a strong sentiment of
attachment to the 'old constitutional force' compared to which the
regular Arny is a mushroom growth," Sir G.S.Clarke to J.H.Sandars,
27.6.04. Balfour Kss.,B,M.Add.Mas.49,700,ff.53. In view of the
Army Council's opposition, Arnold-Forster modified his proposals
to retain 60 battalions , mnbody 40 and abolish 24, Amold-Forster,
Reorganisation of the Army Part III: Infantry-Revised Proposals.
26.3.04. Cab,37/69/49#

16. Arnold-Forster maintained that Balfour had not supported him over
the Militia, "because Jim Cranbome and Selbome are good fellows
and good Mill tinmen and naturally stick up for a force which they
have worked so hard to save from decay." Arnold-Forster,Diary,
29.6.04. Amold-Forster Mss•,B.M.Add.l'ss•, 50,338,ff .152, and
Arnold-Forster to Balfour,27.2.05# Arnold-Forster Mss.,B.M.Add.
Mas,50344, ff.163.

17# Amold-Forster, Piaiy, 15.7.04, Amold-Forster Mss.,B.M.Add.Mss.
50,339, ff.47-48,
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Estimates to £28,695,624 for the year 1904-05. But, the

increases required by Artillery rearmament, Service Pay, the Army

Reserve, Loan annuities and non-effective services threatened to aug¬

ment the following year's total by £1,628,000. Unwilling to sacrifice

the Line to the Militia, Araold-Forster only agreed to abolish the

Garrison Regiment and cut the Establishments of the Colonial battalions,

thereby abridging the increase to £913,100. The stati stics were less

significant than the recognition that the Army Estimates had become a

crucial aspect of Army Reform. The Cabinet deadlock over the proposals

of Arnold-Forster only in part reflected unease about his Militia recom¬

mendations - more important was the dismay provoked by the paucity of

his savings. As the original offer was only a reduction of £295,000
19

on the automatic increase it was a disappointment for all concerned. *

A compromise w&3 reached on Estimates of £29,813,000 if Arnold-Forster

accepted a ceiling of £27 millions on the Estimates for 1906-07 and

the subsequent years. He agreed to the restriction, but insisted that

substantial savings could only accrue with cuts in the Auxiliary Forces:

a moot point which the Government left unresolved vhen it fell from

16. Memorandum of the Secretary of State relating to the Army Estimates
for 1905-06. Cd.2266 (1905). xlv.

19. "The new Army Scheme: which though it effects a reduction in the
cost of the Army now appears to have that cost at a level which
will bitterly disappoint public opinion, and which in the present
state of public finance the country will scarcely tolerate."
Balfour to the King, 14.6.04. Cab.43/28/19. Finance wa3 a cause
of even greater disagreement than the Militia. See Balfour to
the King, 15.6.04 and 13.7.04. Cab.41/28/20 and 25; Brodrick to
Lord Kitchener, 29.4.04. Kitchener Kss.,P.R.0.30/57/22; Balfour
to Lord Roberts, 12.7.04. Roberts !fss.,N.A.M.,r/8/11j and Arnold-
Forster, Diaiy, 7.6.04. Arnold-Forater Mss.,B.M.Add.Mss.50338,
ff.93.
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office. *

So when Haldane became Secretary of State the need for military

economy was generally established. Indeed the itadical supporters of

the Liberal Party campaigned in the Election of 1906 for a return to

pre-War Amy Estimates. In his own campaign, Haldane appeared to

contradict this trend by acknowledging obligations, "higher even than

that of economy", and by maintaining that the "business of Government

was to preserve the Amy and Navy in as strong a position as possible."

He also insists in hi3 Autobiography, that military efficiency was

always his principal consideration, one which he would have sought
21

even at a higher cost. * Yet this was not what Haldane emphasised in

his War Office Memoranda. From the outset he stipulated that any

scheme of Army Reform had to comply with a financial limit of £28

millions per annum. He reitented in subsequent memoranda that this

ceiling was mandatory because he abhorred the waste and extravagance:

inherent in the practice of persuading the nation, when it
has a hot fit, to build up military forces vhich it is only-
anxious to destroy when a cold fit succeeds, as it naturally
does sooner or later.22.

20. To contain the Estimates -within £27 millions in 1906-07 despite the
automatic increases, required a net reduction of £4,468,200 in which
Amolct-Forster postulated savings of £1,818,000 on the Militia and
£330,000 on the Volunteers. Amold-forster, Revised Proposals for
Army Reform. 2.7.04. Cab.37/71/92. Although Austen Chamberlain
doubted if he could reach his targets, Amold-For8ter remained con¬
fident. See Amold-Forster, Memoranda. 2.8.04 and 10.8.04. Arnold-
Forater Mas,, 13,*". Add .Ess. 50302.

21. The speeches were made in the City on 4#1«06. and in ;^ast Lothian
on 11.1.06. For Haldane's retrospective wisdom, see H.B.Iialdane,
An Autobiography (ion.,1929),p.186.

22. Prior to the City speech, he stated, "1 think it my be laid down
that the expenditure on a reorganised army ought not to exceed, as
a maximum, 28 millions." R.B.Haldane, A preliminary Remorandum on
the present situation. Being a rough note lor consideration by the
Members of the Any Council. 1.1.06. Haldane Mss..N.L.F. Ms,5918.
para.4. See also R.B.Haldane, Ihe "econd Memorandum. 1.2.06, para.
6 and The Third Memorandum. 23.3.06, paras.2 and 15. (these Memor¬
anda are collected in the Haig Hss.,N.L.S.,7ol.32a).
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Hence, while Haldane adopted a 'bold line' in public speeches,

defended his Department from radical criticism and rallied military

support for himself, he still insisted that Army Reform 3hould adhere
23

to a rigid economy.

This insistence upon economy as a priority in Array Reform had four

main advantages. On the purely tactical level, it was vital for

Haldane to cut the draft ,stioate3 which he had inherited (postulating a

£1,630,000 increase in 1906-07), and make further reductions in the

Estimates for 1907-8. Although some still considered that Ms measures

of retrenchment were inadequate, they were sufficient to secure Cabinet
PL

and Parliamentary support for his subsequent Reforms. Haldane's

insistence upon economy also corrected any ambivalence which the War

Office may have retained over financial matters. On account of its

annual conf rontations with the Treasury in which the latter controlled

the total Estimates, the expenditure under the Votes, and the smallest

detail in those Votes requiring, "strong reasons for any increased

expenditure", the ar Office had rarely considered that retrenchment

was its main concern. Brodrick and Amold-Forster had only paid lip

service to the Importance of reductions, but Haldane had insisted upon

cuts wherever the Regular Amy was surplus to requirements. He

23. When Haldane took his "bold line" in the City he hoped to rally
military support from the despondency which they might have felt
for the appearance of a Liberal Government. Gee, Kaldane to
Campbell-Bannerman, 5.1.06. Campbell-Banneraan Mas.,B.M.Add.Mss.
41,218, ff.l67 and Viscount Lsher to Haldane, 6.1.06. Haldane
Mas., N.L.S.,Ms.5907, ff.5.

24. R.B.Haldane to Sir H.Campbell-Bannerr-an, 3.1.06. Campbell-Bannerman
Mas., B.M.Add.Kss.41,213, ff.163; Campbell-Banneraan to the King,
21,2.06, Cab.41/30/43; and Lord iioberts to Lord Kitchener, 2.8.06.
Roberto Mas., N.A.K., 1^122/9/870.
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disbanded nine battalions, reduced the home etablishment

and maintained his stimates within the arbitrary limit of 28 millions
25

for the remainder of his period in office. By these financial

restrictions, Haldane ensured that any future Reforms would only be

based upon existing resources. Without the possibility of increased

finances, the Amy Council had to make proposals upon the basis of

forces at hand: a requirement which neither Brodrick nor Amold-Forster

had insisted upon. Finally, the insistence upon economy realised the

essential basis for Army Reform namely, a tolerable burden of peacetime

expenditure. The Amy, whose raison d'Stre was effective operation in

War, had to remain for an indefinite period of peace as a burden on the

Exchequerj only if this burden was tolerable could Reform be accepted

on a lasting basis.

In the post-Boer 'War period therefore, finance had become an

increasingly prominent concern in the presentation of Army Reform. It

was not a new concern - the pre- ar Amy Reformers had accepted economic

restrictions in order to secure wider support in the Cabinet and Parlia¬

ment, and the claim of Haldane that an Any could still be efficient

within economic limits was far from original. Nevertheless, the asser¬

tion was particularly important at this time, because the anxiety over

the 3ize of the Estimates reflected the uncertain status of the Army as

a national priority after a long, expensive and increasingly unpopular

25. The forms and extent of Treasury Control are outlined in Treasury
Control. 23.5.05. Eir E.W.Hamilton ? «.,P.R.O.,T/l68/8; R.Z.Welby,
Duties and Organisation of the Treasury of the United Kingdom.
21.11.79. Hamilton K33..P.RO. .T/168/15: and R.G. elby.I.emorandum.
25.4.37. Hamilton I'S3.,P.R.0.,T/l68/8. Haldanqbrlginally hoped to
disband 10 battalions (8 Infantry of the Line and 2 Guards) but
retained the 3rd battalion, Coldstream Guards for temporary
garrison duties in Egypt.
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war. On the other hand, it al3o underlined that irrespective

of its future war performance, which might be improved by Reform,

the Amy had to be maintained for an indefinite period of peace as a

burden on the Exchequer. The advocate of Reform had to justify his

proposals as a bearable peacetime proposition apart from their

potential value in time of war. dy managing to achieve thi3, Haldane

laid a more solid foundation than either of his predecessors, for the

reform of the structure and organisation of the home Army.
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Chapter 8

The Provision of Drafts as a Priority in Army

Reform.

"One of the most brilliant of our military critics wrote lately

that the War Minister was thought to be planning for war, when all

that he was thinking of was to maintain and to relieve military
If

policemen occupied in looking after a distant frontier.

R.B. Haldane, Pari.Deb.. Fourth Ser., Vol.l60, 12.7.06, col.l0S3.

Chapter 8 examines the attempt to restore a regular supply of

drafts and reliefs to the overseas garrisons after the South African

War. It notes that the maintenance of this supply had been a

principal aim in the Army structure created by Cardwell, and that the

ar had dislocated the system providing an opportunity for deform.

It analyses the attempts of Brodrick and Amold-Forster to restore

the flow of drafts while reforming the Cardwell system, but claims

that the reforms of Fredrick only aggravated the problem while those

of Amold-Forster failed to receive the necessary support. It also

contrasts these abortive measures with the restoration of the Cardwell

system and the pre-war terms of service by Haldane, and asserts that

a steady flow of drafts was his primary concern, even if this restricted

the possible size of his Expeditionary Force. Indeed the chapter con¬

cludes that the requirements of peace, rather than Continental strategy

and the possible demands of war, determined the.size of the British

Expeditionary Force.
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For Haldane and his predecessors as Secretary of 'tate for

War, the principal coneem in Army Organisation was the maintenance

of the overseas garrisons. As the priority in the Cardwell system,

this constant peacetime requirement had limited the size and organisa¬

tion of the home Army and hence of any " xpedltionary Force, In the

pre-war period, the annual provision of drafts had been effectively

met albeit with unfortunate repercussions for some battalions in the

home Army. Mo;ever, the demands of War had distorted the system

with the suspension of drafts to India and the bountying of 16,650

men to extend their Indian service for an average of three and three-

quarter years. To compensate for this expedient in the period

1903-06, the Secretary of 3 tate for War had to find an additional

5,000 recruits per annum, besides replacing the war wastage and post¬

war discharges, which had reduced the Establishment by 33,500 man and

the Reserve by over 20,(XX) men."*'* The problem of post-war replenish¬

ment therefore progressively worsened during the Mar, and the foremost

consideration in structural Army Reform was a return to the pre-war

flow of drafts and garrison reliefs..

In the provision of overseas drafts, the first concern was the size

of the annual requirement. Given the number of units abroad and the

enlistment terms of service thi3 was a reasonably precise calculation,

one rendered even more reliable by the relatively stable demands of the

Indian garrison. The strength of that garrison had been established

in the aftermath of the Indian Mutiny with a view to redressing the

1. Brodrick, Memorandum on Army Estimates 1902-03. enclosed in
Brodrick to Curzon, 7.12.01. Curzon F39.,Eur.F.lll/lDB ff.303 -

304, and in Cab.37/59/128.
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proportion of Native to European troops. Although lord

lawrence had reduced the size of the British and Native forces in 1869,

the Government had to restore the European garrison to 73,532 men after

the Pend jeh Incident in 1885, and it remained at approximately that level

for the rest of the century, * In other words, the justification for

the garrison was neither fear of a Russian invasion nor fear of tribal

disorder on the Ttorth-' ost frontier, but the maintenance of British

troops in sufficient proportion to overawe the Native forces. This

was a constant and invariable requirement, one which depended upon an

annual draft of some 150 men per battalion, for the 52 battalions
3

stationed in India,

To provide the normal annual draft and obviate the shortages pre¬

cipitated by the wartime dislocation, St, John Brodrick recommended

that the Cabinet should either improve the recruiting incentive or

abandon the voluntary system.^* Reluctant to adopt Conscription, the

Cabinet sanctioned the request for an increase in pay and an alter¬

ation in the terms of service. The main feature of the new terms of

service was a three year period of enlistment in the Colours at an

increased rate of pay for efficient soldiers (i.e. if 19 years or over,

2. Return shoving the strength of the Army in India. European and
Native, and the extent of the population and area under British Rule
in India at the following periods, namely. 1856. i860, after the yeZ
duetipns affected by lord iawrence. 1886. at the present time, and
also shoving the recommendations as to Numbers made by the different
Army Commissions and the Increase in the Garrison of Surma after the
annexation of Ifoper IRirna. Cd.2QG (1908). LXXT/. British Army In
Indiawas 45 104 (1S56);92.866 (l360)j 64,858 (1869); 73,582 (1386);
76,995 (1897); 76,466 (1899); and 75,702 (1908).

3. Kaj.-Gen#H.S,G,Kilaa, The Army System, liatablishments. Recruits.Grafts
and Reserves, lecture at the Conference convened by the Chief of the
General Ctaji'f Jan.1906, p.8. i-iaig Kss.,N.L.G. ,Vol.44.

4. Brodrick, "emorandum on Army .stlmates 1902-03. enclosed in Brodrick
to Curzon, 7,12.01. Curzon Kss.,Eur.F.111/10B, ff.303-04 and in
Cab.37/59/128.
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the soldier received I/O a day). Thereafter the soldier had

the option of entering the Reserve or, of extending his Colours service

with an extra 6^. a day, (subject to character suitability and a second

class standard of shooting - third class or lower received an extra 4^*
a day). The purported advantages were the ability to garrison India

with long service soldiers; the opportunity to augment the Reserve

quickly; and the possibility of the Amy attracting more, and better

recruits, and thereby depending less upon 'specials' and iirmature boys.*

For structural Army Reform, these measures were an attempt to

secure the elasticity of terms lacking in the Cardwell system and meet

the different needs of the Indian and the home Army. They represented

a development of the reforms introduced by Lord Lansdowne, and aimed at

an improvement in the status of the soldier by removing some of his

career restrictions. Lord Roberts had likened the purpose to a policy

of "free trade and reciprocity in the array," whereby the contract:

to be made between the State and the soldier should be advantageous
to the former and satisfactory to the latter."*

Unfortunately, this policy did not allow for the brute sagacity of the

rank-and-file: rather than extend their service in the required propor¬

tions, the rankers either flocked into the Reserve or waited upon the

offer of additional bounties to extend their service. To provide an

annual draft in excess of 10,000 troops, the ear Office required an

5. Prodrick, Pay and Terms of Service in the Army.4.1.02. Cab.37/60/2.
For the support of Lord Roberts, see lord Roberts to Brodrlck,
23.1.02 quoted in Brodrick, Reconstruction of the Amy.15.2.04. Cab.
37/69/27 and Lord Roberts to Arnold-rorster, 20.1.04. Roberts Fss.,
N.A.K.,R/3/24.

6. Lt.Gcn.ir F.S.Roberts,'Free Trade in the Amy', Nineteenth Century.
Vol.15, No.LXXXVIII (June,1864),p.!06l# Fee also Pari.Feb..Fourth
Per.,Vol.101, 4.3.02, col.339.
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extension of 71*63? of the eligible Infantry. However, by

1 May 1904, only 12.17? had extended and even the other arms had
7

found it difficult to meet their requisite quotas. As troops could

not serve in the tropics until the age of twenty, only the soldiers

in their third year embarked as drafts, and they had either to be trans¬

ported home a year later or offered bounties to extend their service.

The Reform in short, aggravated the problem, increased the expense and

virtually forced the War Office to re-enlist its soldiers after two

years serviced*
This chaotic state of affairs could not continue and « mold-Forster

abandoned the schemes of his predecessor. On 20 October 1904, lie

stopped three years recruiting and began recruiting four days later on

a nine years term of service to supply the requisite drafts wiiile the

Reserve remained abnormally swollen. This was a temporary measure and

represented along with the deadlock over the militia, the frustration of

Arnold-Porster's proposals. He had to discard his intention of

territorialising short service battalions in the United Kingdom and of

7. Actuarial calculation of Percentage
percentage required to extended
extend 1.5*04*

<t t

Infantry of the Line 71*68 12.17
Cavalry 41.90 5 #64
Horse and Field Artillery 31*23 29.53
Garrison & Fountain Artillery 100.00 33*76.
Pari.Deb..Fourth Ser.,701.135,18*5*04* cols.160-161.

8. "A.G.reported that only 140 men had accepted the special offer of the
6d.to go abroad before their time. Evidently there is a cabal or ring
among the men, as I knew there would be. The object is to force us to
give a bonus." Araold-^orster.diary. 11.1.04. Amold-Porster Kss. ,B.K.
Add.Ess.50336,ff.23-24. The ar Office offered bounties of £10 to
complete 6 years service, £12 to complete 7 and £15 to complete 8
years at a cost of £32,000. Sir C.Harris to Lt.Gen.G. Ellison,14*1*35*
Ellison Kss.
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attracting a better class of recruit with the inducement of

career prospects as norv-coroiissioned officers in the short service

battalions. He also had to forego any addition in the number of

units and officers, the transformation of the Filitia into bine b&ttal-
g

ions, and the augmentation of the Reserve, Nevertheless, in a

Parliamentary statement on 14 July 1904, he affirmed his adherence

to the Array Reform proposals which he had presented in the pre-war

period. He insisted that concurrent long and short service recruiting

was the only means whereby India and the colonies could be garrisoned

with long service soldiers while a Home Service Amy fed the Reserve,

Also by the withdrawal of certain Colonial battalions and the retention

of 26 long service battalions at home, he hoped to maintain a striking

force capable of mobilisation without the Reserve, Above all, he in¬

tended to found the system upon the replacement of the Cardwollian

linked battalions by the creation of large depots for training and

feeding purposes. As Sir Charles Dilke acknowledged, this was the

culmination of the Amy Reform campaign; an official statement in

favour of the separate terms of enlistment with a recognition of their

divergent strategic purposes."^*
In the hiatus precipeted by the suspension of these proposals,

members of the Committee of Imperial Defence and the Amy Council

scrutinised the New Army "cheme. They condemned the proposals on

three counts. First, they refused to sanction a Scheme which 'would

require a sustained and costly period of innovation, possibly over

9. H,0,Arnold-''orster. Temporary Prolongation of the Nine Year* 9 Term of
enlistment for Infantry of the Line, and its effects. 30.12,04,
Cab,37/73/167.

10,For the Parliamentary statement and Bilks's endorsement.see Pari,Deb.
Fourth Per.,Vol,133,14,7,04,cols.52-31 and 91. J!ore details are pres¬
ented in H.0«Amold-Porster, New Army Pcheme.directions to the Army
Council for carrying into effect the Proposals already sanctioned,
18.8.04. Arnolci-Forster Kss.,B,y.Add,T'3S.50302,and Particulars
Regarding the Proposed Organisation :cheme.Cd,1910(1904}.LI.
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four years in length, and require support on a continuous and

assured basis from a Government whose own future was far from certain.

/Iso, as the Gcheme could not be introduced in a piecemeal gradual

manner, the possibility of abortive Reform risked a period of total

dislocation for the Army.1"*"* Seoondly, the civilian pundits on the

Coranittee of Imperial Defence, Sir George Clarke and 7iscount Esher,

had a high regard for what the Scheme sacrificed. For Clarke, the

potential value of the old Constitutional Force outweighed the expense

of a projected Gome "ervice Army. As he defined his position:

An Army which serves abroad we know. A militia which serves
abroad in times of amergency, we know. A nondescript force
living in county towns and composed almost wholly of boys -
a force that requires to be recreated if needed for military
service - we do not know.12.

Viscount Esher also argued that the ideas of Arnold-Forster were

outdated in the circumstances of post-war Reform: in particular that

they sacrificed the quality of the home Army for an increase in the

size of the Reserve. Indeed he maintained that the New Army Reheme

13
destroyed the concept of a "Field Army encamped and ready for war".

11. Fir G.S.Clarke to J.H.Sandars,13.8.04. Balfour Nss,,B.M.Add.Mas.
49700,ff.124 and Viscount Esher to Halfour,13.12.04. Balfour Mss.,
B.N.Add.Msa,49718,ff.147-149.

12. Clarke to Balfour,1.4.05. Balfour Mss.B.M.Add.Mss.49701,ff.128.
For his own scheme based on the Ailitia, see Clarke to Balfour,
18.6.04 and Clarke to Sandars,27.6.04. Balfour Nss.,B.!'.Add.Nss.
49,700,ff.31-34,53* Although he supported long service and large
depots, he opposed all the other aspects of the Arnoid-Forster
Reforms. Clarke to Balfour, 9.12.04. Balfour Mas.fB.N.Add.Mss.
49,700, ff.239-254.

13. Viscount .sher to J.H.Gandars, 21.11.04. Balfour Nss.,B.M,Add.Mss.
49,7l8,ff.l35. Esher accepted that an Expeditionary Force should
be not less than 2 divisions but claimed that under Amold-Forster's
scheme, "it is a Brigade short. This is all wrong. He says that
the number of men,even so, will be greater than French now has at
Aldershot. Granted - but that is our old fallacy of 'counting
heads'. The real question is number of 'cadres' and not of men."
Esher to Balfour, 25.9.04. Balfour Ess.,B.N.Add.Mss.49,718,
ff.122-123.
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Finally, the Army Council asserted that the aims of the Scheme were

optimistic, unreal and bound to be illusory. It disputed the pos¬

sibility of a 35a increase in the peacetime recruiting for tire Infantry

of the Line; claimed that the requisite proportion of long service

recruits would not be forthcoming with concurrent long and short service

recruiting; and questioned the feasibility of greatly increased

officer targets. Also it thought that tire provision of barracks and

essential training facilities for the territorialised short service

battalions would prove prohibitively expensive; and doubted the war¬

time efficiency of battalions in which •■eservlsts would comprise GOa

of the strength. For the Army Council therefore, Reform had to be

founded upon available resources rather than upon a conjectural level

of requirements determined by a particular interpretation of the Army's

strategic role,^*
These perspectives did not immediately prevail. Lsher and Clarke

could only bombard the Prime Minister with critical correspondence and

submit alternative proposals from a sub-committee of the Committee of

Imperial Defence. They were unable to influence events because Balfour

who endorsed their alternatives and underlined the impractical!ty of

the Few Army Scheme, refused to transgress upon the Ministerial Res-
15

ponsibility of the Secretary of State. He enabled Arnold-Forster to

dismiss the criticism, "as a counsel of despair," and obtain a Pyrrhic

victory within the Cabinet. On 22 June 1905, the Secretary of State

secured authorisation for a limited experiment in short service recruit¬

ing, an experiment attenuated in its impact by the fall of the Government

14. Objections of the three military members of the Army Council to the
proposals of the ':ecretary~of tate. 10.6.05. Cab.37/78/107.

15. Balfour to Arnold-Forster,10.2.05 and 14.2.05, Balfour Mss.B.M.
Add.Mss.49,723, ff.83 and Arnold-Forster I'ss•,B.M.Add.Mss.50,309,
ff.74. "so also A.J.Balfour, . emorandom by the ; rime Minister on
Army Reorganisation.30.3.05. Cab.37/75/54.
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in the following "ecember# * Thereafter the failure of

Arnold-"orster to convince 'informed' opinion reaped a predictable

reward. His critics in the Array Council and the Committee of Imperial

Defence continued to proffer advice and reiterate their fears to

Haldane. In effect they were only preaching to the converted for the

Liberals had not overlooked the Unionist paralysis over Amy Ffceforns,

and were unlikely to sustain a policy antithetical to the Cardwell
17 •

system. * nevertheless, the disarray in the ar Office and the

volume of hostile opinion evoked by his predecessor, assured that
18

Haldane would seek a fresh approach on the issue of Army Reform# *

To underpin this new approach, Hnldane had still to secure a

steady flow of drafts to India, and the immediate and foreseeable

size of this requirement was his primary consideration. Given the

existing ;-stablishment and the terms of service fashioned by Arnold-

orster, a Cabinet Committee on Indian Drafts had forecast a shortage

of about 6,000 drafts in 1907-00. As a palliative for this impending

crisis, the Committee proposed to bounty eight year men in order that

they might re-engage on the expiration of their Colours service.

16. H.0.ArnoId-Dor3ter, Temporary Prolongation of the Nine Year'3 Term
of enlistment for Infantry of the Line, and its Effects.30.12.04.
Cab.37/73/167. "Of course the decision comes much too late, and is,
moreover, a very restricted permission." Arnold-Forster, diary.
22.6.05# Arnold-"orster "ss.,B.!*.Add.?'ss.50348, ff.77.

17. As Campbell-Bannerman remarked, "A.F. is done... All he said from
first to last scarcely evoked a cheer: his colleagues gave him no
support... It is quite understood that his scheme is dead... The
odd thing is that the young bloods whose one cry for some years
has been away with horrid linked Battns "ystem, are now ardent
Cardwellians, all for double battns and 7 k 5 years service."
Campbell-Bannerman to lord Hallburton, 7.4.05# Campbell-Banneman
Ma#.,B.y.Add.r«a# 41,218, ff.354.

18. H.B. llaldane to Campbell-Sannerman, 5#1#06. Campbell-3anne rman
M33#3.D.Add#rss.41,218, ff.165-168. fee also Viscount IBsher to
Lord Kitchener, 21.12.05. Kitchener f'ss.,P.R.O.,30/57/33#
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Alternatively, "ir George Clarke suggested that the Indian

garrison night be depleted to the extent of the shortage, especially

as the Russo-Japanese '■ ar had eroded the possibility of a Russian cp.m-
19

paign in Afghanistan. * In the early months of 1906, the Indian

Office and the Committee of Imperial Defence reassessed the Indian

garrison, but Lord Kitchener, desrite his willingness to effect

economies by reducing the size of his establishments, would hot agree

that there was a military justification for the reductions. Indeed,

he reaffirmed that the raison d'etre for the garrison was internal

security, a task rendered more difficult by the spectacular defeat of
20

uropean troops in Manchuria. * In his Parliamentary statement of 12-' .

July 1906, Haldane endorsed this explanation and accepted that the size

of the Indian garrison would remain a fixed requirement upon the home
21.

Army.

"or the provision of overseas drafts, Haldane sponsored a reversion

to the Cardwell system. After the abortive Reforms of his predecessors,

Haldane defended this return to the old conditions of service (7 or 3

years' Colours service followed by 5 or 4 years' Reserve service), on

the grounds of simplicity, economy and proven viability as a draft

19. Cabinet Committee on Indian Crofts.12.6.05. Cab.l7/l3Aj and Clarke
to "ecretnry "of Ctate for "ar, 16.12.05. Cab.l7/13A.

20. "Japan's jump has fired the imagination of the Indians, and opened up
to their iainds possibilities previously unheard of. They cannot see
how different they are in every way to the Japanese and feel con¬
vinced that, if given the chance, they would do as well or better."
lord Kitchener to lord Salisbury,undated and quoted in Sir G.Arthur,
Life of Lord Kitchener (3 Vols.,Lon.,1920), Vol.11,p.238.

21. PalPan" endorsed an Indian establishment of 79,446 men. " e are under
an obligation to keep that force up. The size of that force was
determined at the time of the ?"utiny. It is there, not primarily to
resist aggression on the part of the Great Powers; it is there for
the pumose of preserving order in India." Pari.Deb.. Fourth Ser.,
Vol.160, 12.7.06, col3.1082-I083»
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producing arrangement. He also repeated the pre-.ar arguments

that the system had produced a Reserve of seasoned soldiers (albeit

only one able to bring the home Array up to War establishment), and had

enabled the feeding unit, in contrast to the large depot, to fulfil the

double function of draft finding in peace and of readiness for war on

22
mobilisation. However he improved on the r©~ ar organisation inas¬

much as he realised a parity between the battalions at horse and abroad.

Having found a condition of characteristic strain in which the 71

battalions at home fed the 85 battalions abroad, he reduced 8 of the

battalions abroad in 1906, and withdrew battalions from South Africa in

1908 to realise a balance of 74 battalions at home and abroad. Iven

more important, he stipulated tli&t Army Reform would have to be based

upon the size of the home Array as fashioned by its peacetime require¬

ments. Haldane neither sought to increase the home Array as a

preliminary to Reform nor to seek an Array whose size was dictated by

a strategic purposes he merely sought to reform the existing Array whose
23

battalion strength was limited by its draft finding purposes. * *

Commentators have rarely acknowledged that this factor had to
2 L

determine the size of the Expeditionary Force. * In writing about the

strategic purpose find military capability of the British expeditionary

22. K. 3.Haldane, "econd Femorandurr.. 1.2.06. paras.7-8? Third emorandurn.
23.3.06, paras.8-10; and memorandum on Army Aeorganisation.30.7.06.
para.7. Haig Fss.,N.L.3,,Vol.32«.

23. "Two considerations completely dominate the 'Whole problem of Array
organisation. They are, in their order of urgency, as follows:-
(a) The necessity for finding drafts in peace for units in India,

in Egypt, and in colonial garrisons.
(b) The mobilisation as an organised field force of the units which

are maintained at home in view of (a)." Haldane.one idera lions
'-oveminp the Peace strength of the Regular Array. 1.2.07.
Cab.37/36/11.

24. A force of 6 large divisions and 1 Cavalry Division - the maximum
number of divisions which could be formed out of the force retained
at home for draft finding purposes.
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Force, they have presumed that this strategic and military

purpose should have determined its size. Sir . 1111am iiobertoon

criticised the Force as too small to intervene effectively in a

uropean War, and Sir Kenry ilson continually queried Hie military
25

significance of 6 Divisions," * On the other hand, Haldane asserts

in his Memoirs, that Hie size of the Force had been determined with a

view to its effective participation on the Western Front, a point re¬

iterated by . ilson before the Committee of Imperial Defence where he
26

claimed that 6 Divisions might prove to be the deciding factor"." *

ven a recent commentator has argued that the gap between the Continen¬

tal strategy and Britain's military capability revealed a determination
27

to adhere to an independent role regardless of its viability. * How¬

ever, the paucity of the British expeditionary Force was not an example

of prescient thought about troop dispositions on the Western Front in

1914, and did not relate to a strategy, Continental or otherwise.

Indeed the limit upon the Amy's organisation was neither martial nor

strategic: it simply reflected the peacetime exigencies, in particular

the draft pro lacing requirement of the home Army. Fhe strategic inten¬

tions and military capabilities were merely attempts to rationalise a

force, whose organisational limits reflected Hie restrictions of

peacetime criteria.

25. Field Marshal Sir .Robertson, "oldlers and ftateamen. 1914-1918
(2 Vols.,Lon.,1926),1/ol.I,p.31 and Fir H.Uilson to Lord Roberts,
17.4.10. Roberts Mss.,P.R.Q.,W.0.105/45.

26. R.8.Haldane, Before the War (Ion., 1920),pp.30-31 and 3ir L.Wilson,
'ction to be taken in the event of intervention in a .,uropean War.
23.2.11. Cab.2/2/114.

27. N.J.D'Ombrain, The military Departments and the C.I.C..1902-1914.
unpublished D.Fhil.Thesis (Oxford,1969), p.l52.
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Chapter 9

The volution of military trategy and its Importance for Arcry Reform

"It is imperatively necessary that some qualified person or body

should lay down in terms v/hich cannot be misunderstood, the limits

of -work which the Array is intended to do."

H.O. Arnold-Forster, Army Letters 1697-98 (Lon.,1896), pp.117-116.

Chapter 9 examines the relevance of strategic considerations for

the structural reforms of Haldane. It notes that after the re¬

examination of national strategy in the period 1903-05, Balfour had

accepted that the Navy provided an adequate defence for the homeland

and that the primary responsibility of the Army was the defence of

India. Furthermore, it claims that although Haldane stressed a con¬

tinuous strategic policy 30 as not to alarm his Parliamentary colleagues,

the policy was only continuous inasmuch as he accepted the maritime

view on Home Defence and the commitment to an overseas military role.

More significantly, he was aware from January 1906 onwards of the

development on the Continent and directed the planning of his Depart¬

ment towards this front. However, the chapter does not accept that

this Continental commitment determined either the basic structure or

the features of the British Expeditionary Force. On the contrary, it

asserts that the creation of large divisions, the provision of ancillary

services and the calculations to obviate wastage in war reflected more

mundane factors than foresight about the nature of a future war in

Europe,
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A strategic commitment was undoubtedly important for Amy

Reform. In their pre-war campaign, the civilian reformers had

insisted that strategic policy should underpin reorganisation. As

Arnold-Forster maintained:

our existing military organisation i3 based upon no known
and accepted principle. No person in authority has ever
yet succeeded in explaining on what basis the amy is
maintained at its present strength, or why in any given
year Parliament has been asked to sanction any particular
establishment.-*-•

The need for an authoritative statement reflected the contradictory

claims of the ar Office and the Admiralty. The Departments vied

with each other for the honour of defending the homeland and justified

the size and structure of their forces upon this premise. In his

Amy Reforms, "t. John Brodrlck aimed to provide for Home Defence and

to maintain an expeditionary Force, the same priorities which Stanhope

had underlined a decade previously. To fulfil these priorities,

Brodrick had augmented the allocated forces and, like his predecessors

had based this allocation upon intuition albeit an intuition coloured

by the exigencies of the "outh African War. It was not until the

formation of the Committee of Imperial Deforce on 13 December 1902,

that the two Departments had to justify their policies before a

standing committee of the Cabinet.

1. H.0.< rnold-Forster, The ar Office.The Army and The Ampire (Ion.,
1900), p.43. I shall only examine Home Defence and Continental
strategy in its relationship to Army Reform. Dtudies already exist
on the development of strategic thought, H.R.Moon, The Invasion of
the United Kingdom: public controversy and official planning 1888-
1918. unpublished FM.D. thesis (Ion.,1968); it3 relevance for
operational planning, N.A.Uummerton, The Development of British
Military Planning for a ar against Germany 1934-1914.unpublished
PH.D. thesis (Ion.,1970); and its relation to institutional growth,
J.P.Gooch, The Origin and development of the British and Imperial
General taffs to 1914. unpublished PH.D. thesis (ion..1969). and
N.J.P'Ombraln. The illtary Departments and the C.I.P..1902-1914.
unpublished D.Fhil.thesis (Oxford,1968).
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In its provision for Home Defence, the -ar Office feared

a powerful overseas assault on London and denied that the Naval

deterrent would always be effective. Instead it proffered additional

assurance in an efficient field army and suggested that this would free
2

the Navy for offensive duties. * Prince Louis of Battenberg and the

Naval Intelligence Depart-nent derided these claims; insisted that the

Navy could prevent the landing of a large force; and only admitted

vulnerability to a raid of about 5,000 men. * Arthur Palfour, who

sustained an interest in the Committee of Imperial Defence and gave

it an appearance of authority, arbitrated between these viewpoints.

On a worst case hypothesis (i.e. the United kingdom denuded of regular

troops as in Parch 1900), Balfour suggested with the concurrence of

Lord Roberto, that the minimum invading force capable of effective

assault was 70,000 troops, a brigade of Cavalry and 25 six gun batteries.

For transportation, this force required at least 210,000 tons of shipping,

only half of which was ever available on a single day in the ports bet¬

ween Dunkirk and Brest. As such the 'rench would have to seise every

British vessel in harbour,thereby losing the element of surprise; con¬

centrate the ships in Cherbourg and one other port (as no single port

2. Division of Land Torces for the Defence of the United Kingdom.
lX.2.03. Cab,3/1/3A. Even the few dissenting voices within the War
Office, who disliked the preoccupation with insular defence and
wanted to increase toe size of the Expeditionary Force and the
garrisons of India and Egypt, never wholly discounted a military
role in Home Defence. See Lt.Col.Altham, "ilitary Needs of the
[Empire in a ar with France and Russia. ID.6.01. Cab.3/VIA and
Sir W.G.Nicholson to Lord Roberto, 9.10.01. Cab.3/l/lA.

3. Prince Louis of Battenberg, Naval Remarks on the -dlitarv Paper
"Provision of Land Forces for the Defence of the United Kingdom"
of lit February 1903. 4.3.03. Cab.3/1/6A and Naval Intelligence
Department, Possibilities of invasion during temporary I035 of
command of toe sea in home waters. 31.3.03.Cab.3/l/llA.
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could handle this tonnage); and thereafter unload, refit for

horse transportation, and embark the troops - a process consuming

at least six days. In the opinion of Balfour, the difficulty of

embarkation, the task of manoeuvring 200 transports, perforce in day¬

light and on a fine day, on a twenty hour's journey past a hostile

array of cruisers and torpedo craft, and the final delay in disembar¬

kation thwarted any possibility of a successful invasion. He pron¬

ounced in favour of the Admiralty, and dismissed Home Defence as a

strategic priority for the Regular Artny.^*
As the Committee of Imperial Defence lacked the means to compel

departments to act upon its findings and as Balfour lacked the energy

to issue directives, the War Office continued to dispute the issue and

plan its strategy on traditional lines.In the first place, there

was the sense of tradition and honourable purpose in contributing to the

defence of the homeland - a purpose, 'which apart from the Admiralty and

the Blue 'Water critics, had not been questioned prior to 1903.^*
Secondly, there was the perpetual inter-service rivalry for the prestige

of Home Defence and a larger share of the Service Estimates. Sir William

Nicholson feared that compliance with the demands of the Adtairalty would
7

lead to an increased Naval strength at the expense of the Army. * A

4. A.J.Balfour, Craft .eport on the Possibility of "etious Invasions.
11.11.03. Cab.3/V1BA.

5. Sir W.G.Nicholson to Lord Roberto,29.11.03. Roberto Mss.,N.A.M.,Ts/52/
108; Nicholson.Remarks on the Report on the Possibility of a Serious
Invasion.7.12.03. Cab.3/lA9A; Gen.N.G• Lvttelton.Ihe Strength of the
Regular Army and Auxiliary Forces having regard to Peace and War
Requirements.1.5.04. Cab.3/l/22A and Lyttelton. The i ilitary Require¬
ments of the Lmpire and 9~r. Arnold-Dorster's Scheme compared.15.12.04.
Cab.3/l/27A. See also "'aj.-Gen.J.F.Grierson,Remarks on Mr.Balfour's
Note on Amy Reform and ■ ilitary Deeds of the Umpire. Bated 22 June
1904,4.7.04. Cab.l7/13A.

6. "It is only within the last twelve months that the necessity of a
large provision for home defence has been argued as unnecessary.••
"Brodrick to Balfour, Sept.1903. Balfour Mss.B.H.Add.M»s.49720,ff.228.

7. Nicholson to Lord Roberts,24.11.03. Roberts Kss.,N. A.M. ,R/52/107.
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third reason suggested by H,R.Moon was Brodrick's preoccupation

with administrative detail and acquiescence 'by default' in the

prevailing Departmental opinion, "between early 1901 and September

1903#" However, Brodrick fashioned his proposals on Amy Reform, with

Home Defence as a foremost consideration, before any of his advisers

had returned from 3outh Africa. As early as February 1900, he asserted

that the occasion was ripe for a measure of compulsory service to pro¬

vide for Home Defence, and far from acquiescing in the traditional view

on Invasion, used this view as a rationalisation for a larger and more

costly Amy. Brodrick continued to doubt the efficacy of naval

arrangements because his Scheme was unjustifiable without military

participation in Home Defence. Indeed he feared that the Regular Amy,

if bereft of Home Defence as a purpose, would be liable for future
8

reductions. *

These reductions did not immediately occur because of the deadlock

over the proposals of Arnold-Forster. In the ensuing hiatus the

Committee of Imperial Defence examined the residual overseas require¬

ments of the home Amy, in particular its capacity to reinforce the

Indian garrison in time of war. The prerequisite, in this exercise was

to establish the scale, composition and timing of these reinforcements.

At the 32 Meeting of the Committee of Imperial Defence, the Secretary

of State for India presented Kitchener'3 preliminary request for 100,000

Regular reinforcements with 30,000 initially (all ranks and arms) and

8. In contrast with H.R.Moon, op.cit.. pp.192 and 239,see Brodrick to
Curson,9«2.00 and 16.2.00. Gurzon Kss.,Kur.Flll/lOA ff.132 and 13!>-
136; Brodrick to Lord Roberts,21.12.00. Roberts Mss.,N.A.M. ,R/l3/15j
and Brodrick, Remarks on the Possibility of Perilous Invasion.11.12.03.
Cab,17/22. ^ince Arnold-Forster was a Blue Water enthusiast,Brodrick
noted that the "sketch of his propns^ls fills me with dismay. It is
retrograde in the highest degree. I believe it will decrease
efficiency, confuse what is now clear, and reduce strength out of all
proportion to reduced cost." Brodrick to Lord Roberts, 3«1»04.
Roberts Mss. ,N«A.M.,^13/361.
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70,OCX) more within a six month period. As he was still

preoccupied with Home Defence, Lord Roberts feared that the ful¬

filment of these demands would leave the United Kingdom bereft of an

organised force of regular troops. He maintained that two Army Corps

should be retained at home until the auxiliary forces had so improved

that they could take the field without a "stiffening of regular

troops^"?*" Even more disconcerting was the subsequent communication

from Lord Curzon, insisting that the request of Kitchener was liable

for reassessment in vim of the impending completion of the Tashkent-

Orenberg Hallway. With this railway augmenting the fear of an Anglo-

Russian confrontation in Afghanistan, Kitchener increased his require¬

ment by approximately fifty per cent. The Adjutent-General reiterated

the fears of Lord Roberts about denuding the country of organised

Regular forces, albeit "for any other Imp rial purpose," and it was

left to Balfour to mediate between these preferences.

In memoranda, compiled with the aid of statistics and arguments

supplied by :>ir George Clarke, Balfour pontificated upon The -dlitary

Heeds of the 'moire, and related them to his thoughts on Artry Reform.

He insisted that the Indian reinforcements should not exceed 100,000

men for the first twelve months of a war, that a residual Regular

force should not exceed three Divisions, and that a striking force of

two Divisions should remain constantly available for overseas service.

To fulfil these requirements he recomrsended that a long service army

9. Minutes of the 32 C.I.D.Meeting,2.3,04. Cab.2/V32.
10 .Minutes of the 33 C.I.D,Meeting,4.3*04. Cab.2/1/33. Dee also the

Minutes of the 36 C.I.D.Meeting,24.3.04. Cab.2/1/36.
ll.The original intimation by Viscount Curzon is recorded in the Minutes

of the 43 C.I.D.Meeting,DO.5.04. Cab.2/1/43. A record of Lord Kitchener's
revised request for reinforcements totalling 153,000 (this was later
reduced to 143,000) and the consternation of the Adjutant-General,is
in the Minutes of the 57 C.I.D,Meeting,16.11.04. Cab.2/1/57.
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should be created, In which soldiers would serve for 7 years in

the Colours and 5 years in the Reserve, and that this amy should be
12

supported by an improved and enlarged Militia. * In these proposals,

Balfour was seeking to reconcile not only differing military perspec¬

tives but also differing political viewpoints, especially the fears of

the Cabinet over the Militia and the hopes of Araold-Forster for a lor^

and short service Army. However, since the Prime Minister was less

interested in administration than in strategic theory, he used the

cloak of Ministerial Responsibility to refrain from issuing directives

as a 3equel to his pronouncements. As a basis for Army Reform there¬

fore, the proposals were bound to be abortive but, in combination with

the Invasion Report, they affirmed the Premier's support for the mari¬

time view on Home Defence, his belief in an overseas role for the Atmy,
11

and the primary importance of India,

Haldane endorsed these views in Parliament and used them to justify

his Amy Reforms. He reiterated that Homo Defence was no longer a

priority for the Regular Army and posited an imperial purpose for his

expeditionary Force. Above all he based hi3 Amy Reforms upon this

"continuous policy'' and aimed to eradicate any aspect of the Amy

structure incongruent with an overseas purpose."^* In his Memoirs,

Haldane ignores these statements and maintains that his primary concern

was the "new amy problem'* - the defence of the Channel ports and ability

12. A.J.Balfour.A Tjpte on Army Reform and trie Military Deeds of the Dmpire.
22.6.04. Cab.4/1/26B: Supplementary Mote on the Military Meeda of the
Jmnlre. 19.12.04. Mnb.3/V28-'; Our ■ repent Minimum ■'Hilary Require¬
ments and Proposals for fulfilling them by a Reorganisation of the
Regular Army and Militia. 24.2,05. Arnold-Forster Mss.,B.M.Add.Kss.
50309? and the Memorandum by the Prime sinister on Amy Reorganisation.
30.3.05. Cab.37/75/54.

13. Pari.Deb.. Fourth Ser.,Vol.146, 11.5.05, cols. 67-83.
14. Pari.Deb.. Fourth Ser.,Vol.153, 8.3.06, col3. 664-670 and Vol.160,

12.7.06. cols.1080-1081.
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to implement the Anglo-French entente, °lr Edward Grey had

brought thl3 issue to his attention on 8 January 1906, and the General

Gtaff had subsequently revealed that it could only land 30,100 men on

the Continent after two months preparation. Thereupon, Haldane claims

that he settled upon an improvement in this capability and the fulfil-
15a

nent of this strategic objective as the basis of Ids Army Reform.

Undoubtedly, this became the principal purpose for the reformed Army

but it was not a consideration when Haldane embarked upon his programme.

Prior to becoming Secretary of State for War, he was not bereft of

strategic ideas. He had served on an Explosives Committee since Kay

1900, and had formed contacts with several Blue ater enthusiasts

notably J.R. Thursfield, the Naval correspondent of The Times, and

Admiral Fisher. He wholly agreed with Blue Water principles on Home

Defence and claimed as early as 25 August 1901:

The navy jig: the nation more than any other external feature.
And here as to training there is a striking open controversy
& as to the relation of military to naval policy about defence
there is another.

On entering the War Office, he determined to follow up the initiative

of Balfour and Arnold-Forater and jettison the priority of Home Defence.

In his firat Kemorandum, completed before his meeting with Sir ftIward

Grey, Haldane underlined that an overseas strategic role would form the

15. See Sir E.Gray to Haldane,8.1.06. Haldane Mes.,N.L.S., MS.5907,ff .30
and R.B.Haldane,Femorandum of events between 1906-1915, pp.33-34.
Haldane Kss.,N.L.S., HS.5919. For Haldane's retrospective assessments,
see Haldane.Before the War (Lon«.1902). pp.30-31 and Haldane,
An Autobiography (Lon..1929). p.187.

16. it.3.Haldane to J.R.Thursfield,25.8.01. Haldane Mss.,N.L.S.,16.5905,
ff.lDl. Ha maintained these contacts throughout the period 1901-05,
Sec the lettere from Haldane to Thursfield,16.9.01j to Lord Hosebery,
9.1.02; and to Thursfield, 5.3.05 and 13.5.05. Haldane Kss.,N.L.S.,
IS.5905, ff.106,158 and M3.5906, ff.162.167.
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bedrock of his Regular Army Reform.

To tills extent there was a continuous strategic policy, although

Haldane exaggerated its relevance in Parliament to conceal from his

Liberal colleagues the new departure in Continental planning. Imperial

mill tars'- requirements did not justify an Expeditionary Force of 160,000

men but from a Liberal perspective this was a more acceptable purpose

than preparation for war with Germany.^* Nevertheless, Haldane

authorised staff talks with France and allowed military planning to

proceed upon the presumption of British involvement in a Continental

war. This was vital for the mobilisation arrangements of the Director

of Military Operations and, in the retrospective opinion of H&ldane^ for

the foundation of tire British Expeditionary Force. But,even if the

Expeditionary Force gained a specific strategic purpose in January

1906, this did not mean that it differed as an organisational concept

from the Field Force of 1895. Indeed its only distinctive features

'were the freedom from any commitment to Home Defence, and a degree of
19

internal completeness which had never been attained before. This

completeness was the product of three innovations; the designation of

17. "Our wars take place so far as the actual fighting is concerned,
mainly oven-sea, at a long distance, and we require an Amy wholly
different from that of any other nation." Haldane, A Preliminary

o orandun on the present situation. : einr a rough note for con¬

sideration by the Members of the Amy Council, l.l.Oo.para.S.
Haldane Kss.,N.L.3.,M3.5918,ff.44.

18. A.J.Anthony Morris, op.cit..p.3Q.
19. Haldane'0 private secrotary,Col•G»r. 1111son who worked with him at

Cloan during Christmas 1905, on the concept of an Expeditionary
Force, claimed that it, "was in principle identical with the Field
Force of 1895" and that it was only distinctive inasmuch as it was,
"not intended solely for home defence but...for offensive action
overseas." Lt.Gen.G.F.jHison, 'Reminiscences1, Lancashire Lad
(Feb.,1936), pp.8-9. .
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new military units in the six large Divisions (each of three

brigades) utilising 66 Line battalions and 6 Guards battalions to

complement the four Cavalry Brigades; the advance provision of the

ancillary services in the manning of the ammunition columns, trans¬

port, supply, clerical, medical and veterinary services; and the

maintenance of a draft level in peace able to offset the first six

months war wastage (at 40!^' of all ranks and arms). *

In Before the War. Hald&ne claims that the large divisions were

created as self-contained units capable of rapid adjustment from con¬

ditions of peace to participation in Continental warfare. Indeed he

asserts that the previous formations were considered obsolete inasmuch
21

as they failed to accord with ''modern Continental principles. *"

These considerations, however, do not appear to have preoccupied either

Haldane or the Army Council when they examined the issue. In his

"econd S'emorandum. Haldane questioned the existing war establishments

on one count only - the differences between the war establishments at

home and those in India. He noted that the amy in India eschewed

amy corps, relied upon large divisions of three brigades and battalions

of four strong companies, whereas the tame army retained an army corps

organisation, divisions comprised of two brigades and battalions based

20. As outlined in July 1906, the Expeditionary Force included 5,546
officers and 154,074 other ramks. The ancillary services and drafts
amounted to 30,857 and 56,285 men respectively. The Colours were
expected to provide 50,OCX) men, the Reserve 70,000 and the troops
raised on a Militia basis 30,000 men. Haldane.Memorandom on Army
ileorganlsation. 30.7.06, Appendix. Haig I"ss.,N.L. .,Vol.32a.

21. Haldane noted that Britain possessed a good reserve. "But that
reserve was not organised in great self-contained divisions which
would be required for fighting against armies organised for rapid
action on modem Continental principles. Its formations in peace
time were not those which would be required in such a war."
Haldane, Before the Ear (Ion.,1920), pp.31-32.
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upon eight small companies. He urged agreement upon common

principles of organisation because!

these and similar differences in war establishments must
prove detrimental in war should the two armies ever be
required to act together.22*
Sir George Clarke and the Army Council echoed these arguments

23
and urged a co-ordination of the home and Indian armies. Their

support for large divisions also reflected a widely-held belief that

an army corps was not a relevant formation for British military require¬

ments. Originally borrowed from the Continent -when army corps were

localised and rigidly maintained at the ready for mobilisation, the

formation was never applicable, other than in term3 of administration,

for an army whose peacetime purpose was the provision of drafts and

reliefs for foreign garrisons. In the Couth African ar, the British

Army had ignored its corps formation and functioned in smaller units to

campaign in a vast theatre of operations and overcome a scattered enemy.

The only advantage in retaining the army corps was that it enabled the

establishment of a permanent corps staff and thereby removed the need

for improvisation should a combination of divisions be required in

practice. As this was a rare occurrence and a3 it was easier to form

a corp3 staff than individual staffs for three divisions, Sir 'William

Nicholson - the general whom Haldane had restored to the Army Council as

22. R.8. Haldane, Second i'emorandum. 1.2.06, para.9. Haig Mss.,N.L.S.,
Vol.32a.

23. "I have got from Clarke an admirable -emorandum on Organisation..•
He i3 probably right about the Divisional organisation being the
best... Clarke's plan renders co-ordination with the Indian Army
easy." Haldane to Ssher, 4.2.06. HaldanefFss., N.L.3., I'D.5907,
ff.23. "ee also the 77 "eeting of the Army Council, Precis No.278,
21.6.06. W.0.163/11.
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a potential successor to the Chief of the General Staff -

argued that the advantages of divisions were so marginal that they

failed to justify disturbing the status quo# Nevertheless, the

majority of the Council resolved in favour of large divisions as tac¬

tically more flexible and generally more suitable'to the size and
25

requirements of the British Army# In short, an awareness of

previous tactical experience and existing Indian practice was more

important in the decision than prescience about the nature of a

Continental war.

The second characteristic of Haldanc's Mew Model Army was the

provision in advance of mobilisation of all the ancillary services

required by the Expeditionary Force. As Haldane perceived, this was

a prerequisite in the armies of France and Germany, where the mobilisa¬

tion time-tables were too precise and short to admit delay in the im-

provisation of essential services#- * This perception amplified the

earlier resolution to organise a fully equipped and quickly transported

Expeditionary Force, but did not determine its method of organisation.

Since economic reasons precluded the use of Regular troops in the

ancillary services, Haldane had to consider the use of Militia for this

purpose. As an organisation, the Militia urgently required reform.

It was 37,000 men short of its 131,000 man Establishment; its cost .

amounted to about £2,000,000 per annum; 46 of the 124 battalions were

under 500 men in strength; and a large number of the strength were under

20 years of age# The force also lacked any strategic purpose now that

Home Defence had been established as a purely naval concern, and it only

served one function, which it bitterly resented, that of providing some

24# At least this is what Nicholson presumed from his interview with
Haldane, See Sir W.G.Nicholson to Lord Roberts,14#12#05# Roberts Mas.,
N.A.M.,W52/129.

25# 77 Meeting of the Amy Council, Precis No.278, 21.6.06. W.0.163/11.
Pari.Deb.. Fourth Ser.,Vol.153, 8.3.06, col.673.
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12,000 recruits per annum for the Regular Line. Although

Haldane had accepted the need for Militia Reform before he was aware

that the Army was so unprepared for a Continental war, it wa3 only

after this revelation that he took his ideas to their logical coiv

elusion - the utilisation of the Filitia for the support of the

Expeditionary Force. In otter words, the Continental strategy may

have provided the impetus, if not the idea, for the creation of a two

line Array.

The immediate problem in the provision of ancillary services was

the inability to mobilise 51 of the 93 Field Artillery batteries.

After the rearmament with quick-firing guns, the Field Artillery

required a considerable increase in the size and length of the ammuni¬

tion columns, and an additional 10,000 men for the purpose of immediate

mobilisation. To provide these men, Haldane hoped to embody the

majority of the 13,000 to 14,000 Militia Garrison Artillerymen who had

been relieved of their former duties by the revision of coastal defence

policy. Acting upon the suggestion of Colonel Blake from the North¬

umberland Mlitia, he resolved to train these man in the duties of

ammunition columns and gunneiy on a non Tegular basis, in 36 Reserve

batteries including the 6 batteries returned from Gouth Africa. He

allocated the remaining 63 batteries to the Expeditionary force (on

the standard of 5 guns per 1,000 bayonets), and to maximise economy

27. In his first Memorandum, Haldane hoped to establish the Militia,
"as a real lieserve, no longer to be described as 'Auxiliary', but
as an integral portion of the British Array," although he eschewed
the idea of making the Mlitia liable for foreign service. However,
in his second Memorandum, he clearly indicated that the Territorial
and Expeditionary Forces were to form echelons of the same Array and
that the Filitia should support the Expeditionary Force. Compare,
Haldane, A Preliminary' Memorandum on the present situation. Being

a rough note for consideration by the Members of the Array Council.
1.1.06. oara.B. iialiane Hss.. N.L.S.. FS.591B. and Haldane, Second
Memorandum. 1.2.06, para.19. Haig Mss,,N.L.S.,Vol.32a.
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while ensuring the production of overseas drafts, he authorised

that 81 of the six gun batteries should remain on a four gun peace

establishment while the other 18 Reserve batteries should operate on

a two gun basis for training. In short, Haldane established that

ammunition columns and other ancillary services could be manned by

civilians, in receipt of part-time training from Regular instructors,

and should be obligated to 3erve abroad with their instructors in time
„ 28.

of war.

The third feature of these Reforms was the advance provision of

drafts to obviate the initial wastage of war. The primary consider¬

ation was an estimate of the likely draft and to provide th® calcula¬

tion, Haldane relied entirely upon the Memorandum drawn up in H.T.I,

on astame in Mar. The paper presumed that in a Continental war the

scale and rate of wastage would markedly exceed anything previously

experienced by the British Amy, It claimed that modern weaponry

would produce heavier casualties than in the imperial wars, with the

exception of a war against Russia on the North-West Frontier, where

the losses from sickness would prove an additional burden. It also

presumed that the proximity of the Continental belligerents, and their

rapid mobilisation schedules, would produce those casualties at an

earlier period in the campaign. Indeed, the Memorandum claimed that

the likelihood of decisive engagements within weeks or even days of

the outbreak of hostilities posed a different problem from any con¬

fronted in colonial warfare. Consequently, it covered both the

28. arl.Deb.. Fourth Ser.,Vol.160,12.7.06,cols.1088-1098 and 87
Keating of the Army Council,1.2.07, W.0.163/12. Brodrlck criticised
this policy because it abandoned his own attempt to raise a large
Artillery Reserve on the basis of 3 years service in the Colours
and 9 years In the deserve. Haldane, however, feared that suffic¬
ient 3 year men might not extend their service for draft finding
purposes and that the Reservists might not be able to handle the
new quick-firing guns. Compare, Brodrlck, Memorandum, undated.
Kldleton Mss.,P.R.O. 30/67/25 and Haldane.Memorandum on Army
Organisation. 30.7.06, paras.3 and 10. Haig Kss.,N.L.S.,Vol.32a.
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proportion of drafts required and the rate of their despatch.

To calculate the total draft requirement, the M.T.I, relied upon

previous estimates of wastage and recent military experience. Prior

to the d0uth African War, the Array operated upon the estimate of

Surgeon-General Jameson that the minimum waste would be 10$ per

quarter - a figure preferred to the 10/ per month conjectured by Sir

John Ardagh upon the experience of the Franco-Prussian ar. After

the ar, ir T.Kelly-Kenny reckoned that an annual draft of 60% for

Infantry units, 50$ for Cavalry and 40/ for Artillery would have main¬

tained the war strength of all unite. However, the doers did not

possess any quick-firing artillery and the loss from wounds, especially

by the Cavalry and Artillery, was relatively slight (over two thirds

of the casualties were caused by disease). The wastage totals were

markedly higher in the Russo-Japanese War, the first war in which both

sides possessed a full array of modern technology. Captain dolman

gauged the annual rate of 'wastage within the Russian Field Force

(246,000 all ranks), at 65$ exclusive of another 4/ constantly sick or

wounded. Aven this was an optimistic calculation since it ignored

the forces at Port Arthur and Vladivostock. When these troops were

included, the official return recorded 238,996 casualties from all

causes in the period February 1904 to September 1905. The victorious

Japanese did not fare any better with an annual wastage of 95$ from

their field army of 250,(XX) men. The overall proportion of casualties

was not only larger but it also included a greater percentage of war

wounded. In the Japanese wastage, 43/ came from wounds (13/ of these

29. Memorandum drawn up in T.I. on astage in ar, 26.4.06. W.0,32/
8813. M.T.I, was a branch of the Directo ratlToT Military Training.
The Director of Military Training was Sir Frederick W.Ctopford
who endorsed the Memorandum in a minute dated 27.4.06. '■» .0.32/8813.
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died); 48/ from disease (4/ died); and 4/ were constantly sick.

These casualties were so enomous and so beyond anything previously

recorded, that the M.T.I, could not believe that they night be equalled

or even exceeded in the future. Instead it simply fixed the annual

draft requirements at a level between those experienced in the South

African and Russo-Japanese Wars (i.e. 80: for Infantry, 70/ for

Cavalry and Mounted Infantry, 60 for rtillery, 40/ for engineers,

30,' for Staff and Departmental services, and 20% for services on

30
lines of communication).

On the rate of despatch to a European theatre of operations, the

M.T.I, established that previous calculations based upon imperial wars

were no longer relevant. Prior to the South African War, the Arny

had envisaged a despatch of drafts every quarter, although it improvised

in the ,'sr and sent drafts whenever the transport was available. The

South African War however, was an unreliable precedent since it did not

occasion any early decisive engagements so likely in a -uropean ar.

As the M.T.I, underlined, the battles would not only occur earlier in a

European ' ar, but could also result in considerable wastage. It com¬

pared the Couth African experience with the opening battles between

major military powers from Bull Run (1861) to the Passage of the Yalu

(April 1904), contrasting the British losses of approximately 4f in

December 1899 (excluding the 24/ loss at Stomberg which was largely

composed of prisoners) with the 10/ and 14/ lost by Trance and Prussia

30. In other words, what Haldane described as "calculated pretty
accurately" was a mere guess. As the Memorandum stated, "by
estimating for rather less than was required in this latest of
great wars, and rather more than was incurred previous to it,
we should arrive at a normal scale for which we must prepare."
Compare, Pari.Cab.. Fourth Ser., Vol.l60, 12.7.06, col.1098 and
?VT. I.Memorandum, cro.cit.
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in August 16?0; the 33$ and 13: suffered by Russia and Turkey

in July 1377} and the 347' incurred by ' ussia at the Passage of the Yalu.

To offset this rate and scale of carnage, the M.T.I, recommended that

drafts should be available in the theatre of operations before the losses

incurred. In particular it stipulated that the drafts for the first

six months had to be mobilised with the xpeditionary 'once, and had to
31

consist of fully trained and fit men. *

Haldane accepted the conclusion of the Memorandum that the

Expeditionary Force required 56,000 men to offset the first six months

war wastage and looked to the Militia to provide this draft. In three

meotings during tire summer and autumn of 1906, the Militia Colonels

refused to supply the wartime drafts, and this recalcitrance compelled
32the formation of the Special Reserve, a semi-professional force of

seventy-four battalions intended to support the seventy-four pairs of

Regular battalions. In peacetime each Special Reserve battalion

remained as a cadre with its 500-600 rank-and-file enlisted for a six

year period. During their service the recruits received an initial

course of 3ix months training under Regular officers, followed by three

31. Apart fro® battle casualties the Amy had to provide against losses
among the Reservists unaccustomed to long marches. Hence, the M.T.I,
recommended an adherence to the visual mobilisation of 10* surplus
to each war establishment and the despatch of drafts amounting to
10-20* of the Expeditionary Force within the first six weeks of the
campaign. Over the six month period, it urged the despatch of
drafts amounting to 44$ of Infantry, 40$ Cavalry and Mounted
Infantry, 36 '■ Artillery, 22/ ngineer3, 18$ staff and departments
and 10a lines of communication. M.T.I.Memorandum, op.cit.

32. Formerly the Militia Reserve had provided drafts (i.e. the 30,000
Militiamen who received a bounty of £1 per annum to commit them¬
selves to service abroad in wartime). The Militia Colonels dis¬
liked the process and secured the abolition of tire Militia Reserve
in 1902, On Haldane's desire to provide drafts from the Militia,
see R.3. Haldane, Macond "emorandum. 1.2.06, para.19. Kaig Mss.,
N.L.S.,7ol.32a. For the opposition of the Militia Colonels at the
meetings on 22.5.06, 26-27.6.06 and in autumn 1906 at the home of
Lord Derby, see Col. J.K.Dunlop, The Development of the British
Amy 1899-1914 (Lon.,1938),pp.26H2^:
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weeks training per annum for the rest of their engagement. In

wartime, the special Reserve unlike the 1 iiltia, was under an obliga¬

tion to serve abroad, and the cadres were liable for expansion to 3us-

tain the replenishment of the front-line forces. To furnish this

Reserve, Haldane presumed that the core of toe existing 1 ilitia (strength

94,003 men) would transfer on a bounty of £2 per man. A substantial

proportion did transfer but the Special Reserve never realised to full

establishment (76,166 men). The new force was more dependable for

the Army and cheaper for the ar Office, but in March 1914, it was still

13,699 men short of it3 establishment and included in its strength some

294 under 20 years of age.~^*
In sum the retrospective writings of lialdane exaggerate the

influence of the Continental strategy upon his Regular Army Reforms.

Undoubtedly a Continental purpose was important as a focus for mobilisa¬

tion planning and as a positive strategic alternative to Home Defence.

It also provided an incentive to realise the oft-repeated intention to

create a fully equipped Expeditionary Force, ready for immediate des¬

patch. Nevertheless, Continental requirements neither determined the

size of tire Expeditionary Force, nor its organisation in large divisions,

nor its utilisation of non-Regular troops for the provision of ancillary

services and wartime drafts. Even in the estimation of war wastage,

the M.T.I, concentrated upon previous wars for indications on the amount

33. Haldane, Considerations Governing the "cace strength of the British
Armv. 1.2^07, paras. 7-8. Cab.37/86/11.

34. At firet Haldane reported a 70a turnover from the ranks and an 804
turnover from the officers of the "ilitia. Pari.Deb.. Fourth 5er.,
Vol.193, 27.7.08, cols. 894-895. However this was not maintained
and shortages were still reported on the eve of the War, see Pari.
neb.. Fifth 3er., Vol.59, 11.3.14, cols.1245 and 1256. As "unlop
remarked, "in gross and in detail toe Fpecial Reserve was some¬
thing new; it was not the old Militia." Dunlop, on.cit.. p.27?.
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and rate of wastage, and revealed little or no prescience

about the future scale and character of the war in Flanders. In

other words, the structural Army Reforms of Haldane were founded upon,

and occasionally restricted by, more mundane considerations than a

perception of the future war in Europe,
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l.
Chapter 10

The "pcial Origins of the T'ilitarv Leadership in the

post Boer "ar period

"The fact must be faced that the military profession has

not been hitherto associated with protracted periods of hard work,

nor are lrabit3 of industry to be acquired in a day,"

i,enort of the Committee appointed to consider the education and

Training of Officers of the Army. Cd.982 (1902), X, p»36.

Chapter 10 examines the thesis that the officer corps lacked

professionalism in the South African War because of its gentlemanly

ideals and social origins, and that it became more professional during

the Adwardian years. The chapter analyses the military leadership by

social type, region, rural/urban origins and war service record to

conclude that there was not any significant difference between the

senior officers in 1914 and those in 1899 other than in wartime

service. It claims that the officer corps was relatively homogeneous

in social, political and religious composition, and that the Amy did

not have to change socially before it improved professionally.
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During the "outh African War, the newspaper critics argued

that the exclusive recruitment from the sons of the nobility and gentiy

had peroetuated an officer gentleman tradition to the detriment of

military efficiency. As the Military Correspondent of the • estrrinster

Gazette remarkeds

We need an army which is an up to date fighting machine not
a mere organisation for the purpose of providing an elegant
employment for the leisure hours of the wealthy classes.

Inefficiency and lack of professionalism, therefore, were attributed

to the gentlemanly ideals and provenance of the officers. Since this

explanation has been accepted and placed in juxtaposition with the
<* 2

appearance of a 'professional' officer corps in 1914, *the social com¬

position of the officers ought to be examined to measure any change

in the intervening period.

In an analysis of the social composition of the officer corps,

there will be no attempt to follow the previous approaches in their
3

endeavour to relate educational background to social type. Given

Capt.W.O.Calrnes.The Absent-Minded War (ion.,1900),p.146. See also
A Subaltern's Letters to His Life (Lon.,1901),pp.63—64; A British
Field Officer, The Amy and the Press (Lon.,1900),p.26; and 'The
New Model Officer' .C'ornhlll ! agazins.new series, 7ol.HI (June
1900),pp. 722-728.

2. Whereas in the British Expeditionary Force,"its officers were all
professionals," in 1899, the lack of professionalism in the Arry,
"derived, as for two centuries, from recruiting the officers from
a leisured class to whom professionalism too often appeared as
vulgar careerism." C.Bamett.Britain and Her Army. 1509-1970 (Ion.,
1970),pp.372 and 344.

3. For example Anthony Sampson,who thought that the correlation of the
educational background of "an4hurst cadets in the years 1891 and
1961 was peculiarly significant. A. Sampson, Anatomy of Britain
(l<on.,1962),pp.259-260. See also the articles and dissertation by
C.B.Otley in 'Public School and the Amy' .New "oc 1ety.7ol.8,no.2-16
(17 November 1966); 'The Educational Background of British Array
Officers'.Sociology.Vol.7.no.2 (May,1973); and 'The Origins and
Recruitment of the British Army Elite,1870-1959', unpublished PH.D.
thesis, University of Hull,1965,pp.56-81.
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the dearth of background information on the officer corps, these

examinations especially by A.H.H. MacLean, Public "chools and the ar

in "outh Africa 1899-1902 and Public "chools and the Oreat ' "ar. offer

a quantitative precision but little explanatory reasoning. To state

that 62% of the Regular Officers in the "outh African War came from

public schools, with 41:' from the ten great public schools and 11% from

Eton alone, does not indicate that these schools exercised a decisive
L

influence in predisposing their pupils towards a military career.

Admittedly, some schools had army classes and cadet corps, and most

preserved an ethos and life style which harmonized with military

values. Nevertheless, the proportion of pupils idio undertook sub¬

sequent service in the Regular Army was relatively small, and the only

schools in which more than one fifth of their leavers in the period

1800-1899 served in the South African War were Eton, Harrow and helling-

ton. * Even service in the cadet corps was not an invariable sign of

incipient militarism: it frequently reflected the bleak alternative

between compulsory winter drill on military lines, or the marginally

more interesting drill of the cadet corps. Indeed while the military

flavour of public school life may have attracted or predisposed some

pupils towards the Regular Army, it may also have deterred or disen¬

chanted others; education therefore, is not a particularly useful

guide as an independent variable."*
4. A.H.K.HacLean.Public Schools and the .'ar in South Africa (Lon.,

1902),p.12,
5. From the school leavers in the period 1880-1899, who served in South

Africa, Eton recorded 28.75S&,Harrow 21.25% and Wellington 21The
fourth school,Cheltenham,contributed 15.75%. See.A.H.H.Macbean.op.cit.
p.19.

6. As the commentators on Winchester remark,"All that one can say, at
a minimum, is that the military flavour of Winchester life and the
tendency of ' ykehamists to choose military careers in large numbers
are both legacies of the same gentry tradition." T.J.H.Bishop and
R.Wilkinson, inchester and the Public "chool lite (Inn.,1967),p.73.



similarly, the analysis vd.ll not follow the approach of a

previous study which has relied upon the admission registers at the

Royal Military College, "andhurst and the Royal Military Academy,
7V'oolwich for information on the officer corps. Although these

registers provide accurate information on the background of the

cadets, they are less useful as sources for a study of the officer

corps because Sandhurst and Woolwich were not the only sources of

officer supply. To maintain a sufficient number of officers, especially

in wartime, the Army commissioned officers from the Militia and to a

lesser extent, from the ranks. The Army also nominated officers to

replenish the shortages which occurred in the Cavalry and the Guards

after the South African War. During the period 1885-1906, Sandhurst

and "oolwich only furnished 9,021 officers out of the 16,472 officers
g

commissioned, approximately 55:" of the annual intake. * Furthermore

this composition may have been distorted in social composition. As

Sandhurst and Woolwich provided free places for the orphans of military

fathers and reduced fees for the sons of low-rankir^ officers, the in¬

stitutions may have attracted a disproportionately large number of

sons from Service families. * Finally, since a substantial number of

officers only served on a short conraission and then left the Rervice^*
7. C.R.Otleyj'The Rocial Origins of British Army Officers'.Rociological

Review.Vol•13,No.2 (July,1970),pp•213-239.
8. These statistics are summarised from those included in the Return as

to the Number of Commissions granted during each of the years 1885
to 1906 inclusive(in continuation of Parliamentary Paper No.153 of
Session 1903)."liollll (1907) .aJx. pp.3-5.

9. C.B.Otley,'The Social Origins of British Army Officers'. oelological
Review.Vol.l8.no.2 (Ally,1970),pp.233 and 238.

10.For example,605 officers were commissioned in 1891$ Only 513 of
these officers were still in service in 1893 (35$) and only 313 in
1910 (52$) .Rome 407 of the original 605 officers -were graduates from
Sandhurst and Woolwich. Only 347 of these officers were still in
service in 1893 (86$) and only 221 in 1910 (55$). These statistics
were drawn from the Army lists for the years 1891,1898 and 1910.
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this casts doubt on the assumption that a sample of the cadet

intake in one year will provide accurate information on the middle-

ranking and senior officers of future years. In short, the officer

corps can only be examined by studying the officers who were serving

on the Active List in the period under consideration.

'Use approach which has been adopted, endeavours to compare the

officer corps in the social types, who upheld the officer gentleman

tradition in 1-099, with their equivalent groupings in 1914. The

approach neither presumes a statistical precision nor the existence

of wholly separate groups within the officer corpss it merely recog¬

nises that there may have been differences of status and prestige

within the regimental mess, and that these may have been perceived at

the time. Furthermore, it emphasises that the paramount concern of

the officer gentleman tradition was the maintenance of social standards

(it did rot merely presume a private income, but it also presumed the

disposal of that income in a manner satisfactory to brother officers

and in keeping with the customs of the regiment). Hence, some per¬

ception of the different social types who were especially, if by no

means exclusively, identified with this tradition may form the basis

of the comparison between the officers in both periods. The first

two groups considered are the peerage and the landed gentry - divided

by the title, greater wealth and prestige of the former - who constituted

the two traditional sources of officer recruitment. Where officers in

other categories had close connections with the titled aristocracy or

gentry, they have been judged membersof the landed classes. The

third type covers self-recruitment within the Regular Army, those who

entered the service as the sons of professional soldiers. The fourth

and fifth types also comprise traditionally recognised sources of

gentility namely, the Church of England and the professions (i.e.doctors,
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barristers, architects and those in the civil service - home,

diplomatic or I.C.5.). The final category includes parents who were

merchants, teachers, engineers, small farmers and in the case of Wajor-

General J.I3. Hichardson, an'Arctic Traveller', who were not necessarily-

less genteel, but were either too small or too obscure or too wanting

in detail to warrant a separate category.

There are difficulties however, in selecting a sample of the

officer corps for analysis. ' random sample of the entire home

establishment in each of the years 1899 and 1911 is precluded for

several reasons. In the first place, there is a dearth of biographical

informations the Army lists only provide name, rank and service record,

and the Army Records Centre refuses to divulge private information to

third parties. This diminishes the precision with which the senior

ranks can be studied and raiders even more unlikely the prospect of

effectively examining the junior officers. The difficulty is augmented

in the case of the subalterns serving in 1914 because many of them faded

into obscurity with the carnage of the First World War. As such, the

analysis concentrates upon the Colonels and Generals on the Active list,

excluding those in the Indian Army, the A.f.C. and R.A.M.C. in the

years 1399 and 1914. For some impression of junior of fleers an analysis

is also offered of the officers who composed the staff for the First Army

Corps in 1899» In each instance, the aim is not statistical exactness
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but some idea of the relative proportions involved. #

Table 1: The, '"octal Background of the Miliary Leadership In 1899 and
1914.1**

Group COLONELS GENERALS
1899

%
1914

%
1899

%
1914

%

Peerage 13 8 13 H

Gentry 14 17 23 17

Armed Services 28 28 26 33

Church 12 13 10 8

Professions and public
service 7 7 7 5

Other 15 20 13 20

Don't Know 11 7 8 3

TOTAL 100 100 100 100

fJumber (129) (119) (111) (116)

11. Once tables of 4"fleers were obtained from the relevant Army Lists,
background information was acquired in the volumes of Who was Who
(1897-1970); Dictionary of National Biography; Who's ^ho; Men of
the Time: and Who's Who at the War (Ion..1900). More detailed
information was found in J.Batman, Great Landowners of England
(Lon.,1883) and E.Walford (ed.), County Families" o£ the United
Kingdom (2 Vols.,Lon.,1868). On the officers who were not suffic¬
iently"famous to warrant inclusion in these reference works,other
sources were probed (a) the regimental records and museums with
varying degrees of success; (b) the South African War /etcrana
Association, which was in a state of hopeless disarray having
lost three secretaries and the membership rolls within the last
two years; (c) the obituaries of various officers in ftp
London Gazette and Service papers; and (d) the registers of 25
public schools.

12. The Military Leadership includes all Field Marshals, Generals,
Lieutenant-Generals, and Kajor-Oenerals on the Active List, and
a random sample of one third of each list of active Colonels.
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Table 2: The "petal background of the staff allocated to the

F^rst Arny C9rp? 18^t &T
Group

Amy Colonels It ?%jors Captains Lieutenants
Corps Lt.-Colonels

% /O % % %

Peerage 15 9 13 16 29

Gentry 18 20 15 19 16

Armed Services 28 27 38 21 23

Church 7 10 11 1 3

Professions and
public service 6 7 6 8 3

Other 14 17 11 18 10

Pon't Know 12 10 6 17 16

TOTAL 100 100 100 100 100

Number (245) (70) (71) (73) (31;

The tables on social composition reveal little difference between

the military leadership in 1899 and 1914 (a predictable point since the

Generals in 1914 had joined the service in the 1870s and the Colonels

in the 1880s and 1890s). The preponderant degree of self-recruitment

and the substantial contribution of the landed aristocracy are evident

in both periods. This confirms the element of family tradition so

frequently mentioned in the memoirs of Army officers. However these

memoirs, although limited as sources for career motivation, (i.e. they

are few in number, restricted to successful soldiers and perforce

impressionistic on childhood and adolescent experiences) still reflect

that the element of family tradition was sustained in different ways

by different families. In the first place, there were examples where

it was a wholly positive influence with both the parents and the

children willing to perpetuate a military connection often stretching

back over several generations. 2v«i if allowance is made for an

13. The "taff analysed exclude the 13 Generals and 1 Surgeon General.
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idealistic impression of childhood, this category covers the

majority of families 1th a service background.1^* On the other hand,

family traditions were sometimes preserved by filial determination in

snite of parental discouragement: in these instances the fear of the

son incurring financial hardship was the usual concern of the parents.1''*
here there were conflicting family traditions (e.g. naval on the

father's side and Array on the mother's) reasons of estate management

sometimes resolved the choice. Both narents dissuaded the Sari of

undonald from following in his father's footsteps, on the premise

that the family had suffered losses of property by being so much at

sea, and that the earldom wotld be better preserved by a military head

of the family,1*'* Finally, the family tradition may have been main¬

tained (in more cases than some would like to remember) by the neek

acquiescence of the son concerned. Only a writer so candid as lord

Wnvell would recollect:

I never felt any special inclination to a military career,
but it would have taken more independence of character than
I possessed at the time to avoid it. Nearly all my relations
were military, I had been brought up amongst soldiers; and
my father, while professing to give me complete liberty of
choice, wa3 determined that I should be soldier. I had no
particular bent towards any other profession, and I took the
line of least resistance.3-'*

14• mong the officers who gladly followed the family tradition were Sir
H.Gough, Sir Ian Hamilton, Sir Horace Smith-Dorrien and Viscount
olseley, see 3en.rir H.Gough.Soldiering On(Lon..l954).,r>.27: Sir H.

Smith-Sorrien.Memories of Forty-Sight Years Serviced ion.. 192 5) ,fi«2|
and Field Marshal Viscount olselgy.The Story of a Soldier's Life
(2 Vols.,Ion.,1903),Vol.I,p.5.

15* General Abraham noberts hoped that,"Freddy will remain at home" and
that "If Freddy is clever,I hope he will not think of the Army,"
quoted in Field Marshal -arl Ftobcrts.I ett-ers written -urarr the
Indian Futlnv( Lon., 1924),preface,p.XVII•

16. Sari of Dundonald, My Army Life (Lon.,1926),p.4.
17. Quoted in John Connell, avell. cholar and oilier (Lon.,1964),p«34.
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Contrasting patterns of career motivation are also

apparent in the officers who emerged from non-service families. In

the first place, some had resolved to pursue a military careor in

soite of their parents, and had to overcome their bias either in favour

of a civilian profession or against a military career (viewed by many
18

as bereft of prospects and only fit for the fool of the family). * On

the other hand, some had attempted to fulfil their parents' civilian

ambitions but had found them beyond their capabilities. For these

individuals, failxire in the University or Indian Civil Cervice examina¬

tions left the Array as the only profession within reach of their
19

academic attainments. Thirdly, there were some who came from non-

service families neither vehemently opposed to the Array nor merely

tolerant of it as a substitute careers on the contrary, they received

every encouragement for their military predelictions. Within this

category comes the father of Fir I1toel Mason-Kacfarlane, vho abandoned

his medical practice in 1896, began to devote all his energies to

Volunteer soldiering, and insisted that his sons should convert his

amateur passion, developed rather late in life, into a professional

18. Among those who defied their parents were Viscount ! ontgomery,whose
father wanted him to enter the Church, see Viscount Montgomery,
The Ftemoirs of Field Marshal Viscount Montgomery of Alamein (Lon,,
1956),p.22, and Sir A.Carton de Wiart,whose father wanted him to
become a lawyer, see A.Carton de Wiart.Happy Odyssey: The Memoirs
of lieutenant-General Mir .drian Carton de , iart (Lon..1950) .p.lo.
Lord Ismay recollected that,"my father was particularly upset at
the idea of my Joining the Indian Cavalry and never tired of telling
the story about the cavalry officer who was 30 stupid that even his
brother officers noticed it." Lord Ismay, The Memoirs of General the
lord Ismay (Ion.,I960), p.4.

19. Among those who failed the I.C.5. examinations but passed the examina¬
tions for ""andhurst were "ir K.Allenby and 'ir H.I'cMahon, and among
those whs failed the University entrance examinations were Baden-
Powell and lord Ismay. Both Baden-Powell and Allenby were con¬
spicuously successful in the Sandhurst examinations. ">ee Field
Karshal avell, llenby, oldier and "tateaman (Lon.,1946),p.25 and
W.Hillcourt, Baden-liweli (Ion..1964).PP.33-34.
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vocation. * Nevertheless, what these patterns reflect is not

so much the salience of parental influence (undoubtedly there were other

factors as important, if not more so, in particular cases), but the

relative lack of career opportunities for the sons of self-assigned

gentlemen. If for some reason, participation in county life, the

professions, Church or civil service was neither desired nor obtainable,

then the Army was one of the few alternative professions which a gentle-
21

man might consider, * When aligned to the element of family tradition,

this artificial restriction helped to preserve the relative homogenity

of the social intake, and thereby the standards and pretensions of the

officer gentleman tradition.

Another factor which ensured the relative homogenity of officer

intake was the connection between the Amy and the land: this is
22

affirmed in Table 3 and In the appended Table on regional background, *

20, iwan Butler, Maaoiv-Mae* The Life of JLieutenant-General ir Woel
"ason-' acfarlana (ion,.1972). P«4,

21, As Wavell recollects, "it was quite natural that some of those who
failed for the Indian Civil Service should turn to the Amy for a
career; in fact, other openings were limited, for commercial
business was not in those days considered a suitable occupation
for a gentleman," Field Marshall Wavell, op.cit,. p.25.

22, Officer recruitment from the area south and east of a line from
the Wash to the Bristol Channel amounted to 44$ and 55$ in 1099
and 1914, whereas the population of that area in 1901 and 3911
only amounted to 35$ of the whole nation. The Army also
recruited heavily from Ireland and Scotland, but disproportion¬
ately little from the North of ling land and the West Midlands,
See, Appendix 17: The Regional Background of the Military Leader-
shin in 1099 and l<fiZT
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Table 3: Hie rural, or urban background of the military

"leadership. *37"
COLONELS GENERALS

1899 1914 1899 1914
% % % %

Estate,farm,village under
1,000 pop# 41 54 44 51

Villages and towns 1,000-
5,000 pop. 27 _ 19 _ 23 __ 23 _

TOTAL RURAL 68 73 67 74

Towns in excess of 5,000
pop. 28 26 __ 29 26

TOTAL URBAN 28 26 29 26
Abroad 4 14 —

TOTAL % 100 100 100 100

Number (90) (73) (79) (69)

As the traditional source for officer recruitment, the county conEiunities

appear to have sustained their connection in the late Victorian period.

ithin their confines, an uncomplicated patriotism and sense of duty

could flourish:- motives, which were reinforced in depressed rural areas

by the lack of alternative economic opportunities. The military connec¬

tion however, was more directly buttressed by the out-of-doors existence

and the enthusiasm for hunting and shooting in county society. Apart

from their relevance to the military activities of the pre-technological

Army, these recreations were zealously pursued in the peacetime service.

Indeed by offering abundant opportunities for sporting and social enter¬

tainment, the Amy enhanced its appeal particularly among the proportion

of peers and their offspring, who had no desire for a military career but

were prepared to undertake a short commission (Table 2).

23. ;ince the estimations of conraunity size were based on the information
available for 1894, they may underestimate the rural proportion,
hee Gassell's Oazeteer of Great Britain and Ireland (6 Vols.,Ion.,
1894).
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The officer intake also appears to have been relatively

uniform in religious and political beliefs. The vast majority of

officers seem to have belonged to Protestant churches, especially the

Church of .ngland. Although precise figures are not available, the

size of this support is indicated by the recruitment from the sons of

Episcopalian ministers, and from the evidence of A.H.H. HacLaan, that

in the Gouth African far less than 1/' of the public school quota of
PL

5,669 regular officers came from Catholic schools. Undoubtedly

the significance of belonging to the Church of England would vary vdth

each individual officer. For 3ome, it might simply reflect the

traditional adherence of their family; for others, the faith itself

with its emphasis upon authority, ceremony and mission may have bolstered

the sense of military duty; and for others especially in Ireland, an

element of patriotic identification may have entwined their religious

and military commitments.

In politics, the exclusive social recruitment, honorific code and

gentlemanly self image of the officer corps suggests that it was a

predominantly Conservative body* Other commentators have disagreed.

They have argued that officers were contemptuous of party politicians,

tliat they only took a 'personal' interest in politics, perceiving tliat

a Conservative Government was more likely to employ their skills than

a Liberal one, and that if they were conservative, this only reflected

the habit of obeying regulations and not any inherent conservative

2.4. The schools were Ptonyhurst which furnished 41 Regular officers
and St.Sdmund's College 'are which furnished ID officers (i.e.51
officers out of the 5,669 provided by the public schools).
A.H.H. T'acLean, op.cit. . pp.12, 16-17.
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instincts. Each of these points may be partially true, but

while the first reflects a coranonplace opinion (voiced in some instances

by those who see no reason to disturb the status quo), the others beg

important questions - why did officers want to employ their skills

and why did they value obedience to regulations? The answers include

a desire to preserve national and imperial interests; a belief in

force or the threat of force as the ultimate arbiter of international

disputes and an overriding desire to serve Crown and Country. These

ideas which comprised part of the officer's corporate ideology were, if

not prerogatives of the Conservative Party, at least more identified

'with the 'national party' than its Liberal and Home Rule opponents.

This neither implies that officers took an active interest in Conser¬

vative politics nor overlooks the presence of Liberal exceptions (e.g.

Sir Redvers Puller, Sir Neville Lyttelton and Sir -villiam Butler were

notable exceptions). But, it does affirm that a connection existed

between the majority of officers and the Conservative Party because of
26

a coincidence of views and perspectives. *

25. "Army officers tended to be Conservative from personal rather than
political considerations." B.J.Bond, The Introduction and Operation
of Short Service and Localization in the British Army. 1868-1892.
unpublished"M.A.thesis (University of London,1962)fp.124. And,"the
English officer had a way of accepting things as they x^ere, but
this probably comes as much from the habit of obeying regulations
as from any Inherent conservative instincts." W.C.Hamer, The British
Amy. Civil—'"illtarv Relations, 1885-1905 (Oxford, 1970), p.17.

26. Oven allowing for Churchillian embellishment, there may be some
substance in his recollection of the Aldersliot reaction to the
election of 1895." Everybody liked Lord Ftosebery because he was
thought to be patriotic. But then he had such bad companions I
These bad companions dragged him down, and he was so weak, 30

they said, that he had to give way to them against his true
convictions. Then too he xvns kept in office by the Irish
Nationalists, who everyone Enew would never be satisfied till they
had broken up the British Empire..." W.B.Churchill, '*y Early Life
(Ion.,1930), p.71.
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Furthermore, the Fouth African 'ar see™3 to have widened

the gulf between the Array and contemporary liberalism. Although the
27

pro-Boer views expressed by some Liberals had horrified lord Kitchener,

some of his staff suspected that the Comanden-in-Chief had curbed his

tactics and risked lives to soothe the sensibilities of domestic

critics. For Colonel J.G. "Wart, vho served on Kitchener's staff and
„ 20

who claimed to be a ''liberal in sentiment", * the expression of

sympathy for the Boers was inexcusable. He claimed that Campbell-

B&nnerman and his supporters had encouraged the enemy, and had thereby-

frustrated effective action in the field, prolonged the war and increased

the toll of British casualties. He was or® of the many officers who

neither forgot nor forgave the Liberal criticism of the Couth African
29

campaign.

If service in South Africa perpetuated the Army's estrangement

from some elements in civilian society, it nlao ensured that the military

leadership would gain invaluable experience in war. To promote a more

professional attitude in peacetime training (i.e. a training which

endeavoured to perfect the necessary skills for a successful performance

in war), the Army had to depend upon a leadership able to perceive the

requirements of contemporary warfare and able to relate them to the
'30

peacetime training. What served as a benchmark for the poet-war

2?. He regarded Guerilla ">'i&r written by '.Harcourt as,"a most pernicious
publication. I have little doubt it will have the effect of making
the war go on for three months longer than it otherwise would have
done." Lord Kitchener to Brodrick,6.12.01. Kitchener rss.,P.H.O.
30/57/22.

26, Sir J.G.Jjwart, Diary, 16.1.06. wart l ss.,itor 122.
2,9. "How many brave men - how many of my friends - would now be alive,if

Carapbell-Bannerman,Lloyd George,Ftead and Co.had possessed a. decent
sense of patriotism!" Bwart#Diary,24,5.01. Fee also the Diary
entries for 16.2.01,3.3.01,10.3.01,10.7.01,12.8,01 and 1.1.02.
wart . ss.,item 122.

30. The manner in which senior officers and those responsible for military-
training reformed training and tactics in the Edwardian Army will
be discussed in Section 6.
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reform was the military experience in South Africa. Indeed

the incentive furnished by the wartime service of the post-war

leadership was one respect in which there wa3 a significant difference

between the pre and post-war leaderships.

T- .ble 4: The ar ' orvice . ecords of the ' ilitary -Leadership in 1699 and

COLONELS GENERALS
1899 1914 1899 1914

% % % %

"Ear Service 67 89 92 98
No War Service 33 11 8 2

TOTAL % 100 100 100 100

Number (385) (356) (111) (116)

Apart from wartime service, lowever, there was little change in

either social composition or political and religious outlook between

the senior officers in 1914 and their predecessors in 1899. Admittedly,

the evidence only relates to the military leadership, some of whom held

positions of responsibility in both years, and if there was a change in

the post-war social intake, it had no opportunity to penetrate the

higher echelons. Further chapters will have to examine whether there

was any attempt to depart from the traditional sources of officor

recruitment, and whether the junior officers were expected to meet more

rigorous standards in their peacetime duties and their career advance¬

ment. Even so, the introduction of a more professional approach in

training depended upon the attitude of 3erxior officers, in particular

their willingness to sponsor and sanction changes in peacetime training.

Officers at this level did not have to change socially before they

1-aproved professionally.



Chapter 11

The attempt to alleviate the officer shortage and

create an officer reserve

17

"-any otherwise entirely suitable candidates are precluded from

entering the fervice by no other consideration than the insufficiency

of their private incomes."

deport of the Committee appointed by the ecretary of "tate to enquire

into the nature of the . xnenses Incurred by Officers of the Arty.

Cd.1421 (1903), X, p.11.

Chapter 11 argues that neither the Unionist nor the Liberal

Governments had any real desire to dispense with the services of the

officer gentleman. It claims that they rated any change in officer

recruitment as an extremely low priority, and relied primarily upon

military advice for recommendations to alleviate the officer shortage.

The chapter also insists that the military leadership had no intention

of departing from their traditional source of officer recruitment, either

in remedying the officer shortage or in creating an officer reserve.

They deprecated the officer potential of the non-cotrmissioned officer,

and ensured that there would not be any significant improvement in his

promotion prospects.
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The wartime critics who argued that the Amy had suffered

professionally on account of its socially exclusive intake, did not

advocate a purge of the officer corps. They campaigned instead for

a reduction in the current levels of officer expenditure, in order to

widen the source of officer recruitment, attract more cadets and

increase the possibility of selecting career-minded subalterns.1*
Whether or not this was an appropriate method for improving the supply

of officers, the proposal seemed to offer a means for increasing the

officer supply, a critical requirement in the aftermath of the South

African War. The employment of 10,092 officers during the War, and

the commissioning of 2,460 subalterns in 1900 (an almost fourfold

increase on the peacetime average), had exposed the need for a substan¬

tial officer reserve, especially of subalterns, if the Army was to

participate in any large scale war in the future. For the War Office,

this requirement which presumed a massive increase in cost and in the

number of officers commissioned, was made even more difficult by the
P

likelihood of an officer shortage in the wake of the post-war discharges. *

Even so, neither the Government nor its military advisers could Ignore

the issue, and an examination of their efforts to minimise excessive

1. Capt.W.E.Cairnes, An Absent-flnded ar (Lon.,1900),pp.24-25j H.O.
Arnold-vorster, The ar Office. The Army and The Empire (Lon.,1900),
p.91J and A Aibaltem's Letters to His ife (Ion.. 1901).pn.63-64.

2. For Brodrick's dismay at the cost of this reform, see Brodrick to
Curzon, 3X5.3.01 and 7.12.01. Curzon Msg.,Eur.Fill/10B, ff.264-265
and ff.303, and Brodrick to Lord Roberts, 10.5.01. Roberts Mas.,

N.A.W., 3/13/55. For the belief of Lord Roberts, that the lack of
an officer reserve was the Army's serious shortcoming see, Lord
Roberts to Lord Kitchener, 8.3D.03 and Lord Roberts to Balfour,
6.7.04. Roberts Kss., N.A.K., R/L22/6/546 and r/122/7/676.
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levels of officer spending; overcome the post-war officer

shortage; and create an officer reserve will indicate their willing¬

ness to use these issues as their critics urged, for a broadening of

the social incake.

The Unionist Government agreed with its critics that the levels

of regimental expenditure had been an obstacle in the quest for more

recruits and ought to be reduced. In the late Tictorian Army, the

junior officer had been unable to live on his pay (5/3 per day for an

Infantry subaltern and 6/8 per day for the Cavalry subaltern), a cir¬

cumstance in which his degree of dependence upon private means reflec¬

ted social rather than professional commitments. On entering the

Army, each subaltern had to provide his own uniform, cases, furniture,

mufti, servant's outfit and incoming mess contribution. Whereas these

items would cost about £000 for an Infantry officer, the more expensive

uniform, saddlery, mufti and provision of two chargers would require

an expenditure between £600 and £1,000 from a Cavalry officer, depend¬

ing on the customs of his regiment. Thereafter, the annual expenses

in the mess, on sport, social entertainment, and the constant moving

of Amy life presumed a private income of £100 to £150 for an

Infantry officer, and of £600 to £700 for a Cavalry officer.^* The

subalterns either complied with these standards and some incurred

debts in the process; or, if unable to do so, risked the possibility

3. "-'eport of the Committee annointed by the Secretary of tabe to
enquire into the nature of the expenses Incurred by Officers of
the Army, hereafter referred to as the Stanley Report, Cd.1421
(1903), X, pp.7-8,
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of social ostracism and in certain cases flagrant bullying.

A Select Committee under the chairmanship of Lord Stanley recom¬

mended twelve proposals to reduce the dependence upon a private income

to £60 for an Infantry officer and to £120 for a Cavalry officer. They

included the supply of officer's furniture (at a small rent) by the

Government; free field kit; an increased grant towards mess overheads

(plate, linen etc.); and the provision of chargers, military saddlery

and other accessories. The Committee also proposed that officer's

should no longer contribute towards the mess on appointment and promo¬

tion; forego the upkeep of regimental bands; Incur stricter super¬

vision of their uniform expenses; and receive partial defrayment

towards the cost of personal servants. They insisted that the scale

of regimental expenditure should be a "subject of unremitting watch¬

fulness," on the part of Commanding Officers with the aim of more

moderate levels of hospitality and a uniform level of mess expenditure.

Finally, they recommended the abolition of Polo tournaments, the

avoidance of frequent changes of station and an injunction on the

wearing of anything other than authorised articles of uniform.^*
Although Lord Roberts endorsed the majority of these proposals, he

doubted if economies could be effected in officer's uniforms and

rejected a ban on Polo, as the sport in his opinion, inculcated a host

4. For some officers like Fir V.liobertson who was promoted from the
ranks, the compliance with regimental expenses was a constant
struggle; others like Lord Gleichen happily went into debt,"it
never worried me for a subaltern'3 views on the subject of cash are
always pleasantly buoyant"; and occasionally those who failed to
meet the standards, encountered bullying and had their cases
examined in Parliament. Fee, Field Marshal Fir W. Robertson,
From Private to Field Marshal (Lon.,1921),p.30; Lord Fdward
Gleichen, A Guardsman's Memories (Lon.,1921), P«47; and Pari.Feb..
Fourth Per., Vol.38, 19.6.96, cols.1481-4.

5. Ftanley Report, op.cit., pp.22-23 and Appendix I.
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of military/ virtues. * The Cavalry Colonels accep ted these

proposals a3 qualified by Ix>rd Roberts; noted that by adhering to

them, their officers could live within a private income of £300 per

annum; and assured the Commander-in-Chief that they would enforce
7

the limit in the future. *

The Secretary of rtate accepted these modified recommendations,

agreed to the provision of chargers, saddlery, field kit and officer* s

furniture (at a small rent), and established a departmental approach

to the issue which was followed by subsequent administrations. In

the first place, he deemed the interaction of officers' expenses upon

the officer supply as a much less important problem than the structural

reform of the Army; the overall size of the Army Estimates; and the

post-war strategic reappraisal. Secondly, as the issue so intimately

concerned his military advisers and the existing officer corps, Brodrick

would only act with their co-operation and support. He eschewed the

option of sumptuary laws, and relied entirely upon the vigilance of

Commanding Officers to restrict mess expenditure. * Finally, by

refusing to authorise any increase in pay, which affirmed the posses¬

sion of private means as the principal requirement for an Amy commission,

Brodrick confirmed the Government's determination with the support of

6. "Polo certainly teaches officers to become good horsemen and careful
horsemasters; it develops the power of organisation, and trains men
to think quickly; and act on the spur of the moment. All valuable
qualities in a mounted officer." Lord Roberts, Memorandum on Conmittee
on Officer's Expenses, included in Lord Roberts to Secretary of
State, 3.10.02. Roberts I'ss., N.A.M., H/12V3/585.

7. At first Cavalry Commanding Officers thought that a private income
of £200 to £250 p.a. woxild suffice. Later, under the chairmanship
of Col.H. J.Bcobell, they recommended an income of £300 p.a. Minute
by Commander-in-Chief on conditions for Competition for Cavalry
Commission^. sent to the Secretary of State. 21.2.03 and see also
Lord Roberts to Brodrick, 30.3.03. Roberts Nss.,N.A.M.,Vl2/»/3/707
and 726,

8. As Brodrick noted, "you must carry the spirit of the regiment and
the colonels with you." Pari.Deb..fourth r"er.,Vol.119,10.3.03,
col.311.
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the Liberal front bench, to uphold the officer gentleman tradition.

From a Cabinet point of view, the present officer intake satisfied

their military advisers; offered little prospect of an internal

militarist threat; and burdened the Excheque* far les3 than any increase

in pay and pensions. For the Opposition still preoccupied with

militarist fears, Campbell-Bannerman justified the service of officer

gentlemen, especially those who had no intention of pursuing a military
o

career, as an invaluable and inexpensive safeguard for the Ftate.

He neither wished to attract officers from more productive professions

nor to spread a military interest, which was currently limited and

pursued in a manner harmless to liberal values. The politicians

relegated the issue to their military advisers, and hence the proposals

to obviate the officer shortage and create an officer reserve bore the

heavy imprint of military opinion.

To rectify the officer shortage which had become especially acute

in the Guards and the Cavalry, the military advisers had only one

concern - the attraction of more men,from their established sources of

recruitment. For the Cavalry, which by the winter of 1904 was facing

a likely deficit of 100 officers, (20$ of its home Establishment),"1^*
Sir Douglas Kaig suggested that an improvement in officer conditions

would attract more cadets. In a letter to the Inspector-General of

Cavalry, he claimed that better quarters, a larger establishment, more

9. Campbell-Bannerman claimed that, "our Arty differs from most armies
in this, that there are many young men of spirit calculated to make
to a certain extent, and up to a certain degree of responsibility,
excellent officers, who go into the Army with no intention of
pursuing it as a life career... We do not wish to do anything which
will hustle young men of that sort out of the service." Pari.Feb..
Fourth Her.,Vol.119, 9.3.03, col.147.

10. H.O • Arnold-Pors ter to Walter Long,23.12.04. Amold-r'orater Wss.,
B.M.Add.rss.,50,320, ff.97.
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leave, and facilities to rejoin the service after a discharge

would attract men with private incomes of £400 to £1,000 per annum -

the "very desirable class of Officer...who would otherwise be lost to

the Aragr." He also recommended an increase in pay for gentlemen with

less substantial rceans.^"* Twenty-three Cavalry officers in evidence

before Major-General Hutchinson's Committee agreed that the existing

shortage reflected inadequate professional and pecuniary rewards;

uncertainty about the time available for hunting and long leave; and

the loss of prestige which the Amy in general, and the Cavalry in

particular, had incurred through, "the constant belittling cf Officers
12

by the Press." * To alleviate a similar shortage in the Guards, senior

officers complained that the increase in the number of battalions had

made the Brigade less of a social club than formerly; that prolonged

Aldershot service was unpopular; and that the burden on the remaining
13

officers increased with the growing shortage. These officers wanted

to redress the trend whereby sufficient men were no longer forthcoming

from the traditional sources of recruitment. They recommended a

lowering of the educational requirements, and an alternative method of

entry to the normal channels of Sandhurst, the Militia and the

Universities. Instead they proposed to:

let us nominate gentlemen and we will undertake to turn
then into good Officers.^*

11. Sir D.Haig to Baden-Powell, 15.11.04, Haig Mas.,N.L.S.,Vol.2(e).
See also R.Baden-Powell to iiwart,24.11.04 and 28.11,04. Bwart Mas.,
item 10.

12. Retort of ' a.1.-Gen.Hutchinson's Committee.suranary of evidence,17.5.05.
Arnold-Forster !"ss.,R.M.Add.Mss. 50,320,ff.77.

13. Arnold-Foreter.Officers of the Brigade of Guards.Memorandum to the
Cabinet. 13.1.05. Arnold-Forster f"ss.,B.M.Add.Mss.50,320,ff.151.

14. The Military Secretary added that, "I do not see why we should not
look for a solution in this direction," suggesting that existing
methods of entry could be supplemented by the nominations of Regi¬
mental Colonels,followed by a probation period of service and a
confirmation of the commissions upon the passing of the requisite
examinations. Military Secretary.The Fupply of Officers for ihe
Guards.1.12.04. Arnold-Forster Msa.,B.M.Add.F3s. 50,320,ff.41-43.
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Although this proposal was suggested to overcome a short

term and extreme situation, it was still a negation of any attempt to

improve the quality of the officer intake. The only long term remedy was

an entire reform of the Array's educational methods as suggested, in his

more perceptive moments, by Arnold-Forater. He envisaged the creation

of a college on the lines of a combined West Point and Osborne, with an

amalgamation rather than a segregation of the various arms.^* Sir

George Clarke endorsed these views, feared that Haig and French merely

wanted to sustain a Cavalry intake from "the money class", and doubted

that the efforts of the Army Council had significantly reduced the scale

of expenditure in the Cavalry regiments. Both agreed however, that the

Government could neither embark upon reforms, nor increase the Estimates

in autumn 1905 and that the temporary expedient of nominating gentlemen

was tire only alternative. *

The military advisers also believed that the traditional sources

of recruitment would provide a long term remedy for the officer supply.

The Regular Army required 10,666 officers to mobilise the Expeditionary

Force and maintain it in the field for a year of active service. In

1906 the existing strength in the units, the depots and the Reserve of

officers failed to meet this requirement by 4,419 men. The deficiency

was predominately in the junior ranks, since promotion and the surplus

of retired senior officers would be able to fill any wartime vacancies

in the higher ranks. To overcome this shortage, the Ward Committee

proposed the creation of a Supplementary List of Regular officers - men

"• ma
Arnold^! orster to Balfour,22.9.05. Balfour Kss.,R.ix.Add.ffss 49,723,
ff.171,173-174.

16. Sir G.S.Clarke to Balfour,27.9.05. Balfour Mss.,B.M.Add.Mss.,49,701,
ff .62-63 and Balfour endorsed the expedient of nominations, see
Balfour to Arnold-Forster,28.9.05. Arnold-Forster I'83.,B.K.Add.Hsa.
50,320, ff.6l.
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who had undergone a year's preparatory training; incurred a

liability to recall up to the age of 35 years; and trained in fort¬

nightly sessions at annual or biennial intervals, during their period

of liability. To qualify, officers would either have to serve con¬

tinuously with a Regular unit for one year, or obtain a Certificate A

after two years as a Public School Cadet followed by eight months con¬

tinuous service, or obtain Certificates A and B as a School and

University Cadet, followed by four months continuous service. For

purposes of administration, the Committee proposed that the existing

School and University Corps should be reorganised in an Officers

Training Corps, and that a permanent War Office staff should supervise

all branches of cadet education. This proposal was only a long term

solution to the officer shortage, and would only furnish an optimum of

2,000 Supplementary Officers and 5,000 AxudLliary Officers after an eight

year period, (with another 2,400 in School or University Corps eligible
17

for wartime service).

For the Army, it was equally important to possess the ability to

react in the event of an inraediate wartime emergency. In such a circum¬

stance, the traditional method of concealing gaps in the 'War Establish¬

ment was the promotion of non-commissioned officers. To minimise the

improvisation in this method, it was necessary to compile lists of

eligible non-commissioned officers in peacetime, and prepare the

financial arrangements, whereby they could be promoted without pecuniary

hardship. Among the financial measures which ought to have been

provided, were outfit allowances, messing allowances for those who were

17. Interim Renort of the bar Office Cpnroittee on the provision of
Officers (a) for Service with the Regular Army in War, and (b)
for the Auxiliary Forces. Cd.3294 (1907). XLIX. pp.3-7.
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stationed at hone, and special pension rates to facilitate the

retirement of those who could not afford to retain their commissions

18
when the war was over. * To offset these expenses, the Amy Council

would not concede anything more than an outfit allowance of £150 for

a wartime promotion. This not only reflected the parsimony of the

Finance Fember, but also the highly ambivalent attitude which the

Council held about the non-eosnlssloned officer. Although prepared

to accept hire as a potential subaltern in war, the Council discounted

his ability to perform similar duties in peace and baulked at any

19
measure which might encourage such aspirations. Fir William

Nicholson insisted that the commissioning of rankers on an extended

scale should not be commenced prior to mobilisation. He feared that

this would incur the resentment of by-passed non-commissioned officers,

require a further curb on regimental expanses, and thereby ensure that,

"the present class of officer would not be forthcoming." * As this

class furnished the Army with its 'natural leaders',the Co'incil would

not consider any policy which might impinge on Its contribution.

For a Liberal Government, the continued supply of officer gentlemen

through the Officers Training Corps and the refusal to extend the pro¬

motion of non-commissioned officers, was an acceptable if limited

policy. In the first place, the Officers Training Corps could be

18. Report of the Committee on Supply of Officers on robilisatipn.
21.10.09. Precis No.453. W.0.163/l£

19. The only exception on the Council was the Quarter-Haster-General,
Sir Ian Hamilton. See Precis No.453 and 122 Meeting of the Aimy
Council, 21.3.10, W.O.163/15.

20. Precis ffo.453 and 122 feeting of the Artny Council, 21.3.30.
W.0.163/15.
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justified as harnessing for the nation the existing militarism

of the public schools and universities. Secondly, the cra&tion of

the Corps dispensed with the need to diversify the sources of officer

recruitment and thereby avoided the danger of increasing the spread of
21.

militarism. Thirdly, the long and short term methods of expanding

the officer corps enabled the Government to argue that mobilisation

was possible despite the shortage of serving officers. Ilaldane

claimed that the Expeditionary Fores could be mobilised at its War

Establishment >ith the promotion of non-commissioned officers; the

admission of four Special Reserve subalterns per battalion; and the

use of the Supplementary and General Reserve. Hie Special Reserve,

in spite of a deficit exceeding 1,100 subalterns, could also be

mobilised with the embodiment of the Sandhurst cadets; the promotion

of mors non-commissioned officers; and the enrolment of officers from

the Supplementary and General Reserve. Oven if these measures proved

inadequate - "mobilisation is always rather a ragged business and

would be so with us" - Haldane believed that the passions of war would

again move Onglish'gentlemen' to volunteer their services as front-
22

line officers. * To this extent there was agreement between the recom¬

mendations of military advisers and the preoccupations of Liberal Minis¬

ters! neither had a solution to the immediate problem, so both relied

upon the traditional methods of improvisation.

21, Haldane argued that an advantage in developing the O.T.C. was that,
"you arc not in danger of increasing the spirit of militarism,"
indeed it only put the well-establisbed militarism in the public
schools and the universities," to some good purpose," Pari.Deb..
Fourth 3er.,Vol.169, 25.2.07, col.1321.

22, See the speeches by Viscount Haldane in the I'ouse of lords. Fifth
Gar., Vol.11, 6,3.12 and 13.5.12, cols.322 and 939.
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Liberal spokesmen however, were umble to ignore completely

the failure to improve the promotion prospects of the non-cosmissioned

officer. Whereas they refrained from policies to broaden the social

intake, they did not want to admit that the officers had become, in

this respect at least, more exclusive in social composition. Indeed

a deterioration in the promotion prospects of the non-commissioned

officer was especially embarrassing, since it could not be explained as

a deliberate attempt to stifle the spread of militarism. So, when

Haldane revealed that 264 non-commissioned officers had been promoted

in the pariod 1906-1910, he simply indicated that this was a proportion

of about ore in every twelve commissioned officers. It required the

probing of an alert back-bencher to secure the admission that only 64 of

these commissions were in toe combat aims, while the remaining 330 were

quarter-masters and riding masters. The 64 promotions represented a

proportion of about one in 46 of the combat commissions granted in toe

period 19Q6-19U0, whereas the proportion was one in 18 in the period

1835-1996, Although toe decline in promotions reflected the lack of

small colonial wars in the Edwardian period rather than deliberate

Government policy, it was undeniable and especially evident in the

Cavalry, where promotions from the ranks ceased altogether in the years

1903-1913.23*
The revelation of a decline in promotions from the ranks resurrected

the impression that the scale of officer's expenses had buttressed a

socially exclusive intake. For the aspiring Colour Sergeant, who wa3

23. In answer to Yr. Kellaway, Haldane admitted that there were only
64 promotions in the combat arms during the period 1906-1910. See,
Pari.Feb.. Fifth Ser.,7ol.21, 15.2.11, col.1193; 7ol.21, 21.2.11,
col.1713; and 761.21, 15»3«H, col.2332. See also Appendix 7:
Prorations from toe Sank3.
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paid 4/- a day with an additional 3/- a day for the duty of

keeping accounts, it was hardly an attraction to receive an otitfit

allowance of £100, the pay of 5/3 a day and a volume of expenses

requiring a private income of at least £100 per annum. To lessen

this hardship, the Government tardily resolved upon an increase in the
2

pay of the Intermediate officer ranks - the first increase in 108 years.

The increase amounted to an additional 2/6 a day for each Lieutenant

who had served for six years in the Colours, (in the first six years,

as in otiter professions, parents were expected to subsidise their

children). The non-commissioned officers were not to be promoted

until they bad served for three years and would receive, if promoted,

an outfit allowance of £150 and £50 a year for each of the three years

served. These improvements by which the Government expected officers
25

to live on their pay, took effect from 1 January 1914.

Although the outbreak of War prevented a long term assessment of

these proposals, the early returns confounded the expectations of the

Government, There were only nine recommendations for commission from

the ranks by 27 July 1914, of which seven were granted, all in the

Infantry,'" * Officer expenses remained a problem as subalterns,

especially in tire Cavalry, were unable or unwilling to live on their

pay, [Squally important, however, was the stipulation that non¬

commissioned officers could only be promoted on the recommendation of

their commanding officers. The attitude of the latter was critical,

24, The previous pay increase was during the Napoleonic Wars in 1806,
25, Gee the statement by Col,J»E.B,?eely.Pari.Deb.. Fifth Per,,Vol.50,

19.3.13,cols,1097-1101, and Appendix VI: The Changes in Officer's
[''av introduced on 1 January 1914,

26, H.J.Tennant in answer to Hr•Bermett-Goldney, Pali.Feb,. Fifth
Per.,Vol.65, 27.7.14, col.950.
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and since Radical writers and I embers of Parliament championed

the promotion of ron-cosmnissionc-d officers as a means of dernocratiDing
?7

the officer corps, it was unlikely that cozrsnanding officers would

oblige with a plethora of rooonrnendations. At bottom, they disputed

that the Army had any need for subalterns apart from those who had

qualities of leadership instilled by breeding and education. They

fortified themselves with the myth that t'ds was a 'natural' relation¬

ship, one which earned the grateful (if untested) acquiescence of ti»

rank-and-file. Indeed the officers asserted that the main objection

to commissioned rankers was the dislike of them by their former com-
#

pg
rades - a dislike of those who had aabitlona above their station."" *

If these criticisms applied to the ordinary ranker, they also

covered the gentleman ranker; indeed the military leadership had little

respect for those who were raised with the breeding and advantages of a

gentleman but who sought a commission by serving for a few years in the

ranks. In 1091, the War Office had registered it3 distaste for gentle¬

man rankare by ordering that no soldier 3hould be promoted with less
pQ

than six years service in the ranks." Even if the War Office had to

27. As John Ward remarked,"Our Army is in fact a close ring for aristo¬
crats. The poor soldier gets no chance at all." Pari.Deb.. Fifth Ser.,
Vol.14,11.3.10,col.1331. For similar criticisms,see Pari.Dob..Fif th
3er.,Vrol.23,22.3.11,cols.422-423; ynrddonj'A National Army', heat-
mine tsr .lev!ew.'/pl.165 (far.,1906),pp.234-287; and Ex Non Com, "The
Case for a Democratic Arrry', United Service ' aga3lne.7ol.XLII
(Dec.,1910), pp.260-262.

28. Sir W.G.Nicholson claimed that,"soldiers do not like being commanded
by men who have risen from the ranks." Precis No.453 and 122 Meeting
of the Army Council,21.3.10. W.0.163/15. ?aj.Morrison Bell agreed,
3e9 parl.Feb..Fifth "er.,Vol.23,22.3,11, col.430,and John Ward accep¬
ted the possibility of dislike but accredited it to the likelihood
that the ranker officer would be too familiar with the malingering
tricks of the rank-and-file,and would be a stricter disciplinarian.
Pari.Feb.. ^ifth ser., Vol.14, 11.3.10, col.1330.

29. Capt.G.T.Younghusband, The Queen's Commission: Bow to prepare for
it. ;ow to obtain it and bow to use it (Ion., 1891) ,p.51.
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waive thia regulation when shortages occurred in the officer

corps, tlie official dislike of gentlemen rankers remined. Senior

officers doubted that there was anything in a private soldier's duties

which qualified him for promotion and hence that this short cut to a

commission should b© removed. As Captain G.T. Younghu3band noted,

the Amy feared that:

most men lose more than they gain during heir term of service
in the ranks: in self-reliance, in manner, in polish, - even
in speech. We have known, for instance, a bom gentleman,
who after three years in the ranks had utterly lost the proper
use of the letter 'h'.30.

These views so permeated the officer corps that they clouded the hopes

of the few who favoured reform. Sir Ian Hamilton, a critic of Cavalry-

extravagance and an advocate of ranker officers, doubted that the

voluntary service Array could ever be democratised. Alt*10ugh lie recom¬

mended free entrance to "andhurst in order to open the commissioned

ranks to all classes of tire cormunity, he suspected that, '"the bulk of
31

our officers -would still cone from the sons of professional mon. *

It cannot be argued tirerefore, that either the Government or its

military advisers in the inter-war years, placed any priority on

broadening the social composition of the officer corps. Once they liad

overcome the shortage of officera which followed in the wake of the

30. Capt.C.T.Younghusband, op.clt.,p.52.
31. For Hamilton's criticism of Cavalry extravagance, see Hamilton to

Dilke, 20.1.07. Dilke Msa.,B,M.Add.Kas. 43,919, ff.163-164; for
his belief that promoted non-commissioned officers could prove to
be efficient, subalterns am could attract a higher class of recruit
to enlist, see Precis No.453 and 122 Keating of the Amy Council,
21,3.10, A.0.163/15J and for his desire to democratise the officer
corps and establish a free entrance to Sandhurst, see Hamilton to
iialdane, 6.4.14. Hamilton : sa.,7/^/3^ University of London, King's
Coll.,Centre fijr Military Archives.
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South African War, and had concealed toe lack of an officer

reserve, neither body took any initiative on improving the promotion

prospects of the non-commissioned officer. Admittedly, under external

pressure, the Government conceded an increase in pay but even this re¬

flected toe caution of military and financial advice, and it evoked a

meagre response from the non-commissioned officer. In short, the Army

which had never admitted the need for change, was able to continue

relying upon its traditional sources of officer recruitment.
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Chapter 12

The attempt to establish promotion by merit in the

Edwardian Array

"I think it would be a very serious blow to regimental esprit de corps

if promotion in the line was made on one list."

Lord Roberts, ./ar Office Vemorandum.n.d. Lwart Kss.,item 70.

Chapter 12 examines the opposition which the proposal to establish

promotion by merit encountered within the ..dwardian Amy. It states

that the recommendation depended upon the support of the commanding

officers, who compiled the confidential reports, and claims that their

co-operation was not forthcoming. The chapter also notes that the

reform threatened the traditional process of regimental promotion, as

well as the private interests of the junior officers. Indeed the

prospect of promotion by selection raised the fear that jobbery,

favouritism and unfair supersession would denrive long serving officers

of their rightful promotion. To allay these suspicions, the Army

Council rsfrained from basing regimental promotion upon selection,

and compromised in its reform of extra-regimental appointments. The

chapter concludes that the Council rated the contentment of its

sei-ving officers as more important than the reform of their career

structure.
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On their return from South Africa, 3enior officers echoed

the criticism of war correspondents, that the junior officers had been

deficient in military knowledge and had lacked any desire to excel in

their profession. In statements before the Akers-Douglas Committee,

they Insisted:

that the majority of young officers will not work unless
compelled; that 'keeness is out of fashion'; that 'it is
not the correct form'; the spirit and fashion is 'rather
not to show keeness'; and that the idea is...to do as
little as they possibly can.-*-*

Although these witnesses claimed that the xalaise partially reflected

an inability to train effectively and an emphasis on theory in promotion

examinations, they insisted that the basic problems were a lack of incen¬

tive in regimental 'work, a failure to reward proficiency, and above all,
2.

an absence of promotion on merit. * Even so, it was an easier task to

sponsor promotion by merit before a Select Committee than to impress it

upon the service. To promote this heresy within the Army, the reformer

had to overcome three well-established barriers - the reluctance of

commanding officers to recommend promotions other than on the basis of

seniority; the fears for regimental esprit de corps; and the suspicion

that favouritism, jobbery and supersession would attend selection.

The first problem was the character of the confidential reports

compiled by commanding officers. Since the formal end of promotion by

seniority in 1885, these reports provided the basis for the decisions of

the "election Board and were expected to furnish some criteria for

assessment. However, they tended to be either unduly favour-able or

1. Re'-ort of the Corrdttee apnolnted to consider the Education and
Training of Officers of the Army, hereafter referred to as the
Akera-Douglas Report, Cd.982. (1902), X, p.2-9 especially the
evidence of Sir H.S.Wood (1.19), Sir I.S.M.Hamilton (Q.691) and
lord Roberts (1.8427).

2. Akers-Douglas Report, op.clt.. pp.29-31.
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wholly vague in their professional comments, and some laid

exclusive emphasis upon skills in polo and field sports and attributes

like "success in society". By these methods they frustrated evalua¬

tion, and reinforced a system of promotion by seniority with only the

blatantly incompetent liable to be rejected. Although the system

eliminated the unfit, it still promoted those who had •nothing known

against them', as well as the palpably competent. Indeed the system

ensured that the Commander-in-Chief had to take the responsibility of

refusing a promotion and that his case had to be sufficiently strong

to withstand Parliamentary questions on behalf of the aggrieved

parties. Inefficiency therefore, was rarely grounds for refusing

promotion and usually a specific act, involving neglect of duty or even

worse, had to be proven before the Board would consider refusal. The

pre-war process depended entirely upon information from the regimental

commanding officers, but their co-operation was not forthcoming since

they disliked selection and preferred promotion by seniority, the
3

process by which they themselves had risen in the service.

To rectify this predicament, the pre-War administration bequeathed

to its successor proposals in favour of a change towards selection.

Sir Evelyn Wood recommended that commanding officers should concentrate

upon professional capabilities when compiling their reports; that the

criterion for promotion should only be a positive case in favour; and

that seniority should not incorporate an automate right to promotion.

Viscount Wolseley endorsed these views, and thought that the only

3. for comments on the manner in which conmanding officers had frustrated
the intentions of the 'election Board, see fir H.S. Wood to Military
"ecretary, "ystem of "election of Officers for Promotion,15.8.00.
W.0.32/8637.
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additional requirement was a raising in the standard of the

entrance examination at Sandhurst.*1"* After five years of inactivity,

in which the Selection Board had only selected to eliminate unfit

officers and appoint Major-Generals to particular appointments, this

advice was little mors than retrospective and spurious wisdom. The

recommendations were hardly different from previous platitudes and

still depended for their effectiveness upon the attitude of the com¬

manding officer. Indeed this had to be the key requirement, so long

as promotion below the rank of brevet Colonel remained within the

confines of the regiment. Given this restriction, the only source

of information was the regimental commanding officer, and his willing¬

ness to co-operate was crucial. In his endorsement of the. existing

promotion system, Lord Roberts perceptively queried:

What reason have we to suppose that a change of system
would in itself lead to a change in the procedure of
those who would have to carry it into effect?--*

Nevertheless the commanding officers were meraly the personal

embodiment of the regimental objections to promotion by selection.

The essence of these objections was that any alternative to the exist¬

ing method of promotion would be inimical to regimental esprit de corps,

and deleterious to its principal support, the regimental system of

promotion. In the post-war period, a few officers had had the temerity

4. Sir H.r.' ood to Military Secretary, oo.cit,, and Viscount 'olaeley
to Permanent Under Secretary of State for War, 15.10.00. W.O.32/8637.

5. Lord Roberts to Secretary of State for „ar, 21.1.01. W.0.32/0637.
See also the comments of Lord Lansdowne on the minutes of Sir H.S.
Wood and Viscount -olseley, 30.10.00. W .0.32/0637.
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to suggest the replacement of regimental by Amy proration.

They had argued that regimental proration constricted the outlook of

junior officers, rendered them less interested in the Army as a profes¬

sion, and precipitated a host of anomalies throughout the service.^*
On account of the 109 different proration lints, captains could hold

their rank for as little as three or for as long as twenty-five years,

and majors in some regiments could have less service than subalterns

in others. The anomalies reflected the element of chance in the

regimental system, in which seniority was critical and proration deter¬

mined by the occurrence of vacancies. The solitary recognition for

meritorious service was the wartime award of brevet rank, but this was

only a temporary award for junior officers and did not count towards

proration. Hence, although anomalies abounded between regiments,

proration within particular regiments remained predictable, assured

(for all save the grossly incompetent) and usually slow. Yet, since

the alternative of Army promotion denied the primary importance of the

regiment, it was bound to flounders the mere assertion that it might
8

jeopardise regimental esprit de corps ensured that it was still born. *

6. "A change or abolition of the regimental system would give you far
rare efficient soldiers in the higher ranks, by teaching them through¬
out their career that the Army is their profession, not the narrow
groove of any regiment, which 3eera to contract their minds, dwarf
their intellects and from the bright young men who join the regiments
turns out the present unsatisfactory senior officer." Lord Kitchener
to "rodrick, 20.6.01. Kitchener FSss.,P.H.O. 30/57/22.

7. See Appendix VIIt Average la tea of - eglmental Proration. 1090-1900.
8. In reply to some articles which sponsored Army Proration, see Capt.

W.A.Adams, 'How the Loafer's Bred1, and 'Army Proration' and Maj.A.
B.N. Churchill, 'Unsolved Military Problems', United rervice
Magazine. Vol.XXVIII (Nov.,1903), pp.169-100; Vol.XXVIII (Jan.,
1904), p.421} and Vol.XLII (Dec.,1910), pp.245-255, the Editor of
the United Service "agazine claimed that these measures would be
disastrous inasmuch as they would undermine regimental esprit de
corps, fee United Service Magazine. Vol.XXVIII (Jan.,1904), p.421
and Vol.XUI (Dec.,1910), p.255.
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The campaign in favour of promotion on merit encountered

similar objections. A War Office Committee under the chairmanship

of Ms jor~General Coleridge Grove examined the issue and proposed a

modified change towards selection. It recommended that promotion by

regimental seniority (.with the rejection of the unfit) should be re-

9tained up to the rank of Captain, * but that promotion to the rank of

Major and Lieutenant-Colonel should be assessed upon capability

irrespective of regiment. 1Wo members of the Committee, Major-General

Start and Major Crawford, dissented from the majority view. They

maintained that the operation of the existing system was satisfactory

and met with the approval of the officer corps. On the other hand,

they feared that if officers were promoted on merit either within a

regiment or from one regiment to another, then this wo-old shock county

and national sentiment and disturb the harmony of the regimental mess.

In his diary, Major-General Cwart added another fear that unless officers

remained as well-known leaders in their particular regiments then

Socialism might erupt in the ranks. The Amy Council endorsed the

minority report and thereby indicated its total dependence upon the
10.

contentment of the junior officers. As the majority of these officers

served without the prospects of high command and in spite of personal

financial sacrifice, the Council had few professional rewards to offer

apart from promotion by regimental seniority. Indeed it suspected

9. On the premise that an officer until he has charge of a company,
lacked any opportunity to demonstrate his fitness for command.

10.Promotion and hotlrvrmant of Regimental Officers. Report of Major-
General Sir Coleridge Grove's Committee 1908. Precis No.404 and
111 Meeting of the Army Council', 19.12.03. W,0.163/13. See also
Col.J.S.Ewart to Sir G.S.Clarke, 25.1.04; Clarke to Qtart,
26.1.04; and the Swart, Uiary, 25.1.04, 9.7.07, 8.8.07, 11.4.08
and 1.5.08, Etoart Mas., items 26, 81 and 122.
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that the removal of this traditional inducement would incense

serving officers and discourage potentil officers. As Sir William

Nicholson acknowledged, this dilemma stymied the prospects of reforms

I submit that it would be a blunder to introduce conditions
of promotion which might sicken, if not kill, the goose that
lays golden eggs.H*

Another obstacle to promotion on merit was the suspicion that it

would entail an unfair loss of personal security. Regimental officers

presumed that they had a right to promotion, unless palpably incompet¬

ent, and that this right was equal in all respects save their length of

service. Hence they held doubts over both the theory and practice of

promotion on merit. In the first place, the theory contradicted

established values by accepting where necessary, the supersession of

senior by junior officers. Secondly, the practice raised fears of

favouritism and jobbery in the allocation of appointments, since the

Army lacked any precedent for the assessment of meritorious service in

peacetime. Indeed, tire suspicion of jobbery was already widespread

and recurrently expressed in connection with the extra-regimental

appointments, either in the high command ("where promotion to Najor-

General was by selection to fill an appointment), or in the composition

of expeditionary forces. As these promotions were fewer than the list

of applicants, the volimx? of suspicion undoubtedly reflected the resonte
12

ment of disappointed officers. * On the other hand, there were similar

11. Appendix A to Precis Ho.404, Remarks of the Chief of the General
Gtaff. 10.6.08. W.O.163/13.

12. See the comments of Sir William Nicholson, who initially denounced
the system but later defended it as Quarter-Master-General and as
Chief of the General Staff. Compare Nicholson to >ilkinson,12.12•94•
Wilkinson Mas.,13/13, with his comments in Precis No.2?5 and the 75
Meeting of the Army Council, 25.5.06. W.0.163/11 and in Precis No.
498 and the 132 resting of the Army Council, 29.5.11. W.O.163/16.
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suspicions voiced by a forcer Secretary of State for War,

newspaper critics and in one instance a successful officer, who
13

attributed his appointment to backstairs influence. But, the

effect of these fears was more important than their authenticity:

they appeared to confirm the notion that further deviation towards

promotion on merit would increase the scope for malpractice, and

ensure that Ion® serving officers were continually thwarted of their

rightful promotion.

If these fears frustrated reform at regimental level, they were

equally important in the attempt to reform extras-regimental promotion

from Colonel upwards. Prior to the South African War, selection to

fill an appointment only applied to f'ajor-Generals and selection to fill

an establishment only to Lieutenant-Generals: otherwise, seniority

guided promotion to the General % establishment and the effluxion of

time to the rank of Brevet Colonel. These methods produced especially

absurd repercussions in the ranks of Brevet and substantive Colonel.

Iha former rank could be obtained by appointment as Aide-de-Camp to the

Sovereign or by promotion for distinguished wartime service, but more

commonly it simply reflected the effluxion of time, (either three years'

tenure of a Lieutenant-Colonel's post or six years' service on full pay

as a Lieutenant-Colonel). Thereafter, Brevet Colonels became sub¬

stantive Colonels by selection to fill an appointment, and hence, on

1 October 1905, there were 5&) Colonels (Brevet and substantive) on

13. These suspicions focussed on the influence which Lady Jeune had
exercised over appointments through the pro-War Adjutant General,
Sir IVelyn Wood. Viscount Wolsoley noted Wood's susceptibility to
female flattery,see Lord Wolseley to Lady Wolseley,1.10.64• Wolseley
Msa •.W/P.13/12, and journalists referred to it directly or indirectly,
see Capt.i ,E.Cairnes, An Absent-:Winded ar (Lon., 1900),pp.54-55 and
I.G.Amery.I'y Political Life (3 vols..Ion.. 1953),Vol.1,p.204. Campbell-
Bannerman claimed that, "Evelyn Wood whose amorous subservience to
Lady J. and her daughter is the origin of all sneers about fine
ladies," Campbell-Bannerman to Bryce,26.1.03. Canpbell-Banneman
Mas.,B.M.Add,Mas. 52517. And W.S.Churchill acknowledged that the
refusal of Kitchener to take him on the Sudan expedition was only
overturned by the intercession of Lady, Jeune through Sir Evelyn
Wood,see W.S.Churchill, iy arly Life (Lon.,1930),pp.165-166.
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the Active List but only 252 Colonel's appointments. Indeed,

Britain had two and a half times as many Colonels in proportion as

Germany, and three times as many as France.'^* Since the majority of

British Colonels incurred long periods of non-employment on half-pay,

with few opportunities for appointment or promotion, they varied in age

from thirty-seven to fifty-seven years. The main cause of the conges¬

tion was the promotion by seniority with only one Lieutenant-Colonel
X5

rejected out of the 47? who came up for promotion in 1904 and 1905.

This method of promotion also aggravated any distortion which sen¬

iority had produced within particular regiments. It ensured that those

who had been fortunate in their earlier careers, had their fortune com¬

pounded and even accentuated to the relative disadvantage of their con¬

temporaries. Within the Essex Regiment, this point was reflected in the

career patterns of General Francis Ventris and Colonel William Carters

Francis Ventris

1st appointment Captain Major Lleut.-Col. Colonel iajor-General
Essex Ragt. Essex Regt. Essex Regt. brevet Army Avay

11.2.75. 5.11.81. 16.12.83 15.6.85 15.6.S9 17.10.03.

William G, Carter

1st appointment Captain Major Major Lieut.-Colonel
Essex Regt. Essex Regt. brevet Essex Regt. Essex Regt.
10.9.75. 14.3.83 15.6.85 16.9.91 23.2.04.

The two officers joined the same regiment wi thin seven months of each

14. Whereas Germany had 1 Colonel to every 46 other officers and 1,235
men, and France had 1 Colonel to every 52 other officers and 1,442
men, 3rdtain had 1 Colonol to every IS officers and 451 men. See,
The Report of the Committee on Promotion to Colonel and General.
hereafter referred to as the Coleridge Grove Report, Cd.^^£ (1$06),
LXVII, para.9.

15. Coleridge Grove Report, oo.cit.. paras. 3-14.
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other, and on 15 June 1885, each received a brevet for exactly

similar services. However, while General Ventris received a Brevet

Lieutenant-Colonelcy and automatically became an Army Colonel four
»

years later, Colonel Carter received a Brevet Majority, which did not

count towards promotion, and remained a Major until February 1904.

Hie seven month's seniority of Francis Ventris turned into nearly 20

years seniority after 30 years service, and he became a Major-General
- 4

before William Carter had become a lieutenant-Colonel, *

Finally, there was the difficulty of adjusting officers' per¬

spectives to selection once their careers had been cossetted and their

security assured, through promotion by seniority and by effluxion of

time. The subsequent promotion to the rank of substantive Colonel and

Major-General was by selection to fill an appointment and this inevitably

raised fears of unfair supersession. The Selection Board attempted to

allay these fears by only promoting the officers with the requisite

technical skills to fill a particular appointment. Hence when appoint¬

ing a Director of Transport and Remounts, the Board would promote a

Colonel specialised in that sphere, even if it had to bypass those who

held the most important posts on the Colonel's List - brigadiers, chief

staff officers of army corps and commanders of the training establishments.

However this procedure, if unacceptable to those who yearned for promotion

on pure seniority, was only justifiable as a form of selection for the

first appointment. The new Major-General,once he had concluded his

first appointment, had either to remain on half-pay (which would unduly

swell the retired, list) or be employed in another command, for which

those over ifhom he had passe% were equally, if not more suited. For

16. Maj.-Gen.If.F.riles. Memorandum.]0.4.05. Appendix A to Precis No.233,
61 Meeting of the Army Council, 3.7.05. W.0.163/10.
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the superseded officers this was almost as galling as the gain

17
in seniority which the promoted F'ajon-General would always retain.

In short the attempt to assuage seniority fears by Brevet promotion

through effluxion of time, and yet introduce selection to fill par¬

ticular appointments, multiplied the contradictions and increased the

disadvantages of the system. The plethora of unemployed Colonels,

host of anomalies and legacy of grievance among displaced officers

reflected the impossibility of reconciling the principle of selection

with the fear of supersession. So long as both remained foremost con¬

siderations, any extension of the selection principle was doomed.

Indeed Sir William t&cbolson feared that selection would be weakened by

the reforms which the Any Council had accepted in 1906, from the Coler¬

idge Grove Committee. These had included the abolition of the existing

methods of promotion and their replacement by promotion from lieutenant-

Colonel upwards to fill establishment vacancies. The principal gain

for those who feared displacement by junior officers, was that promotion

and seniority (which related to the position on the establishment),
18

remained antecedent to and independent of, allotment to particular posts. *

The Committee had stipulated that officers should only be promoted to

the establishments with their suitability for particular appointments

in view. This presumed an ability to forecast vacancies in substantive

appointments, and that well-qualified incumbents would be willing to

make way for aspirants relinquishing lower commands. This fortuitous

17. Coleridge Grove Report, op.cit.. paras.21-27} Ke.t.-Gen.?'iles.or.cit.:
and Appendix to Precis No.275, Remarks by the Adjutant-General,
19.2.06, para.6. W.0.163/11.

IS. Coleridge Grove Report, op.cit. .para.2-9: Precis No.275 and 75 Meeting
of the Airy Council, 25.5.06. */'.0.163/11.
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arrangement felled to materialise, #and as establishments

greatly exceeded their respective number of appointments, (i.e. the

Colonel's establishment was fixed at 350 whereas the number of

appointments was under 250), there were grounds for the suspicion that

seniority had unduly gained, by the arrangement. *

Overall, the post-war attempt to extend promotion on merit through¬

out the Army proved abortive. Nevertheless, this failure, like the

inability to broaden the social intake, did not undermine the ability

of the officer corps to be better prepared for war in 1914 than in 1899.

It simply indicated that the wartime critics - military and civilian -

had mistaken the essence of military professionalisms they had failed

to perceive that the main requirement was the development of skills in
21

peacetime which were of relevance in time of war. * An officer could

gain these skills irrespective of his social background and career

motivation; and, in this pre-techr&ogical Array, without a profound

degree of insight or dedication. At regimental level, officers con¬

tinued to indulge their sporting ©nd social interests; mock the

19* By 1911,the Military Secretary noted that although the re were 50
vacancies annually cn the Colonel's establishment, there were
83.5 Brevet Colonels and Lieutenant-Colonels vacating their commands
on an annual basis. Gee Precis No.498 and 132 Meeting of the Army
Council, 29.5.11. W.0.163/16,

20. Sir W.G.Nicholson expressed this suspicion, favoured selection for
extra regimental promotion and agreed to differ with his colleagues
over this issue. See, the Coleridge Report.op.cit..para. 31:
Precis No.275 and 75 Meeting of the Array Council, 25.5.06. W.0.163/
11; and Precis No.498 and 132 Meeting of the Army Council,29.5.11.
W.O.I63/6.

21. They viewed professionalism as a matter of individual initiative
and incentive, and argued that,"the dominant cause (of the lack of
professionalism) is that the promotion of the young officer is not
dependent on the zeal and ability which he may show.' Akers-Douglas
Report, op.cit.. p.29.
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pedants in the officers' mess, and sustain a cavalier attitude

towards their profession, which if less pervasive than in the late

Victorian period, regained a testimony to the officer gentleman
22

tradition,' * These officers, however, were still able to display

professional skills, if the duties which they practised in peace, were

relevant in time of war. Indeed, the source of military professional¬

ism lay in the prescription of tactical and training skills, appropriate

to the new conditions of warfare, and in the provision of opportunities

for their frequent practice.

22. The sporting and social predilections of the officer corps continued
after the War, see Maj.-Gen.J.P.C.Fuller, The Army in my Time (Lon.,
1935),pp.40,62-63, and Lt,-Col.J.Baynea, Morale (Lon.. 1967), p.116+
officers who took their profession too seriously were liable to
rebuke, and for this reason, lord Gort was thrown into the Basing¬
stoke Canal by tils brother officers, see J.R.Colville, Man of
Valour (Lon.,1972), p.l8j and Montgomery recollects that, "it was
not fashionable to study war and we were not allowed to talk about
our profession in the Officers Mess," see Viscount Montgomery,
The Memoirs of :"leld Marshal the Viscount Montgomery of Alamein
(Lon.,1958), p.30.
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Ch^ter 12

Edwardian Recruiting

"It is perfectly true that, hitherto, the very great improvement

in the conditions of the soldier's life lias not produced a

corresponding improvement in the number and quality of the

recruits."

H.O. Arnold-."orster, The Army in 1906t A Policy and a Vindication

(Lon., 1906), p.139.

As an introduction to the section on the Edwardian rank-and-file,

Chapter 13 surveys the failure of the Army to attract a better quality

of recruit, and to sustain an adequate flow of recruits in the inter-

war period. The chapter claims that these shortcomings were con¬

cealed until 1914, by the large number of Reservists and long service

soldiers enlisted under the reforms of Brodrick and Araold-Forster.

It recognises that the Army was able to remedy some of the physical

weaknesses and educational deficiences of these recruits, but insists

that there was not a significant improvement in recruiting during this

period. Indeed, the chapter concludes that a deep-rooted distaste

for military service, oblivious of marginal increments in pay and

better conditions of service, thwarted the hopes of Army recruiters.



2.
In the wake of the South African War, Lord Roberts argued

the
that the dominance of/smokeless magazine rifle had heralded the end

of quarter column formations and volley firing: henceforth, soldiers

would have to fight in open order alignment, leam the skills of

'fire and movement' and rely more on their individual intelligence

than ever before.^"* As the requirements of the modern battlefield,

these criteria reinforced the pre-war demands for a qualitative

improvement in Army recruiting. This did not occur: indeed, the

post-war period witness®! neither a narked improvement in the social

intake nor even an intake which wa3 numerically sufficient. By

spring 1914, recruiting had so failed to obviate the annual wastage

that it evoked the alar- of interested journalists and warranted

emergency measures by the Army Council. * The laudable post-war

intentions had floundered in the intervening years, with the scale of

their failure providing a perspective within which the proposals them¬

selves can be examined.

The recruiting problem persisted throughout the Ldwardian period

even if it failed to arouse concern until 1914. To sustain the

reduced Haldanian establishment under the altered conditions of

service, (7 years with the Colours and 5 years with the Reserve for

1. Lord Roberts to Brodrlck, 9.11.00. Roberts Mas., N. A.?*•,fl/117/3/72.
2. On 11 March 1914, the House of Commons debated the shortages in

recruiting, see Pari.Feb.. Fifth 3er.,Vol.5V, cols.1243-1313*
There were several concerned articles namely, 'Britain and Her Army',
Blackwood's Magazine. 7ol.CXCV,No.KCLXH (Far.,1914) and Lt.Col.
A.W.A. Pollock, 'Our Perishing 'ray', Nineteenth Century. Vol.75,
No.CCCCXLIII (Jan.,i914). Finally, the Army Council approved a
number of emergency measures in nrinciple - payment by results for
recruiters; a few brevets for recruiting officers; more Reservists
allowed to return to the Colours; and bounties to men, who were
serving at home, to extend their service. 167 Meeting of the Amy
Council, 22.5.14. W.0.163/20.
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the Infantry of the Line), the Artsy required an annual intake of

some 34,000 to 35,000 recruits. Apart from the enlistment of

37,175 recruits in 1907-08, each succeeding year was below the

requisite total, with an annual average intake of 29,626 recruits in

the period 1909-13.^" By 1 May 1914, the Regular Army was 10,932 men,

or approximately 6/, short of its peacetime establishment.^* The

failure to remedy this annual shortfall reflected not merely the in¬

trinsic difficulty of the task but also the complacency with which it

was viewed by the responsible officials in the War Office. They based

their complacency upon the double legacy from the abortive reforms of

Brodrick and Amold-Forster. In the first place, the introduction of

a nine-year period of Reserve service in 1902-04 had bloated the Army

Reserve, and had bequeathed a surplus for its 145,000 man Establishment.

Secondly, the enlistment of 38,026 recruits for nine years Colours

service in 1904-05 had ensured that there would be an abnormally low

wastage from the Colours in the years of declining intake. However,

a heavier wastage was inevitable in 1914 and 1915, as Infantrymen who

had served for nine and seven years in the Colours would pass con¬

currently Into the Reserve. To offset this tardy reckoning, the War

Office actuaries forecast that 50,000 recruits would be required in

the recruiting year 1914-1915. Recognising that this was an

3. For the actuarial forecasts, see the report by the Adjutant-General
in the 16? fleeting of the Army Council and Precis Ho.815, 22.5.14.
v.0.163/20. The recruiting intake was as follows: in 1908-09,
33,837 recruits; 1909-10, 26,434 recruits; 1910-11, 29,452
recruits; 1911-12, 30,316 recruits; 1912-13, 28,091 recruits.

4. Mr. H. Tennant in answer to Sir C.Hunter, Pari.Deb.. Fifth 3er.,
7ol.63, 25.5.14, col.37.
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impossible target in view of recent trends in recruiting,

the actuaries predicted that the Array would incur a further deficit

of at least 19,000 men''*- an additional deterioration which was only-

averted by the outbreak of the First" orld "ar.

Qualitatively, there was also little change in Edwardian recruiting.

Unskilled labour, especially "town casuals" continued to provide the

largest single contribution to the annual, intake.

TABL3: Trades of Pen offerity? themselves for enlistment who were

medically examined.®*

Year Year Year Year Year Year Year
Undine Undine ending lindine hndina .ndine ndine
;Qt9,Q7 p.y.oa P'W

g I £ I £ I I
Town Casuals 19 20 19 21 20 16 16
Agricultural
unskilled
labour 11 11 11 11 12 12 11

Other unskill¬
ed labour 17_ 17_ 17_ 14___ l6_ 13__ 13_

All unskilled
labour 47 48 47 46 48 46 45

Skilled labour 22 23 24 23 22 24 24
Other occupa¬
tions 26 24 24 26 25 25 26

Professions
students 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Boys Under 17
years

TOTAL % 15o 100 33& urf 1^ loo 15&
tYrciber (58,764) (61,182) (56,327) (45,085) (47,421) (47,008) (42,977 )

5. 167 ' eetlng of the Army Council and Precis 5fe.8l5, 22.5.14# ,0.163/20.
6. Only "town casuals" and "agricultural unskilled labour" comprised

more than 10/ of the number inspected in each of the years examined.
The categories included in:
Unskilled Labour - Agricultural and other outdoor labourers, rail¬

way workers, factory and indoor labourers, town
and country casuals.

Skilled Labour - Coal miners, smiths, farriers, carpenters,
butchers etc.

Other occupations- Carmen, town carters, clerks, tradesmen's
assistants, servants, porters.

Professions - Xusieians and students.

The tables were collated and percentaged by the author from the
relevant numerical tables in each of the Annual Reports for the
years in question.
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However, these were only the trades claimed by or ascribed to

the potential recruits: the vast majority of these men were unemployed

before they offered themselves for enlistment. Although the Army

never tabulated its dependence on the unemployed, the Health Report of

1909 claimed that, "well over 90 per cent" of those inspected were out
n

of work. * Indeed the quest for a diversified recruiting intake in¬

dicated that apart from securing a more able ranker, the Army wanted
.v

to free itself in its recruiting from the vagaries of civilian

unemployment. Even if only a fraction of the unemployed ever con¬

sidered a military career, the Recruiting Directors had always maintained

that the condition of unemployment prompted many men to enlist, and that

recruiting would fall with an increase in alternative economic oppor¬

tunities. By repeating these claims over the shortages in 1911, 1912

and 1913, the Army acknowledged that it had failed to diversify its
3

recruitment and heighten its appeal for those in regular employment. *

Another measure of this lack of improvement was the enfeebled con¬

dition of the men who offered themselves for enlistment. Their

physical and medical condition reflected the ailments and want of

physical development associated with their poverty stricken urban back¬

ground. The majority of them failed to meet the meagre medical stan¬

dards of the Regular Arcy - Infantry recruits had to measure 5'3" in

height, 33" round the chest and 112 lbs. in weight. Throughout the

Edwardian years, there was no evidence that the Army was beginning to

attract a different and notably healthier section of the community.

Even the decline of rejections by medical officers (from 33.&S in 1905-

06 to 21.2$ in 1912-13), only indicated that more potential recruits

7« Report of the Health of the .Army for the year 1909.Cd.5477 (19H),
XLVII, p.2.

8. Dee the Recruiting Reports in the General Annual Report on the British
Army for the year ending 30 September 1911. Cd.6Q65 (1912-13).LI.p.7:
for the year ending 30 September 1912.Cd.£656(1912-13(.LI.p.7+ for the
year ending 30 September 1913. Cd.7252(19U*), I.II,p.7.
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were being rejected by the recruiting officers prior to medical

inspection, and that as fewer men were dffering to enlist, so the

Arty wa3 admitting more recruits below their medical standards, fhe

average rejection rate per annum between those who were served with

notice papers and those who joined a unit, remained at 52. for the
Q

period 1906-1913, What changes occurred in the inter-war years

signified changes in the recruiting standards, and in the willingness

of the Aragy to lower or ignore them where necessary, to ensure a

numerically sufficient flow of recruits.

There was also little progress over the purportedly critical

factor of individual intelligence. Prior to the South African /.ar,

the Amy had tested educational attainments in a highly cursory manner

and had consistently reported an illiteracy rate of under % per annual

intake, Sven after the War, Colonel Delavoye reported that recruits

were still being pronounced as literate if they could scrawl their

signatures and read a few words of print (but not a word of cursive

writing)*^* Hence there was not a clear Impression of recruiting

literacy until the War Office revised its educational standards in 1907

and correlated them with civilian criteria. On the basis of the

Standard headers used in primary and secondary schools, the Army

revealed that X1& of its annual intake was illiterate and that some 70&

9. See Appendix VIII: The Rate of Rejections ca.ori" those who offered
themselves as recruits.

10.For example, the largest single cause of medical rejections in the
post-war period, ' the loss or decay of many teeth', which averaged
19,: of all the medical rejections in the years 1903-10, was halved
to average ID'S in the period 1910-13, by instituting a system of
dental treatment on inspection where the cost did not exceed 10/-
a head. See the statement by Haldane, Pari,Feb., Fifth Ser*,
/ol.I, 4.3.09, col.1599.

11.Gol.Delavoye, ''smo randurn enclosed in Lord Roberts to Drodrick,
3.12.02. Roberts Mas.,N.A.M.,K/122/4/370.
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failed to pass the educational standards set for eleven year

old children. As these percentages persisted throughout the period

1907-1913, they confirm the impression that the Army had neither
12

broadened its appeal nor tapped a more able source of recruits. *

Nevertheless it was possible to mitigate some of the physical and

educational deficiencies once the recruits had entered the Army. The

basic aspects of military service - physical exercise, an open air life,

and regular (if unappetising) meals - were in themselves beneficial for

the new recruits, especially those from the urban slums. In 1907, the

Army r©measured 15,351 Infantrymen six months after enlistment to

record an average gain of £* in height, 1" in che3t measurement and
X3

nearly 10 lbs. in weight." On the other hand, military training could

be too severs for those who were unused to strenuous physical exercise.

Training instructors emphasised smartness in drill and mechanical

precision on the parade ground, and tried to complement the3© discip¬

lines by precise exercises on the fixed gymnastic apparatus (the bars,

vaults etc.). Although these exercises were invaluable in helping to

co-ordinate the movements of fit soldiers, they were liable to oven-

strain those with any heart or general body weaknesses. In 1907, the

ar Office acted upon the recommendations of a Committee of gymnastic

12. See Appendix IX: The educational Attainments of Qdwardian Recruits.
13. The 15,351 recruits measured:

Average Height Average Chest Average Weight
On enlistment 5'5.30* 34.87" 122.59 lbs.wt.
After 6 months 5'5.98* 36.07" 132.23 lbs.wt.

The National Service Journal. Vol.11, no.15, July 1907, p.175.
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staff and medical authorities to introduce the gymnastic drill

currently practised in the Danish and Swedish Armies, This drill

placed greater prominence on free exercises with the body, anna and

legs, and the medical authorities never ceased to stress that this had

a considerable therapeutic value. Indeed, it became increasingly

possible to enlist recniits below the requisite standards, and attempt

to correct their defects in categories such as flat feet, deficient

chest measurement and 3pinal curvature, once they were in the service."^1-*
The Arrry was also able to offset some of the more glaring short>-

comings in educational attainment. In the first placa, the >ar Office

compelled all soldiers to attend the Army Schools until they had obtain¬

ed a third class certificate of education (which corresponded to

Standard III in elementary schools, a Standard commonly reached by a

child of nine). Secondly, under Array Order 231 of 1906. it replaced

service pay, which was awarded for conduct and length of service, by

proficiency pay and made the award of the latter conditional upon the

possession of a third class certificate of education. Iwen so, this

inducement only served to sustain the already increasing rate at which

soldiers were obtaining educational certificates. Whereas the propor¬

tion of the strength in the possession of a certificate increased from

41.83$ in 1904 to 52.34$ in 1906, the increase merely continued at the

same rate in the subsequent years, rising from 55*70$ in 1907 to

75.84$ in 1913.1^* hat made this increase possible wa3 the minimal

14. On the decision to change the gymnastic drill, see General Annual
Report of the British Army for the year ending 30 September 190o.
Cd.3365 (1907), IX, pp.4-5 and the statement by Haldane, see
Deb..Fourth Der.,Vol.185,4.3.08, col.726. For its effects,
Report on the Health of the Army for the year 19-12.Cd.7201 (1913),
III, p.2.

15. The General Apnual Report on the British Army for the year ending
30 September 1913. Cd.7252 (1914), LII, p.96.
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nature of the standards required: on their initial examination,

some 6056 of the annual intake were accorded a Class C or better rating,

and thereby entered the Army with an educational attainment equal to,

or in excess of, Standard III. As such, the improvement which

undoubtedly occurred, was relatively modest, and the remedial efforts

of the Army Schoolmaster were only a limited substitute for tie failure

to attract more able recruits.

Yet the War Office spokesmen repeatedly asserted that there was a

notable improvement in the character and rectitude of the new recruits.

From 1903 onwards, the War Office insisted that the men who offered

themselves for enlistment should present character references to con¬

firm their sobriety, honesty and respectability. The Recruiting

Directors applauded this innovation by indicating that there was a

decrease in the disturbances at recruiting depot3, and a reduction in
17

the number of undesirable men who presented themselves for enlistment.

Initially,, these were only impressions, incapable of verification, but

in the following years, there was a decline in some rank-and-file

misdemeanours. Drunkenness, if "still the curse of the Army", and

16, Dee Appendix IX and the speech of Lord Monkswell about the educational
standards of the Array, House of Lords.Fourth 3er.,Vbl.l96, 16,11,08,
cols,820-821, Although it was laudable for Lord Fonkswell to press
for improvements in Array education, the scope for improvement was
limited. In .England and ales the number of children who continued
their education beyond the age of 12 years only rose from 793,244 in
1899-1900 (or 14? of the school population for that session) to
1,118,513 in 1913-14 (or 19% of the school population for 1913-14).
Dee Statistics of Public Education in ... .gland and V.'ales 1913-14.
Cd.8097 (1914-16), LI, p.18. "

17, The conditions required in the references are given in Pari.Deb..
Fourth Ser.,7ol.l2Q, 25,3,05, col.257, For the effects claimed by
the Recruiting Directors, see The annual Report of the Director of
Recruiting and Organisation for the year ending 30 September 1904.
Cd.2265 (1905). IX. p.30; for the year ending 30 September 1908.
Cd.4493 (1909), X, p.22; and, for the year ending 30 September
1909. Cd.5016 (1910), LX, p.2Q.
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especially prevalent in the Scottish regiments was a decreasing

18
crime in spite of an increased liability to punishment. * The propor¬

tion of soldiers discharged for misconduct was also diminishing, indeed

it more than halved in the period 1904-1913. On the other hand, the

net loss from desertion significantly increased in the years 1910-1913,

and so the claim that the Adwardian recruit was more reliable than his

19
predecessor may have been premature. * What improvement occurred was

only in the elimination of the anti-social recruit which, although

important, was a more modest achievement than the original aim.

The Ldwardian period therefore, was not one in which a substantial

change occurred in Army recruiting. Indeed an amelioration was

extremely unlikely given the limited time and the intrinsic difficulty

of the task. In the first place, there wa3 the difficulty of devising

appropriate measures to diversify the source and stimulate the volume

of recruiting. The recruiting advisers could only speculate on why

men offered themselves for enlistment and why other men might be temp¬

ted to do so. Secondly, they had to convince their political masters

that these speculations were both valid and necessary. Certain Liberal

politicians had always disputed that it was necessary to improve the

quality and broaden the source of the ranker Intake. Some had argued

IS. C.Falls,'The Army'in S.Kbwell-Cmith, Jdwardian Lngland 1904-1914
(Oxford, 1914), p.541 and Lt.Col. J.Paynes. Forale (hon«.196'7).p.42.
Under Army Order 36 of 1907. a soldier became liable to a fine for
a second instance of drunkenness during his service. Previously,
no fine had been inflicted for the first two instances.

19. Whereas the numbers fined for drunkenness declined from 13.537
(5.07* of the average strength) in 1903-04 to 9,230 (4.02$) in 1912-
13 and those discharged for misconduct from 3,656(7% of the annual
decrease) in 1903-04 to 1,064(3$) in 1912-13,desertions rose from
an annual average of 1,196 in the years 1903-1910 to 1,601 in the
period 1910-1913. Sea, Hie General Annual Report on the British
Army for the year ending 30 September 1913. Cd.7252 (1914).LII.
pp.74-76.
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that it was only the dregs of society who were suited to the

barbarities of warfare, while others feared that increased recruit¬

ment from the skilled labouring classes would impair the productivity
20

of the nation. * Thirdly, even if suitable measures gained political

approval, there was the difficulty of apprising the public. The

publicity techniques of the Array - press advertisements, booklet dis¬

tribution and recruiting marches supplemented by an Information Bureau

at the Earl's Court Exhibition in 1913 and a recruiting film in 1914 -

21
achieved little in public impact. * This failure did not reflect upon

the substance of these advertisements so much as upon the profound

contempt with which the military career was viewed. Indeed, there was

not sufficient time in which to erode the deeply-held reservations about

the character and life style of the serving soldier, and his prospects

once he had returned to civilian life. As Lord avell remarked:

There was in the minds of the ordinary God-fearing citizen
no such thing as a good soldier; to have a.member who had
gone for a soldier was for many families a crowning
disgrace. *-2*
In view of these limitations which bore upon all the recommendations

aimed at a qualitative improvement in recruiting, the examination of the

?0. See the speeches by Dr.Parnuharson, Farl.Deb..Fourth Ser., Vol.301,
6.3.02, col.673 and Vol.119, 3D.3.03, cols.415-417; by A.'picer,
Pari.Deb.. Fourth Ser.,Vol.67, 3.3.99, col.1291; and by J.Burns,
Pari.Deb.. Fourth Ser.,Vol,120,25.3.03, col.265. See also Sir H.
Campbell-Bannerman to Sir E.Knox, 2.1.99. Campbell-Banneiman Msa.,
B.M.Add.Kss. 41,221, ff.257-258.

21. "What you want to make known to tire mothers, sisters and friends of
intending recruits that service in the Army is now a far better
thing than it ever was before, he have practically doubled trie pay
without anybody being the wiser." Viscount Ssher to ilaldane,
18.12.05, Haldane IPs. ,N.L.G., IS.5906, ff.271. Gee also the
similar comments which Arthur Lee made almost nine years later.
Pari.Sab.. Fourth Ser., Vol.59, 30.3.14, col.1103.

22. Field Marshal Sir A.Wavell, Soldiers and Soldiering (Lon.,1953),
p.125. Where a soldier enlisted with a blessing from his family,
it was usually where there was already a service connection, Lt.
Col.J.Baynes, oo.clt.. p.135.
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proposals will not focus on their effectiveness as recruiting

stimuli. The main concern will be the process by which some measures

were undertaken while others were shelved within the designated areas

of reform, (i.e. the pay and conditions of service for the rank-and-

file, and capacity of the ex-soldier to secure civilian employment).

Given the breadth of these areas and the inherently speculative nature

of the recruiting problem, it was significant that some proposals were

accorded priority while others were postponed or rejected. A study of

these considerations may reveal the manner in which the problem was

viewed, the perceptions of the interested parties and tiro priority

attached to various aspects of Army Reform.



Chapter 14

The Pay and Conditions of "ervice of the flank-and-file

13.

"I do not think we consider sufficiently in England, with a voluntary

Army like ours, that unless we can give a very high rate of pay, we

shall always be obliged to take in the 'waifs and strays'."

General Viscount olseley, (1.4,480). vidence before, The Cosarlttee

appointed by the ecrotary of tate for 'sr to consider the terms and

conditions of service In the my. C.6582 (1892), XIX.

Chapter 14 reviews the various measures proposed by senior officers

and Army reformers for improving the pay and conditions of service in

the ranks. It notes that as a means of attracting more recruits, these

measures were purely speculative and did not reflect any evidence of rank-

and-file opinion. It also claims that peacetime Governments were sus¬

picious of any proposals which might tap the same number and quality of

recruits at a greatly increased cost. The chapter argues that the

Government only conceded an increase in pay when a recruiting crisis

was imminent, and an opportunity had occurred in wartime to increase the

rates of pay without evoking excessive opposition. The chapter con¬

cludes that on all other occasions, the Government baulked at any

measure x*hich required increased expenditure, and was content so long

as the Army had sufficient recruits to fulfil its peacetime

responsibilities.
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For Viscount V olseley and a substantial number of officers,

the recruiting question depended entirely upon the offer of appropriate

monetary inducements and suitable conditions of service. Aware of

the ranker's meagre pay and miserable quarters, the tedious fatigues

and plethora of restrictions to which he was subjected, they asserted

that these aspects would always deter a better quality of recruit.

Above all, they insisted that the offer of a boy's wages would only

attract the 'waifs' and 'strays' and undesirable characters in society -

those who were unable to find regular employment in the labour market,

hat this theory failed to take account of was that the limited appeal

and lowly status of an Army career signified more than a disdain for

the present inducements: it also reflected a profound lack of interest

in the military life,and in some quarters an antipathy towards it.

In the short term, there was possibly little which the military could

recommend to alter these feelings, but their failure even to consider

a revision of the career structure and offer more promotions from the

ranks, indicated how little they were aware of this other dimension.

Material improvements in pay and conditions of service remained the

central theme in pre-war and post-war advice on the recruiting question.*

This viewvas purely a matter of personal speculation, since the

officers did not know why some men enlisted while others did not, and

1. Viscount Wolseley was the leading spokesman of this approach, and
argued that an extra sixpence per day would enable the Army to com¬
pete, with the civilian labour market. Gee, Viscount Wolseley, 'The
Array, in T.H.Ward (ed.), The iielgn of <ueen Victoria (2 Vols., Lon.,
1887), Vol.1, pp.205-207; 'The Standing Army of Great Britain',
Harper's New I'onthlv I agaaine. European edition, Vol.LXXX (Feb.,
1890), pp.336 and 344; (3.4468-4473; evidence before Ihe Committee
appointed by the Secretary of --tate for »ar to consider the terms
and conditions of service in Army, hereafter referred to as the
Wantage Committee, C.6582 (1692), XIXj and (1.9155) evidence before
the Elgin Comnission, op.cit.. Vol.1, Cd.1791 (1904), XLX.
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they did not ask the opinion of the rank-and-file. Q„, simply

suggesting improvements for those aspects of the Service which they

personally considered as unlikely to attract recruits, they arrived

at a number of different recommendations. There was a minority of

officers who demurred at an increase of pay, although most favoured an

improvement in the conditions of service. whereas some feared that any

attempt to compete with civilian rates of pay was bound to be abortive,

others either opposed a highly paid Army in principle or doubted that
2

the present recruit 'was 'worth what he currently received. * The issue

divided successive Inspector-Generals of Recruiting and aligned some

officers who often found cause for disagreement, (i.e. the Duke of

Cambridge and Sir Redvers Duller opposed increasing pay, while Viscount

olseley and Lord Roberts suggested an increase). The predominant

military opinion however, favoured an increase and this was endorsed by

the findings of the antage Committee. In 1392, the Committee pub¬

lished its proposals to abolish deferred pay; give the private soldier

in the Infantry of the Line 1/- a day free from all stoppages; a

messing allowance of 3d* a day; a sufficient supply of clothing;

easier opportunities to earn good conduct badges; and more elastic
3terns of service. Although the Government did not implement these

proposals, they remained as an independent and purportedly authoritative

2. Gee the evidence of Gir R.Buller (3.129 and 162),the Duke of Cambridge
(3,2046 and 2121),:!aj.-Gen.J.H.Rocke (3.528),Col. . .^.Gosset(3.3894)
and Col.C.S.Hope (3.7073) before the antage Committee, op.cjt.,
C.6582 (1892), XIX.

3. fee the 'Provisions and Recommendations' of the antage Report.op.cit..
C.6582 (1892),XIX,pp.26-27. Although two-thirds of the witnesses con¬
curred with these views, they differed in the priority which they
accorded to them.. Whereas the majority who wanted an increase in pay
also wanted to abolish deferred pay,some did not,including Viscount
'wolseley who regarded an efficient ueserve as a primary objective in
Army Reform.
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statement in favour of the military recommendation.

The Liberal Government and its Conservative successor ignored

these findings because they accepted the dissenting rerort of 'rtbur

L. Haltburton, the future Permanent Under-3ec ratapy of Gtate for '-ar.

He had argued that recruits did not enlist on account of their pay and

allowances, and hence that any change in these factors would only

produce the same class of recruit at a large, permanent and unnecessary

cost, (i.e. an additional £750,000 per annurn).H* For the front bench

spokesmen on both sides of the Hotise of Commons, this was a perfect

rationalisation for ignoring the issue. They could argue that the

enlistment of men from a higher social class was a desirable long term

objective but impractical in the eighteen nineties. If pay was the

critical factor as the Wantage Report suggested, then the Government

could only influence recruiting by at least doubling the current rates

of pay, Even this was not assured of success and was bound to be

wasteful, since the Army would still attract men from its traditional

source of recruitment. The Government could also ignore the claim, that

(irrespective of its recruiting consequences) a pay rise was overdue

and necessary, by arguing that the inducement to enlist was not pas'- but,
5

"the military life, the adventurous life and the change". * At bottom,

the front bench spokesmen ignored the recruiting issue so long as the

numbers were sufficient and the quality was adequate for service in

the myriad of small colonial wars. They required more than

4. A.L.Hallburton, 'Dissent', PO.2.92. in the antage Report, op.clt..
C.6562 (1692), XIX, pp.35 and 40.

5, See the speeches by ir H•Campbell-Hannerraan in ; arl.Deb..Fourth
3er.,Vol.9S, 13.5.01, col.1501 and Vol.131, 8.3.04, cols.611-612,
and Brodrick in Pari.Feb.. Fourth Ser.,Vol.90, 6.3.01, col.1080.
ithin Parliament, only the Army Reform lobby campaigned for in¬

creased rates of payment, especially for differential rates between
men and boys and more elastic terns of service. Gee Dilke in
Pari.Feb.. Fourth Ser..Vol.90. 6,3.01, col.1669 and Vol.93, 13.5.01,
col.1555.
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recommendations to support an increase in Government expenditurej

they had to perceive the requirement as imperative in the national

interest.

''hat provided the incentive for political action was not the

humiliations and defeats in battle (although these shattered the com¬

placency with which the Government viewed its military arm), but- the

circumstances and opportunities created by the Gouth African War. As

late as Parch 1901, the Secretary of State expressed:

the gravest reservations whether any increased pay we could
give, unless we give something like double, would really
bring in a different stamp of recruit.6*

Indeed Brodrlck did not take any initiative on recruiting until he had

perceived that a manpower crisis, precipitated by the War, was liable to

vitiate his Army Corps scheme: only then did he accede to the demands
7

of Lord Roberts for an increase in pay. * It required a manifest

recruiting crisis and an opportunity to increase pay without incurring

excessive opposition, before the Government would cast aside its doubts.

1though these doubts had not been superficial, the Government had used

them to conceal a lack of alternative proposals and a lack of interest

in the issue. Hence, when the crisis occurred, it lacked any policy

options other than those which its military advisers had consistently

proferred. An increase in the pay of the rank-and-file therefore, had

depended upon persistent and relatively united military advice in which

a high priority was placed on the issue, the perception by the Govern¬

ment of on imminent recruiting crisis, and the opportunity in war to

grant the rise before the return of peacetime retrenchment.

6. Parl.Geb,. Fourth "er,, Vol.90, 8.3.01, col, 1080.
7. Brodrick to Curzon, 10.5.01 find 22.11.01. Curzon I"33., Lur.F.111/103,

ff.263-265 and 291-294; BroBrick, henorendum on the Array hstj-qtes
1902-03 , 7.12.01. Cab.37/58/128; and Brodrick, u; an i -cms of
ervice in the Array. 4.1.02. Cab.37/60/2.
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A1though spokesmen for the Government and the Army taided

to agree upon the need for improvements in the living conditions of the

rank-and-file, there was less insistence from either body that this was

g
a priority for Reform. * Unlike increased pay or the prospect of post-

Colours employment, few reformers claimed that improved conditions of

service were a vital requirement in the search for more and better

recruits. On the other hand, they did insist that miserable barracks,

fatigue duties and demeaning restrictions had contributed to the lowly

status of an Army career. They also suggested that some recruits may

have been deterred by the knowledge that soldiers rarely left their

barracks, ate in the same rooms in which they slept, spent more time on

fatigues and employments than on soldiering, and lived without privacy

or comforts, * This assertion ought to be qualified by the admission

that those who 'were appalled by the living conditions, duties and res¬

trictions of the rank-and-file, were the officers and well-meaning

civilian reformers. For many rankers, these conditions may have been

no worse and possibly even better than those which they had previously

experienced in civilian life. Nevertheless, the reformers were cor>-

cerned about various aspects of the rankers' living conditions, and they

periodically pressed the Government about them.

8. Nineteen of the witnesses supported the need for improvements in
evidence before the Wantage Committee, on.cit.. C.6582 (1892),XIX,
while both front benches agreed with them, see the speeches by
Brodrick and Campbell-Sannerman in Carl.Deb.. Fourth Ser.,Vol.90,
8.3.01, col.1090 and Vol.93, 13.5.01, col.1501.

9. For descriptions of the living conditions in an .Cdwardian barracks
see, Crusader, 'A Problem of Numbers', Journal of the Royal United
Service Institution. Vol.XXX (Oct., 1904), pp.69-73; Kaj.-Gen.J.F,"~
C.Fuller. The Amy in Ny Time (Ion.,1965),pp.222-225; H.O.Amold-
Forster, The Amy in 1906t A Policy and a Vindication (Ion., 1906),
pp.245-288; and Sir C.Petrie. "cene3 of ,award!an life (Ton.,1965;,
pp.222-225.
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Fatigue duties were one aspect which persistently aroused

military concern. Senior officers presumed that if the Amy offered

any positive attraction in recruiting, it was by virtue of its fighting

duties in adventurous and challenging circumstances. They also argued

that this appeal could only be sustained in peace by regular military

training and was liable to be dissipated by the prolonged performance

of fatigue duties. However, the Army at home and abroad employed a

substantial number of troops on fatigues, some 7,000 per day on per¬

manent employments and another 10,000 per day on casual employments^*
The effect on the under-strength home battalions was particularly

severe, and fir Thomas Kelly-Kenny, the Adjutant-General, proferred the

following example of a home battalion depleted by foreign drafts:

From 1 home battalion composed of 7 companies - 430 non¬
commissioned officers and men, Deduct:

Permanent Garrison employment 54, Permanent
Regimental Imployment 52, Daily fatigues 39 * 145

"en in band, signallers, sick, transport,
pioneers, Counted Infantry, machine guns etc.* 100

Recruits * 120

Therefore, the number of troops available for daily training * 7S.^"
In other words, the employment of men on non-military duties undemined

the ability of the home battalions to indulge in realistic training,

quite apart from the deleterious effect which sanitary fatigues, barrack

labouring and waiting at table might have on a soldier's military

enthusiasm,

10. djutant-General, "Inute on replacement of soldiers on non-trilltnry
duties by oc-soldiers or civilians. 1.10.024 .6.32/9120,"

H. fir T.Kelly-Kenny to lord Roberts, 17.11.02. Roberts Fss.,P.R.O.,
.".0,105/43, There is a similar analysis in Red Coat, 'A eok's

Work at Aldershot', United Service Magazine. Vol.XXX (Mar,, 1905),
p.584.
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The Adjutant-General recommended that many of these duties

3hould be performed by civilians or ex-soldiers. On 1 October 1902,

he requested permission to hire 6,000 civilians at an average wage per

head of £1.2.0. weekly. Since this proposal would increase the

Estimates by £343,000 per annum, it incurred vehement opposition from
12

the rinance Department and the Secretary of State. Three years

later, when the General Officers Gonnanding complained that they were

unable to train their troops and required civilian understudies for

each employed man, the Chief of the General Staff did not even forward
13

their objections to the Amy Council. With the Government already

committed to the expense of Artillery rearmament, the cost of this

proposal made it utterly prohibitive. As there was not any immediate

recruiting crisis and the proposal only appeared to have an indirect

influence on recruiting, these factors ensured that the dwardian

soldier would continue to perform a host of non-military duties while

serving with the Colours.^*
12. On 31 October 1902, the "inance Department costed the proposal of

the Adjutant-General, op.cit..1.10.02. ir "."arzials noted that,
"this, as explained above, foreshadows a very heavy expenditure -
so heavy that it appears to me quite prohibitive." Gir P.: arzials
to Gir C.Harris, 3.H«02. At a later meeting of the ..ar Office
Council, the Secretary of Dtate condemned the measure as too
expensive. Gee the meeting of the War Office Council on 24.11.02.
v. .0.32/9120.

13. As he noted, "In fact it is not likely that the Treasury will ever
consent to an expenditure of over £300,000 a year to remedy the
existing state of things." Sir N.G.Lyttelton,26.6.05, in reply to
the Annual Confidential Report by the G.O.C.in C.,Irish Command.
W.0.32/9121.

14. It should not be accepted that the ranks resented all fatigues and
employments. Dome duties, especially in catering, may have been
preferred to routine military drill, and the claim that rankers
relished military training wa3 only presumed by the officer corps.
It was not based on any evidence of rank-and-file opinion.
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The Amy al3o considered that an improvement in barrack

conditions was a prerequisite in the search for a better class of

recruit. Given that the majority of barracks offered spartan facilities,

poor lighting and little opportunity to enjoy any comfort or privacy,

there -was scope for improvement. However, there were enormous prob¬

lems in the practicalities of barrack reform. In the first place,

many barracks were incapable of modernisation because of their age and

structure, and many were badly sited far from the exercise, recreation

and manoeuvring areas. The poor situations reflected the tendency of

barracks to outlive their original purpose: at the turn of the century,

troops were still quartered in the centre of large cities (to control

riots in the early nineteenth century), and in forts along the coast-
15

.line (to thwart the apprehended French invasion in 1859). To be

effective, any policy of modernisation required wholesale recon¬

struction. Secondly, if the barracks building programme was to aid

recruiting, it required a measure of civilian supervision, since improve¬

ments by military standards would not necessarily comply with civilian

expectations. As this supervision did not occur until 1905, the new

barracks at Colchester and Tidworth, despite their separate dining

facilities and recreation room3, were basically a reproduction of tire

old 3tyle barracks. The Hoyal Engineers who designed, built and

maintained the buildings were less enthusiastic about innovations (like

cubicles) than either the Commander-in-Chief or the Secretary of

15. ~ee, Report of Committee on Lands and Buildings owned by the '^ar
Departnent.1905. 27.11,05. Arnold-Foreter Kss.,sT*".,Add. 'ss. 50310,
ff.161. sir H. :aig had remarked on the Cavalry barracks at Piers
Hill, Edinburgh, "it is a bad place for Cavalry - no drill ground
.... Indeed any place is better as a Cav.station than Odin."
Haig to Henrietta Haig, 17.9.02. Haig ^ss., N.L.5., 1 Box 4,
Vol.6.
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Gtate. * Finally, the possibility of fundamental reform

depended upon substantial and sustained financial support from the

Government; this was critical and it was not forthcoming.

The Conservative Government financed barrack construction by long

term borrowing outwith the Army estimates. Under the Military '-'orks

Act (1897), the Government rated barrack building ns an exceptional

priori.ty (to complement their increases in the peacetime establishment),

and resolved to build on loan, incurring a repayment liability of thirty

years. To meet the barrack requirements of the pre-war increases in

manpower, the Government staggered its programme over five years, but

these requirements were markedly less than those prefigured by the

wartime exigencies and the Brodrick reforms. In the period 1900-1903,

the Government doubled its barracks expenditure and borrowed another

£11,852,500 in two additional loans.17'
hereas the first of these loans passed through the i»ouse of Commons

at the end of a 'wartime session, 'with barely 40 Members present and

16. On the need for civilian supervision, see the statement by Arnold-
Forster, Parl.Oeb..Fourth 3er«,Vol.141, 23.2.05, col.1171. For a
contrast between the enthusiasm of lord Aoberts for cubicles and
the attitude of the .ioyal -ngineers, compare lord iioberts to
Srodrick, 1.9.02. Roberts Mss.,N.A.M.,R/122/4/324,with the
comment by Araold-Forster,

Rule and precedent have evidently controlled design to an
extent which has gone far to exclude originality, and to
stereotype that which was never satisfactory, and which is
in no way in accordance with modern views and requirements.

H.0. A mo ld-Fo rster, The Array in 1906; A 'olicy and A Vindication
(Lon.,1906),p.282.

17. Prior to the ar, the Government borrowed £2,600,000 under the
Imperial Defence Act (1888). £4,100,000 under the Barracks Act
(1890), and £9,458,000 under the Military orks Loans (1897 and
1898). Post- ar, the Government borrowed £6,352,500 in 1901
and £5,500,000 in 1903. Gee, -;rl."eb,. Fourth Ger.,Vol.126,
24.7.03, col.269. For Government jcpenditure, see Appendix X:

■/oeniiture on ojlldlri" and Repairing Barracks.
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hardly a nurrr.er of protest; the second, requested in the

immediate post-war period, incurred substantial Parliamentary criticism.

All shades of political opinion evinced concern, and Sir *:ichael Hicks-

Beach claimed that the new standards of accommodation were too exalted

and too expensive,^* Within eighteen months, the Unionist Government

curtailed its building programme by CI,500,000 and its Liberal successor

abolished the use of loans. The new method of financing, which incor¬

porated the cost of barracks construction into the annual .estimates,

ensured that the avoidance of unnecessary expenditure would take priority-

over modernisation. Haldane established new criteria for further

building, (i.e. where existing barracks -were insanitary and dangerous,

and where a barracks was lacking for a particular portion of the

military organisation), and these meant that cases of hardship and dis¬

comfort would no longer be considered and that the rebuilding programme

19
would return to its pre-war level.

The Army was only able to improve those aspects of military service

which did not involve heavy financial expenditure. ithin this limita¬

tion was the individual status of the soldier, especially his freedom of

movement when not performing military duties. Traditionally, the Army

had subjected this freedom to endless supervision and required a nor>-

eoirsrlssioned officer to shepherd the private soldier on every furlough.

Gome officers,like Sir Avelyn ,'ood and Fir Horace Smith-Dorrlen, doubted

18. Compare the reaction to the statement bv lord Stanley on 1 August
Pari.Deb*. Fourth Per.,Vol.98,cols.934-938,with the furor

which attended the subsequent request on 24 July 1903 and the amend¬
ments moved on 31 July 1903. Farl.Deb..Fourth Aer•,Vol,126,cols.236-
294 and 1100-1107. For the eventual reduction, see the statement by
Arnold-Porster.Pari.Deb..Fourth Per.,Vol.141, 23.2.05, col.1171,

19. Gee, Pari.Deb,. Fourth Per.,Vol.168, 7.6.06, cols.566-567, and
Appendix Xt Expenditure on Building and Repairing Barracks,
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that the service could impose these restrictions and still

expect to attract more able and responsible recruits. In the Southern

Command, despite protests from the local clergy, fir Evelyn 'ood in¬

sisted that soldiers should be allowed to return of their ovm accord

20.
after an evening in town. He noted that nearly 90;": reported by tattoo.

At Aldershot, Sir Horace fmith-forrien followed suit by abolishing the

pic -justs who used to round up tardy privates, and thereby saved the
21.

labour of nearly 700 men per week. By endorsing these measures and

authorising their application throughout the Army, the «ar Office

accepted that a less restrictive treatment was liable to enhance the
22.

self-respect of the men and augment the popularity of the Amy.

Nevertheless, the Amy perpetuated other restrictions, especially

where connected with marital responsibilities. As the service frowned

on marriage; provided few quarters for married men; and was a tradit¬

ional refuge for men escaping from amatory indiscretions, there was little

interest in forcing the soldier to accept hi3 paternal responsibilities.

The inevitable sufferers were the service families, particularly where

the offspring were illegitimate or where the marriage was off the
23

strength. Ferriages off the strength had to depend upon the help of

20. Sir . ood to Lord Roberta, 29.1.03. Roberts I!3S.,N.A.M. ,r/91/41.
21. Sir 11. mith-Dorrien.Memories of Forty- ight Year's Service (Ion.,

1925),pp.355-356; fir C.Petrie.op.cit..pp.273-273; and field Marshal
ir . . obertson. ron . rivate to ; ield . rshrl(Ion.. 1921).pp. 155-157.

22. "I feel certain that we have only to persevere and treat our people
as they would be treated in civil life in all matters when they are
not required for duty , and it will not only enhance their self
respect but will render the Amy more popular.'' ™ir E.Vrood to Lord
Roberts, 29.1.03. Roberts !'ss.,N. ,V91/41.

2-3. Only a limited number of soldiers were allowed places on the married
establishment and thereby quarters if there were vacancies and entitle¬
ment to separation allowances. There were no exact figures for the
marriage off the strength (i.e.those who did not have £7 in the savings
bank; 7 years service exclusive of boy's service; and a good conduct
record) but, "in no ca3e were the numbers negligible, while sometimes
they were considerable." Report of an Enquiry by Frs.Tennant regarding
uv-- coniiwions of arriage HIT the strength. Cd.7441 (1914),U,para.4.
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voluntary associations inasmuch/the military authorities

2L
refused them quarters and sep ration allowances. * As late as

?larch 1914, the Amy Council declined to align the maintenance stop¬

pages for dependents with the maximum provisions (5/- a week) of the

L-astardy - aw3 Amendment Act (l'r'?2). Aithout an increase in pay, the

authorities feared that an increase in the stoppages would merely
25

precipitate more desertions. Indeed, the Army Council only favoured

a decrease in the restrictions upon the private soldier so long as

this did not rebound with additional problems for them, and an extra
26

burden on the Army Votes."

In sum, finance was the main consideration in determining whether

the proposals for improving the pay and conditions of service of the

rank-and-file were either accepted or indefinitely postponed. Where

the recommendations involved a substantial increment on the Estimates,

they usually encountered an uncompromising rejection from the peace¬

time Governments. ..ven if the Governments were sceptical about the

possibility of attracting a better class of recruit, their primary

fear was financial and their main concern was to secure enough recruits

within the existing financial limits. As a sufficient intake was

gauged by the ability to fulfil the immediate peacetime duties of the

Army (like garrisoning the overseas colonies), the Government was able

to prevaricate on the need for qualitative improvement.

24. Although lord Roberts and the Accountant-General favoured removing
the restrictions on separation allowances, which had been frequen¬
tly waived during the Boer War, the ar Council accepted the report
of lord "Stanley's Corrxrivtee which recommended a return to the
strict pre-war restrictions. Meeting of the War Council and Precis
to.129, 15.12.03. W.0.163/7.

25. 164 Meeting of the Army Council and Precis Ho.791, 12.3.14,
■ .0.163/20.

26. For example, the *rtry Council was loath# to act on the deport of
Fro,remnant's enquiry and preferred to defer the issue for the
views of the Commands and the India Office. See 16? Meeting of the
Amy Council and Precis No.Oil, 22.5.14. W.0.163/20.
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Chapter ^

The 'Civilian urployment of the vdwardlan

SpMJM»T«

"You may do something to make the Army more popular by increasing

pay and the comforts of the soldier and by diminishing the irksomeness

of the discipline to -which he is subjected, but while....the old

soldier is pointed out as the most helpless of human beings, you will

not be able to keep up your establishment."

Lord "onkswell, »Recrulting',United Service Magazine, Vol.XXVI (Pec.,

1902), pp.26&-269.

Chapter 15 examines the plight of the ex-soldier on his return

to civilian life. It notes that although "elect Committees had per¬

sistently indicated that the soldier suffered from his lack of skills,

Reserve status, quarterly pensions, and lack of assistance in finding

employment, other bodies took little interest in these problems. It

claims that the Army had doubts about whether it could prepare soldiers

for their return to civilian life, and that the trade unions were con¬

stantly fearful lest the Army provide cheap labour for civilian

employers. Nevertheless, the chapter argues that the main obstacle was

the attitude of the Government and its failure to accept any res¬

ponsibility for the fate of the ex-soldier. Indeed the chapter

concludes that a Ministerial reluctance to endorse any measure which

required increased expenditure only concealed a lack of interest in

and a shortsighted indifference towards the civilian employment

prospects of the ex-soldier.
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"By annually sending some 16,000 or 17,000 reservists

back from the colours into civil life, the State contracts towards

these men a moral obligation which it should not hesitate to discharge,"

The dependence of the short service system upon a rapid turnover of man¬

power had bequeathed the problem of re-employing those who had spent

their formative years in military service and had undertaken, for a

small retaining fee, to return to the ranks whenever required. This

responsibility challenged the authorities to rid the Army of its least

flattering advertisement - the old soldier, red-coated and bo-medalled,

cast out from the service as an unemployable* and destitute vagrant.

Indeed, Select Committees had persistently argued that the assurance

of subsequent civilian employment would raise the status of military
2

service and attract a better quality of recruit. * The dilemma was how

to realise this assurance given the capabilities of the serving soldier;

the ambivalent status of the Army Reservist; and the attitudes of

Government, employers and trade unions towards the plight and prospects

of the ex-soldier.

The basic problem was the limited ability of the serving soldier.

As the bulk of Reservists came from the Infantry of the Line, without

any facility in the handling of horses or machinery, they offered little

to the prospective employer other than an erect bearing and a sense of

discipline. The remedy, in the opinion of successive Select Committees

was to teach the soldier a trade. However, this proposal contained

1. Report from the Select Committee on Retired Soldiers and Cellors1
Employment, hereafter referred to as the Chesney Report. C «33B
(1895), XII, p.V.

2. Report from the Select Committee on -pldiers.'ailors and Marines
(Civil mnlovment). C.3&3 (1377). XV. para.25: Chesney Report.
op.cit.. p.VII; Report of the Committee on Civil Employment of
Lx "oldiers and pallors, hereafter referred to as the Ward
Report, Cd.298l (1906), XIV, paras.76-79.
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several intrinsic difficulties. The selection of trades had

to avoid any which required a long apprenticeship or which were not

in demand in the labour market. The selection had also to be so

presented and advertised as to attract the sustained enthusiasm of

the serving soldier. Indeed the lack of interest (and financial

support) from the rank-and-file had foiled the previous attempts at

technical instruction. These factors had closed the carpentry and

turnery classes held by the Coldstream Guards, and,had limited the

effectiveness of the experiment at the astney barracks conducted by

the Royal Marine Artillery. To obviate this dependence on the en¬

thusiasm of volunteers, the ard Committee sponsored the notable

recommendation that every soldier 3hould be compelled to leam at

least one trade. It listed thirteen trades which serving soldiers

might profitably learn, and urged that the Government should defray the

cost of instruction and material.^*
These proposals received a mixed reception. In the first place,

the prospect of teaching soldiers a trade had always divided military

opinion. Come officers regarded the idea as wholly improper and as

liable to undermine the paramount duty of training men in their military

drill. Since an abundance of obstacles already impaired military

training (i.e. under strength battalions and the number of troops

allocated to fatigues and other employments) any further proposal,

3. On the failure of the Coldstream Guards Club, see the evidence of
Col.V.Dawson (3,1173-1176) end on the astney experiment, see the
evidence of Maj. .E.Harkness (3.753-785). The Eastney experiment
had been carefully monitored and from 15 to 84 men had been taught
in each of the 6 trades offered. Nevertheless, the defaulters had
been a problem and MaJ.Harkness favoured compulsory instruction
(3.785). Evidence before the hard Committee, op.cit., Minutes of
Evidence, Cd.2992 (1906), XIV.

4. See the Ward Report, op«clt..naras.51-59. These proposals were
much more radical than those recommended by previous Committees,
3ee the Chesney Report, op.cit.. p.'VI.
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which impinged on the limited time available, was immediately

suspect. On the other hand, some officers viewed the teaching of

trades as an obligation which the Army owed to its young recruits.

They foresaw no insuperable problems in technical instruction; con¬

sidered that there was ample time for instruction; and thought that

it would enhance the statas and prospects of the serving soldier.^**
Nevertheless, whatever their views on the propriety of technical instruc¬

tion, the majority of officers had always doubted that it was practically

possible. They argued that the experiment would flounder through the

lack of workshops and tools, the shortage of instructors and time, and

the peripatetic tendencies of the peacetime battalions. Lord Monkswell,

an ardent supporter of compulsory technical instruction, dismissed

these fears as simply an attempt to precipitate the demise of the volun¬

tary system by casting doubt on any proposal which might enhance the

prospects of the voluntary recruit. Although this charge was impossible

to prove, the short service system had undoubtedly fostered the feeling

that the opportunity for effective military training was extremely

limited. Hence, the officers nay have exaggerated the practical

difficulties in technical instruction, to conceal their fear that the
n

Army could ill afford further concern with ancillary duties. *

5. Evidence of Col.C.S.Ducat (3.3150)* Col.H.J.Hallowes (3.1065)» end
the Puke of Cambridge, who claimed that men enlisted, "not to learn
a trade but avoid one", (3.2037) before the antage Committee, on.
cit.. C.6582 (1892), XIX.

6. Evidence of ir H.L, ood (1.1234), Col.G.Cox (3.3340-3846) and Col.
A.G.Iioper (3.3548-3549) before the Wantage Committee, op.cit..
C.6582 (1892), XIX.

7. For the claim of lord Monkswell, see House of Lords. Fourth Ser.,Vol.
166, 28.11.06, col.5. Although several officers sympathised with the
idea of technical instruction, they still doubted its practicability.
See the evidence of Viscount olseley (3.4498) Sir R.Buller (3.383-
391) and 1aj.-Gen.J.H.Rocke (3.763) before the Wantage Committee
op.cit.. C.6582 (1892),XIX.
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Trade unionists were also suspicious of technical

instruction, ever fearful that the Amy might provide cheap labour

for local employers. They already resented the internal employment

policies of the Amy, especially the use of soldiers, at negligible

rates, in barrack maintenance and the provision of certain foods and

beverages. Apart from depriving local unionists of extra employment,

these additional rates of pay were 30 derisory as to raise doubts

about the military appreciation of civilian labour. * ./hat the

unions feared was that the garrison commanders would 3econd troops

to local firms for the purpose of technical instruction and thereby

provide these firms with cheap or free labour. As Kajor A.W.Taylor,

the 2nd Battalion Queen's Regiment, Colchester, attempted to pursue

this policy, offering soldiers to local employers, "free of charges

and without wages", the unions had cause for apprehension. Although

Haldane withdrew Major Taylor's offer, the ar Office continued to

regard the doubts of the trade union movement as a central problem in
9.

the further development of technical instruction.

Finally, the War Office expressed its own reservations about the

practical difficulties involved In technical instruction. The provi¬

sion of suitable teaching was an immediate problem inasmuch as the

methods taught in the military schools 'Mould not necessarily commend

themselves to civilian employers. Secondly, the continuity of

8. In 1899, the Army paid its engineers l|d and 2d per hour for barrack
repairs. There were protests on behalf of trades associations and
occasionally firms in garrison towns, who felt undercut by military
nractice. "ee, Virl,Feb.. Fourth ~er.,7ol.41, 19.6.96, cols.1472-
1473 and Vol.68, 7.3.99, cols.26-27.

9. The indiscretion of Major Taylor was revealed in Pari.Deb.. Fourth
Ser.,Vol.131, 22.8.07, cols. 1107-1108. For the opposition of
trade unions and of the employers of native labour in overseas
garrisons, see War Office Report on the steps taken to provide
Technical Instruction to Soldiers to fit them for civil life;
(2) Copies of ar Office Circular Letters relating to the subject,
hereafter referred to as the War Office Report, 1907, Cd.35H
(1907),XLIX,p.ll.
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training was difficult to ensure, given the tendency of Array-

units to be constantly on the move, and to be stationed abroad when

composed of seasoned soldiers about to complete their period of

Colours service. Thirdly, the civilian classes were costly, were not

always convened near an Array barracks and included courses "too

abstract or theoretical" for the serving soldier. On the other hand,

the Army lacked the basic equipment to sustain the experiment itself.

The regimental workshops were deficient in adequate appliances and

accommodation; the material and tools were in ahort supply and were

liable to be further diminished by inferior workmanship; and the

regimental pioneers while not sufficiently skillful to act as in¬

structors, were likely to resent the intrusion of external advisers.

Py emphasising these practical difficulties, the War Office may have

concealed a more profound feeling - a lack of interest in the limited

objectives of the scheme. As the instruction only aimed at familiaris¬

ing the serving soldier with the techniques and implements used in

civilian trades, (as distinct from converting him into a skilled trades-

nan), there were only minor advantages for the rank-and-file. *

The critical factor however, was the attitude of the Government

and the Array Council; although they accepted the principles of the

Ward Report, they refused to apply them in practice.^"* First, the

Council only granted a preference in technical training to the soldiers

in their last two years of Colours service, when they could "spare the

time" for instruction. Working within a two year scheme, the Council

10. War Office Report 1907, on.cit. , pp.1-3,10-11. As a subsequent
Report consented, the ranks, "3ee that the instruction will not
qualify them as masters and fail to recognise that it will qualify
them as mates." Y.'ar Office Report on the steps taken during 1907
to provide Technical Instruction to Soldiers to fit then for civil
life, hereafter referred to as Par Office Report,1903, Cd.A059
(l^B), XI, p.3.

11. 73 Testing of the Any Council, 10.7.O6. Y/.0.163/11.
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argued that it could prepare more accurate forecasts of the

labour market, and could increase the likelihood that the training

would be remembered. Yet, as the majority of short service soldiers

spent their last two yeare of Colours service in India, they were

effectively precluded from receiving instruction, Secondly, the

Council, under Government instruction, eschewed compulsion and limited

the financial grant to accommodation and other initial expenditure.

The grant was miserly (£1,000 in 1906-07; £2,500 in 1907-08; and

£2,000 in 1908-09) and it forced those who volunteered for training,
12

to pay the cost of materials and instruction, * If the financial

considerations 'were a shortcoming, the unwillingness to enforce com-

13
pulsion ensured that the scheme would flounder, for the Liberal

Government, the measure would prove too expensive and was not warranted

by the 25$ of ex-3ervicemen who failed to find employment,^*
If there was little concern outwith the Select Committees for the

skills of the rank-and-file, there was greater interest in the plight

of the Reservists and Army pensioners. As products of the short service

system, the Reservists in particular, were younger and fitter men than

the "old soldiers" of the early Victorian period. Despite the liability

12. Gar Office Report 1907, op.cit.. Cd.35H (1907), XLIX, pp.8-9.
13. Many joined the schemes but subsequently lost Interest. In the Gib¬

raltar schema, 144 men volunteered, 42 failed to attend and only 18
completed the course, bar Office Report.1908.op.cit..Cd.4059 (1908)
XI, p.3.

14. As Lord Luca3 stated, "75 per cent of the men in the Army pa3S
straight into one trade or another the moment they leave,... The
remaining 25$ present a problem, but the fact of such a high per¬
centage at once finding trades makes it extremely doubtful whether
it is either economically necessary or wise to start a difficult
and expensive system of universal teaching." House of Lords.
Fourth Ger., Vol.196, 16.11.08, col.831.
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of recall to the Colours and the lack of War Office assistance

in finding employment, an increasing proportion of them became employed,

while a smaller proportion ended their days as paupers in the casual
15

wards. Nevertheless, the public image of the ex-soldier as shift¬

less, idle and frequently drunken persisted, being periodically con¬

firmed, whenever the Reservists and pensioners received their service

remuneration. Although the Army pay was meagre (6d a day for a Keser-

vist and 2/2 a day for a pensioner), the money had been paid since 1877

by quarterly instalments in advance - a temptation for carousing which

many ex-soldiers and their friends found difficult to resist.

To remove this temptation, there was considerable pressure

on the War Office for a more frequent payment of Reserve and pension

remuneration. Civilian employers bemoaned the absenteeism which

accompanied quarterly payments. If this was a recur rent problem for

ell firms employing ex-serviceman, it was worse for the firms which

relied upon them and for the Scottish firms after the payment on 1

January.1^* The traditional pension day scenes also outraged the

15. fore paupers claimed to be ex-soldiers than could substantiate their
claims. On 20 December 1897, 22of the paupers in English and
Walsh wards claimed to be ex-soldiers while 2J,' claimed to be Reser¬
vists: only 5? could prove their pension status and ljilfe could
prove to be Reservists. 5ee.Pari.Deb..Fourth Per.,Vol.58, 7.6.98,
col.870. The War Office never accepted that any more than about 2%
of pensioners became chargeable,whereas the Boards of Guardians
claimed that the percentage was higher, that the men had lost their
proof, and that they amounted to 25; of their annual intake. Com¬
pare, J.G.Ashley, Pinute, 28.4.06 and Rev.E.Morrls to Secretary,
Royal Commission on Poor Laws, 10.11.06. W.0.32/9357.

16, ' ee the evidence of messers Sharpington (0.987-988) and ;lands!1
((.1079-1081) before the Chesney Coiraaittee.op.cit.. C.338 (1895),
XII and messers "harpe (0.2015,2019) and Prince (Appendix 7,para.5)
before the lard Committee.on.clt..Cd.298l (1906),XIV. The Decretory
of Thomas Allan St Sons Ltd.complained that even after 11 days,"our
workmen have not yet in our Moulding Shop got over the effects of
the drinking bout 'which followed on the recent Quarterly payment
of pensions in a lump sum." P.'eas to Haldane,11.7.06. .,0.32/9357.
Por the effects in Scotland see,General Manager of Glasgow Corporar-
tion Tramways to Seely, 20.1.14. >'.0.32/11201.
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34.
sensibilities of respectable opinion. Concerned citizens

continually urged that these pensioners and their friends should be

protected against themselves and that weekly or monthly payments
17

should be introduced. Finally, the Boards of Guardians repeatedly

protested that the quarterly payments encouraged their inmates to dis¬

charge themselves on payment day only to return a few days later either

drunk or suffering from the after effects of drink. In their opinion,

the sudden transition from destitution to comparative affluence was an

unfair temptation - "a direct cause of thriftlessness and an indirect

cause of pauperism among ex-soldiers." Throughout the late Victorian

and "dwardian years, they campaigned for weekly payments, a reform

which several Members of Parliament and one Secretary of State for War

supported.

The Finance Department opposed any change in the existing method of

payment. Confronted by recurrent pressure from the Boards of Guardians,

the recommendations of Select and inter-departmental Committees, and the

reforming zeal of incoming Ministers, it marshalled an impressive battery

of negative advice. In the first place, the pensioners appeared to

like the existing system* indeed, the Department claimed to champion

the thrifty and well-conducted man for whom the quarterly payments were

17. "I was up there to-day St the whole of the Coombe and Keath St,seemed
full of drunken people & the public houses full of women. It is
always so on pension day & one or two days after, as long as their
money lasts." Marie J.Wright to Lady Keath, 2.10.12. W.0.32/1120.
See also Lady Teath to Lady Aberdeen, 6.10.12. W.0.32/U20.

18. In 1906, "no leas than 120 Boards of Guardians have forwarded
resolutions on this subject, and several Members of Parliament have
approached the Secretary of State on the matter." War Office Circular
Letter to Admiralty, 9.8.06. W,0.32/9357. Gee also R.JS.Wilkes to
Sec.local Government I3oard, 6.3.06; Coventry Union to Haldane,
26,3.06; and local Government Board to Secretary, War Office,
4.4.06, 25.4.06 and 11.5.06. W.0.32/9357. Forthe support of a
Secretary of State for War, 3ee J.Oeely to Finance Member,
11.10.12. W.0.32/1220.
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b. substantial asset. * Secondly, the system was not inflexible.

The re were arrangements whereby the pensions could be paid monthly

should the pensioner desire it or should the Guardians recommend it

for the men in their charge. If the individuals were helpless but

agreed to the process, a responsible person could receive their

quarterly payments and pay then out on a weekly basis. There were

exceptions in other words, although these largely depended on the

pensioner's agreement. Thirdly, as all pensioners and Reservists

enjoyed a legal right to quarterly payment in advance, any adminis¬

trative changes required an Act of Parliament. Finally, the existing

system had the decisive advantage of only costing £27,500 per annum

in administration. Since the monthly or weakly systems would augment

the number of transactions by an additional 600,000 or 1,460,000 per

annum, the labour costs would rise in proportion. In addition to the

cost of Instituting a new process (estimated at £200,000), the extra

annual expenses 'were estimated at £31,000 for the monthly payments and
20

over £100,000 for the weakly. * Mention of these additional costs

ensured that the recurrent protests would fail and that the scanes on

pension day would continue.

19. h'.Bridgernan to Raidarte, 11.6,06 enclosing a letter from a pensioner
in hi3 constituency, 'rthur Davie3 to W.Bridgenan, 7.6.06. W.0.32/
9357. also Bnclsure C: Quarterly versus Monthly or Weekly
Payments of Army Pensions and Reserve Pay, 28.4.06. >'.0.32/9357;
F.Maraiels to Cleric of Guardians,1902. W.0.32/9357; and C.Harris
to J.heely, 23.11.12, para.3. 1.0.32/1120.

20. The arguments are summarised in C.Harris to J.Feely, 23.11.12,
paras.1-5. ft'.0.32/1120; and the costs in J.A.31ynn, Minute,4.7.08.
W.0.32/9359; Enclosure C, op.cit..W.0.32/9357; evidence of J.S.
Davy,28,11.06 before the Interdepartmental coruoittee on Payment
of Pensions and Reserve Pay. -*.0.32/9356* and the statement by
the Finance Member in 96 . eeting of the Army Council and Precis
No.356, 4.12.07. W.0.163/12.
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36.
Financial considerations also foiled the attempt to

improve the machinery by which soldiers found civilian employment.

For soldiers seeking employment, the only official assistance came

from the employment registers kept by the War Office and the regimental

districts. As this assistance only secured employment for % of the

Reservists and pensioners, the ex-soldiers either relied on their own

21
efforts or the help afforded by the fourteen charitable societies. *

Although these societies which relied upon voluntary donations, located

a half of the posts found by the Sdwardian soldier, their number en¬

sured duplication of effort, wasted expenditure and the opportunity for

unscrupulous soldiers "to ring the changes" on the various bodies. As

the Ward Report recommended, these separate societies should have been

replaced by a national association receiving financial support from the
22

State. * Although the Army Council accepted this proposal in principle,

the Government refused to provide the annual contribution of £16,000.

£1,150 per annum remained the limit of the State's commitment, and the

societies continued to provide what services they could within their
23

own limitations.

For the ex-serviceman, the only assistance of the Government was a

21. See Appendix XI; The Civil hnployment of the Kdwardian Soldier.
22. Ward Report, op.cit., Cd.298l (1906),XIV,pp.4-10. What reorganisa¬

tion occurred, came from the initiative of the societies themselves#
See, 124 Feeting of the Army Council and Precis No.458, 14-15»4.10.
W«0.163/15 and 133 Feeting of the Army Council, 28.7.11. W.0.163/16.

23. The Government provided £1,000 for the National Association for the
ilnployment of Reserve and discharged oldiers; £100 for the Army and
Navy Pensioners Society; and £50 for the Incorporated Soldlero and
Sailors Help Society. See the Army Estimates of affective and Non
effective Services for the year 1914-1915. No.131 (1914). LI.
Vote 11, p.87.
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tacit commitment to the policy of preferential employment.

In the ooinion of relect Committees and military advisers, this policy

was justified by the personal sacrifices of the short service soldierj

the limited skills of the ex-soldier; and the prejudice which lingered

against him in civilian society. As the soldier entered the labour

market without skills, older than his civilian rivals, possibly married

and with a limited ability in written examination, he was at a palpable

disadvantage. Although some firms welcomed and even preferred his

services, few would offer htm anything more than a manual or labouring
2.L.

occupation, And there were not enough of these posts to employ every

soldier of good character. ""ome employers were unwilling to employ

Reservists in case they were recalled to the Colours, while others

preferred civilians and categorised the ex-soldier as lacking in
25

initiative, ability and temperance. To realise some assurance of

further employment, the military authorities sought preferential employ¬

ment for ex-soldiers in the State departments. They hoped that

suitable posts would be wholly or in part reserved for ex-soldiers, and

that the latter would not be debarred because of entrance restrictions

24. .jsployers of labourers, porters, railway workers, clerks, messengers
and the police authorities testified to the efficiency of ex-
soldiers. See the evidence of messers Prince (3.4524 Bailey
(3.493, 496, 504), Dent (3.857, S6&-869), Gardner (3.1273),
ffott dower (0.1223,1230,1235,1233), Kinchin ( 1901-1903) before
the Ward Committee, op.cit. , Cd.293l (1906), XIV, pp.11-13.

25. See the evidence of Capt.Wilkinson (3.96), Col.Shervinton (3.2H),
Capt.Patheson (3.395),and messers hilleard (3.333, 352), Harvey
(3.U0Q, 1110) and Brov/ne (3.936) before the Ward Committee, op.cit..
Cd.2931 (1906), XIV, para.35.
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as to age, marriage and examination. *

Intrinsic problems however, beset the policy of preferential

employment. In the first place, there was the logic of contemporary

economics. For the Finance Department, the Treasury and certain

employers it was only proper that if employers had to ignore market

forces and accord preference to the unskilled ex-soldier, thai these

employers ought to be able to lower their rates of pay. From the

military viewpoint, this wa3 a degrading proposition which would con¬

found the prospects of attracting a better quality of recruit. Indeed

the military authorities successfully insisted that there should be no

discrimination within State employment, even if this should mean that
27

there would be less employment for ex-servicemen. *

Nevertheless, the trade unions continued to fear that these

assurances would have little influence on the private employers of ex-

servicemen. Their spokesmen consistently opposed preferential employ¬

ment because they disputed its justification, and suspected that it

would lead to cheap labour and a reduction in wages. Where the unions

26. Although all the Delect Committees had sponsored this proposal,
the ' ard Report specifically requested a military preference
amounting to 50% in Post Office appointments beyond those as porters
and postmen} 50;? of Customs Officers} all permanent messengers}
"all future vacancies" for Customs Preventive men} the majority
of the 1,400 assistant clerkships in the Civil Service} and a
proportion of the unskilled road work under County Council juris¬
diction. It also wanted consideration of military service in
superannuation schemes, in redundancy decisions, and in a raised
age limit for the police. Ward Report.op.clt..Cd.2981 (1906),
XIV, PP.15-17.

27, Compare the proposal of the Finance Department in ^.Parzial to
the Secretary of the Treasury, 6.11.03. W.0.32/6518, with the
military reaction of Maj.-Gen.F.Howard to the Adjutant-General,
6.2,04} Sir T.Kelly-lenny to the Jommander-in-Uhief, 6.2.04}
Lord Roberts to Secretary of State, 8.2.04} and y®j.-Gen.Howard
to the Accountant-General, 28.3.04. W.0.32/6519.
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were recognised, the firm3 either had to employ ex-soldiers

28
at the standard rates or forego their services. # The employment of

ex-soldiers because they were ex-soldiers also disregarded any appren¬

ticeship schemes or employment policies already pursued within the

civilian sector. On account of preferential employment, the Post

Office had to dispense with the services of some 40?' of their tele¬

graph boys, which impaired the prospect of improving the quality of

telegraph boy recruitment} ensured that the public received an

inferior postal service; and rendered the Army even less popular among

29
those who had lost their careers. Consequently, the Government only

gave tacit approval to the policy of preferential employment and re¬

frained from issuing any directives to enforce it. Throughout the

Edwardian period, the State only marginally increased its employment

of ex-soldiers and never realised the targets, which had been sugges¬

ted by the Select Committees. This ensured that there would be no

improvement in rate of post-Colours employment, which remained at 75%
30

per annum.*

In effect, the attempt to improve the employment prospects of the

Edwardian soldier accomplished little. There were two principal short¬

comings - the inadequate departmental machinery and the attitude of the

28. For a detailed statement of the trade union position,see the
evidence of Mr.A.Harris,Secretary of the Labour Protection League,
(Q.673-818) before the Chesnoy Committee, op.cit,. C.338 (1895),
XII and in Parl.Peb.. Fourth 3er.,7ol.l2, 29.5.93, cola.lA74-U79
and Pari.Deb.. Fifth Ser.,Vol.50, 9.3.13, col.1155.

29. Evidence of Mr. Norway, General Post Office, (Q.518-519) before
the Ward Committee, op.cit.. Cd.2981 (1906), XIV.

30. See Appendix XI. The percentage employed by the G.P.O. in 1913
amounted to only 22% instead of the 50% recommended by the Ward
Report, see Pari.Deb.. Fifth Ser., Vol.50, 9.3.13, cols.H4.8-
1151.
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Government and War Office. First there were not any regular

administrative relationships between the War Office, the civilian

employers and the trade unions and hence the military remained

unaware of civilian requirements. Fven in the presentation of the

soldier's character reference on his discharge certificate, the

Army failed to appreciate that anything more was required than a

blunt "exemplary", "very good", "good" etc. What made the reference

even less valuable, was that it simply reflected the ability of the

soldier to avoid punishment for military offences, and neither

denoted positive attributes nor capabilities which might be useful in

civilian life. Despite the criticisms of this procedure in the Ward

Report, another six years elapsed before the Army Council constituted

a second Committee under Sir Edward Ward, to recommend proposals for
31

expanding its certificate criteria. * In short, the Army Council

relied upon the recommendations of periodic Committees rather than

seek a speedier and more accurate perception of employer's needs and

trade union fears, through a permanent or 3emi-permanent institutional

arrangement.

Even more important was the attitude of the Government and the ar

Office. Basically, neither body recognised that it had a respons¬

ibility for the future of the serving soldier about to return to

civilian life. For the Government, such an obligation could only

involve an increased financial commitment and an intervention in the

labour market which it would not countenance. For the War Office,

the civil employment of the ex-soldier was much less important than

the military training of the serving soldier and the sustained provision

31. For the criticisms, see the Ward Report, op.cit.. Cd.29Sl (1906),
XI7,pp.22-24. For the subsequent report and its examination in the
Army Council, see 149 fleeting of the Amy Council and Precis No.
644, 12.12.13, para.5. W.0.163/18.



of a numerically sufficient flow of recruits. Harsh and

shortsighted, these attitudes ensured that the task of finding

employment would be as difficult for the Edwardian soldier as it

was for any of his immediate predecessors.
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The Reform of Tactics and Arament In the Front-Une Forcoe



Chanter 16

The Cavalry

,1*

"'.hock action, consigned to complete oblivion in South Africa and

to equally complete oblivion in Manchuria, still holds the first place

in the training of the Cavalry soldier."

E.Childers, .'ar and the Arms Blanche (Lon.,1910), p.7.

Chapter 16 examines the attempt to reform Cavalry tactics in the

wake of the Couth African \-!ar. It notes that the pressure for Reform

came from outwith the arm, from those who felt that the Cavalry had let

them down in the recent campaign. These reformers claimed that modern

weapons had undermined the scope for shock tactics and that the priority

accorded to the arme blanche had ensured the neglect of dismounted

fighting. On the other hand, the Cavalry officers discounted the

recent war experience as abnormal., and insisted that although dis¬

mounted action had become more important, it could never supelant

charges i-dth the arme blanche. furthermore, the chapter concludes that

the Cavalry stifled reform because of the status within the Army of their

senior officers, the limited aims of the reformers and the acceptance by

officers in the Mounted Infantry of their traditionally subordinate role.

In short, the Cavalry entered the ar in 1914 a3 wedded to shock tactics

as it had been in 1899.



2.
"Of all the failures in the South African War that of

the cavalry was the most conspicuous.""*"" In a war dominated by-

smokeless powder and long range, low trajectoiy rifles, there was a

notable absence of shock action by knee to knee charges with the ame

blanche. As the sanguine casualty toll of the Ttusso-Japanese War

confirmed this increase in the range and effectiveness of contemporary

fire power, there might appear to have been little future for Cavalry

action based on the sword or lance. On the other hand, the 'War of

Space' in ~outh Africa had underlined the need for a mobile force

able to reconnoitre, screen and strike where necessary. A mounted

force was still essential, albeit one with a modified tactical

purpose. Nevertheless, the Cavalry entered the First orld War as

the least reformed of the combat arms, and its reaction against reform

may indicate the manner in which the War experience was viewed and the
2

factors which ensured its neglect. *

The pressure for reform! came from outwith the Cavalry, especially

from the new Corrsmnder-irwChief and his associates. Although Viscount

Wolseley had always encouraged Taunted Infantry as an adjunct to the

Cavalry, he had never lost his faith in the ultimate value of shock

tactics." For Lord Roberts and his colleagues however, their military

1. Sir C.Dilke in Pari.Feb.. Fourth Ser.,Vol.119, 9.3.03, col.153.
2. The argument will not seek to duplicate existing commentaries on the

doctrine and training of the Cavalry, but will attempt to explain
why war experience, so often the benchmark of military thought,
failed to produce any lasting Cavalry Reform. The best existing
commentary is the chapter by B.J.Bond, 'Doctrine and Training in the
British Cavalry 1870-1914', in M.Howard (ed,), The Theory and
Practice of ar (Lon.,1965), pp.95-129.

3. Despite the reforms suggested in Sir H.M. Havelock, Three Pain
Military luestiona of the Pay (Ian.,1867) and Lt.Col.G.T.Denison,
Modern Cavalry (Lon..1868). wolseley insisted that, "Cavalry should
as far as possible be used in masses: its moral effect increases
in geometrical ratio to its numbers." See, Sir G. Wolaeley,
The Soldiera' Pocket Hook (Ion.,1869), p.225.
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service in India and the Colonies had diminished their respect for

the arms blanche. If the lance or sword was useful in quelling civil

disorders within the native community, it was merely an encumbrance

while campaigning on the North vest frontier. Indeed, what convinced

lord "Roberts that the Cavalryman would have to learn to fight dismounted,

rely on his rifle and carry it on his person was not the events in the

Transvaal but a chaotic day's campaigning in the Chardeh '/alley, near

Kabul, on 11 December 1879* The sight of 200 troopers from the 9th

Lancers struggling to fight mounted and dismounted, while clutching

their lances and losing 40 carbines in the process, was one which the

Commander-in-Chief constantly recollected in hi3 quest for Cavalry

Reform,^*
experience of unsuitable service conditions for massed Cavalry

attacks was a common factor among the principal supporters of Lord

Roberts, who included lord Kitchener, fir Ian Hamilton and the Carl of

fundonald. They were opposed by the senior officers of the home

Cavalry, led by those who had distinguished themselves in the South

African far - Sir John French, Douglas Haig, «'.F. Riming ton and

H.J. "cobell. Several military historians and journalists thrived

on the controversy,^* and each school believed that the articulate

junior officers in the opposing camp - Haig and Hamilton respectively -

exploited the division and provided many of the ideas for their senior

4. lord toberts to Lt.Col. Godley, 13.1.02. Roberts Mss.,N. A.M. ,1^/122/
3/218; Lord Roberts to MaJ.-Gen.Douglas, 18.4.04. Roberts Mas.,
N.A.M. ,R/l22/7/651; arv^ Lord Roberts, preface to E.Childers, . ar
and the Arme Blanche (Lon.,1910), p.XI.

5. Those advocating :eforrr, included, Col. G.F.R. Henderson, The fclence
of ar (Ion.,1901), p.379} L.S.Amery to Lord Roberts, 14.6.04.
Roberto T'ss. ,N.A.M. ,R/l/7j and ...Childers to Lord Roberts, 4.11.08,
to the editor of The Times. 17.5.10 and to the General "taff,
ID.8.10. Roberts Mss., N.A.M.,iy222. In support of the Cavalry,
were C.D.Goldman, ith General French and the Cavalry in fouth
Ifrica (Ion.,1902); the Cavalry Journal; and C.a Court liepington,
•The Armament of the Cavalry', The Times. 26.3.10, p.6.
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colleagues, * What the post-war debate reflected was not only

a difference of opinion over Cavalry arras and tactics but also the

legacy of wartime recriminations and the feeling retained by the

other ans that the mounted branch had let them down.

In the first place, the Reformers maintained that the Cavalry

officers, senior and junior, had proved themselves hopelessly inept in

all facets of mounted action during the Couth African War, In January

1900, within days of his arrival In Capetown, lord 'ioberts reported on

the incapacity of the Cavalry Commanders, particularly Rajor-Generals
n

Brabazon and Babington, * During his eleven months in field command,

he dismissed twenty-one senior officers, but these included eleven of

the seventeen Cavalry Commanders, and he darted if more than one or

two of the remaining six were fit to lead a Cavalry Regiment."* The

Commander-in-Chief berated the arm for a lack of initiative, failures

in reconnaissance and inadequate care of its horses. Apart from

tactical and armament changes, he urged that post-war training should

include mors instruction in horse management and more practice in

6. For the fear of General French that Hamilton had produced the pre¬
face for Cavalry Training 1904. see Amold-Forster, Diary, 29.2.04.
Amold-F'orster Mss.,8.F.Add.Mss.50,336, ff.189, while Lord Roberts
considered, "it quite a misfortune that Haig should be of the Old
School in regard to the role of the Cavalry in the field. He is
a clever, able fellow and hi3 views have a great effect on French,
Scobeli and some other senior officers." Lord Roberts to lord
Kitchener, 28.1.04. Roberts Kss.,N.A.K.,iy122/7/608. See also
Lord Roberts to lord Kitchener, 24.9.03 and 18.10.03. Roberts Mas.,
N.A.M., R/122/6/532 and 546.

7. Lord Roberts to Lord Lansdowne, 30.1.00 and 16.3.00. Roberts Ksa.,
N.A.M.,8/117/1/24 and 73-75.

8. Lord sioberts to Akers-Douglas, 29.8,01. Roberts Kss.,N.A.M.,R/122/<V
108. See also lord Roberts to Blackwood, 31*7.06. Ftoberts Kss.,
N.A.K. ,R;/122/9/869 and Lord Roberts to Arnold-Forster, 5.1.05.
Roberts Fss., N.A.M., 1/122/3/731.
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reconnaissance and scouting. In his opinion, the Cavalry

Including the successful officer's like Trench, had failed lamentably

in their basic duties and by their Incapacity had prolonged the hos¬

tilities: a condemnation perceived by the Cavalry Commanders and

bitterly resented by them."^*
Secondly, the critics claimed that the Cavalry had neglected dis¬

mounted fighting and never seriously practised their musketry. This

was a predictable weakness since the essence of pre—<ar Cavalry

training was mounted action with lance or sword. The Cavalry Drill.

159Q devoted five pages out of four hundred and fifty tc^Dismounted.

Actiorf and stressed the exceptional nature of the subject by con¬

trasting it with, "normal mounted action,""^"* The Cavalrymen carried

their carbines on their saddles, as a weapon of defence; remained

indifferent shots; and looked upon skirmishing as 'infra dig'. In

short, the reliance upon the arre blanche had impeded training in the

more mundane skills and had thereby limited the battlefield role of

the mounted ann. hat the critic3 wanted was a Cavalry:

9. Having perceived these failings early in the campaign, see Lord
Roberts to French, 14.1.00. Roberts Kss.,N. A.F. ,1^111/1/10, he
constantly urged their remedy, see lord Roberts. Circular Memorandum

26.1,00. Roberts ! ss.,N.A, id.,H/lll/l/36; lord Roberts to
Adjutant-General., 7.5»02# Roberts Kse.,N.A.H.,£^124/2/479; a***
Lord Roberts, Comments on Report by 9rig.Gen.J.R.Gordon's Committee.
a.5.02. w,0.32/6781.

10.For the criticisms of French and his Cavalry, 3ee lord iioberts to
Lord Lnnsdowne, Roberts Mas.,M. A.'-*. , R/117/1/107-108 and Lord Roberts
to Srodrick, 13»10,01. Roberts M3s.,N. A.K. ,1^122/2/150; the agree¬
ment of a junior Rifleman, Wilson, Diary, 11.4.00. Wilson Mss.,I.W.M.
and the resentment of Haig, see Haig to Henrietta Haig, 14.5.00 and
Haig, Diary, 24.2.00. Haig Mss.,N.L.S., Vol.6, 1 Box 4 and Vol.38,
2 parcel 1.

11.Cavalry Drill.1898 (H.V.1.0.,Ion.,1898), pp.386-391.
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able to seise and hold positions by rifle fire and
therefore assist the general scheme.•.instead of
wandering about, sometimes aimlessly, seeking for
the enemy's cavalry in order to charge them as
their only role in war. •

The complementary criticism was that charges with the arm® blanche

were becoming nrogressively less feasible in view of the developments in

weapon technology. Unable to attack entrenched Infantry, or retreating

Infantry when the latter was supported by Artillery and machine guns, or

even opposing Cavalry when it was accompanied by fire auxiliaries, the

Cavalry could only charge en masse if surprise wa3 possible or the foe

demoralised. A successful charge depended upon favourable terrain

(providing shelter for the initial concealment and then open ground for

the high speed charge in dense formation)', and the possession of horses,

in prime condition, fresh and able for the final gallop. Although the

3oer mounted riflemen effected a number of surprise attacks, neither

the terrain nor the condition of the remounts favoured the Cavalry in

Couth Africa. On the other hand, the undulating and wooded countryside

of Northern Lurope, along with the shorter voyage and acclimatisation

period, suggested that small units of Cavalry could still effect the

occasional surprise in a Continental war. Charges \dLth the arme blanche

however, were only a rare possibility for future battles: to participate

effectively, the Cavalry had to acknowledge the dominance of fire-
13

power and prepare to act generally as dismounted riflemen* "For

this reason," ford Roberta remarked, "I would do all in ny power to

12. Lord Kitchener to Lord Roberts, 12.5.04. Roberts I'ss., N.A.M. ,tV33/
131. ee also Lord Roberts to Sir L.u'ood,29•9.01. Roberts Mas.,N./..!•!.,
!x/122/2/140 and the Memorandum by the Connie™
Cyf$tteo on Revved Cflvrylry worcfl ^pc^e, 4.7.01. Roberts Maa.,

V124/1/27.
13. Lord Roberts to Brodrick, 3«H.OO. TUdleton Mas.,P.ii.0.30/67/6, ff.

290 and Lord ^berts, Cavalry Araamerit. 10.3.03* V'.O.32/0^2* pp.2-
5. fee also Col•J.r<.Rwart, Clary, 11.3•01 and 14.3.03. wari Mas.,
item 122.
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encource musketry, and to make Cavalrymen understand that

they must not think it in any way infra dig being trained to fight

on foot."14'
In his last year as Commander-in-Chief, Lord Roberts acted upon

these criticisms and introduced several reforms in Cavalry armament

and training. To emphasise the new priority of fire-power, the Cavalry

was armed with the same magazine rifle as used by the Infantry, a

weapon more suitable than its predecessor for Cavalry requirements, as

it wa3 shortened by five inches in length and lightened by one pound

in weight. Furthermore, the lance was withdrawn as an active service

weapon and confined to duties in escort, at reviews and on ceremonial

parades. Confirming the change in policy, Lord Roberts prefixed the

new edition of Cavalry Training. 1904 with a short, signed Preface,

urgingi

that instead of the firearm being the adjunct to the sword,
the sword must henceforth be an adjunct to the rifle; and
that cavalry soldiers must become expert rifle shots and
be constantly training to act dismounted. 15.

These reforms however, were relatively modest. The Cavalry

retained their swords, receiving an improved model in 1908, and were

able to use their lances for ceremonial duty in England and for all

duties, except frontier fighting in India. If these concessions

testify to the moderate views of Lord Roberts - the South African War

14. Lord Roberts to Sir E.'Wood, 29.9.01. Roberts Mas., N. A.M. ,1^122/2/
140, and Sir S.Wood to lord Roberts, 30.9.01. Roberts Mss., N.A.M.,
E/91/17.

15. Lord Roberts, preface to Cavalry Training. 1904 (Lon.,1904),p.V.
For the introduction of the magazine rifle and the abolition of
the lance as an active service weapon, see the evidence of lord
Roberts ("i.13,247) before the llgin Commission, op.cit.. Vol.11,
Cd,179l (1904;, XLI; Lord Roberts, Cavalry Armament. 10.3*03.
W.0.32/6732; and Array Order 39. March 1903.
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did not predispose him against the lance for he continued

to consider it as an alternative to the sword, they also reflect

his Indian experience and the requirements of India as reiterated by

lord Kitchener. The Anny had a double role in India - to patrol the

frontier and to maintain domestic order - and, if the lance was an

encumbrance in the frontier fightiag, it was still invaluable for

quelling civilian disturbances: hence it was retained, especially for
17

the native lancer regiments. *

In opposing these deforms, the senior Cavalry officers discounted

the Couth African War as an abnormal and misleading experience. For

them, the only standard for Cavalry armament and training was the

ability to confront the traditional tactics of the French or German

Cavalry. In this respect, a guerilla campaign against mounted rlfle-
18

men offered little guidance in tactical thought. * Secondly, it was

unlikely that the Cavalry in Europe would encounter the difficulties

of terrain and distance -which had impeded their movements and hampered

their supply of remounts in South Africa. Thirdly, it seemed improb¬

able that any conventional opponent would imitate the Boers in their

exclusive use of Mounted Infantry. Indeed, the Cavalry leaders con¬

tinued to disparage the Mounted Infantry as ineffective when mounted,

16. Lord Roberts, Comments on "enort by Brig.Gen.J.ft.P.Gordon"s Committee.
8.5.02. 0.32/<j781; lord Roberts to Adjutant-General, 7.5.02. Roberts
Mss.,N.A.M.,r/124/2/479j and Lord Roberts to Sir I.Hamilton,13.5.02.
Roberts Mss.,N. A.M. ,1^/122/3/280.

17. Lord Kitchener to Lord Roberts, 20.4.03, 10.6.03 and 5.5.04. Roberts
Mas.,N.A.M.,H/33/94 and 99 and 128.

18. Evidence of Sir J.French (1.17,240) before the Elgin Commission.pp.
cit..Yol.II Cd.1791 (1904), XII; Sir J.French,preface to Gen.F.von
Bernhardt, Cavalry in ar and Peace (Lon.,1910),pp.VTII-XI.
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only offensive when dismounted and cowardly when confronted

19
by opposing Cavalry, Finally, the Cavalry asserted that despite

its handicaps in this abnormal war, it had achieved some notable

successes. By claiming that the relief of Kimberley was a vindica-
20

tion of the arrr.e blanche - a highly dubious contention the arm

implied that if it could charge with effect in thi3 campaign, then it

could prove even more decisive in a normal war.

"or future tactics, the principal Cavalry spokesmen had

appreciated the restrictions involved by the development of contem¬

porary fire power. They accepted that this would curtail the frequency

of large scale Cavalry attacks and conceded a reduction in the number

of lancer Regiments. They also recognised an increase In the probab¬

ility of dismounted action and in the need for the Cavalry to become

21
proficient with the rifle. * This was not a wartime conversion since

19. H&ig claimed that,"They can't ride and know nothing about their duties
as mounted men. Roberts Horse k Kitchener's Horse are good only for
looting and the greater part of them disappear the moment a shot is
fired or there is a prospect of a fight." Haig to Henrietta Haig,
16.3.00, see also Haig to Henrietta Haig,26.11.99 and 14.4.00,
Haig j.33,,N.L.3.,"/o1.6,1 Box 4. After the ar he discounted the need
for any Mounted Infantry, Haig (1.19,468) evidence before the Igin
Congaission.op.cit.. Vbl#II,Cd.l791 (1904), XLI.

20. Haig (1.19,473) evidence before the Igin Commission.on.cit..7ol.
II,Cd.l791 (1904), XLI and Goldman.op.cit. .op.83-84. At Klip Drift,
a Cavalry Division (8,000 men) and a T'ounted Infantry force(6,000
men) supported by a preliminary bombardment from 56 guns,charged
in files eight yards apart, raising an enormous dust storm, to
overwhelm the 900 Boers and 2 guns spread over a 5 mile arc. Only
100 men defended the critical Nek and they retreated losing 15
casualties. Dee S.Childers.op.clt.. pp.94-111.

21. French was prepared to abolish the lance for the Dragoons and
Dragoon Guards,and only retain it for the 3ix lancer Regiments,see
French to Lord Roberts,15.9.01 quoted in Faj.the Hon.G,Drench,
The Life of Field f'arshal Sir John French (Ion. ,1931),p.142 and
Sir J.French, Rpport to the Army Council on the liole of the
Cavalry by the Commander of the 1st Army Corps.hereafter referred
to as the "ranch Report,7.3.04. 42 Vacting of the Army Council and
Precis lb.170, 30.1.05. V/.0.163/10. Some Older Cavalry officers
were more reactionary. Haj.-Gen.Brabazon proposed the restoration
of the war axe (1,6915) evidence before the Dlgin Commission.op.
eit..7ol.I. Cd.1790 (1904), XL.
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Haig had drafted Notes or. the dismounted Action of Cavalry as
v

early as 109?, and It was not incompatible with an overriding commit¬

ment to the arms blanche. Dismounted action remained an ancillary

duty, which the arm had incurred by virtue of its ever expanding role

on the modem battlefield. By developing this capability the Cavalry-

could develop its wartime contribution without diminishing its primary

objective. In a report on the Cavalry Staff Hides of 1909, Haig

underlined this battlefield perspective, arguing that the effects of a

"skilfully managed dismounted action" would never compare with the
22

rare though decisive charges with the arme blanche. *

'hat the Cavalry leaders feared was a preoccupation with dis¬

mounted action in the most-war period. In their opinion, any subor¬

dination of mo ionted training would emasculate the 'Cavalry spirit' and

dilute the desire for the offensive. As the arm derived its morale

and self-confidence from a mobile role wielding the arme blanche, any

notion that it should rely oh dismounted action seemed contrary to its
23

intrinsic purpose. Apart from a fascination with the weapons of

cold steel, the power of the horse and the exhilaration of the massed

charge, the Cavalry viewed its battlefield role as essentially offen¬

sive. Any passive or defensive attitude was anathema, and Haig

became acutely critical of the post-war training:

22, Sir D.Haig, 'Director's Remarks on some general nrinciples regarding
the action of cavalry on the battlefield', quoted in the Sports on
Cavalry Staff Rides 1909. Haig Mas., L. ~,Vol.82, 3 Book 38. Dee
also ilalg.Dotes on Dismounted Action of Cavalry 1692.. Haig Mas.,
N.L.S../ol.&. 1 Box A and 'iaimV"cavalry Studies. Strategical and
Tactical (Lon.,1907), p.18.

23. French Report, op.cit.. in 42 I'eeting of the Array Coiincil and
Precis No.170, 30.1.05. W.O,l63/2D| French (1.17,222, 17,233) and
Rimington (1,22,698-12,707) evidence before the Igin Commission,
op.cit.,Vol.11, Cd.1791 (1904), XLI.
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If we allow Cavalry to dismount in season & out of
season, at long distances from their objective, we
shall rain the arrr. for war, whatever use they may
be at peace manoeuvres.

Indeed the reaction of the Cavalry Implied that fire power had not

stifled its offensive role and the general battlefield utility of the

offensive. The arm would not flounder against magazine rifle fire

from entrenched Infantrymen, because no contemporary Army would ever
25

make a rule of entreacling itself. *

This divergence of opinion between the two schools of thought

indicates the difficulty of basing Army deform upon shared military

experiences. In effect the South African ar did not produce any self-

evident lessons, only a range of common experiences, liable to whatever

interpretation suited toe subjective preferences of the interpreter.

The Cavalry action at Zand River in J'ay 1900 provides a classic example:

whereas Sir Ian Hamilton decried it as a "fiasco*, a humiliation, a cul¬

minating incident which eroded his faith in the efficacy of 3hock tacticsj

Sir John French viewed toe encounter as a splendid triumph for toe moral
26

force of cold steel, * Indecisive engagements attracted a variety of

interpretations and these were toe only engagements in which the Cavalry

took part. In tods War, as in toe .usso-Japanese War, the Cavalry

never incurred a catastrophic reverse. Chile the Infantry marched in

24. Haig to Hutton, 29.12.03. Hutton has ,, B.K•Add.Mas•50066. See also
Maj.-Qen.d «j ."cobeil, * Cavalry', Alderahot Military •-"pciety. Paper
LXXXVII (.12.12.05), p.TII; and French, preface QP.cit..o.XI.

25. Haig comments in his marginalia on his copy of Lord oberts,
Covalry Armament.10.3.03. "It is all very well to say that cavalry
has no chance against infantry,because the latter will on trench
themselves. Our Amy is supposed to be trained in the modern
school of war, and when did our troops make a rule of entrenching
themselves." Kaig Mas.,N.L.3,,Vol.32a.

26. Compare Sir I.Hamilton to S.Childers, 30.10.10. Hamilton Fas.,
7/3/15 with Sir J.French, preface on.cit.. p.XI.
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quarter column formation to the carnage of ""agersfontein and

the Artillery fought without concealment and protection to lose its

guns at Colenoo, the Cavalry simply waited. It waited upon the

occasion, for suitable terrain, adequate remounts, a sufficiency of

numbers - any number of reasons delayed the charge - but it was never

made. The Cavalry emerged from the War without the salutary exper¬

ience of disaster and faced the future, confident in its ability to
27

charge with the arme blanche should the opportunity occur.

hat ensured the restoration of the ame blanche was the Army

status and rank of the senior Cavalry officers. Whereas the reformers

lost their ar Office positions in the changes following the :.sher

Report, Cir John French and Douglas Haig, by virtue of their wartime

record and influential patrons especially Viscount dehor, 'secured

promotions to divisional commands, inspector-generalships and influen¬

tial posts on the General Staff. -Once Lord Roberts had resigned as

Commander-in-Chief, these officers launched the Cavalry reaction.

Cir John French successfully protested to the incoming Army Council

against the publication of Cavalry Training with a preface by a former

'?. hereas the poor performance of the Cavalry in Manchuria was
accredited to the Impact of fire power in Sir I.Hamilton, A Staff
Officer's Scrap-Book" (2 Vols., Lon.,1905-07), Vol.1, p.131 and
Vol.11, p.216, it was ascribed to unfavourable terrain, shortage
of numbers on the Japanese side and faulty training on the Russian
side, in KaJ.-Gen.H.J.Ccobell, op.cit.. pp.7-10; Editorial and
Faj.u.des Barrow. 'Che Spirit of the Cavalry', oavalry Journal.
Vol.1 (Jan.,1906), pp.6 and 22; Capt.C.V'.Battine, 'The Use of
the Horse Soldier in the Twentieth Century', Journal of the Royal
United 'ervice Institution. Vol.LII (Far.,190V), p.321.

28. Viscount .sher, whose son was A.B.C. to (General French at Aldershot,
urged the anpointment of Haig to the General Staff, see Esher to
Haldane, 6.1.06. Haldane Fss.,N.L.3., IS.5907, ff.5, and Esher to
Lord KitcherEr, 21.12.05 quoted in H.V. Brett (ed.), Journals and
Letters of .Reginald Vlacount sher (4 Vols.,Lon.,1934-38),Vol.II,
p.132; and constantly praised the "elasticity and progress" in the
ideas of General French, 3ee sher to Haig, 7.10.04, to K.V.Brett,
27.2.03 and to Edward VII, 18.3.03 quoted in sher Journals, op.
cit.. Vol.11, p.68 and Vol.1, pp.382 and 391.



pgCommander-in-Chief.""7* As General Officer Commanding at

Aldershot, he ignored the official preference for dismounted action in

Cavalry training, and disregarded the flouting of regulations by the 1st
■V)

Cavalry Brigade who carried their lances in drill. with Haig's

promotion to the posts of Director of Military Training (1906-0?) and

Director of Staff Duties (1907-09) and French's elevation to Inspector-

General of the Forces (1907-11), the Cavalry spokesmen became directly

responsible for official doctrine and training. The revised Cavalry

Training. 1907 embodied their traditional views on the arme blanche:

It must be accepted as a principle that the rifle, effective
as it is, cannot replace tire effect produced by the speed of
the horse, the magnetism of the charge and the terror of cold
steel. For when opportunities for mounted action occur, these
character!sties combine to inspire such dash, enthusiasm and
moral ascendency that cavalry is rendered irresis tible.31•

Dependence upon personal appointments was an important but not

sufficient method for impeding reform. If French could ignore official

proposals while General Officer Commanding at Aldershot, then his

29. French Report, op.cit.. in 42 Meeting of the Army Council and Precis
No.170 , 30.1.05. ".0.1o3/10. See also /.rnold-Forster,Diary,18,23,26
and 29 February 1904. Amold-Foreter Mss •, B. M. Add.Hss.50336, ff .148-
149, 168, 179-181 and 189. The manual was provisionally published
but after protests from Cavalrymen and senior officers the Army
Council ro-issued it without the preface. See the minutes by Col.
May, D.M.I., 12.ll.04j Gen.Stopford to Chief of the General Staff,
3.12.04; Gen.Lyttelton, Minute, 30.12.04. ' .0.32/6782; Sir S.hood
to Col.J.D.dwart, 28.3.04. fiwart Mas., item lj and Arnold-Forster
to Lord Roberts, 1.2.05. Roberts Mss.,N.A.M. ,H/4/55.

30. Lord Roberts to Lord Kitchener, 3.12.04. Roberts Mas.,N.A.M.,
r,/122/8/714; Brig.-Gen.C.R.Ballard, Garith Dorrien (Lon.,1931),
p.127; and 115 Meeting of the Amy Council and Precis Go.419, 29.3.09.
;.0.163/14.

31• Cavalry Training,1907 (Ion.,1907), p.187. Military Correspondent,
G tandard, 13.4.10. Roberta Mss. ,N. A.M. ,1^223.
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successor "ir Horace Smith-Dorrien, an Infantry officer who had once

raised and co.nnanded a I'ounted Infantry force, could ignore the re-

32.
actionary temper of Cavalry Training. 1907 . Similarly the ro-issue

of Cavalry Training in 1912 was a more modest defence of the arme

blanche once' Haig had left the War Office, and the Reports of the

Inspec tor-General of the Forces were more critical of the emphasis in

training on shock tactics once General C. .Douglas had replaced Sir John
33

French. Nevertheless, the Cavalry always retained a spokesman in an

influential position, able to criticise the anomalies in the early

post-war reforms.

In effect, there were two principal anomalies. First, the Amy

Council allowed the lance to be carried on all occasions in India and

on ceremonial duty in England, a compromise which posed more difficulties

than it resolved. ith India requiring the weapon for crowd control

and the Crown desiring its presence on escort duty, the Cavalry could

plausibly argue that drill with the lance wa3 essential. However the

demarcation between drill and training, and training and manoeuvres was

difficult to sustain, and rather than acknowledge the oonstant infrac¬

tions of Army Regulations, the Council restored the lance as an active
34

service weapon, * If this reflected the persistence of Cavalry

pressure, it also denoted the second post-war anomaly - the failure to

organise an alternative mounted force able to exploit the advantages

of the magazine rifle.

3?. On 21 August 1909, Gmith-Dorrien ordered his cavalry officers to
practise dismounted action. He noted that although "my attitude was
resented",..."the improvement in musketry was so marked that the
cavalry went nearly to the head of the liste in Annual : usketry".
Gen.sir n.~mith-Dorrien, ?*emorles of "orty-hl'-ht Yeare "ervice
(Lon.,1923), p.359.

33* Cavalry rralnlrr:.1912 (Lon., 1912),pp.229-230. 'Inspection of the
Cavalry "i/inton1 in the Annual Reports of the Inspectors-General
of the Corces. 1912 and 1913-14. /.0.163/18 and W.O.163/20.

34. 115 I'eeting of the Army Council and Precis AJo.419,29.3.09. W.0.163/
14 and Sir W.G.Nicholson to Lord lioberta,19.4.09 and 14.6.09.
Roberts Has .,N. A.M.,u/52/133 and 134.
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The - ounted Infantry commanders had returned from the

inconclusive guerilla campaign in Couth Africa, echoing the Cavalry

view that the traditional arm was superior in battle. They acknowledged

the decisive.possibilities of toe Cavalry charge, discounted their

'forces as an alternative mounted arm and accepted subordinate protec¬

tive duties "to free the Cavalry for independent strategical action."

Indeed Colonel A.J. Codley, commandant of toe Ibunted Infantry school

at Aldershot, rejected the creation of a permanent ?ounted Infantry

force as liable to suffer as a hybrid and as unnecessary, given its
35

limited opportunities in war. * Bereft of a peacetime cadre organisa¬

tion, the arm remained dependent on understaffed schools to train

companies of Infantrymen, drawn in sections from different units, for

a few months in every year. The meek acceptance of this subservient

status by the I ounted Infantry officers was rightly perceived by an

ardent reformer, Erakine Childer3, as more of a check on reform than

the uncompromising attitude of toe Cavalry Commanders.'^* The result

was to confirm the Cavalry with its traditional arms as the only

viable mounted force.

35. Col.A.J.Godley (j.20,021-20,096) evidence before the Elgin Cormiis-
sion.op.cit,. Vol.11, Cd.1791 (1904),XLI; Col.Godley, 'Founted
Infantry'. Cavalry Journal.Vol.I/ (Apr.,1909), pp.143-144; Col.!.
j.Pilcher. 'one Lessons from toe Boer War. 1899-1902 (Lon., 1903)>
p.54; Button to French, 1.4.03. Button I!ss.,B.H.Add.Ass.50066;
and 41 Meeting of the Amy Council and Precis *fo. 160,25.1.05. .0.
163/10.

36. A.Chllders to Lord Roberts, 3.5.10 with reference to Col.H.de B.
de Lisle to Lord Roberts, 29.4.10, Roberts Fss.,N.A.M.,1^223.
Peveral years earlier, H.de B.de Lisle had refused Command of the
Yeomanry school (the Yeomanry had recently be®) converted into a
''ounted Infantry arm) in favour of a second in Command of the
Royal Dragoons. See Sir H.de B. de lisle to Col. J.S. ..wart,
3.12.03. Swart Kss., item 44.
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Tills affirmation of traditional Cavalry tactics underlined

the
the difficulty of effecting Army Reform in/light of wartime experience.

In the first place, there were not any definitive lessons in the South

African War, only a fund of common experience subject to differing

interpretations. Secondly, the wartime operations of the Cavalry

tended to be inconclusive and were used by both schools to bolster

their preconceptions. Indeed the tendency to cite or discount the

War where appropriate, reflected the legacy of inter-arm recriminations

and the feeling that either the Cavalry had failed to support the other

ams or that the Cavalry had been unfairly blamed for a performance

under abnormal war conditions. Finally, the reformers failed to

suggest any replacement for the traditional mounted arm - either an

alternative arm or an alternative method of exploiting the twin needs

of mobility and fire power. They only proposed a compromise between

dismounted action and shock tactics: a compromise which was tilted in

favour of whoever was currently directing official doctrine and training.

Although the Cavalry was better armed and better trained in 1914, it

still entered the "irst World War as wedded to shock tactics a3 it had

been in 1399.



Chapter 17

The Artillery

17,

"The whole system of artillery tactics has been revolutionised by

our recent experience in South Africa owing to our meeting with a

foe untrammelled by time honoured tradition, as well as by our

first experience of smokeless powder."

Lt.-Gen.Sir C.Warren (i.15,850) Minutes of Evidence before the Elgin

Commission, op.cit.. Vol.11, Cd.1791 (1904), XLI.

Chapter 17 examines the relevance of war experience in South Africa

for the subsequent rearmament of the Artillery. It asserts that

although the bar could be used to vindicate certain technical require¬

ments - increased mobility, longer range and greater shell power - it

did not reveal anything about the possible tactical use of quick-

firing artillery. Furthermore, it claims that the Artillery was not

only preoccupied with technological improvement but was also ten¬

tative and selective in its interpretation of the tactical lessons

revealed in the Couth African War. In effect the chapter argues that

the impetus for reform came increasingly from officers in the other

arms, impressed by the performances of the Japanese Artillery in the

I'anchurian War and by the French Artillery at the Picardy manoeuvres.

It concludes that the early post-war rearmament failed to recognise

the inter-dependence of technology and tactics and thereby neglected

tactical reform, while concentrating on technological improvement.
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The Artillery rearmament in the wake of the South African

bar, "was not only the most complete, but also the most methodically

conducted of all the operations of this nature recorded in Regimental

History.''"^* Every branch of the arm received a new gun embodying the

latest developments of contemporary technology. In each instance,

a specially constituted Artillery committee sought particular refine¬

ments from the armament manufacturers, sent them lists of technical

stipulations and examined their weapons in exhaustive trials. The

rationalisation was the recent war experience, especially the tactical

lessons which it purportedly held for the Artillery arm. 'hat war¬

rants examination is the inter-relationship between war experience

and tactical reform; its perception at the time; and its usefulness

in justifying rearmament.

The introduction of quick-firing artillery was the main tech¬

nological innovation in the post-war period. The quick-firing

principle depended upon the mechanical absorption of recoil by means

of brakes or buffers to eliminate the 'running up1 and 'relaying1 of

the gun after every shot. Prior to the discovery of smokeless powder,

the advantages of rapid fire were illusory since the amount of smoke

precluded the possibility of accurate firing. Once smokeless powder

had removed this obstacle, experiments began on stabilising the gun

carriage without so increasing the weight as to impair the mobility

of the weapon. This was the essence of the quick-firing principle

and its mastery facilitated the protection of the gun crews, who had

formerly to stand clear of the recoiling fun. They could now remain

1. tfaj.-Gen.Sir C.E.Callwell and Sir J.Headlam, The history of the
itoyalRrtillery( 2 Vols., km., 1937), Vol.11, p.71.
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close to the gun protected by a shield attachment. Hut, the

real advantage of quick-firing artillery was the increase in effective

artillery fire from four to five round3 rer minute, to twenty to thirty
2

rounds per -inute. *

For the process of rearmament, the .Artillery possessed several

advantages. In the first place, Cir Henry Hrackenbury, the Director-

General of Ordnance, had pressed the case for rearmament during the

early months of the South African ar and had secured a Government
3

commitment on the issue. Secondly, as the senior wartime Artillery

commanders were not required in a guerilla campaign, they returned

home either to form or to advise the specially constituted Equipment

Committees."** Thirdly, the wartime purchase of 13 batteries (103 guns)

from the Ehrhardt factories introduced the first quick-firing (i.e.

Q.F.) field guns seen in Britain. Thus the Artillery commanders

especially the Committee on Horse and Field Artillery, chaired by

2. Lt. A.T. Jawson, managing director Messrs. Vicker3, Sons & V.oxlm
(i.20,941-20,942) evidence before the CLgin Commission, oo.cit..
Vol.IT, Cd.1791 (1904), XII.

3. Sir H.Brackenburg to lord Roberts, 23.2.00 and 20.10.00. Roberts
!*ss.,fl.',R/U/157 and 164. "aster General of Ordnance, !'istor:,- of
the r-jeld Gun. 24.12.04. AmolA--'orster Kss., . . dd.i:ss.,50314,ff.21.

4. aj.-Gen. ir O.K.. .arshall returned as Commanding Officer, :uoyal
Artillery Aldersliotj "aj.-Gen.3ir .Knox as Commanding Officer,Royal
Artillery Ireland; Col.F. .Eustace as Commandant of the Ichool of
Gunnery; and Col.L. .Parsons as Colonel on Staff, II Army Corps
and Commandant of the Practice camp on Salisbury Plain. Jee,Call-
well and Headlaro, op.cit.. Vol.11, pp.41-42.

5. "It will, I know, interest you to hear that the purchase of the
German Field Gun has advanced us by 5, if not by 10 years in our
knowledge of what Field Guns might do." Lord Roberts to Lord Lans-
downe, 16.3.01. Roberts Kss.,N. A.M.,1^122/2/126. Gee also lord
Roberts (Q.1Q,564;10,580-10,583) evidence before the Elgin Commis-
sion, op.cit.. Vol.1, Cd.1790 (1904), XIj.



KajoivGeneral Sir G.H. Marshall, were able to demand the fulfilment

of definite technical conditions from the British manufacturers. For

the Horse Artilleiy, the committee requested a A»F» gun able to fire a

12| lb. shell over 6,000 yards, with the weight beliind the team not

exceeding 23 cwt. And, for the Field Artillery, it stipulated a l.F.

gun able to fire an 1o| lb. shell over a similar range, with the weight

behind Hie team not exceeding 33 cwt. In order to standardise the

Artillery requirements, Mir George Marshall insisted that the arm should

limit itself to four categories of gun as distinct from the fifteen

used in South Africa. Apart from Horse and Field Artillery, the arm

required a longer ranging quick-firing howitzer and a 60 pounder breech

loading gun able to fire over 10,000 yards.

The Committees and their ar Office patrons had u> defend their

stipulations against contradictory advice from within the rtillery and

from informed civilian sources. In the Proceedings of the -oyal

rtillery Institution. Brigadier-General Sir J. olfe Murray aired a

notable heresy by casting doubt on the need for Field Artillery. He

maintained that all future requirements could be met by Horse and

Position Artillery. Since this view coincides! with an opinion Lord

Roberts had formed en route from Kabul to Kandahar (I860), it received

the consideration of the highest military authorities in Britain and
7

India. A few months later in March 1904, after the travelling trials

6. On the need for standardisation, 3ee Marshall (1.13,510) evidence
before the Mlgin Commission, op.clt.. Vol.11, Cd.1791 (1904), XLI.
On the technical requirements, see Brackenbury to Wolseley, 5.7.01.
Wolseley Ms3., Autograph Collection, and Cellwell and Headlam,
on.cit.. Vol.11,1Appendix C: Precis of Conditions to be fulfilled
by Proposed Hew equipments 1901', pp.420-422,

7. Brig.-Gen.Cir J. olfe Murray, 'Do we require Field Artillery?'
Minutes of Proceedings of the Royal 'rtillery Institution,Vol.XXIX
(1902-03), pp.217-218 and Lord Roberts to Araold-l orater", 26.11.03;
Lord Roberts to Brackenbury, 20.12.03; lord Roberts to Lord
Kitchener, 3.1.04. Roberts F.ss., N. A.M., ^122/6/562 , 572 and 590.
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with the new Q.F. equipment, Colonel ".E. Blewitt dissented

from the majority of the Equipment Committee and recommended the

adoption of a 12| pdr. gun, armed with a 14s lh. shell, for both the

Horse and ^ield Artillery. He suggested that this compromise would

secure the advantages of shell uniformity and a proven gain in

accuracy. Air George Clark and H.O. Arnold-Forster supported Colonel

Blewitt, condemning a variety of calibres as contrary to foreign

practice. They also disputed that the moral effect of an additional

84 bullets in the 18J lb. shell warranted the excess weight of 8| cwt.

and the extra co3t of ,8327,000.^*
To justify their proposals the Committee emphasised the improve¬

ments in the new technology and its comparative value in international

armaments. Compared with the Horse Artillery weapon used in the Boer

War (a 12\ pdr. breech loading gun), the new gun was a quick-firer

possessing an additional bursting range of 1,000 yards and a higher

velocity which would provide a flatter trajectory and greater accuracy.

It carried an increased bullet content in the shells, new metallic car¬

tridge cases and a reduction of 3 cwt. in the draught weight. The new

Field Artillery gun was also a genuine quick-firer, had a maximum

effective range of 6,500 yards and remained as light in draught as any

comparable weapon. By insisting that these guns should fire a I2§ lb.

and an 18| lb, shell respectively, the aim was to excel all foreign

powers in the mobility of the Horse Artillery and in the power of the
Q

Field Artillery. The comparative context was crucial inasmuch as

8,Master General of Qrdnance.op.cit., 24.12.04,Arnold-Forater Mas.,B,M,
Add.lTss.50314,ff.21; sir G.G.Clarke.totes on ^lre "ffect.included in
Clarice to Arnold-Forster,21.4.04, sec also Clarice to Arnold-Co rater,
5.5.04. Arnold Forstor Mss.,B.M.Add.Mas.50325.ff. 148-152 and 154?
Arr»ld-"orster to Balfour 15.7.04 and Memorandum by Secretary of Gtate.
13.5.04. 'mold-Forster fss.,S.t'.Add.rSs.50306,ff.130,131-132; and
Arnold-Forster,Diary,18,19 and 27 April,1904. Arnold-Forster Mas.,
B.M. Add .Mas. 50337,ff. 125,130,161.

9. Director General of Ordnance to Arnold-Forster,3.12.03 and Note A on
Proposed Rearmament of Horse and Field Artillery.4.12.03. Arnold-
Forster Mss.,B.M.A^^as7^,^.^,^^.
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the French had already rearmed with 75 mm. guns and the Germans

were preparing to rearm. For the Artillery spokesmen, the aim had not

only to keep abreast with possible rivals, but it had also to compen-

sate for its numerical inferiority by realising a qualitative advantage

in modem technology,^*
Each of the technological priorities sought by the Equipment

Committee - mobility, long rang® capacity, and an augmented fire effect -

reflected deductions based on the Couth African War.*"*"* Increased

mobility to turn the broader fronts of modem armies and a longer range

with greater fire effect to participate in contemporary battles,

appeared to be the essential prerequisites in Artillery rearmament.

Indeed, "a more recent and more varied experience of war", was the

justification for the departure from Continental standards, and for the
12

validity of the military case against civilian criticism, * Although

the Artillery officers were not unanimous in their interpretation of

the wartime lessons, there was a dominant view within the senior ranks

favouring the introduction of more mobile, long range and powerful
13

weapons. This view determined the distinctive characteristics of the

ID, ..hen they appreciated this comparative context,some of the earlier
critics,notably 3ir J,Wolfe Murray and Lord Roberts,became staunch
supporters of the new equipment. Lord Roberts to Braekenbury,29,12,03;
to Kitchener 8.1,04; and to Arnold-Forster,12.6,04* Roberts Mss,,N.A.M
b/122/6/583 and 590, Fi/122/7/663, Minute by Lasten-General of Ordnance,
25.5.04 and Master-General of Ordnance to Arnold-Forster,11,6.04.
Arnold-Forster Kss.,B.M.Add.Mss.50306,ff.134 and 137.

11. Lord iioberts to Lord Lanadowne, 16.8,01 and Lord Roberts to Brackenbury
20.9.01. Roberts Has,,N.A.M. ,1^/122/2/126 and 130. Lord Roberts to
Brodrlck,9.11.00. Midleton I ss.,P.Fi0.0. 30/67/6/290.

12. Sir N.G.Lytt&ton to Secretary of State,18.5.04; aster-General of
Ordnance to Secretary of State,25.5,04 and 11.6.04. Arnold-Forster
I'ss., B. Add .A"3s. 50306,ff.133,134 and 137. Lord Roberts to Arnold-
Forster, 12,6,04. Roberts Mss.,N.A.M.,5V122/7/6*63,

13. Although Col.Slewitt dissented from the Equipment Report and Sir G,
Clarke cited Col.Hickman as a supporter of his criticisms,see Clarke
to Arnold-Forster,5.5.04. Arnold-Por3ter Kss.,B,K.Add.M33.50325»ff•
154, Maj.-Gen.Harshall had sounded Artillery opinion in South Africa
and had no doubt about the support for his proposals,(3«l8,53&-
18,557) evidence before the Elgin Corralsslon.op.clt.. 7ol.II.Cd.1791
(1904),XLI.
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post-war rearmament, and thereby the weapons with which the

Artillery entered the First World ''far.

for rearmament hoviever, the significance of the War was more

apparent than real. The early-reports from war correspondents had

focused on the technological advantages of the Boer Artillery,especially

its longer rangej and the Government, in its search for military or

technical explanations for the early failures, had accepted these
"J I

criticisms." * Infantry and Artillery spokesmen also agreed that in

the "ar, long range bombardments from the enemy, without effective
15

Artillery response, had damaged morale. Yet, while the War may

have indicated the need for improved long range guns, it revealed

nothing about the impact or possible advantages of quick-firing

artillery. As the Boers did not possess any quick-firing weapons,

the only fire front quick-firing equipment came from the Havel guns

(the 4.7 inch and 12 pdr. 12 cv/t. gun). These were too heavy for

field firing purposes and they only discharged some 2f of the Artillery

rounds.^* The War itself did not demonstrate the value of quick-

firing wcapons, it merely provided an occasion for rearmament and an

example, in the Ahrhardt gun, of an operative quick-firer.

14. Balfour retained & file of critical letters from The Times. Balfour
* ss.,3.1:. -idd.i .ss.49719,ff #96-97; Brodriek remained critical of the
pre-war Artillery Commander, see Brodriek to Curson, 3.1.00 and V.2.00.
Curzon ss., Eur.F.111/10A, ff,H6 and 131; and lord Lansdowne ignored
Ms War Office advisers to complain about "out-ranged" field guns.
Compare the Minute by Lord Lansdowne,21.11.89 with those written
by Air J. Ardagh, 19.11.99, Viscount Wolseley,20.11.99 and Air H.
Brackenbuiy,24.11.99. Cab.37/51/91.

15. Sir H.Brackenbury (1.1674)and ■Lt.-Gen.G'ir C.-arren (4.15,250)
evidence before the Elgin Commission.on.cit.. Vols.I & II,Cd.1790
'and 1791 (1904), XL and XLI.

16. Quick-firing artillery fired 9,403 rounds out of a total 422,809
rounds. See, Sir H.Br&ckenbury (Q«1698-1699) and Air G.H.Farshall
(Q. 18,517) evidence before the Flgin Commission.op.cit. .'Vols.I St
II, Cd.1790 and Cd.1791 (1904),XL and XLI.
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Indeed the desire for a quick-firing gun, able to exploit

the advantages of smokeless powder, predated the outbreak of the Gouth

African V'ar. I.ord Roberts had campaigned for quick-firing artillery

as early as 1893, and the War Office had commissioned technical experi¬

ments, placing six batteries of converted 12 pdr. and 15 pdr. R.L.

equipments under trial in September 1899."*"'''* hat the Artillery

officers deduced from the far was not the need for quick-firing guns

(that had already been demonstrated by the furtive rearmanent of the

French in 1896-97 and the distant display of 75 mn. guns at the

manoeuvres in 1900), but specific refinements in armament - greater

mobility for the Horse Artillery, increased fire power for the Field

Artillery and a longer range capability for both. These refinements

were drawn from a war between traditional armaments and they neither

implied that the Equipment Committee in particular nor the Artillery in

general had appreciated the tactical possibilities of quick-firing

armament. For most Artillerymen, the quick-firer was merely an

improved and more powerful gun, a reaction aptly summarised by General

Parsons:

I confess I cannot see what changes in tactical principles
are involved by the introduction of 3.F. guns. To put the
co-operative role of the artillery in a nutshell, it is to
hold an umbrella of 3hrapnel fire over its advancing
Infantry, l.F.guns only make that umbrella thicker & stronger. *

17. Lord Roberts to Lord Kitchener, 10.1.02. Roberts Mss., N.A.M.,
R/122/3/210; Callwell and Headlam, op.cit.. Vol.11,p.14; and
Tarshall (3.18,493) evidence before the Elgin Coainission.op.cit..
Vol.11, Cd.1791 (1904), XLI.

18. Gen.Sir L.W.Parsons.Lectures to Officers and N.C;.0'3.n.d. Parsons
''ss.,Laj .-Gen.Larshall concurred,"I do not believe that the main
principles of artillery will be affected by the introduction of
quick-firing guns." Comments on lecture by Brevet Lt.-Col•Hmslie,
"The Possible Affect on Tactics of Recent Improvements in sapors',
'Idershot Fdlltarv "ociety.Paper LXXII (6.2.99), p.l6.
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Nevertheless, the ability to seise fleeting battlefield

opportunities by sudden bursts of intense fire, posed new tactical

questions for an arm raised in the faith of deliberate, accurate fire

and economy of ammunition. The French had already developed new

methods of fire to exploit thi3 potential. At practice camp, their

batteries could fire on concealed Infantry targets at 3,<300 metres

and claim 60% of hits within 2| minutes.^* On the other hand, Q.F.

guns were so powerful that they required care in their logistical

preparation and in their tactical use. The Artillery had to carry

more ammunition to meet the increased rate of usage and yet control

the battlefield consumption since extended rapid fire could exhaust a

day1s ammunition supply vd-thin an hour. The battlefield context had

also radically changed since the pre-war years. Early deployments,

massed batteries, the artillery duel as a separate act and preparatory

bombardments were no longer the decisive Artillery duties. Instead

the arm had to fire effectively against Infantry in extended order,

mounted troops on the move and Artillery coming into action or limbering

up. In each instance the fire would lack smoke as a guideline and face

the possibility of greater and more effective use of concealed positions.

In the future, when the occasion required and the ammunition supply per¬

mitted, the Artillery would have to eschew its traditional preference

for accurate fire within narrow limits and spread its fire over an area,

searching it in width and depth.

19. C.a Court Repington,'The French Arey Manoeuvres,II rtillery .ueslions',
The Times.8.10.10. p.7 and Callv/ell and Headlam.op.clt. .'/ol.II.p.160.

20, These concepts liad existed in pre-war theory but the emphasis in
training was on accurate observation of fire and exact correction of
elevation and deflection as embodied in the basis of the pre-war
doctrine, see Prince Kraft von Kohenlohe Ingelfingen, Letters on
'rtillery (Ion.,1887). For the importance of Prince Kraft's letters,
see Brackenbury (5.1674) evidence before the Elgin Commission.on.
cit.. Vol.I, Cd.1790 (1904), XL.
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However, the immediate post-war reforms reflected a

tentative and selective interpretation of the wartime experience.

Dispersed batteries, unthinkable in the pre-war period, gained recog¬

nition as a valuable tactical response to the broad fronts of modem

armies, Dew range tables doubled the pre-war. distances, and cover

became a primary consideration for protecting the guns, deceiving the
21

enemy and compensating for numerical inferiority, * There was also

an awareness that the Artillery by itself could not clear the enemy

trenches. It could only aim at confining defenders to their entrench¬

ments, keeping the heads of the enemy down, and distracting attention
22

from the advancing Infantry, *

Even these reforms, despite their United content, aroused cor>-

troversial debate within the egiment. Several middle-ranking officers

feared that the quest for cover would impair the zeal of the gunner for

the offensive. They suspected that senior colleagues had panicked, and
23

abstracted too many lessons from the abnormal features of the War, *

21. "lei? rtillery -raining.1902 (Lon.,1902),ch.l,sec,3; Lord Roberts,
Hlnutes,23.1.02 and 21.11.02. Roberts Mss.,N.A.M.,1^12A/2/350 and
V124/3/646; rir L,W.Parsons.ot),cjt,.Parsons I'ss.; and Rrackenbury
(%1,674), Warren (1,15,850) am Marshall (Q.1S,596) evidence before
the Elgin GoTrgni33lon.OD.cit. .Vols,I & II, Cd.1790 and 1791 (1904),
XL and XII.

22. Field ..rtillery Training. 1902.op.clt..ch«l.sec.7s I.arshall (1.13,554)
evidence before the lgin Cornmission.OD.clt..7ol.II.Cd,1791 (1904),
XII.

23. T'aj.J.F.Cadell,'Theories as to the best position for Quick-Firing
Shielded Field 'rtillery', Journal of the Royal United Service
Institution.7ol,L. No.346,(Dec.,1906),pp.1477-1469. Col,F.D.7.Wing,
Concealed Positions for Field Artillery1,Col.F.G.Stone,'Choice
of Positions for Artillery in the Field' ,!*aj,J.F.Cadell,' Reply to
Col,F.O.Stone's Paper on Choice of Positions for Artillery in the
Field', and T'aj.P.de S.Sumey, 'Continuing the discussion of the
choice of Artillery Positions in the Field'.Proceedings of the
Royal ■ rtiller?/- Institution.Vol.XXXIV.Tto.l (Apr.,1907),pp.7-3;
No.6 ("ept.,1907),pp«239-243j No.8 (Nov«,1907),pp.343-350; and
Vol.XXXV, No.2 (Nay,1908),p.95.
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These features included the primary reliance upon long range fire

in the distinctive conditions of atmospheric clarity, large scale

topographical features and the absence of natural obstacles. In fact,

the abnormality of the 'War and the imperfections in the wartime tech¬

nology had figured so prominently for the post-war reformers, that

their doctrine retained the concepts of an Artillery duel and preliminary

bombardment; the preference for an early and complete deployment of

guns rather than a husbanding of resources; and the lack of detail on

methods of Artillery-Infantry co-operation. *

The Artillery required the '/hole inter-war period to revise its

tactical doctrine. The impetus for reform came increasingly, but not

exclusively, from outwith the arm, especially from Infantry officers and

the General Staff, those who were concerned about the volume of fire
25

support which the Infantry could expect in future encounters. For

guidance, they relied upon foreign experience and foreign theory.

Observation of the ioisso-Japanese War provided evidence of organised

and trained Artilleries operating under modem conditions, albeit bereft

of quick-firing armament. The extensive use of covered positions and

smokeless pettier confirmed the impractical!ty of Artillery duels and pre¬

paratory bombardments. These preliminary barrages caused little loss

of life, forewarned the enemy about the point of attack and wasted

24, Field Artillery Training 1902, op.cit..ch.l.sec.7, The senior
Artillery officers were selective in their interpretation of the
wartime lessons. They retained preliminary bombardments in their
tactics despite the barrage at I'agersfontein,which averaged 1,047
rounds per battery, the largest ever fired but which only wounded
3 men and left the Boer positions undisturbed, Marshall (Q.18,517)
evidence before the Igin CoRrlssion.op.cit,. Vol.11.Cd.1791 (1904),
XLI.

25, On the need for more Infantry/Artillery co-operation, see Lt,-Col,
A .Murray 0.»17,fcL6) and Kaj.-Gen.Sir H.K.L.:tundle (1.17,928)
evidence before the Glgin Commission.op.clt..Vol.II,Cd.1791 (1904),
XLI; Sir I,Hamilton,'The Training of the Troop3 during 1906',
Journal of the Aloval United Service Institutlon.Vol.L.lio.346 (Dec.,
1906),p.l521; and Haig to Kiggel1,20.7,11. Kiggdl Fss., 1/19%Univer¬
sity of London,King's Coll.,Centrefer Military Archives.
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ammunition. " * Infantry advances however, required more

sustained support from the Artillery than had ever been provided in

previous wars. Japanese gunners continued to pound the enemy trenches

until the assault was successfully completed, regardless of Infantry
27

losses. The War did not cease at nightfall as presumed in Field

Artillery Training1902. but continued throughout the night either in

preparation for the following day, or in the movement and advance of
28

troops under the cover of darkness. * Finally, the attainment of

fire superiority did not depend upon an early deployment of all

available batteries. Given the mobility of the arm and its ability

to fire from concealed positions, the Japanese Artillery was able to

husband its guns and regulate its fire according to the tactical
29

circumstance.

Compounding the new possibilities raised by the Uusso-Japanese &r,

wa3 the perception of differences between the French and British theory

of Artillery tactics. The enthusiastic reports from the French Artillery

26. Col.J.A.Haldane,'Some lessons from the Russo-Japanese War' .Aldershot
ITilltary "ociety.Paper LXXXIX (3.4.06),pp.15-16; British Officer
Reports.The Russo Japanese Far (3 Vols.,Lon.,1908),'/ol.I,p.327 and
Vol.II,p.'i>97; Maj.C.E.D.Budworth,'Tactical Employment of Artillery as
evolved on the practice ground and from the experiences of modem
war*.Aldershot 1 illtary "ociety,Paper XCIX (16.2.OS),pp.5-7.

?7. British Officer Reports.op.cit..Vol.II.p.2lS and 1 aj•Budworth.op.cit..
pp.9-10.

28. Compare Field Artillery Training 19Q2.op.clt,.ch.I.sec.3 with
British Officer Reports.on.cit.,Vol.I.pp,225 and 452 and Vol.11,
pp.344 and 601} Haldane.op.cit. ,p.S and the coments on Hnldane's
lecture by Lt.-Gen.Fdr J.French.op,cit..p.19.

29, British Officer Reports.op.clt..Vol.n.pp.297 and 619,Vol.III,
p.2lS.
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f'anoQwres at Pic&rdy (1910) prompted a wide-ranging debate in

the annual conference of the General Staff, and pressure from that

source for a thorough investigation of French methods and an extensive

revision of the Artillery manual. Gir Douglas Haig congratulated

Lieutenant-General Lawrence Kiygsll, his successor as Director of Staff

Duties, for his pressure on Reforms

I am glad to see that you are stirring up the Artillery.
I think that the weak point in our training is the co¬
operation between the Artillery and Infantry.

There were problems however, in any attempt to irritate the tactics

of the French Artillery. The French gun required lc33 relaying than

the British (and hence was capable of quicker fire), by virtus of an

automatic fuze setter and a -more 3table carriage. The French &I30

aimed at a rapid fire effect over a prescribed area at medium ranges

(on average about ",840 yards)• They relied upon th; dischr g: of

this fire from four gun batteries under a system of successive altera-
--

tions in rang© elevation.*' * This mechanical system of fire was

ideally suited to medium range bombardments with the 75 raa.gun, but it

hardly applied to long range fire (over 4,060 yards) with a heavier

shell as preferred by the British. Indeed the British Artillery

placed a higher premium on extreme accuracy, cherished their traditional

arrangement in 6 gun batteries and accepted the slower ranging methods

implicit in the larger organisation. Without the technical flexibility

30. liaig to Kiggell, 20.7.11 and sec also flalg to Kiggell, 27.9.11.
Kiggell ?tss., 1/19 and 1/24. For a detailed examination of the process,
see Callwell and Headlam, op.clt.. Vol.11, pp.184-206.

31. Maj.C.E.D.Budworth, 'British and French t.P.Artillery', Proceedings
of the .loyal Artillery Institution.»;ol.XXXYIl. No.9 (. ec.lylO),
pp.37'/-and G.a Court Keplngton.op.cit. .p.7.
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of an automatic fuae setter, the Artillery could never emulate

the standards of the "ranch Artillery. Fence it resisted as futile

the simplification in battery organisation, and feared that the suggeo-
3?tion might encourage the Government to reduce the nwnber of guns.

"ore applicable was the T"ranch concept of the Artillery role in

the modern battle. This theory eschewed the Artillery duel and inde¬

pendent Artillery action; viewed the arm as a subordinate force with

only one objective - the tactical success of the Infantry attack; and

insisted upon economy in Artillery deployment with the maintenance of

an Artillery reserve. In short, the Trench accepted that despite the

introduction of quick-firing guns, the Artillery could not exert a
33

decisive, independent influence on the contemporary battle. The

purpose of the arm had to be more than accurate fire, it had to be

tactically useful fire, an important refinement which found embodiment

in the British Artillery manuals of 1912 and 1914. Therein the

authorities accepted economy of "orce as a basic principle by which

batteries would be held in observation, or limbered up to positions of

readiness, or even in reserve, until specifically required. The

intention was to employ only the number of guns immediately necessary

32. Fir Ian Hamilton thought that a liberal Government would accept a
four gun battery standard, so that it could,"refuse to create any
more new four gun batteries,and thereby reduce expense and guns by
one third. 3o -whatever you do, my dear Repington, for God's sake
keen quiet about this idea of four gun batteries." Hamilton to
Hepington,27.10.10. Hamilton T*ss., 7/3/14/3. '-'as also the 136
Meeting of the Army Council and Precis P!o.537»26.2.12. .0.163/17.

33. General herein, The Artillery at the hicardy I Manoeuvres(Ion..1912).
pp.153-166. This theory contradicted the view which some had gained
from the Panehurian ar,i.e« that the Artillery has become the
leading arm," Lord Roberts to Balfour,7.12.04. Balfour Kss,,B.K,
Md.Ps3.49725,ff .105.
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and where possible, supply an increased volume of fire from

a more rapid rate of fire rather than from a greater number of guns.

Secondly, the manuals discounted the value of independent Artillery

action and underlined that the tactical role of the Artillery was to

ensure the success of the Infantry offensive. Thirdly, the manuals

borrowed the French concept by which the Artillery and Infantry were

linked in tactical groups - the first practical application of Artillery -

Infantry co-operation. Hy adopting this concept, the manuals accepted

that the advanced observation officer would link the two arms; endor¬

sed the need for close support from the Artillery despite the risks;

and confirmed that the danger of shells falling short should not

inhibit the Artillery from shelling the enemy during an Infantry

attack.^*
This imitation of French Artillery tactics facilitated by closer

association through the Antents Cordiale underlined the shortcomings in

the immediate post-vmr rearmament. In the first place, there was little

perception that technology and tactics were inter-related and that a

major development in the former would require a modification in the latter.

It was also misleading to justify rearmament by reference to the South

African War, and the post-war focus on the imperfections of the wartime

technology obscured the Inflexibility of the wartime tactics. There

were tactical lessons in the War, despite its abnormality, but these

received less attention than the quest for a quick-firing gun. Indeed,

if the rearmament was peculiarly thorough and methodical in iteelf, the

Artillery still required the fortuitous coincidence of a Russo-Japanese

34. Field Artillery Training.1914 (Ion.,1914),ch.VTI,sec».145,147
especially par&.5, 153,155-157 and ch.IX,sec,199.



War, an entente with Trance and pressure from outwith the arm,

to ensure that it entered the field in 191A ''with a well-considered

doctrine, which commanded general confidence."^*

35# Callwell and Headlam, Vol.11,p.XIII#
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CIuinter IS

The Infantry

"In the future the force which shoots best, and is best covered will

be the victorious."

Count Ctemberg, My hxneriences of the Boer ar (Lon.,1901), p.211.

Chapter 18 examines the attempt to consolidate upon the reforms in

Infantry tactics introduced in the South African ar. It notes that

the limitations which had beset the pre-war training did not disappear

•with the South African War. Shortages in manpower and facilities

3till existed and were periodically aggravated by retrenchment in

Government spending. These restrictions impaired large scale

training, limited post-war rearmament and accounted for the military

doubts about the possibility of fundamental improvement. Neverthe¬

less, the chapter argues that the Army was able to improve the shooting

of the individual soldier and to inculcate skills in field work and in

the use of cover, by sustained practice in small units, especially

sections arid companies. Indeed it was possible to remove many of

the shortcomings revealed in the early 3outh African encounters, and

to produce an Gxpeditionary Force which excelled any conscript arry in

individual skills.
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As the primary victim of the Doer fire power the Infantry

adapted more than the other anas during the South African -ar. Under

a new Command, it abandoned quarter column formations, frontal attacks

and volley firing in favour of open order formations and out flanking

manoeuvres. The field work, U3e of the ground and shooting improved

during the ' "ar and established new standards for the post-war

training.1* The immediate priorities were a development of individual

skills in snap shooting at short ranges, in the use of cover and in

constructing entrenchmentsj the re-examination of Infantry weapons

after two and a half years of active service; and the replacement

of the pre-dar drill books by manuals more relevant to the contemporary

battle. In short, the officers who had introduced reforms in South

Africa had to aim at consolidating them in the post-war period, despite

the limitations of peacetime training in the United Kingdom.

Foremost among the post-war priorities was an improvement in the

shooting of the individual soldier. The deficiencies exposed in

South Africa included rapid fire at short ranges and, to a lesser

extent, long range fire at distances beyond the pre-war expectations.

Although this conclusion was widely, if not unanimously, held"'the senior

officers differed over the possible remedies in peacetime training.

Whereas one school favoured the imitation of wartime conditions in

1. Sir C.. arren (3.15,697), Sir H.J.T. Hildyard (3.15,972) and the Hon.
Sir F.W.Stopford (3.16,635) evidence before the Ulgin Commission,
on.cit.. Vol.II, Cd,1791 (1904), XII.

2. A minority thought that the British shooting was adequate, including
Sir R.Buller (3.15,433) arxi Sir .Pole Carew (3.16.594) but the
majority did not, including Lord Roberts (,.10,426), Sir I.Hamilton
(3.13,941), Fir H.J.f.Hildyard (3.15,972), I-'aj.-Gen.A.H.Paget
(3.16,439), Sir B.I'.Hamilton (3.17.477), Kaj.-Gen.H.C.O.Plumer
(3.17,990) and lord Kethuen (3.14,132), evidence before the Hgin
Commission, op.cit,. Vols.I and II, Cd.1790,1791 (1904), XL and
XLI,



field practice by shooting at unknown distances, Lord Roberts

and his advisers doubted that this was either possible or necessary*

They recognised that financial considerations excluded the possibility

of acquiring large tracts of land for rifle practice, and insisted

that the main aim in contemporary battles was effective fire at short

ranges. As such, they recommended an increase in the ammunition

allotted to the annual musketry practice; a diminution in collective

practice and volley firing; and a greater volume of individual firing

at fixed and mobile targets over short to medium ranges,

An essential adjunct to effective rifle shooting was the need to

take cover and to dig entrenchments. The neglect of these precautions,

disparaged as cowardly in the pre-war training, proved costly in the

early battles. Contemporary fighting, as confirmed by observation of

the Russo-Japanese ",'ar, presumed concealment and required its improvisa¬

tion by individual 3oldiers.^* The battalions were no longer able to

enter the decisive fire zone (within 600 yards of the enemy) in mass

formation: the troops had to advance in extended order, making use of

depressions in the ground and all available cover. At this stage of

3. Compare Sir L.vood (1.4,153) evidence before the Igin Commission,
op.cit.. Vol.1, Cd.1790 (1904), XL and k.A.rJaillie-Grohman, 'Farks-
manship, Old and New', Nineteenth Century. Vol.47, No.CCLXXIX (Fay,
1900), pp.756-757 with Lord Roberts to Under-Secretary of State
for War, 20.11.00 and Army Order. 1.9.02. Roberts Fss.,N.A.M.,
R/117/3/90 and 1^122/4/325.

4. lord Kitchener (1.173), Lord Roberts (R.10,442), Sir C. nrren (1,15,697),
the Hon.: ir F.W. Stopford (1.16,635) and Lord Methuen (1.14,223)
evidence before the Elgin Commission.op.cit.. Vols,I & II, Cd.1790,
1791 (1904), XL and XLI. Confirmed in the Manehurlan observations
of Sir I .Hamilton, A Staff Officer's Scrao-Book (2 Vols., ton.,1905-
07), Vol.1, p.109; Col.J.A.Haldane, op.cit.. pp.7-3; British Officers
Reports, op.cit.. Vol,I, pp.65, 227 and 269 and Vol.11, pp.597, 641
and 666,



the battle, the morale, initiative are! skill of the individual

was rrore important than the steadiness, precision and good order

inculcated by collective discipline. This was the essence of the

post-war proposals: a reaction to the increase of contemporary fire

power by seeking qualitative improvements in the skill and training
5

of the individual ranker.

To realise these improvements, the Army required not only new

manuals and revised training methods but more importantly, periods

of sustained practice in the field. In this respect, the dwardian

Army was extremely lucky to inherit both the military Manoeuvres Act

of 1Q97 and the additional ground at Salisbury Plain, acquired in the

immediate pre-war period. Hence it was able to arrange exercises and

manoeuvres on a larger scale and with a greater frequency than ever

previously attempted.^* For training, it adopted a cyclical process

which began with individual instruction in the winter; graduated to

squadron, company and battery training in the spring; regimental,

battalion and brigade training in the summer; and to a culmination in

divisional training, inter-divisional exercises and Amy Manoeuvres in

the late summer and early autism.

Nevertheless, the limitations which had undermined the pre-war

5. Cir I.Hamilton (1.13,941), Lord ^oberts (1.10,442) and the IIon."ir
P. .Stopford (1.16,635) evidence before the Llgin Commission, op.cit..
Vols.I & II, Cd.l790, 1791 (1904) XL and XLI.

6. Problems still existed. For example, in the period October 1905 -
October 1909, Allenby commanded the 4th Cavalry Brigade which was
scattered over a district bounded by Colchester, Norwich and
Hounslow. Other brigades were located in Ireland or equally
scattered among ..nglish towns and counties. This ensured that
divisional manoeuvres were a costly event, occasionally held on
an annual basis but often only once in every two years.



training, did not disappear with the Couth African War# Although

Kaldane equalised the battalions at horre and abroad, the perennial

shortage of men remained. Whereas all battalions suffered from the

7,000 men on permanent employments and the 10,000 men on daily casual

employments, the home battalions also languished from the annual lose

of drafts and the large percentage of recruits, who still required basic

training and were unavailable for field training. Officers never com¬

manded full strength units, and either trained two units in one, with

men who were strangers to each other, or occasionally considered

theoretical schemes with imaginary troops. * In the Army xercisa of

1913, Sir John "rench theoretically commanded four Infantry divisions

and a Cavalry division - two thirds of the Expeditionary Force. Only

47,000 men participated, however, the battalions averaged 300 men

apiece (less than a half of their peacetime establishment) and the

field batteries appeared at half strength with teams for three guns

and three wagons. * In sum, the manpower shortage impeded unit

training at all levels and dsvalued the benefits of increased field

work, especially the practice in handling large formations so necessary

for officers and staff.

Legal and financial considerations compounded these structural

weaknesses. Although the Military Manoeuvres Ants enabled the

7. Training was, in fact, largely a case of trying to make bricks
without straw." Field Marshal Sir W. Robertsons From Private to Field
Marshal (Lon.,1921) p.159. See also Adjutant-General, Minute on
^placement of soldiers on non military duties by ex-soldiers or

civilians 1.10.02 and subsequent minutes. W,0.32/9120.

3. Commandant de Thomasson, 'The British Army •ixercise of 1913', Army
Review. Vol.6 (Jan.,1914),p.7. Only in the Manoeuvres of 1910 was
one of the two Aldershot divisions mobilised at full strength.
Thi3 was achieved at the expense of the other division and by
securing volunteers from the First Class Anay Reserve. Fee, Brlg.-
Gen.J.H. Edmonds, History of the Great /ar.Military Operations France
and Belgium 1914 (2 Vols.,Lon.,1922-25), Vol.1, p.IO.
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Government to allocate tracts of countryside for manoeuvres, there were

still restrictions on the choice of land and its subsequent usage.

The expense of transporting large units of troops, which with the

exception of two divisions were quartered in England, precluded con¬

sideration of the excellent manoeuvring areas in Ireland and on the

Scottish moors. T'anoeuvres were held on the Gowns or in the midlands,

over countryside notorious for hedgerov;s, fences and locked gates.

These obstacles prevented marches in close formation and restricted

the Cavalry movements to the roads or to dismounted action behind cover.

The soldiers had not only to manoeuvre within prescribed limits -

avoiding houses, schools, parks, playing fields, golf courses etc. -

but they were also forbidden from billeting on the residents. If this

ensured that the rankers gained practice in camping and bivouacing, it

artificially simplified the problems of supply and feeding, which in
o

turn reduced the practical value of the military exercise.

Oven where the military insisted that a provision was essential

for peacetime training, it rarely gained acceptance if it conflicted

with the financial priorities of the moment. The liberal Government

underlined this premise when it reduced the post-war increment in the

ammunition allowance. Granted in 1902-03, this Increment had raised

the Cavalry allowance from 150 to 300 rounds per man and the Infantry

allowance from 200 to 300 rounds per man, but it only lasted for a3

long a3 the surplus stocks of wartime ammunition. Once the concession

began to impinge on the Annual etimates and threaten an annual increase

of £70,000 - £60,000 per annum, the Government ignored the military

9. Commandant de Thomasson, op.cit.. pp.14£-145, 154-156. ? ilitary
Correspondent, 'The «rny exercise', The Times. 22.9.13, p«2Q.



concern with efficient training and effected an immediate
10.

reduction.

A third difficulty was the lack of agreement within the Service

about the efficacy of the proposed reforms. There were differing

views about the methods of conducting training, especially in the new

phenomenon of regular Army I'anoeuvres, For some years after the War,

Manoeuvres remained as little more than a series of 'field days' on

which the daily movements ceased at the 'close time', whereupon each

side repaired for shelter and food without any fear of danger from the

other. It required Sir Horace Smith-Dorrien as General Officer

Commanding at Aldershot, to introduce the more realistic concept of

Manoeuvres as a period, "of continuous operations in face of an enemy.

Secondly, some of the reforms,especially practice in constructing en¬

trenchments, were extremely tedious in peacetime. The poor quality

of entrenching tools and the laborious nature of the task, aggravated

by the subsequent chore of refilling the trenches, ensured that this

was the least relished and the least practised of the post-war

proposals. Thirdly, there was uncertainty that the aphorisms expressed

before the Hoyal Commissions were feasible propositions for peacetime

training. ("hat was meant by the concept of developing individual

initiative? Did the suggestion depend upon qualitative improvements

in recruiting (i.e. upon recruiting men who had some initiative to

develop)? Or, did it simply mean less concentration upon parade

10. 96 Meeting of the Amy Council and Precis No.359,24-25.10.07.
. .0.163/12.

11. Field Marshal Sir W. Robertson.from Private to Field " ,<-rshal( Won..

1921),pp.163-165. Lord Roberts added that some older officers, "do
not believe in the need for change", anil that as,"the Army is a
strangely conservative body, tradition and respect for seniors
carries enormous weight," Lord Roberts to Halfour,5.11.04. Halfour
Pss., B.K• Add.?iss•49725, ff .100-101.
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ground discipline: but, if it did, to what extent could raore

attention be paid to rifle 3hooting and field cra?t in view of the
12

existing deficiencies in facilities and the shortage of manpower? *

Iq some extent, it -was possible to reform the existing patterns

of training, and the new musketry course reflected the shift in em¬

phasis from collective medium range firing to individual short range

13
proficiency. On the other hand, where the reforms implied mi

expansion of the existing facilities either attracting better recruits

or providing an increased number of men for training or by the acquisition

of more land for rifle ranges, then there were only limited possibilities

of improvement. By 1906, these limits on expansion had become so

apparent that ir Ian Hamilton qualified his reforming zeal and acknow¬

ledged that the:

outh African and 3 anchurian experiences equally tend to 31jow
that raen who are smart on parade are more alart, nore readily
controlled, more obedient,and cove more rapidly and with less
hesitation or tendency to confusion or panic than troops
which depend entirely on their individual qualities.-^*

12. Lt.—Col.A•W.A. Pollock, 'The Training of the Amy', The pf
the oval United Services Institution.Vol.XLVTI (! ©b.,1903), pr.177-
178J ht.—Col.A.V;.A#Pollock, 'The Tactical Inefficiency of the
Tegular Arrny», Portnightlv ■tevlcw. Vol.75 (May,1904), pp.831-839;
and h.A.D, 'The Home Service Battalions', United ervice I'agaaina.
Vol.XXXII (nec.,1905), pp.348-352.

13. "ee the 'Trained Toldiers Course, Table B' in u-he try :ogulatlons
1905 (Ion.,1905), pp.40-43.

14. ven if it was true that the reformers like Bir Ian Hamilton had
never discounted the need for discipline, end even allowing that
this speech was circulated to the Volunteer brigades, whom the
Regulars generally considered to be in need of more discipline,
the speech reflected a notable change in emphasis, "ir I.Hamilton,
The following remarks by the lieutenant General Commanding-ln-
c'hief r'outhem Command.are circulated to Volunteer Biiaadiers for
their perusal and guidance. 1.8.06. arrilton '-'sff.. 7A/10.
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Given these limitations in numbers, finance and expansion

there was considerable pessimism within the Service about the possibili¬

ties of substantial improvement. Contemporary British writers dis¬

missed the efficiency displayed in the immediate post-war manoeuvres

as a fortuitous wartime legacy. They insisted that the standards would

soon relapse once the restrictions of peacetime resumed their deleterious
15

influence.' Reflected in this attitude was the belief that however

efficient the organisation and training of the Army, all efforts at

reform would flounder through paucity of numbers and financial parsimony.

Consequently, officers tended to labour the shortcomings of peacetime
a

training in the hope that/sufficiently doleful description might secure

an increase in Government expenditure."*" * - hen written in this vein,

these strictures undervalued the possibility of effective drill within

the existing expenditure and the incentives for proficiency occasionally

afforded by financial stringency.

Yet through frequent practice on the rifle range, individual skills

especially rates of rapid fire, could be developed which markedly exceeded

the equivalent rates in conscript armies. Moreover, by improving the

individual capability in rapid shooting, the Army was able to compensate

15. Lt.-Col. . .A. Pollock, 'The Tactical Inefficiency of the Regular
Army*, Fortnightly .evlew. Vol.75 (May,1904), p.034 and Lord Roberts
to Balfour, 5.11.04. Balfour Mea.,B.M.Add.Mss.49725, ff.100.

16. As in the appeals of Lord Roberts for compulsory training, more
rifle ranges and more freedom of military movement over the country¬
side, see Lord "Roberts to Balfour, 5.11.04. Balfour Mas.,8.K.Add.Mas.
49725, ff.101 and in ilson'3 claim that 6 divisions could never meet
any wartime requirement, Sir H. .ilson, Diary, 16.4.10. .11son Mae.,
I.V..K. See also Capt.Bathurst, 'Some Notes on Musketry Training',
'rmy Review. Vol.11, No.2 (Ap.,1912), p.463.
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partially for some of the fiscal economies, especially the

cuts in the ammunition allowance and the refusal to concede more than

17
two machine guns per battalion. 3y means of 3quads or sections'

attacking each other in company training, the ability to fire and move

in attack and regulate fire from defensive positions could be recurrently

practised until the principles employed became a matter of habit. In

the same exercises officers and non-commissioned officers refrained

from issuing orders to ensure that the ranks would increasingly act on

their own initiative. * 1 ven if the extent of the improvement was

not evident until August 1914, a perceptive foreign observer noted that

in the Array Sxercise of 1913s

Tne infantry makes wonderful use of the ground, advances
as a rule, by short rushes and always at the double- and
almost invariably fires from a lying down position.!^*

Any Improvement in the Infantry performance however, depended upon

the confidence which the soldiers had in their weaoons, a moot point

since the Lee "etford and Lee Infield rifles, introduced in 188$ and

1895 respectively, had incurred vehement criticism during the ar.

Several civilian pundits had compared the technical qualities of the

British and the Poer weapons, the .276 and ,311 Mauser, and had urged

the replacement of the former. foremost among these critics was

W.A. aillie-Grohraan, who condemned the .303 Service rifle for it3

17. Gen.Sir G.Barrow, The life of General Sir Charles Carraichael Monro
(Lon.,1931), p»29. Ihereas British soldiers were expected, "to
reach a best rate of 15 rounds (a minute) without dif ficulty,"
Japan considered 8 rounds a minute excessive and France, Gemany
and fiussia only hoped to fire 12 rounds a minute at under 300
yards. Tee Lt.-Col.J.Campbell, 'lire Action', ..ldershot ilitary
oclety. Paper CXII (14.3.11), o.6 and Brig•-Gen.J.E.Sdraonds,

op.cit,. Vol.U, p.463.
• Lt.-ool. '. Campbell,

19. Commandant de Thomasson, op.cit.. p.149.



excessive weight; lower muzzle velocity and worse trajectory;

inferior rigidity because of its two part framework; weaker bolt;

unstable cordite; inferior trigger pull; and most importantly, its

single loading magazine which ensured a slower rate of fire than the

20
clip loading magazine on the Continental rifles. * Indeed the weapon

was so inadequate that it had already been discarded by civilian

experts. Some 90 per cent of the British representatives at Bisley

in 1899 had preferred the .256 Austrian ?'annlicher; and, in the

premier events the .:2cho Shield and I'artin Smith contests, twenty of the

twenty-four participants and twelve of the fifteen prizewinners had shot

with the .256.21'
The Army however, was less demanding and less critical of the Lee

Enfield rifle. Uninterested in a carefully adjusted and delicate

piece of mechanism,the Army primarily required that its rifle should

be usable in extreme conditions of climate; sufficiently durable to

withstand rough treatment and scanty cleaning; and yet at all times
22

reliable for a soldier more or less skilled in the art3 of musketry. #

In short, active service was the main test for the service rifle and

prior to the South African ' ar, it had received favourable reports

from several minor wars, the Tirah xpedition (1897) and the Sudan

campaign (1998).

20. W.A.Baillie-Grohman,'Rifle Shooting as a National Sport' and 'Marks¬
manship Old and Mew1.Nineteenth Century, rola.46 and 47, Nos.CCLXXI
and CCLXXIX (Sept.,1899 and .Say 1903), pp.376-377 and 758-760; 'One
cause of our Defeats: The Service Rifle', The ortni.thtly .eview,
New series, Vol.LXTII, No.CCCXCVIII (Kar.,1900), pp.3?o-379; mid
letters to The Times. 26.1.00, p.11 and 14.2.00, p.12. Less
critical are the letters by Col.V'.F.Nuthall, The Times.23.1.00.p.12
and 30.1.00, p.11 and 'A Marksman' in The Times. 30.1.00, p.11.

21. V.'.A. Raillie-Grohman, letter. The Times.26.1.00. p.ll.
22. For a rejection of the civilian viewpoint, see Col.R.J.Marker,

The New Rifle. n.d. Arnold-Forater Ks3.,B.M.Add.Mss.50,315, ff.39-
39 and Lord Roberts to lord Lansdowne, 21.8.00. lioberts Mss.,N. A.M.,
R/117/2/71 and 72.
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What doubts existed within the Service, related to the

length and weight of the rifle and its loading mechanism# Prior to

the South African War, a Small Arms Committee had authorised trials on

23
a shorter and lighter weapon. Adthough the War had interrupted

these trials, lord Roberts urged in his wartime dispatches, that a 3hort

rifle should be adopted, loaded on a clip system with improved sights

and a reduced calibre# He insisted that the War had confirmed the

substance of previous reports, especially the durability under service

conditions, of the two piece stock, barrel, bolt and magazine loading#

Modifications were necessary: some 200,000 new Lee Enfield rifles

had been wrongly sighted; the lack of a clip system impaired the rate

of fire; and the length of the arm rendered it unwieldy for the Cavalry

when manoeuvring in close formation. Yet, in the opinion of the Comman¬

der-in-Chief, the Lee-Metford had emerged from another rigorous test

without any complaints as to jarming, missfire or incorrect shooting:

the War had justified a few minor refinements but not the replacement

of the existing rifle.^*
Considerations of cost however, limited the scope of these refine¬

ments. The prospect of paying £5,250,000 to replace one million rifles

and two hundred and fifty million roun-ls of ammunition ensured that

Lord Lansdowne and his successors would restrict the rearmament

programme. In particular, they refused any refinement which would

involve a different pattern of ammunition - a stipulation which ensured

23. See the appendix to the minute from Sir J.Wolfe Murray to the
Secretary of State,10.2.05. Amold-Forster Mss.,B.H.Add.fTss.50315,
ff. 9.

24. Lord Roberts to Lord Lansdowne, 5.7.00, 29.8.00 and 18.10.00.
Roberts Mas.,N.A.M. ,R/H7/2/25, 71 and 72 and ii/117/3/46. Lord
Roberts to Lord Tweedmouth, 25.6.04. Roberts Kss.,N,A.M. ,fy/122/7/
667. On the error in sighting by which the Lee Enfield 3hot 18
inches to the right at 500 yards, see Sir H.Srackenbury (1.1777)
evidence before the Elgin Commission, op.cit.. Vol.1, Cd.1790
(1904), XL.
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that the rifle calibration regained at .303 inches and that the

reformers had to abandon their quest for a rifle with increased velocity
25

and flatter trajectory. Abiding by these restrictions and keeping

their estimated costs within £3i millions, the Small Arms Committee

recommended the adoption of a short Lee Enfield loaded on a clip system,
p/

1 lb. 1^ ozs. lighter and 5" shorter than the existing weapon. *

Once financially sanctioned, the proposal proved difficult to

curtail on any other criteria. In February 1905, the new Secretary of

State for War expressed his own and other civilian reservations about

the content and justification for the post-war rearmament. He criticised

the adoption of a shorter barrel as a deviation from the theoretical pre¬

cept that if other aspects are equal, a longer barrel shoots better than

a shorter barrel. He feared that the adoption -was even more unwise

since it departed from existing Continental practice and apparently aimed

at providing a portable arm for the Cavalry instead of the most accurate
27

arm for the Infantry. # However, the Ordnance Department insisted that

the desire for a lighter and shorter rifle predated the War and the arme

blanche controversy. It had come from Infantry officers 'who felt that a

25. Sir H.Brackenbury to Lord Roberts, 1.5.02. Roberts Kss.,N.A.M.,
a/11/168.

26. "ir J. /olfe Hurray to Amold-Forster, 10.2.05 and 20.2.05. Aroold-
Forster Mas., B.M.Add.Mss. 50,315, ff. 8 and 11.

27. See Amold-Forster, The Hew Rifle, a minute to the Faster-General
of the Ordnance, 7.2.05. Amold-Forster Mas.,B.M.Add.Mss.50315,
ff. 7 and Arnold-Forster to Balfour, 10.10.05. Balfour Kss.,B.M.
Add.I*ss.49723, ff.179-180.
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9 lb. 4 oz. rifle was an encumbrance on a campaign. * Further¬

more, the new short rifle had been thoroughly tested to prove its

superior accuracy over the Continental rifles and over the long bee

Fnfield at all ranges save 500 yards. Finally, as the manufacture had

already begun, the Department felt effectively pledged to provide the

Armaments Trade with orders and to send an early delivery to India.

This commitment secured the acquiescence of the Secretary of State and

the adoption of the rifle with which the Arny entered the First 'world

w 29.War.

A revision of the pro-war drill books accompanied the rearmament

and the changes in Infantry training. ?1odification3 in tactics had

occurred during the South African War and their value in countering

the increased fire effect of contemporary weapons merited assessment.

On one axiom, however, there was no dispute - the offensive retained

its primacy in Infantry tactics. Although Combined Training. 1905

acknowledged that smokeless powder, entrenchments and the flat trajec¬

tory of modern weapons favoured defensive fire, it insisted that the

moral advantages of the assailant - his initiative, freedom of action

and power of manoeuvre - were inimitable and bound to prevail. This

theme persisted in subsequent manuals, bolstered by endorsement from

France and Germany and the spurious wisdom gleaned from the 3oer

28. Wolfe f'urray noted a comment by his predecessor, Sir H.Brackenbury,
"But what I want particularly to note is that the short lighter
rifle was demanded, and the question taken up for Infantry long
before its use for Cavalry v/as thought of,"Sir J. olfe lurray to
Arnold-Forster, 10.2.05. Amold-Forster liss•,B«M.Add.Mss• 503151
ff, 7. Yet some officers always preferred the longer rifle, see
Gen.H.Hamilton to Col. J.S.uWart, 26.2.05. Swart Kss., item 14.

29. Report on the Trial of the "hort Rifle by the Army and Naw.Cd.2264
(1905), XLVI. Arnold-Forster to Balfour, 10.10.05. Balfour I*ss.,B.M.
Add.T'ss. 49723, ff.179-ISO, and Arnold-Forster to Lord Lansdowne,
11.10.05* Amold-Forster Mas.,R.M.Add.lAss• 50315, ff.43-44.

30. Combined Training. 1905 (Lon.,1905), Ch.VI, sees, 105-107.
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surrender at Paardeberg and the Japanese victories at Liau-

yang and Mukden. Because attacks had succeeded in the past, albeit

against defenders deficient in numbers, organisation and training, the

Army had no doubts that success would attend similar offensives in

the future.

The question was not whether but how to attack. Few accepted

that the tactics adopted in Couth Africa were either perfect in them¬

selves or applicable in the European context. The abandonment of

frontal attacks for wide lateral extensions combined with flanking

movements -was sound in principle but had occasionally been weak in

execution. The extensions had usually lacked depth and the assaults

had recurrently floundered through the premature use of reserves and
31the failure to attain fire superiority. * In any case this approach

was only assured of success where the foe was inferior in numbers,

bereft of an organisation and imbued with a wholly defensive attitude:

the converse of what the Amy might expect from a European adversary,

•hat the civilian commentators urged was the adoption of a specific

offensive doctrine, applicable to a European war, with its embodiment
32

in the training manuals followed by regular practice in Army Manoeuvres.""*

On the Continent there were two contrasting concepts of an offen¬

sive battle. The French believed in the tactics of penetration: a

hard fought preparatory action to ascertain enemy dispositions, wear

out his resistance and draw in his reserves, followed by a decisive attack

31.Capt.0ir T.A.A.T'onteomery-Cunninf^hame. hanges in Training and Infantry
~"ormations.owing to experience gained In recent camnairos.lecture to
the Military Society of Ireland,15.2.11; Lt.-Gen.Fir W.G.Nicholson in
British Officers Reports.op.cit..Vol.I.n.174: and P.O.- acdiarmld.The
Life of Lieutenant-General ir Jame3 T'oncrieff Grier3on( Ion., 1923),p.202 •

32.Military Correspondent,1 Pendencies in the German Army,IV English
Theories'.The Time5.T0.2.11.p.4i and 'The British Army and Modern Con¬
ceptions of Ear'. Edinburgh Review.Vol.CCXIII.No.CCCCZXXVI (Apr.,1911)
p.321-346.
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on the weakest point as revealed by the events of the preparatory

action. The system relied upon manoeuvre along the whole front; the

use of a strong advanced guard to drive in the enemy's protective

troops; support from the main bodies of the various columns in the

preparatory action; and the retention of strong reserves in the hands

of the commander-in-chief for the decisive attack. The Germans pre¬

ferred the tactics of envelopment: a bold advance aiming to lap round

the wings of the enemy, threaten his line of retreat, enfilade his

front and precipitate a crumblirg in resistance from flanks to centre.

As a concept of war, it limited the influence of the commander-in-

chief to initial direction, delegated operational responsibility to

the column commanders and left the commander-in-chief without any

reserves to rectify a failure in action.

The British General Staff eschewed rigid adherence to either doc¬

trine, The Field Gervice Regulations (1909 and subsequent editions)

claimed that, "the fundamental principles of war are neither very

numerous nor in themselves very abstruse," but it never indicated what

these principles were. Whereas the manual exhorted commanders to aim

at fire superiority and husband their reserves claiming that, "this

method will usually be most suited to the circumstances of our Army,"

it also specified that the flanks would be the usual point of attack
33

and paid tribute to the moral effect of an envelopment. The

• 'emorandum on Army Training 1910 deplored the cultivation of any par¬

ticular form of action since:

33. Field "ervice Regulations 19Q9(hon..1909). Part 1: Operations,ch.l,
sec,l, para,2; ch«vii,sec,102, paras.3-4 and sec.103, para.2.
Although later editions removed some of these ambiguities, the
pragmatic disdain for one particular form of action remained, 3ee
Field Cervice {emulations (Ion.,1912 and 1914), Part 1; Operations,
ch.l, sec.l, para,2 and ch.vii, sec.102, para.3«



success depends not so much on the inherent soundness of
a principle or plan of operations as on the method of
application of the principle and the resolution with
which the plan is carried out.34.

Brigadier-General H.H. Wilson, while Director of Military Operations,

publicly endorsed this pragmatic posture. In a lecture before the

Aldershot Kilitary Society on Initiative and the Power of Manoeuvre.

he unambiguously favoured "the Napoleonic principle of restricted

initiative, a momentary pause and then a smashing blow." However, he

also acknowledged that the expeditionary Force might be obliged to

fight on the German system, "and trust to win by a slogging match,"

because it might not be sufficiently mobile to manoeuvre as the French
35

recommended.

Underlying this pragmatism was the military appreciation of their

own limitations. To his students at the Staff College Camberley,

Wilson repeatedly stated thatj

there is no military problem to which the answer is six
divisions and one cavalry division.36.

Indeed the Arrry, unable to amass large formations in war, was even less

able to train them in time of peace. In his Aldershot lecture, Wilson

had outlined six criteria for ensuring the necessary mobility to follow

the French tactics of penetration, but it was impossible to practise

at least half of these requirements under peacetime conditions, (i.e.

the carriage by the troops of two, three or four dayfe rations on their

persons, the full use of motorised transport and a knowledge of

34. 'The British Army and lodem Conceptions of ar', op.cit.. pp.341-342.
35. Brig,-Gen.H.H.Wilson, 'Initiative and the Power of Fanoeuvre',

Aldershot Military Society .Paper CVII (5/2/10), pp.7-9.
36. J.Connell, .avell.Scholar and "oldier (ion.,1964),p.62j Sir H.Wilson,

Diary, 16.4.10. Wilson Fss.,I.W.I-!.} and Sir H.Wilson to Lord Roberts,
17.4.10, Roberts I!ss.,P.R.O., W.0.105/45.
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requisitioning and billeting)."^* As such the General Staff,

especially Haig who supervised the first edition of rield 'ervice

..emulations, resented the desire in the press for an unequivocal

commitment to a particular doctrine and favoured the perfection of

attacking methods usable under either 3y3tem. *
*

The fountain-head of these reforms was the !Musketry School at

Hythe, especially the inter-war Chief Instructors: Ueutenant-Colonel3

C.C. Tortro, N.R. Mcl'ahon and J.Campbell. They aimed to compromise

between the excessive formalism of the pre-war training and the exag¬

gerated liberty of action which immediately followed the South African

War. Appalled at the deficient reconnaissance in the post-war

manoeuvres, the crowding of leaders and men at successive fire positions,

and the tendency to fire at the most visible and easiest targets, the

Instructors sought a more systematic approach. In the first place, they

ugged the brigade staff to exercise their responsibility in local ground

reconnaissance, indicate the desired fire positions, allot objectives

and arrange communications. Company officers and non-commissioned

officers had to specify favourable intermediate fire positions, dead

ground, covered ways, important tactical localities and key ranges to

facilitate the subsequent judging of distance. Secondly, the direction

and control of fire had to reflect tactical circumstances and not merely

visible targets. With companies deployed in depth (i.e. firing lines

37. Brig.-Gen.H.Wilson, op.cit.. p.7; see al3o Commandant de Thomasson,
QP'Cit.. pp.155-156.

33. Haig to Kiggall,13.7.11. Kiggell Fas.,1/13. The paucity of numbers
meant that the "rltish Army had to be especially adopt in the
methods of counter-attack, see Lt.-Col.L.T.Kiggell,'The Counter
Attack', '.lder3hot llltrry "pclety.Paper LXXXV (7.3.05), p.l«
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and supports) the fire direction devolved upon the company

officer in the firing line. Allocated a certain sector or area by

the company commander, he had to delegate subsidiary targets to the

section or platoon commanders with the aim of achieving mutual fire

support and a maximised volume of converging fire. In the penultimate

stage of the attack, the supports would have to Join the firing line,

forego extended formation and increase the volume of fire to achieve a

39
fire superiority prior to the bayonet charge.

Throughout the action fire support had always to remain subsidiary

to the movement of troops. Initially the firing line was expected to

advance, as far as possible without opening fire, to conceal its approach

and to conserve ammunition. Thereafter it had to attack in successive

waves, regarding fire positions as simply transitory objectives, and

always aiming at the gradual working forward of units to close with the

enemy. The essence of the concept was tie offensives the maximisation

of the assailant'3 moral advantages - his initiative, freedom of action

and power of manoeuvre - to overcome the fire effect of contemporary

weapons in defensive positions.^" By 19H, Sir Horace Smith-Dorrien

directed that these methods, already the core of practice in battle
41

shooting, should become the basis of company training at Aldershot.

39. Lt.-Col.H.R.McFahon,'Fire Fighting' .Aiderghot Military Society.
Paper XCV (18.12.07)» pp.4-11,18} ht.-Col.J.Campbell.op.cit..pp.l«-
10; Kaj.-Gen.C.C.fbnro,'Fire and Fovement'./.rmy Review.Vol.I.No.2.
(July 19H),pp.91-96. The Commandants at the School of Musketry,
Kythe supported these methods i.e.Col.C.C.Fbnro, 1903-07} Col.G.G.A.
llgerton,1907-09} Col.W .N.Congreve,1909-11} Col.H.G.Ruggle»-8rise,
1911-1914. See Brig .-Gen. J.£. Edmonds.op.clt..Vol.1X.p.463.

40. Lt.-Col. J.Campbell.op.cit. .pp.1 and 5} Lt.-Col.N.F.McI ahon.op.clt.,
pp.4,7-10; KaJ.-Gen.C.C.Monro.op.cjt..pp.94-96.

41. Gen.Sir G.Barrow.op.clt. .pp.35-36.



In sum, accommodation with the limitations of peacetime

training was the essence of Infantry reform. Financial restrictions,

the lack of political support and numerical shortages continually

impeded training and thwarted many of the tactical aspirations held by

the Army and its civilian sympathisers. Nevertheless, the Army was

able to consolidate upon the reforms introduced after the early reverses

in the Fouth African 'ar. By individual instruction and regular

practice in sections and companies, it was able to improve the skills

of the individual ranker, especially yds shooting ability and his use

of cover. Indeed the Infantry attained a peak in individual and

company training never before achieved in the British Army and

unequalled on the Continent of Europe. Observing the French Manoeuvres

in 1913, Major-General H.H.vilson summarised the British achievement:

The French Inf(antry) are marvels of endurance & good
spirits but we have nothing to learn from them in
handling the actual troops on the ground.42.

42. Wilson diary, 14.9.13. Wilson also claimed that a favourite dictum
of General French was that "Alderohot could fight its weight k a
half in Germans." Diaiy,30.10.07. -ilson Kss.,I.W.M.



 



Chapter 19

Autumn 1914 and Conclusions

"Armees d'elite would be invincible if wars were fought without

casualties. Things being what they are, armees d'elite are unlikely

to remain so long."

C. Falls, The First "orld .ar (Lon.,1960), p.l6.

Chapter 19 surveys the performance of the British Expeditionary

Force in ^'landers. It contrasts the problems which the Army encountered

through its lack of number®, high proportion of Reservists and inept

Higjh Command, with the performance of its front-line forces. Although

the chapter recognises tJiat the various arms displayed a high degree of

professional competence in the opening battles, it underlines that they

were unprepared for trench warfare and that their original numbers were

decimated after three months fighting. In other words the Army which

had prepared successfully for a series of short encounter battles, had

to adapt itself to a more prolonged and static war when these battles

did not prove to be decisive. The chapter concludes with a general

assessment of Army Reform In the Edwardian period, the problems posed

by the wartime revelation of military shortcomings and the relevant

considerations in an attempt to analyse the process of Army Reform.



For infomad civilians, the reform of tactics and training

in the front-line forces was the aspect of Amy Reform upon which they

could speak with least authority. Whereas some like Aroold-Forsfcer

tried in vain to gain respect for their heretical opinions^'others
contented themselves with structural, administrative or institutional

reform, pontificated on aspects of National Defence, and supported

Kaldane in his creation of a Territorial Force. The reform of the

front-line forces rernained primarily a concern of the Service and re¬

flected ideas based on the previous war experience and on contemporary

military thought. The ultimate test occurred on the fields of "landers

where the strengths and weaknesses of the peacetime reforms were fully

revealed.

An expectation of War with Germany had undoubtedly existed within

the Edwardian Army. Officially forbidden from studying the German Army
2

at staff tours, war games and intelligence classes,"'the Army was still

aware of its likely enemy and the imminence of confrontation. The

mobilisation of various units, front-line and auxiliary, was regularly

practised. Individual officers visited the Belgian front and attended

the French Manoeuvres. At the Staff College Cantberley, Major-General

Robertson urged his students to prepare in peace for, "fighting the
3

most probable and most formidable adversary for the time being."

1. After a brief debate over Artillery rearmament with his advisers,
H.0.Arnold-Forster conceded, acknowledging that, "the question ia
essentially a technical and a military one." Amold-Forster,
minute, 8.7.04. Arnold-For3ter Fas•,B.M.Add.Mss• >0,306, ff.137.

2. Brig.—Gen.J.E. Edmonds.op.cit.. Vol.I,p.11.
3. r*ield Marshal ~ir .Robcrtsan.Proir, Private to field Marshal (Lon.,

1921), p. 178. See also, Brig .-Gen .J Edmonds.op.cit..Vol.I,p . ID;
Sir P.Heig,Diary,6.12.12. Haig M#S.,N.L.S., 1 Do* 2, Vol.11 (l.)j
Sir H.H. Wilson, Diary, 1.1.13. V'ilson Mm., I.W.M.j and General
Sir H.Smith-norrien.op.cit..p.360.
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Furthermore, the Any had a clear impression about the

character and duration of the imminent conflict. Sir Archibald Murray,

Chief of the Staff to Sir Jo fin French, believed that the War if success¬

ful, would lust for three months with the troops returning home by

Christmas. Eight months, he suggested, was the maximum possible

duration* beyong that point the financial disruption and the strain

of maintaining mass armies in the field would ensure an end to

4.
hostilities. Any reservations were kept relatively privates few

doubted that the Var would not be one of rapid movement consummated in
5

decisive encounter battles.

For wartime service, the General Staff had organised an expedition¬

ary Force able to be transported to France and concentrated in Belgium

within fifteen dUsye. The mobilisation arrangements were sufficiently

flexible to overcome a delay in sending the Fore© and a reduction of

two Divisions in the Force despatched.^"* By 20 August 1914, four

Divisions, one Cavalry Division, one additional Cavalry and one additional

Infantry Brigade were concentrated on the left of the French Army between

Mauberge and Le Cateau. The four Divisions were arranged into two

Army Corps under the cotauand of Sir Douglas Haig and Sir Horace Smith -

<7

Dorrien, * with overall command entrusted to Sir John French, Officially,

the British expeditionary "ores (B.S.F.) was entirely independent but its

4. M.V.Brett (ed.). Journals and Letters of -gginald Viscount dahar
(4 Vols.,1X3n.,1934-39),Vol.III,Jburnal,13.3.14.

5. Haig was one of the few officers to express any reservations. He
feared that the >.'ar would last for many months. Haig to Haldane,
4.3,14. Haldane M».,N.L,S.,MS.5910,ff*251.

6. 1st and 2nd Heatings of the V.'ar Council, 5 and 6 August,1914. Cab.
42/1/2 and 3. Fee r-lso, riaj.-Oen.Sir P.P.de D.Hadclif£e.His tory of
the F'.r.rch^.X9U, F,r,O.UD6/49A/l.

7. Fir H.Gtnlth-Dorrien replaced Lt.-Gcn.Grierson who died en route to
the front.
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nurabers were so small that it could only act in support of

<

General Danreaac13 Army. *

Structurally, there were important differences between the 8.E.F.

and its predecessor in 1899. Whereae each Corp3 comprised two large

Divisions and numbered 37.406 men, in 1699 a ivision mustered only

11,006 men and formed an Army Corps whenever three were joined under

one command. The larger Divisions contained a smaller proportion of

front-line troops (75# as distinct from 88$) and had some provision,

albeit wholly inadequate, for field ambulances, signals and a divisional

train. On the other hand, the large Division included a greater propor¬

tion of Reservists (on average 60$ in Infantry units as compared with

48$' in 1899)•'* This was crucial inasmuch as the troops encounted the

rigours of warfare in Glanders far sooner than those who had served in

South Africa, The battle of Hons occurred on 23 August and was folio-wed

by a thirteen day Retreat over 200 miles in a sweltering heat, with tho

troops surviving on three to four hours sleep per day. The task made

extreme demands upon the moral and physical endurance of Reservists

still wanting in physical fitness and in tho process of readjusting to

Amy life."^"
Undoubtedly, thi3 fatigue along with the early losses figured as a

prominent consideration in the excessively prudent leadership of Sir John

8, On this front, the three German Armies comprising 34 Divisions or
760,000 men, faced General Lanrezac's Airy, the Belgium Army of 6
Divisions and tho B.E.F. of 4 Divisions, or 20 Divisions of allied
troops, Gee, Kdmonds.oo.cit,.Vol.1.p.46.

9, These percentages were calculated by the author from the statistics
included in the Elgin lieuort.op.cit..Cd.l769 (1904),XL,pp.32-37,and
Edmonds.op.clt,,Voi•I,pp,00-89 and Appendix 2,p.428,

lQ.Edmonda.op.cit..Vol.1,pp.26Q-26l. See also, Lv..~Col,H.Green, The
British Amur In the First 'orid War (Lon.,1968), pp.10-18.
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French. On 4 September, he wired lord Kitchenert

I do not seem to be able to bring home to the cabinet the
shattered condition of 2 divisions of ry small force and the
necessity of rest and refitment for the remainder and the
impossibility of making things right as long as we are in
close contact with the enemy.3-1*

In the subsequent advance, the B.E.F. required three days to cross the

Fame by 9 September, and another three to cover the thirty ndles to the

liver Aiane. An opportunity existed to sever von Kluck's three corps

from the rest of the German Arry if the B.E.f. had captured the bridge¬

heads over the j'isne and reached the high ground north ol the river.

However General French did not issue any tactical guidance as to the

ground to be gained and failed to impress upon his junior commanders
12

the need for speed to exploit this floating opportunity. * The

arrival of the Seventh Arrry at the River Aisne on 13 September secured

von Kluek's position and thwarted toe last possibility for a decisive

encounter battle in the early fighting.

Ihe performance of the various arms of the Expeditionary Force

contrasted markedly with the failures of the high command. The Cavalry

effectively screened the movements of the B.E.F. both prior to the

battle of Fona and during the subsequent Retreat. It provided accurate

11. French to lord Kitchener, 4.9.14. Kitchener Mss.,P.r.o. 33/57/49.
12, The operation orders issued on a daily basis from 6 to 14 Feptember

by Fir John French, are included in dmonds, oo.clt.. Vol.1,Appendices
39-43. For critical comment on bis generalship, see C.Falls, The

'

irst orl ' ' "ar (Ion.,I960),pp.49-50; J.Torraine. ons (Lon.,1960),
pp.216-217; I-a j.-Gen.S.K.G.F ixsnith, dribish Generalship in the
Twentieth Gvnturv (Ion., 1970), pp.50-53J 13.Llddell-F-art.history of
the orld ' ar 1014-191# (Jon.,193b),pp.53~59; and Mej.-Gen.Fir E.

a■ , Id. 7)!-, IVIA. • ■ Av c .-raat :.otrea^(Lon., 1930),
p.434.
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information on German strength and noveraents and,where necessary,

joined the firing line as .''bunted Infantry. In waling and caring

for their mounts, the British Cavalry excelled their Allied counter¬

parts and,on a minor scale, took effective mounted action against
13German patrols. Yet, despite the suitability of terrain, the absence

of entrenchments and the preference of all three Cavalries for traditional

Cavalry tactics, shock action was conspicuously absent. The only signifi¬

cant charge war. attempted by the 9th Lancers near Elouges, which achieved

little beyond momentarily impeding the Gorman assault. Extremely costly

in men end horses, it was not repeated In either the Retreat from Kons

or the Battle of the Indeed the early encounter battles under¬

lined t^iat shock action vdth the arae blanche was useless against con¬

temporary fire power.

For the Artillery, there was a basic difficulty in the industrial

and coal mining landscape of "landers. The deep ditches, buildings and

high slag heaps hampered the long range observation favoured by British

gunner3. These features also exacerbated the problem of finding suitable

positions for batteries or even for single guns. Consequently, the

Artillery commanders pushed their batteries forward, aligned them with

the infantry positions and provided close support for the defensive fire."'*
However, when this procedure was adopted in open positions, it proved

disastrous. At Le Coteau, the Artillery on the right flank of the II

Corps ignored the experience of Colonso, eschewed cover and exposed their

13. 'rench to lord Kitchener, 30.8.14. docLener Mas.,P.R.o. 30/57/.14,
J.Terraine.op.clt.,p.77j J.Terraine. :ou--."ln3 iiajr.the educated soldier
(Lon., 1963),pp.92-94 and lQ'^-liO.

14. J.Torraine.: ons (Lon.,I960) ,pp.H6-U?j lCrtrnonds.oo.nl.'/ol.I.pp.100-
102; and Lt.-Col»F, ..'hltton..orne G anpalgn (Lon., 1917) ,p.l6l.

15. Brig .-Gen.J.,,, d-onds. littery -Joe radons, ranch an 1 cl ;lum 1914.
3rd edition (Lon., 1933),Vol.1 ,p.75.
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guns far direct fire. The batteries lost twenty-six of the

forty-two guns and! only extricated the rest by daring exhibitions of

gallantry. Thereafter the am avoided unnecessary exposure and

prefered concealed positions behind the firing line. As a precaution¬

ary measure this had the additional merit of increasing the fire effec¬

tiveness of the arm. It enabled the guns to fire on a wider arc

without having to move, and facilitated a greater concentration of

fire through the engagement of the 3am© target by several batteries.^*
For the Infantry, the early battles underlined both the relevance

of the pre-war training and its absorption by the rank-and-file. From

concealed positions, the Infantry sustained a remarkably accurate and

rapid rate of fire, and in marksmanship, there was no other Army on the
17

estem Front to compare with the B.E.F. Moreover, in the use of

cover and concealed positions, the Infantry markedly excelled their

German opponents, although the latter quickly deployed in dispersed

formations after several abortive assaults en masse. Indeed, the

British battalions occasionally required heavy losses to remind them of

the need for cautious deployments. At Le Gateau, the King's Ovn

adopted a quarter column formation which provided an ideal target for
18

enemy fire and resulted in over 400 casualties. * Admittedly, this

kind of mistake was rare and in general, the Infantry displayed a high

degree of professional competence In the opening encounters.

16. S.Bidwell, Gunners at War (Lon.,1970),pp.23 and 29} G.A.Fhepperd,
Artn3 and Armour 1660-1935 (Lon.,1971),pp.184-185} Kaj.-Gen.E.JC.G.
olxsmith.op.cit..p.A6t and Brig.-Gen.J.E.Edmonds, Military Opera¬
tions. France and Belgium 1914. 1st edition (Lon.,1922),Vol.1,p.163.

17. French to lord Kitchener,17.9.14. Kitchener Mas.,P.R.0.30/57/49j
Edmonds.op.cit..1st edition,Vol.I,p.71, Vol.II,pp.462-463;
B.Llddell-hart.op.cit..p.63; Maj.-Gen.Fpears,op.clt..pp.433-434.

18. Hdmonds.op.clt..1st edition,Vol.I,p.155.
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The main difficulty for the Expeditionary Force, reared in

the doctrine of fire and movement, was the beginning of static defen¬

sive warfare, starting at the Kiver Aisne (13-27 September) and

continuing near Ypres in the following months, the belligerents

stumbled onto large scale position warfare, for which none of them

had prepared. Only the Germans who had contemplated swift assaults

on the fortresses of Belgium and Eastern France, possessed the

appropriate apparatus for trench warfare (i.e. heavy guns, trench

mortars, grenades, searchlights and periscopes). The British on the

other hand unearthed shortages in entrenching tools, barbed wire and

sandbags, and sought cover in shallow shelter pits or behind natural
19

obstacles. The 8.E.F. was also deficient in Heavy Artillery. The

four 60-pdr3. attached to each Division and the four batteries of the

old pattern 6" hov.ltaer provided a hopelessly inadequate response to
20

the German batteries. * The onset of trench warfare revealed a further

weakness in the shortage of machine guns and their tactical neglect by

the pre-war Amy. Discounted in its utility as a defensive weapon by

the training manuals, the machine-gun had languished as an under-rated
21

weapon with few enthusiasts in the Edwardian Atmy." * Finally, the

19. Edmonds.op.clt., 1st edition, i/ol.I,pp.375-378 and Vol.1.1,pp.460-461.
20. S-Iaig to Kiggell, 4.10.14# Kiggell *"ss.,I/38; J.Terraine, iouglas

?'aig. the educated soldier (Lon.,1963),pp#94-95; ixfanonds.op.cit,.
1st edition,Vol.1,p#378#

21. Although officers in their post-war memoirs correctly bemoaned the
refusal of tine peacetime Government to allow more than two machine
guns per battalion, the i dwardian Amy neglected the Maxim gun
because it had been ineffectively used in South Africa. Although
Sir U.Endth-Dorrien was interested in the weapon, most senior
officers were unimpressed. See,Capt.ft,V.K.Applin,'Machine Gun in
our Own and Other Armies', Journal of the Royal United Service
Institution.Vol.LIV (Jan.,1930), pp.34-63j Field Jarshal 'ir W.
Robertson, "oldiors and Statesmen 1914-1918 (2 Vols.,Lon.,1926),
Vol.1.p.41: A.J.^nlthers. The !'an .ho isobeyed. Sir iorace 'niith-
"orrien and ills ngrrles (Lon.,1970),pp. 145-146.
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reserves of ammunition established in the wake of the South

African War and unaltered with the introduction of quick-firing

artillery, were barely sufficient for long periods of continuous
22

fighting, # Bereft of equipment for a war of this duration and

character, the B.E.F. had to improvise where possible, and simply await

replenishment from the United kingdom.

.'hat ensured the demise of the Old Army and the need for wartime

conscription was the casualty rate on the Western Front, In 1906,

the Army Council had accepted projections on war wastage which were

optimistic even by the recent Manchurian standards, Ihe projected

wastage for the first six months of a war was 44# in the Infantry

(34,740 men), 36# in the Artillery (10,610 men) and 40# on average for

the 6 Divisions (56,285 men),2"*' By 30 November 1914, after approximately

three months fighting, the British losses amounted to 3,627 officers and

86,237 other ranks. The majority of these had fallen in the Infantry

of the first seven Divisions, which had originally numbered 84,000 men.

The Official History records thati

In the British battalions which fought at the Karne and Ypres,
there scarcely remained in the colours an average of one officer
and thirty men of those who landed in August 1914,

In sum the British expeditionary Force performed with considerable

professional competence on the fields of Flanders, Trained to fight

in mobile encounter battles, it was well-armed, highly skilled on an

individual level and able to fight on the defensive when required,

22, Bdmonds.on,cit,. 1st edition, 7ol.II,pp.12-13,
23, These calculations assumed that the 6 Divisions would number 140,000

men, excluding lines of communication. Fee.rcmorandum drawn up in
i'.r.I, on Wastage in Far.27.4,06. .0./8813, and R.B.Haldane.Hernor-
andum on Amy Organisation.30>7.06, Appendix, Haig Fss,,N.L,S.,
Vol,32(a),

24, Edmonrfs.op.clt.. 1st edition, Vol.II,pp.465-466.
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Unlike the Array Corps which embarked for Couth Africa in

October 1399, the B.E.F. faced a larger, well organised and disciplined

enemy within days of its mobilisation. Under immediate pressure and

with a large proportion of Reservists still adjusting to Army life, the

B.E.F. vindicated the efforts of the pre-war reformers. decimated

after three months fighting, it formed the nucleus of the British force

which endured the depressing process of adapting to a prolonged and

static war in the trenches on the T'estem Front.

Conclusions

In examining the process of Army Reform, this study has centred

upon the structural distribution of an Amy, its social characteristics

and the relationship between changes in technology and in tactical

thought. Each of these factors had a bearing upon the effectiveness

of the front-line forces. The tendency of late Victorian authorities

to focus exclusively upon structural reform, implying that this was the

essence of Reform, only concealed deficiencies in the other aspects.

Indeed, this tendency provided the complacency with which the politicians

and their military advisers entered the South African War.

Undoubtedly structural weaknesses existed. They accounted for

some, if not all, and not the most important failings revealed in South

Africa. On the other hand, the War or rather the emergency measures

adopted during the War aggravated many of the structural weaknesses by

dislocating the Cardwell "ystem. Nevertheless, the process of war and

post-war Amy Reform was not simply a response to the public dismay

evinced in Parliament and the press. The Government and its advisers

shared the surprise and despondency occasioned by the military reverses,

and were equally determined to remedy the existing slortconir^s.



IX.
Secondly, they were able to define these shortcomings and posit

their own solutions, since the public concern was vacillating, tran¬

sitory and more related to the performance of the military than to the

intricacies of Reform. for Parliament and the press, Army Reform

always remained a peripheral issue: It was never as important as the

conduct of the .tar, the fear of militarism, and the state of the hconorny.

whereas this lack of interest allowed the War Office scope to experiment,

it also meant that the responsible Ministers would have to accommodate

their measures to the imperial and financial priorities of a peacetime

State.

As regards the social character!sties of the hdwardian Amy, many

wartime critics had urged changes in the quality of the recruiting intake.

To improve the wartime performance, they had believed that a broadened

social basis was essential for both the officers and the rank-and-file.

However, within the period 1902-1914, there was neither the time in the

case of tire ranks, nor the inclination in case of the officers, to effect

any substantial changes in recruitment. liven so, the 8.E.F. in Flanders

performed with far greater competence at trie combat level than its pre¬

decessor in ?fatal. The difference lay in the mastery of relatively

basic skills relevant to the contemporary military context - in musketry,

in the use of ground, in the laying of guns for indirect fire. As

these skills were not particularly difficult, they could be acquired by

the serving personnel through fairly regular practice. Furthermore,

their acquisition did not impair the officer gentleman tradition since

that tradition had always presumed a level of military competence. In

effect, the duties expected of a regimental officer in the -dwardlan

Army were neither so complicated nor so time consuming as to ba beneath
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the dignity of an English gentleman.

For the reform of military tactics, the development of weapon

technology, revealed in tho War, was an important but rot a decisive

factor. The War did not provide any self-evident lessons in Army

Reform. On the contrary, what were claimed as wartime lessons were

subjective interpretations of the war experience either vindicating

previous military experience or justifying personal opinions. The War

was only important inasmuch as it provided an occasion for Reform.

Thereafter pre-war theories could be tested, wartime equipment examined

and new tactics practised in the peacetime training. This was not

simply a retrospective process: many of the theories were tested during

the War and given a practical examination prior to post-war experiment.

In the long term, moreover, the experience of a particular »ar was

an Insufficient guide for Army Reform, although not for the reasons

advanced by the Edwardian officers. For them, the principles of war

were Immutable with the moral factor all important and the offensive,

if well conducted, still decisive. The failure of these factors in

South Africa only indicated the abnormality of the War and not any weak¬

ness in the principles themselves. Yet, apart fro® the peculiarities

in topography, climate and distance, many of the abnormalities in Fouth

Africa denoted the restricting effect and defensive fire power of

25. A regimental officer in the First orld War can only be regarded a3
* professional1 if the limited requirements of wartime professionalism
are understood, Montgomery, a Lieutenant in Flanders in August 1914
records that:

The C.O.galloped up to us forward companies an;l shouted to us to
attack the enemy on the forward hill at once. Hois was the only
order; there was no reconnaissance,no plan, no covering fire. We
ruahod up the hill,came under heavy fire, my Company Commander
was wounded and there were many casualties. No-body knew what to
do,so we returned to the original position from Wiich we had
begun the attack.

Field Marshal the Viscount Montgomery of Alamein, op.cit,.p.32:
Fee al3o S.Bidwell, pp.clt.. pp.15-16.
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contemporary weapons. And, if allowance was made for increased

fire power in the post-war training, it \ma still within the traditional

framework of a mobile encounter battle. This limitation ensured that

the Army would fail to perceive how much the new weapons had modified

the traditional battle. At a time of rapid technical change, it was

futile to think in terns of normal and abnormal wars. Each war was

perforce different, and neither the South African nor the Ranchurlan

War prefigured the conflict on the Western Front,

Overall, the process of Army Reform, was not automatics it was not

simply occasioned and set in motion by a military disaster. Admittedly,

Reform followed the disaster and in many respects, the events in South

Africa coloured the attitudes of the reformers. The War also increased

the likelihood of Reform by precipitating the resignation of several

officers and politicians who had defended the pre-war system, and by

providing evidence of faulty training and tactics which could buttress

the speculation of the post-war reformers, Nevertheless, the reformers

encountered several basic problems which indicated how difficult it was

to remedy a shortcoming discovered in wartime.

In the first place, the disaster itself had to be overcome. Having

assured the public of an easy victory, the Government had to rectify the

situation in the field prior to embarking on Amy Reform, As the Boers

proved unduly obdurate, the Government attempted the difficult task of

formulating a programme of Reform 'while the War remained in progress,

Rut, as long as the advisers regained abroad, the outcome of the

hostilities uncertain, and the subsequent deployment of battalions

unknown, this attempt proved hazardous. Indeed the Reform ultimately

floundered, because the reformers remained primarily concerned with the

immediate conflict and allowed it to cloud their long term assessment,

Secondly, the relevance of the disaster had to be analysed for its
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impact on future milltary requirements. This presumed a perceptive

observation of what had happened on the ground and an awareness of what

might be required in future encounters. Whereas some aspects might

over-lap, others might not and others might be wholly Irrelevant, What

Reform required was a basis in the common factors which might link a

contemporary disaster with a future conflict: in this instance, the

rapid development of weapon tec!mology and its restricting effect on

military tactics.

Thirdly, the issue of Army Reform never existed cs an isolated

requirement. If a disaster In the field highlighted the urgency of

Reform and rendered it an all important requirement for the Amy, it was

never as prominent a concern for the responsible politician. Indeed a

military disaster far from presenting the issue of Amy Reform in all

it3 pristine clarity begged several questions. To what extent could

the Amy be reformed? For what purposes should it be reformed? And

what priority should be attached to the process? The issue not only

raised these problems but it also required a political commitment on

them, prior to any reform in training, tactics or social intake.

Finally, although the purpose of the Army was to defend the State

and it3 Imperial possessions in war, and depended upon Reform to fulfil

this purpose effectively, the Amy did not only exist within a wartime

context. For an indeterminate period, it had to remain as an annual

burden on the peacetime economy, Itoreover, the Government had to

determine how much it was prepared to impinge on this economy for the

sake of an effective performance in a future war. As the central

question in Amy Reform, this required a social, economic and political

perspective, which would not be found in the immediate causes of a

particular military defeat.
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Appendix I £jrania^siiiPersonae(

Amold-; o rater.U.Q. (1055-1909): Grandson of Thomas Arnold and adopted

son of W.£.Forster,?1.P., he gained a Fir3t Class Hons, in Mod.History at

University Coll.Oxford, was secretary to his father in Ireland, and

joined Cassell St Co.Ltd. in 1885. He served as Liberal Unionist M.P.

for West Belfast from 1092-1906 and retained a fascination for military

and naval natters. He wrote voluminously on Any Reform and was

Secretary of State for War, 1903-1905.

Amery. h.C. (1873-1955): After gaining a double First at Oxford and

becoming a Fellow of All Souls (1896), he became War Correspondent for

rhe Times (1899-1900) and began The Times His tor;/ of the outh African

African ar. 7 Vols. (1900-09). He insisted upon high standards of

accuracy in the work, despite the pressure from Koberly Bell for a

quick and profitable publication. Amery also wrote The Problem of the

Army (1903) which was the basis of the Rughligan attack on Brodrick.

"-alllia-Grohrnan. '.A. (1851-1921); Educated in Austria, England and

France, he was a big game hunter and became an advocate of improved

rifle shooting in Britain after the defeat at Kajuba Hill, 1881. A

•winner of over 70 awards for rifle sooting in England, America and on

the Continent, he persistently criticised the weapons and musketry

standards of the British Army in articles for tire Nineteenth Century

and quarterly Review.

Galrnes. Capt. (1862-1902); Entered Amy through the I'ilitia,

became Adjutant 1st Volunteer Battalion, Yorks Light Infantry (1897)

and was thereby unable to serve in South Africa. Though stationed at

Wakefield, he wrote for the estminster Gazette as Military Correspondent
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and later served as secretary to the Select Coranlttees on the

remount department and the education and training of officers. A

fierce anonymous Amy critic, his best book, "The Absents!Inded ar.

had a groat vogue, and was, perhaps, the most damaging indictment of

the conduct of the war," J.A.Spender: Life Journalism and Politics.

2 Vols. (Lon.,1927), Vol.I,p.95.

Childers. H.A. (1870-1926) j Educated at Trinity Coll.C&mbridge, where

he took the law tripos in 1893, he was a Clerk in the House of Carrsrons

and served in tire Volunteers during the Boer War. He wrote The Riddle

of the "ands (1903), an imaginary tale of a German raid on England, and

contributed Vol.7 to The Times History of the Couth African nr. (1907).

A persistent critic of traditional Cavalry tactics, he wrote Car and

the ATree Blanche (1910) in collaboration with Lord Roberts.

Clarke. Cir G.8.. 1st Baron Sydenham of Combe (1848-1933)J Passed

first into and first out of R.M.Academy Woolwich, entered K.L. 1868,

and saw active service in Egypt (1882) and Sudan (1885). A self-

opinionated officer and life long liberal, his promotion was slow and

he became increasingly employed on non-military >3uties, serving as

secretary to the Hartington Commission 1892 and Superintendent Royal

Carriage Factory 1894-1901. Ibwever his pre war writings on Army

Reform earned him membership of the W.O.Reorganisation Committee 1901

and the Esher Committee 1904. As secretary of the C.I.p. 1904-07,

he became progressively disillusioned as his ideas, especially in

favour of an expanded '-ilitia, were persistently ignored. He became

Governor of Bombay .1907-1913•

Dilke. "lr C. .. (1843-1911) "seeded the lav tripos at Trinity Hall,

Cambridge (.1866) and received an L.L.H. (1869) • Radical M.P. for
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Chelsea 1863-86, he was a Republican who visited France during

the Franco-Prussian War and experienced war at first hand unlike the

majority of Service M,P,s, After his Ministerial career was ended by

divorce in 1886, he returned as M,p. for Forest of Dean (1893-1911) to

concentrate upon Inperiai and Defence issues.

Esher. discount (1853-1930): Educated at Eton, Trinity Coll. Cambridge,

he became Liberal M,P, (1380-85) and wa3 private secretary to Marquess

of H&rtington (1878-85). An secretary to H •?■*,. Office of Works (1895-

1902), he organised the Jubilee Celebrations and Hoyal Funeral, at

which time he became a confident of iueen Victoria and Edward VII.

He declined several public appointments but sought to influence events,

especially over W,0. and Army Reform, through informal contacts. He

chaired the War Office Reconstitution Cosmlttee (1904) and became a

permanent member of thrj C.I.D# in 1905. Although disliked by politicians

for his furtive behaviour, be proved a useful adviser and good committee

man, serving as Chairman of the Territorial Force Association 1909-13.

Iblfbupton. /.I.. 1st Faron (1832-1907): Educated in ffova Scotia, he

Joined the commissariat department in 1855 and became an expert on

supplies and transport. Rose through the War Office to become Perman¬

ent UnderwSecretaiy (1895-97). Having contributed a letter of dissent

to the Wantage Report (1892), he continued after retirement to defend

the Cardwell System in pamphlets and articles for The Times.

Henderson. Col.G.F.U. (1854-1903): An exhibitioner but did not graduate

from Ft,John1s Coll, Oxford, he entered the Army in 1876 and saw active

service in H&ypt (1882) and South Africa (1900), A professor at the

Staff College (1892-97), he wrote several military histories, including

a notable biography of Stonewall Jackson; and frequently contributed
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articles to the :rlinburgh 'levies* C<sanis3ioned to write the

official history of the Boer War and revise the infantry drill book,

he died prasatursly. Some of his lectures were posthumously

published in The Science of ..'ar (1905). There is an informative

correspondence by Henderson retained in tho Ksa. collection of

Waj, Jaderiah Hotchkiss (library' of Congress, ashington D.C.).

Knox, "ir n«H. (1836-1913): educated at Trinity Coll. Dublin, he

entered the War Office in 1856. A member of the committee which

devised the Cardwell system, he continued to defend its principal

components throughout his civil service career. He became Permanent

Under-Oecretary (1897-1901) and retained a close friendship -with

Sir Henry Campbell-Bannermn.

I~tonka*oXl. lord H.C. (1845-1909); educated at Eton and Trinity Coll.

Cambridge, he served on the L.C.C. from 1889 to 1907 and was an Under-

Secretary of State for War In the liberal Government (1895). He per¬

sistently campaigned for more education and some teermical instruction

for the rank-and-file.

Repine ton. Lt.-Gol. C. a Court (1858-1925): Educated at Eton and

Sandhurst, he entered the Rifle Brigade in 1878. A brilliant service

career ended when he was cited as co-respondent in divorce proceedings,

while military attache in Brussels (1902). Forced to resign Ids

comrlssion, he became Military Correspondent of The limes in 1904 and

the editor of Army ^cviaw in 19H. A provocative and controversial

writer on all aspects of Array Reform, lie became a no table correspondent

from the Western Front.

Wilkinson. ii.Cpencer (1853-1937): A Fellow of All Souls Oxford and

first Chicele Professor of Military History (1909-23), he was a



journalist with the Manchester Guardian (1832-92) and Morning

Post (1895-1914) • An enthusiast for the Volunteer movement and

founder of the Manchester Tactical Society, he also translated

numerous German military publications. He was a prodigious writer

on Haval and Military strategy and the /olunteers.
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Appendix II 'The illtary I'ackground of the "crvi.ce Members of
Parliament.

20.

The Service Members did not form a coherent organised group.

Their interest and agreement on Service matters varied considerably,

but the self-3tyled Service Members Committee did support the Array

Reformers in a letter to Lord Lansdowne, dated 20.1.90. The composi¬

tion of the Commit tee was as follows!

Mo Service Auxiliary Service Army Navy TOTAL

Committee 2 4 32 1 39

Party Affiliation

Conservative
Liberal Unionist
Liberal

TOTAL!

37
1 (Arnold-Forster)
1 (Dilke)

39

Lieutenant
Captain
Ka,1or
Lt.-Colonel
Colonel
Major-General
Lt.-General

Hank in Regular Army
on netirenent

10
11
4
2
1
3
1

TOTAL! 32

Ann in which Regular
Army Service obtained

Guards 11
Cavalry 12
"Royal engineers 1
Royal Artillery '•* Hoyal Marine
Artillery 3
Infantry 5

TOTAL! 32

Prior to 1360
Subsequent Experience
No War Experience

'ar xp - rlonce

4
9

19

TOTALi 32

'till serving 2
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The majority of the Committee therefore, was Conservative in

party affiliation, had seen no service beyond the rank of Captain, and

lacked any war experience.

This conclusion applies to all the M.f.s who had served in the

Regular Army in the 1395 Parliament.

Army Navy Total

Service M.p.s 62 4 66

Party Affiliation

Conservative 56
Liberal 4
liberal Unionist 3
Parnellite 1
Anti-Parnellite 2

Totals Z5

Lank in Regular Army
on Retirement

lieutenant 21
Captain 23
Pajor 5
Lt.-Colonel 2
Colonel 3
Major-General 4
Lt.-General 3

Totals

Arm In which Army
ervice obtained

Guards 21
Cavalry 19
R.E, 1
R.A.St lioyal Marine Art. 4
Infantry 17

Total' H
'ar Experience

Prior to i860 7
Subsequent Experience 18
No War Experience 37

Total: <52

Still Serving /j.

Unlike J.A.Thomas, The lionee of Commons 1832-1901 (London, 1939),pp.16-17,
I do not include auxiliary service and ranks in my statistics.
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Appepdix ,113; Till tar./ - Xi>or,11ture in the period 1595-1914

Year Total Gross Anqy & Ordnance Navy
Public Expenditure (£000,OCX)) Percentage (£000,000) Percentage

£000,000) of Total. of Total

1695 100.9 17.9 17 17.5 16

1396 105.1 13.5 IS 19.7 19

1397 109.7 18.3 17 22.2 20

1893 102.3 19.3 17 20.9 19

1399 117. 7 20.0 17 24.1 20

1900 143.7 43.6 30 26.0 18

1901 193.3 91.5 47 29.5 15

1902 205.2 92.3 45 31.0 15

1903 194.2 69.4 36 31.2 16

1904 155.3 36.7 24 35.5 23

1905 1A9.5 29.2 20 36.8 25

1906 147.0 28.9 20 33.3 23

1907 143.7 27.8 19 31.4 22

1908 143.4 27.1 19 31.1 22

1909 144.3 26.8 19 32.2 22

1910 156.9 27.2 17 35.8 23

1911 337.9 27.4 16 40.4 24

1912 174.1 27.6 16 42.9 25

1913 184.0 28.1 15 44.4 24

1914 192.3 28.3 15 48.8 25

B.H. Mitchell and P. Peane, Abstract of Hrltish Historical "tailstica

<£airibrMg« University Press, 1V71), pp.397-398.
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Appendix IV Regional Pack-ground of the Military Leadership in
W? W ivyt

REGIONS % of nat.pop.in COLONELS
particular region. 1899

GENERALS COLONEL &
1899 GENERALS

1899
% %

Wales 4 4 3 3
Scotland 11) 12 14 13)
Ireland 11) 21 16 19)
North of
England 24 7 4 5

'West Midlands 11 6 6 7
Last Midlands 4 6 3 4
South Midlands 3) 3 6 5)
London 11) 8 10 9)
East Anglia 5) 1 9 5)
Nome Counties 7) JJV 3 9 8)
South & South \ )

West 9) 13 16 17)
Abroad - 6 4 5

TOTAL 100 100 100 100

Number (U.K.Pop.inl901s 41.5m) (90) (79) (169)

32%

uid

% of nat.pop.in COLONELS
particular region. 1914

GENERALS
1914

%

&
GENERALS

1914
%

Wales 4 i 4 3
Scotland 11) 2"|«£ 9 22 15)
Ireland 10) 8 13 10)
North of

England 25 15 6 10
West Midlands 11 6 1 4
East Midlands 4 1 3 2
South Midlands 3) 9 6 8)
London 10) 7 6 6)
East Anglia 5) 6 10 8)
Home Counties 8) 19 10 15)
South & South ) )

West 9) 18 19 18)
Abroad - 1 - 1

TOTAL, 100 100 100 100

25$

55$

Number (U.K.Pop.lnl911:45.3m) (73) (69) (142)



. .'oat . idlands

24.
The source for the regional population tables was 3.R.Mitchell,

/■bstract of ''ritlsh Historical Statistics (Univ.of Cambridge,1971).
Therein the county population tables are reproduced from the U.K.Census

in 1901 and 1911.

In Appendix IV, the regions are grouped as follows:

forth of England - Cumberland, testmoreland, Lancashire, forkshire,

Durham, Northumberland.
- Cheshire, Derbyshire, Warwickshire, Staffordshire,

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Monmouthshire,

Shropshire.

- Lincolnshire, fottinghair.shire, Leicestershire,

Rutland, Runtingtonshire, Northamptonshire.

- Bedfordshire, Hertfordshire, Buckinghamshire,
»

Gxfordshire, Cambridgeshire•

- Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex.

- Kent, Sussex, urrey, Middlesex.

outh cle South '.'est - Cornwall, Devon, Dorset, Somerset, iiampshire,

Berkshire, 'iltsldre, Gloucestershire.

^ast Midlands

South Midlands

East Anglie

Home Counties
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i\ojy nLbc V Promotions ircr the Ranks In the- Combat Arr,ts

Year Cavalry Infantry Royal Royal TOT fcL
•'a V tS* Artillery engineer? Commissioned

Ranks AH Eaak3 All Ranks ..411 Ranks All Ranks All

1885 7 73 15 586 6 77 4 50 32 786
1686 7 65 17 377 6 1D1 1 64 31 603

1887 7 89 23 452 1 76 2 43 33 660

1888 6 64 29 430 0
C 114 4 55 41 663

1869 2 65 12 411 7 117 1 47 22 640

1890 3 75 15 422 7 113 41 on
-*• < 651

1891 6 69 6 391 8 103 1 42 21 605

1092 3 74 9 486 7 88 1 38 20 686

1693 4 59 13 388 8 93 - 37 25 575

1094 6 80 19 333 3 75 mm 42 28 535

1895 1 67 23 366 - 74 - 34 24 541

1096 - 69 14 368 - 71 2 39 16 547

1897 - 71 8 478 - 94 1 28 9 672
1898 1 56 12 559 1 109 - 34 14 753

1399 1 94 11 590 12 147 • 48 24 879

1900 - 243 27 1525 21 614 - 78 43 2460
1901 1 92 19 924 13 143 3 69 36 1228

1902 1 114 26 478 6 155 1 30 34 777

1903 - 60 14 397 2 125 - 34 16 616

1904 - 34 8 258 8 151 - 36 16 479

1905 - 68 6 383 9 58 . - 35 15 564
1906 mm 50 10 3a 7 72 - 36 17 542

1907 - 10 1 3 14

1908 - 8 - 1 9

1909 - 11 1 2 14

19K> - 10 - - ID

1911 - 14 3 1 18

1912 11 14 1 26

1913 - 7 4 - 11

56 407 157 31 651

Return, as to 'die Nvrobor of Co.nrlsslona granted 'urinr, each of the years

1685-1913 inclusive. No.224 (1914), LI.
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There were a series of these Returns but they ceased to

Include the total number of coraniasions granted after the Return

fb.Ul (1907), XLIX.



•'ppcndix VI The Changes In Offieera' Pay introduced on 1 January
1914

27.

Previous liate (per annum)

Infantry of the Line

Second Lieutenant

Lieutenant

Lieutenant after 7 yrs.
service.

Captain

£

96.

119.

137.

211.

Major "andor 2 yrs.standing,

Major over 2 yrs.standing.

Lieutenant-Coloneltincluding
Coiarand Pay

248.

310.

474.

Now date (per annus)

Infantry of the Line

Lieutenant under 3 yrs.
service. 96.

Lieutenant 3-6 yra.aervice. 129.

173.
Lieutenant after 6 yrs.
service,.

Captain under 3 yrs.
standing. 211,

Captain over 12 yrs.service
& 3 yrs.standing. 265.

Major under 24 yrs,service 292.

Major over 24 yrs.service 328.

Lieutenant-Colonol,incluiing
Command Pay 511.

Hates are given in Maj.G.'d.Redway, 'Hie Shortage of Army Officers,'

Nineteenth Century. Vol.67, No.CCCC (June 1910), p.1083, and in 'Britain

and Her Amy,' Hackwood's a'Tizine. Vol.CXCV, No.KCLXXI (Mar.,1914),

p.304.



Appendix VTI Average Rates of Regimental Promotion. 1898-1908

CAPTAINS

28,

Cavalry

Artillery

1898
Yrs.Kths.

8 -

2D 6

(Field

(Garrison)

Engineers

Infantry
Indian Array (V r^£L'/

ID 3D

8 8

11 -

1903
Yysf r'tha

1905
Yra.Idth3.

5 9 6 7

no promotion
7 6

7 -

ID 11 9 -

6 9 6 9

9 - 9 -

1908
Yrs.rths,

7 5

8 6

8 -

9 -

8 4

9 -

"AJOne

1898 1903 1905 1908
Yrs.dths. Yrs.dtho. Yrs.vth3. Yrs.i'ths,

Cavalry 15 5 13 U 14 «■» 14 3D

Artillery 18 2 17 8
" (Field) 16 - 17 6
" (Garrison) 19 - 20 -

Engineers 18 7 17 4 18 6 19 7

Infantry
fouA\

Indian Arngr\^ J
18

20

2

we

18 9

18 -

18

18

1

mm

18 3

18 -

Returns rdxr.-tm- the average time taken fro:', the date of first Corsrignion

in attaining respectively the ranks of captain and of major of officers

in the Cavalry, noyal Artillery, loyal ngineere. Infantry and Indian -nry.

No.221 (1903) XXXVIII and No. 275 (1909) LI.
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Appendix VIII The Fate of Rejections s>ronT those who offered

thy oclyes as recruits.

Totr Year Year Year Year Year Year Year
ending ending ending ending ending ending ending ending

30,9,06 jQtyt07 39,9,0a 30,9,09 30.9,p 30.9.:^ 3Q*?>y
No.served
with
notice
papers. 83,155 72,355 77,526 75,630 63,751 65,724 57,681 46,133

No .ivho
joined unit 36,339 34,641 37,169 33,720 26,336 29,444 30,313 27,999

■ aeualties

■ejections
desor-

tions f 56 52 52 55 59 55 48 39

% rejected
by Med.
Officers 33.6 30.1 29.4 29.9 31.7 27.1 23.6 21.4

% accepted
tmder
standard 1.3 2.0 2.3 1.3 1.1 3.8 5.2 5.9

The percentages were calculated by the author from the numerical

tables presented in The General V»nurJ. deport on the British ."rrrty for the

year ending 30 Taptgnber 1913. Cd.7252 (1914), LII, p.49.

Even this ray have been an optimistic impression of the physical and

medical condition of the potential recruits. From 1908 onwards, the Army

ceased to publish the complete statistics but they do exist for 1905-06

and 1906-07.

A.
Number who offered Rejections before Served with foined Unit
themselves for being served with notice papers & percen-
onlistment notice papers & & percentage tsge of

percentage of of column A. column A.
CQIU.tji A.

1905-06 108,769 25,614 83,155 36,339
24$ 76% 34$

1906-07 91,588 18,733 72,855 34,641
20$ 80$ 38$

The percentages were calculated by the author from the tables presented

in The leneml Annual Report on the British Arry for che year ending 30

September 1907. Cd.3798 (1908), XI, p.48.
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Appendix 1Y. The ducntioml Attainments of Ixtwardlan Recruits.

Year Year Year Year Year Year Year
ending ending ending ending ending ending ending

2MM PiW ^.11 J0^12 30.9.33

Class A ft 5 6 6 6 5 6

Class 8 22. 20 23 25 25 24 25

Class C 32 31 30 31 30 30 30

Class D 27 30 29 28 29 30 23

Class d 11 14 11 10 10 11 11

TOTAL % 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Number (8,644) (34,731) (32,065) (25,365) (2ft,195) (29,019) (27,093)

Class A: "Ken of good education" i.e. read Standard III Reader, write a

composition, work compound rules of arithmetic, vulgar fractions

and measure rectangles and rectangular solids.

Class Bs "Fen of fair education" i.e. read standard V Reader (for 11 year

olds), write from dictation and work compound rules of arithmetic.

Class Cs "i-fen of moderate education" i.e. read standard III Reader (for
F

9 year olds) write dictation from Reader and work simple rules of

money.

Class D: Men of inferior education" i.e. read Stondard II Reader, write

dictation from the Sleader and work problems with small, numbers

on simple rules of arithmetic.

Class Is "Illiterate" i.e. men who fail to reach Class D.

Classification and tables (percencaged by the author) from Tha General

Annual Report on the British Army for the year ending 30 Oeptember 1913.

Cd.7252 (1914), LII, p.96. On 16.11.0ft, Lord Konkawell revealed the

sctiolastic equivalents of the tandard3 used by the Airy and received no

rebuttal from the Government spokesmen. See louse of lords. Fourth Ser.,

Vol.196, cols.320-321.
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Appendix X Expenditure on Building and Per>»irlng Barracks

ENGLAND SCOTLAND IRELAND TOTAL
£ £ £ £

1396-97 498,630 U,774 156,538 669,942

1897-93 431,141 18,863 173,168 623,177

1693-99 484,223 29,645 176,676 690,544

1399-1900 577,194 24,091 222,342 824,127

1900-1901 1,449,343 34,360 209,437 1,693,140

1901-1902 964,938 24,379 264,176 1,253,493

1902-1903 926,777 24,629 230,689 1,182,095

1903-1904 1,398,436 23,161 231,505 1,653,101

1904-1905 1,554,673 26,959 196,736 1,778,368

1905-1906 374,705 21,258 123,446 1,019,409

1906-1907 579,460 27,132 107,085 713,677

These statistics include expenditure on hospitals, hut barracks,

and the cost of maintenance; and, to some extent, the purchases of land

for training grounds or rifle ranges or works thereon. They exclude

rents, furniture, fuel and light, cost of staff etc.

They were compiled from the reports presented in answer to

Parliamentary Questions on 26.11.06 and 11.3.03.

Pari.Hob,. Fourth Per., Vol.165, cols.1209-1210 am V-ol.135.col.15U.
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■ppondlx yj The Hlvillnn wployr—nb of the ^dwardfan "oldier

1904 1905 1906 1907 1908 1909 1910 1911 1912 1913

o.who were

warded
haracters
ntitling
■hem to regi¬
stration. 25,498 31,321 26,193 31,044 23,794

'

20,969 17,824 18,385 22,515 24,319
nemployed
rom pre-
ioua year. * 4,037 5,006 5,880 6,482 7,886 9,292 8,105 7,721 *

OTAL 25,498 35,358 31,199 36,924 30,456 23,855 27,116 26,490 30,236 24,319

ercontago
f imploy-
ent found
y: % % % 36 % % % 56 % %

ational
ssoc.for
he ijnploy-
ent of Ex-
oldiers. 39 38 45 41 46 46 48 46 46 46
oldiers &
ailors
elp hoc. 4 3 4 3 4 3 5 4 4 4

nny & Navy
ensioners "i
toe ; >pired
ens' Stapky-
ent Toe. 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

rlr.of Guar
fnp • >oc •

is
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 :

epts.under
he W.O. 6 4 4 3 5 5 6 6 6

1

l
6

en known to
pve found
heir own

^ployment. 46 51 43 49 a 42 37 40 40 40

3TAL
E2CBMTAGE 130 130 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

DTAL
UMBER 22,732 26,865 23,803 25,900 22,723 21,649 20,659 21,865 25,260 26,814

SRC EOTAGE
nployed 97 76 77 70 75 75 77 82 67 111

If 1904 and 1913 are excluded (the years in which the unemployed from
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previous years were not revealed) the average number of soldiers

who found employment every year v;as 15% (.i.e. in the years 1935-1912).

These statistics are culled from the appropriate Annual Reports for

the years in question and have been percentage! by the author. Only the

five largest societies are included in the table, as the others were too

small to warrant inclusion in the Annual Reports.
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